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A VISIT TO THE CAPITOL.

Before entering on the history and describing the successive

aspects ofthe CapitoHne buildings, it is advisable that a descrip-

tion should be given of the present state of the site and of the

three palaces surrounding it, and that the things most worthy
of attention should be indicated for the benefit of intending
visitors.

Site of the Capitol and Means of Access.—The monumental
staircase by which access is obtained to the Capitol from the

Piazza Aracoeli is the workof the architect Giacomo della Porta,

who contributed largely to the completion of the Capitoline

Palaces. It was begun in the year 1577, and was quickly

finished (p. 142). The two sphinxes visible at the bottom,
on either side, are the reproduction of those placed there by
Pius IV. ; the latter were discovered near the Church of Santa
Maria supra Minerva ; and, at present, are in the courtyard of

the new palace (that on the left), on each side of the statue of

Marforio. The substitution was made in 1885.

The small triangular garden which is on the left of the stair-

case, between it and another staircase leading to the Aracoeli

Church, was a mere rubbish heap, prior to 1818. Now, it con-

tains a mediocre statue by Mazini, representing the tribune Cola
di Rienzo, and, a little higher, a cage with she-wolves. In
times gone by, the Romans kept a lion in the Capitol (p. 79).

On the right of the staircase, is a slope with four windings, by
which carriages ascend to the Square ; it bears the name of Via
della Tre Pile., on account of the three "Pignates " or pots that

figure in the armorial bearings of Pope Innocent XII., the
creator of this road, and which are represented on a somewhat
high pillar standing at the third turn (p. 148).

The two groups ofthe Dioscuri which adorn the top of the stair-

case were placed at this spot by the care of Pope Gregory XIII.,

in 1583. They had been discovered some twenty years
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previously in the Ghetto ; and Valsoldo had restored them.
When Michael Angelo, in 1535, planned the transformation of

the Capitol, on the occasion of the coming of the Emperor
Charles V., he proposed to rarrange two groups at this place,

but lengthwise and facing each other (p. 129).

The balustrade that borders the Square was finished in 1592.

On it were placed, in 1590, the trophies bearing the name of

Marius, which are still to be seen there ; they come from the
" Acqua Marcia" castle situated on the Esquilian (p. 146). At
one of the ends of the balustrade (Cordonata), was erected,

about the same date, the milestone marking the first mile of

the Appian Way, where it had been discovered in 1583.

Another milestone, found a little farther on, was erected near
it. Formerly, they were each surmounted by a ball (p. 146).

The two statues of Constantine and his son Constans, which
stand between the trophies and the pillars, were brought to

this place only in 1653 ;
prior to this date, they were on the

steps leading from the Square of the Capitol to the Aracoeli
Church. The base of Constantine's statue is still standing at

the same spot ; it forms the corner of the staircase, and his

name may be seen engraven on it. A third statue representing
the Emperor's second son used to stand there also ; but it was
subsequently removed to the Museum of the Capitol ; and is

now at the Lateran, whither Pope Clement XII. had it trans-

ported in 1737. These three statues had been discovered in

the Thermae of Constantine (pp. 146, 204).

Constantine^s Horse.—In the centre of the Square, which,
until the year 1477, was used as a market, has stood since 1538
the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, which was primitively

erected in the Forum, and was later removed, some time
before the ninth century, to a position in front of the Lateran
basilica. For a long while, it was supposed to represent the

Emperor Constantine ; and on its preservation was believed to de-

pend the city's welfare. This belief sufficed to guarantee it from
destruction. The statue is one of the finest bronze monuments
that have come down to us. " All other bronze horses must be
the humble servitors of this one," said the president De Brosses,

in the eighteenth century. Some people assert that, if the

spectator will put himself in front of the horse, and slightly to

the left, he will think he sees an owl formed by the ears and a
tuft of the mane ; it is to this illusion, no doubt, that must be
attributed the strange legend related about the statue (p. 132).

The idea of decorating the Square of the Capitol with it was
originally conceived by Michael Angelo ; and it was the only
part of his programme which was carried out in his lifetime.
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Thorwaldsen and the French architect Valadier partially

restored it in 1836. The huge block that serves as its pedestal

came from Trajan's Forum. In the seventeenth century^

Constantine's horse had its special guardian (p. 140).

The steps and the portico, giving access, on the one side, ta

the Tarpeian Mount and, on the other, to the Santa Maria
Aracoeli Church, are by Vignola (p. 143).

Se7iatorial Palace.—The central palace is the one in which the
Senator, a magistrate, usually not an inhabitant of the City^

rendered civil and criminal justice. It stands on the site

occupied, in the Middle Ages, by the stronghold in which the
representatives of the people used to assemble, and which Pope
Lucius II. tried to storm, but in vain, in 1145 (p. 167).

Facade,—The present fagade was built by Girolamo Rinaldi

from the designs of Michael Angelo and Giacomo della Porta r

it was completed under the pontifical reign of Clement VIII.^

between 1592 and 1605. It was superposed on the ancient struc-

ture ; and the joining of the old and new parts is clearly dis-

tinguishable on each side (p. 1 52). The double staircase leading to

the principal entrance dates back to 1582. The fountain beneath
was finished in 1588, not without lively discussions between the

Pope, who had proposed the plan for it, and the Communal
Council, which demanded a pledge that water would be supplied
to it. As a matter of fact, the water supply Avas laid on only
thirty years later, in 1619 (p. 152).

The two groups of statuary ornamenting this fountain were a

present from Pope Leo X. ; they appear to date back to the time
of the Antonines, and came from the temple of Serapis, which
was situated on the Quirinal. It was in 15 17 that they were
transferred to the Capitol. One of the figures at first represented
the Tigris ; the tiger at its side was replaced by a she-wolf,

which transformed the group into a personification of the Tiber.

The other represents the Nile. Before being employed to

ornament the fagade of the Senatorial palace, the two groups
stood at the foot of the palace of the Conservators (p. 125). The
red basalt statue in the centre of the fountain was a Minerva :

it was made into a representation of Rome, and w^as placed at

this spot, where a larger statue had previously stood. In 1614,
it was partially restored ; in 1653 an arm, two fingers, and the
nose were renovated : later, the renovation was extended to the
other arm and nearly the whole of the body (p. 152).

On the fagade, in the lower part of the first story, are marble
tablets celebrating the taking of Rome, and bearing the names
of the soldiers that perished on this occasion, September the
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20th, 1870. The bottom ones replace windows through one of

which, the underneath one on the right, prisoners shut up in the

Capitol used to solicit charity from the passers-by (p. 164).

The windows of the first story, constructed in 1593, give light

to the large Audience-Chamber. On the right and left of the

main entrance are the people's armorial bearings and those of

the kingdom of Italy ; higher up, is an inscription to the glory
of Clement YHI. (i 592-1605).

Campajule.—The Campanile as planned by Michael Angelo
was not very lofty. The present one has three stories ; being com-
menced in 1578 by Martino Lunghi, whose design was selected

from a number of others, it was completed in two years. The
name of the reigning Pope, Gregory XIII., may be seen engraven
at the top on the four sides. The statue surmounting it was re-

mo\'ed during the pontificate of Sixtus V., who objected to an idol-

atrous image figuring above the bells (1585) (p. 151). The clock

that adorns the Campanile was added in 1804, by the order of

the Communal Council ; it cost two hundred and fifty crowns

(p. 228).

From the top of the Campanile, a magnificent view is enjoyed
over the city and the Roman Campagna.

Eastern Facade.—The eastern facade, overlooking the narrow
street that leads to the Arch of Septimus Severus (Via delP Arco
di Settimio), is the most interesting part of the edifice ; near the

Square stands the Tower of Martin V., so called because this

Pope had it restored in 1427. In the lower portion can be seen,

towards the right and above, near the edge of the Tower, the

armorial bearings of the Senator, Nicolo Tolosano (1544- 1545) ;

beneath, those of the family Gualdi, flanked with two inscriptions

recording the names of Galleotto and his son Francesco, Roman
Senators in 15 10 and in 1530 ; still further down, on the left, an
inscription recording the works carried out in the Senatorial

Palace by Pope Innocent XII. (1692) ; the four pendentives
beneath contain the armorial bearings of the three Conservators,
and those of the prior of the Caporioni in office, at the time when
the commemorative tablet was set up ; more on the left, is a series

of bass-reliefs, one of which was supposed to represent the effigy

of Scipio Africanus ; rather higher, and by themselves, are the
armorial bearings of the Senator Giacomo Bovio (15 14), crowned
with a fleur-de-lys (p. 129).

Underneath, a door opens which, at present, gives access to a
small terrace ; it was once on a level with the ground, and served
as an entrance to the salt repository, which was in the Tabu-
larium. It is called the door of Sixtus \\. ; for it was built

I
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under his pontificate, in 1477. On it are engraven his armorial

bearings, the oak of the Delia Rovere ; those of the people are

on the left, those of Cardinal d'Estouteville, the Camerlingo,

on the right. In the frieze are three small escutcheons ; those

at the ends are surmounted by a swine, forming the armorial

bearings of the Porcari family, one of whose members, Bernardo
Porcio, was at that period in command of a Quarter of the City.

The attribution of the centre escutcheon is uncertain (pp. 102, 223).

The angle of this fagade, and of the southern one, is formed
by the Tower of Nicolas V. ; on it are seen his armorial bear-

ings, close to the summit, beside those of Pope Innocent VIII.

and of Cardinal Cibo, his nephew, placed a little lower (p. 91).

Soiilhem Fai^ade.—Thefagade fronting the Forum is composed
of tw^o entirely distinct portions—the lower one being the ancient

Tabularium, sole remains of the Roman buildings that stood on
the Capitoline Hill ; and the upper one, no doubt, dating back
only to the seventeenth century. The Tabularium was employed
as a repository for public documents. In the Middle Ages, it

was transformed into a salt repository. Its partition walls, indeed,

were so eaten away by this latter employment of it that, in 1604
and in 161 2, important sums of money had to be spent in

strengthening the foundations, since the whole structure, especi-

ally the Audience-Chamber, was in danger of falling in (p. 183).

The stones composing the existing portion of the Tabularium
are of peperino, and measure rather more than a yard in length;

the wall is four yards thick. The windows overlooking the
Forum were, during the Middle Ages, on a level with the ground.
One of them, on the right, had even been enlarged so as to serve

for a door, through which beasts of burden brought the bags of

salt that had been unloaded on the banks of the Tiber (p. 104).

A long corridor runs right along the Tabularium, and conducts
to the door of Sixtus IV., already mentioned, the door now
built up. A staircase connects this passage with the upper
floor. Formerly, the Tabularium had an extra story, which was
razed at the time of the barbarian invasions. It is from the
Tabularium that access is gained, by means of a flight of stairs,

to the upper floor of the building. In the wall of the staircase,

standards of lineal measurement were inserted, and also an
inscription commemorating the gift made by the Emperor
Frederick II. of the war-chariot—the carroccio of the Milanese
—taken by him at the battle of Cortenuova, in 1237 (p. 70).

Western Fagade.—Entrance to the Tabularium is obtained by
a lofty square door on the western side of the Capitol, in the
Via Capitolma (p. 105). A little higher up, between the two
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towers bearing" the name of Boniface IX. (p. y^)^ is the door of

the Town services, which are estabhshed in the modern portions

of the buildings ; it used to be the entrance to the prisons.

Executions were carried out either in front of the palace, on the

Square of the Capitol, or on the gibbet erected at the top of the

Tarpeian Mount. The Senator was bound to witness them
from the window of the Tower, forming the angle of the western
and northern fagades (pp. ^^^ \oj).

hiterior of the Senatorial Palace.—The interior of the Sena-
torial Palace, into which, indeed, it is somewhat difficult to

€nter, is not very interesting. It contains scarcely anything
worthy of remark, except the large hall in which the Senator
held his court of justice, and which served for ceremonies, the

conferring of poetical wreaths or crowns, receptions of important
personages, the installation of new magistrates. The names of

Sixtus V. and Paul V., who made the alterations giving it its

present appearance, are inscribed on the lintels of the two chief

doors (p. 155). Into the walls have been let fragments of

frescoes found in the foundations of the palace, and a represen-

tation of the Madonna much venerated in the Middle Ages ; this

latter had been discovered underneath the principal inside stair-

case (pp. 92, 224). In a contiguous room are the standards of the

ancient Quarters of Rome, decorated with their coats of arms.

Palace of the Conservators.—On the right of the Square stands

the palace of the Conservators. Begun before the end of the

fourteenth century, at a time when the Conservators, who had
succeeded to the Bannerets, were in a fair way to become the

effective representatives of the people, it assumed more and
more importance as their power increased. However, it was
not completed until the end of the sixteenth century, under
the direction of the architect Giovanni del Duca. For the

ancient arcades, which used to open on the Square and the

inner courtyard, where traces of them may still be found, del

Duca, in accordance with Michael Angelo's plan, substituted

the cold-looking colonnade that one sees there now. The only
modification he made in the master's design was to enlarge the

middle window, a change for which he has been justly blamed.
The inscriptions that may be read above some of the doors, as

well as in the narrow street that skirts the palace and leads to

the Tarpeian Mount, refer to the Corporations, whose consuls

used to sit formerly as judges in the chambers of the ground-
floor (p. 168).

In this palace are the Capitoline Archives (at the further end
of the courtyard) and a portion of the museum. The decoration

of the large hall was made by the Chevalier of Arpino, that of
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the square room contiguous to it by Tommaso Laureti, that of

the corner room by Ripanda ; the other decorations are attri-

buted to Daniele da Volterra, Carrache, and Perugino (p. 155).

Nezv Palace.—The palace facing that of the Conservators was
not undertaken until long after the completion of the first.

Commenced in 1644, the outside portion was finished in 1655,

under the direction of Carlo Rinaldi. As the Communal treasury

was empty, it was found necessary, in order to procure the

funds required for the building, to suppress the salaries of most
of the Municipal functionaries, including even those of the

schoolmasters. In the courtyard below the Aracoeli Church,

are inscriptions recording the aid contributed by Innocent X. to

its completion (p. 185).

Museums.—Properly speaking, the origin of the Capitoline

museums goes back to the pontificate of Pope Sixtus IV, who,
in 1 47 1, gave to the people several of the objects that are still

among the most precious of the collection, together with others,

for instance, the bronze She-Wolf, the gilded Hercules, a
Camillus, a colossal head of Nero. Already, about 1509, the

museum, which had been placed in the palace of the Con-
servators, contained numerous statues, inscriptions, and frag-

ments ; and the Communal Council endeavoured either by
purchase or exchange, and sometimes by means of fines, to

increase its riches (p. 205).

About the end of the sixteenth century some attempt was
made to arrange the collections. In or near 1700 the com-
pletion of the new palace was taken advantage of to transfer

to it part of the objects that were heaped up in disorder in the

rooms of the ancient palace. Benedict XIII., and more espe-

cially Clement XI I. , enriched the museums with considerable
donations ; and Benedict XIV. it was who created in 1749 the

picture gallery, which, to tell the truth, is but of small value
compared to the other Roman collections (p. 221).

Collectio7is of the Palace of the Conservators.—The collections

of the palace of the Conservators, the arrangement of which
has just been thoroughly overhauled, and which are not yet

definitely classified, comprise the objects which were the nucleus
of the collections. The She-Wolf is in one of the rooms on the
first floor— the square room decorated by Laureti. The geese,
or rather bronze ducks, bought in the sixteenth century, are in

one of the small side rooms. The Marzio, or Thorn-drawer, is in

the last room on the left, at the end of the passage leading to the
higher courtyard. In the same room there is a colossal bronze
head, and, beside it, a tensa. On the second floor is the gilded
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Hercules ; it stands at the end of the corridor, together with
the Camillus ; moreover, mosaics have been recently placed
there, with ancient frescoes and bronzes. The Consular Tables
are on the first floor, in the room beyond the one decorated by
Ripanda. On the staircase have been placed bass-reliefs taken
from the S. Martina Church. In the courtyard have remained
fragments of colossal statues, head, fingers, and feet, belonging
in part to a figure of Augustus. There, also, beside the door
leading to the Archives, may be seen a large, rectangular vase
in granite, w^hich once contained the ashes of the first Agrippina,
wife to Germanicus, who died in exile ; this vase was employed,
in the Middle Ages, as a corn measure. On one of its faces

there is a representation of a soldier of the Roman militia

(p. 197). At the further end of the courtyard are two large

statues of slaves in grey marble (p. 216). In the higher court-

yard, the plan of Rome, Forma Urbis^ partially reconstituted,

owing to the intelligent efforts of the Comm. Lanciani (p. 219),
covers the whole of one wall. At the back is the famous group
of a lion devouring a horse, which has been restored with but
poor effect. In the Middle Ages, criminals used to be placed
on the horse, which, at that period, occupied a site in front of
the Senatorial palace (p. 80).

Collections of the New Palace.— In the courtyard of the new
palace, at the further end, may be seen the Marforio, a statue

representing a river, the Rhine, no doubt, under the features of

Jupiter ; at one time it was in a street at the foot of the Capitol,

and was used for pasting up the replies to the epigrams of
Pasquin. In 1592, it was about to be removed to the Navona
Square, when the Communal Council claimed it " to serve as a
river-god above the fountain." It was transferred to the spot it

now occupies in the year 1 737. Bescape restored it at the time of

its removal to the Capitol. In the gallery and rooms on the ground
floor there are two cynocephali (p. 205), and some Egyptian
statues, part of which came from Hadrian's villa (p. 219). On
the first floor are the Dying Gladiator ; the Table containing

the Lex Regia., which served the tribune. Cola di Rienzo, as a
text, when urging the Romans to shake off the yoke of the

nobles ; the Satyr, in red marble ; a wounded Amazon ; the

Infant Hercules, and the Faun ; the busts of the Philosophers,

and those of the Emperors, in two special rooms ; these had
been collected by Cardinal Alexander Albani, and were given

to the museum in 1733, after his death, by Pope Clement
XII. The room of the Doves is so called on account of a

mosaic remarkable for its fineness (p. 220). In the passage,

in a sort of alcove, is the Venus (p. 219).
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THE ROMAN CAPITOL
ANCIENT AND MODERN

THE CAPITOL IN ANTIQUITY

Periods of the Monarchy and the Republic.

Tpie semicircle of hills forming the nucleus of historic Rome
which converge round the hollow of the Forum (the Palatine,

towards the south ; the Velian, Esquilian, Viminal, Quirinal,

towards the east and north-east) is closed in, towards the

north-west, by a steep hill of volcanic tufa, the Capitol. The
Capitol separates from each other two plains of very unequal
size : to the north, the plain bordering on the Tiber, the Campus
Martins ; to the south, the Forum Boarium with its adjacent

land of the Velabrum and the Forum, leaving between them
only two narrow passages : the one to the south-west, about
two hundred yards wide, along the river ; the other, at its

north-eastern extremity, in the vicinity of the Quirinal.
1 Primitively, the Capitoline hill was not, as it is to-day, a

height isolated on all sides. It was joined to the Quirinal, of

which it formed a prolongation, by a rocky saddle about
a hundred and ninety-six yards long and thirty-three yards high.

This saddle, which existed throughout the period of the

Republic, disappeared at the beginning of the second cen-

tury A.D., when Trajan, in order to establish a direct connection
between the Forum and the Campus Martins, levelled the

natural soil and built, at a lower level, the Forum that bears
his name.^

1 M. L. Homo, formerly of the French School in Rome, has very kindly
revised this first part.

2 Dion Cass., LXVIII. i6. Cf. inscription on Trajan's column, C. I.L. , VL
960.
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The Capitoline hill, which is about five hundred yards long
from north-east to south-west, and two hundred yards broad, in;

its widest part, comprises two summits connected by a saddle
fairly similar to the one formerly linking together the Capitol

and the Quirinal. The northern summit, the ancient Arx, is at

once the highest part (rather more than fifty yards, at the site

of the present Church of S. Maria in Aracoeli) and that which
has the smallest area (eight thousand eight hundred to nine
thousand nine hundred square yards) ; the southern summit,
the Capitol properly so called, of slightly less altitude (fifty

yards at the site of the Palazzo Caffarelli) possesses a con-
siderably larger area (about sixteen thousand ^n^ hundred
square yards). The saddle connecting the two summits, the

ancient Asylum, has an altitude of forty-two yards at the site

of the Piazza del Campidoglio ; its area is almost equal to that

of the Arx. The whole of the Capitol, with its two culminating
points (fifty-three and fifty yards), has a mean altitude of thirty-

three yards above the Campus Martins to the north-west (height

nineteen to twenty yards), and to the south-west above the

hollow of the Velabrum (ancient level at the foot of the Janus
Quadrifons, twelve yards) and the Forum (fourteen yards).

The essential geographical characteristics of the Capitol,—to

wit, its being naturally connected with the Quirinal, and, on the
contrary, its being isolated from the Palatine, on account of the

marshes of the Forum and the Velabrum ; its rising, on all sides,

steeply above the surrounding plains ; and, last of all, its re-

stricted area, which did not lend itself, as the table-lands of the
Palatine, the Caelian, and the Quirinal did, to the establishment
of considerable-sized colonies,—exercised a decisive influence

on the history of the hill.

The two portions of the Capitol seem to have, at first, had an
independent history and development. Until the end of the
monarchical period, there was no name v/hich designated the
whole of the hill. From the outset, the Arx appears to have
depended on the Quirinal, and on the Sabine colony that was
estabhshed there. The southern height primitively bore the
name of the Mons Tarpeius.^ It was occupied by a colony,

probably of Latin origin, which, according to the legend, had
been founded by Saturn, and, from the name of its founder, had
taken the name of Saturnia. Dionysius of Halicarnassus relates

that this denomination existed already in the time when a colony

1 Varro, de Ling. Latin. ^ V. 41: " Hie mons (the Capitol) ante Tarpeius
dictus. . .

." Dionys. of Halic, III. 69: " T61/ virepKeCfxevov tt\<; ayopa^ Ao^oi/,
b? Tore fJiev e/caAetro TapTrrjtos, vvu Se KaTrtxcoAtj/o?." Dion Cass., fragm. II. 8 :

" 'O TapTr»;tos A6(/)o? fxeTiovofJidaOr} KaTrtrwAti/o?." Tit. Liv., I. 55, says similarly
that the temple of Jupiter was built on the Mons Tarpeius.
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of Grecians led by Hercules, like the Arcadian colony which
under Evander's leadership had occupied the Palatine, came
and established themselves on the hill.^ A few souvenirs

of the ancient colony remained until a later period : the altar

of Saturn, situated at the south-eastern extremity of the Forum,
at the foot of the Capitol, near which was subsequently built a

temple of the god ; the name of Saturnii borne by the inhabi-

tants of the region, and that of Saturnia, primitively given to

the Pandana Gate opening on the southern side of the Capitol

and giving access to the Area Capitolina.^

The name, Capitolium, applied to the whole of the Capitoline

hill, does not seem to be anterior to the end of the monarchical
epoch and the construction of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.

According to the legend first related by the historian Fabius
Pictor, a human head (Caput) was discovered when the founda-
tions of the temple were being dug ; and, to commemorate the

event, the name Capitolium ^ was given to the hill. The his-

torical truth is simpler : the citadel peculiar to the Sabine
colony of the Quirinal, which was situated on the northern
edge of the hill, already bore the name Capitolium.* When
the two colonies of the Palatine and the Quirinal amalgamated,
by virtue of a treaty which tradition refers to the two kings
Romulus and Titus Tatius, the Capitoline hill became the

citadel, the military centre of the new City. At the end of the

monarchical epoch, under the Tarquins, at the time of the erec-

tion of the temple of Jupiter, it became also the religious centre.

On these double grounds, it assumed the name Capitolium,

which appears to have been from the commencement an official

appellation.

The name of Mons Tarpeius did not disappear ; but its use

1 DIonys. of Halic, I. 34 :
" A6(^ov eTrcTrjSeLOv evpovreg . . . o? vvu iJi€vKaiTLT(*)X.lvog

oi/o/xa^erai, vtto 8e Toiv tot' avOpojircov 2aToupj'to5 eAe'yero." These new-comers must
chiefly have been from the Peloponnesus: " Ttoi/ S' vjrokeK^OivTOiiv 01 fxev TrAetov?

rjcrav UeXoTTOvvricnoi, ^evearat re /cat 'ETretcot 01 e^ 'HAtfio*;. . .
." Among them

were also, according to legend, a certain number of Trojans (Dionys. of Halic,
/oc. czL).

2 Varro, de Ling, Latin. ^ v. 42. SoHn., 1. 13 :
" Castelli quoque quod excitaverunt

portain appellaverunt Satiirnia7n qtiae posUnoduin Pandana vocitata est.''

3 Fabius Pictor, fragm. 12. Varro, de Ling: Latin., V. 41 :" Capitolium dictuvi
quod hie cutii funda7nenta foderentur aedis Jovis caput huinanuin dicitur in-

ventuin.'' Tit. Liv., I. 55: '"'' Captit humanum integra facie aperieniibus funda-
menta templi dicitur apparuisse ; quae visa species haudper ainbages arcein eani
imperii caputque rerumforeportendebat." Dionys. of Halic, IV. 59-61 ; Plutarch,
CamilL, XXVI. ; Dion Cass., fragm. II. 8.

'^ Varro, de Ling. Latin., V. 158 : '''' Clivus proximus a Flora susus{1) versus
Capitolium Vetus, quod ibi sacellum Jovis, Junonis, Minervae, et id antiquius
quam aedis quae in CapitoUo facta.'' This sanctuary, thenceforward, took the
name of Capitolium Vetus, in opposition to the new Capitol, and kept it till the end
of the Empire. Martial, V. 22 ; VI. 27; VII. 73. Notit., Reg. VI. Inscriptions:
Bull. Archeol. Com., 1887, p. c>5t. Ch. Huelsen, ist Topog. Jahresber., Rdmisch-
Mitth.^ 1899, pp. •2^'z-'2^^', 11^'^ Top. Jahresber., id., 1891, pp. 103-104.
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was restricted, and no longer serving to designate the whole
of the hill, it was applied only to the rocky spur of the Saxum
Tarpeium or Rupes Tarpeia, the Tarpeian Rock. From the

time of the Republic, the northern summit of the Capitol, which
was the citadel properly so called, is generally designated
under the name Arx, the southern height under the name
Capitolium.

In relation to the first nuclei of colonisation formed on the

Roman soil, the situation of the Capitol was not central. The
Roma Quadrata occupied only the Palatine and its immediate
vicinity ; the seven-hilled city that succeeded it and into which,
together with the two summits of the Palatine, the Cermalus and
the Palatium, entered the Velian, the three brows of the Esquilian
(Oppius, Cispius, Fagutal) and the valley of the Subura, did not
include the Capitol.

At a later date, as far as can be made out by primitive legends,

the Capitol properly so called and the colony of Saturnia seem
to have been joined on to the Latin colony of the Palatine, whilst

the Arx belonged to the Sabines of the Quirinal. Tradition pre-

served longer the memory of a house of the Sabine king
Titus Tatius, situated on the Arx.^ Romulus is said to have
opened a place of refuge (asylum) in the hollow separating the

two heights, and to have received numerous outlaws there ;
^ he

is credited, too, with having surrounded the Capitol with a forti-

fied wall. ^ Subsequently, as a commemoration of his v^ictory over
Acron, the king of the Caeninians, whom he had killed with his

own hand, he mounted in triumph to the Capitol ; and, having
consecrated at the top of the hill the first temple of Jupiter, that

of Jupiter Feretrius, he hung up, in the cella of the god, the

first spolia opima.^
The wars which were subsequently waged between the Latins

of the Palatine and the Sabines of the Quirinal resulted in the

Sabines temporarily occupying the Capitol. It was this event
which gave rise to the legend of Tarpeia, daughter of Spurius
Tarpeius, the officer in command of the citadel, whose treason

was supposed to have delivered the fortress into the hands of

the Sabines.^ Once in possession of the Capitol, Titus Tatius,

the king of the Sabines, erected several votive sanctuaries in the

vicinity of the temple of Jupiter Feretrius, in particular, those of

1 Plutarch, Romulus^ XVII. : "''fl/cet 6e Tariog \x.kv ottov vvv 6 Tr\<; M.ovt]Tr]<; vaos
ia-TL." Solin., I. 21.
2 Tit. Liv., I. 8; Dionys. of Halic, II. 15; Plutarch. RomuL, IX.; Strab.,

V. 230 ; Ovid, Fast., III. 429, 399.
3 Dionys. of Halic, II. 37: "Tov? TrapaKetjaeVou? \6^ov<; rov re Avei'Ttvov kol tov

KaTTiTcoAti/oi^ vvv \cy6fJievov ajrorat^pevcoi/ /cat \apa.Kiaixacn Kaprepols 7re p tAajajSaj/ tov."

4 Tit. Liv., I. 10; Dionys. of Halic, II. 33-34.
5 Tit, Liv., I. IT, 399 ; Dionys. of Halic., II. 38,
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Terminus, of Juventas, and perhaps also that of Mars, which
were destined to last until the end of the Empire.^

The treaty concluded between Romulus and Titus Tatius,

which terminated the dissensions of the two peoples and gave
equal powers to the two kings, opens a new era in the history of

the Capitol.^ Henceforward, the unity of the populations estab-

lished in the centre of the Roman soil was an accomplished fact.

The Capitol became the citadel of the town. The fortifications

belonging to the hill were preserved and strengthened. It is to

this period that may be assigned the fragment let into the wall

of a house (No. i) of the Via delP Arco di Settimio, and formed
of blocks of blackish tufa, similar to those of the Roma Quad-
rata of the Palatine.^

The topography of the Capitol was fixed for two centuries :

to the north-east, the Arx with the Auguraculum, a place of

observation for the Augurs ; in the centre, the Asylum, with the

two woods flanking it ; to the south-west, the Capitol, with the

temple of Jupiter Feretrius, enlarged by the king Ancus Mar-
cius, the sanctuaries of Terminus, Juventas and Mars, the Pan-
dana Gate,* which, doubtless in virtue of the treaty concluded
between Romulus and Titus Tatius, was to remain always open,

and the Tarpeian Rock.
The epoch of the Tarquins, decisive in the development of

Rome, was equally so in the history of the Capitol. Their work as

regards the latter may be said to comprise three essential parts.

I. The Capitol was joined on to the rest of the town by a
series of important constructions.

Up to that time, communications between the Capitol and the

Forum had been difficult. The Forum and the Velabrum region

were still partially covered with marshes. There could hardly
have been any carriage road giving access to the Capitol. Tar-
quin the Elder succeeded in draining the Forum and the Vela-
brum by building a network of sewers, the principal one being
the Cloaca Maxima.^ It was he, probably, who established a

1 Tit. Liv., I, 55 : ".
. . Sacella . . . quae aliqicot ibi a Tatio rege priijium in

ipso discri77iine adversos Ro7nulum pugnae vota, consecrata inajigurataq^ce postea
fuerunty See further on, p. 29, apropos of the construction of the temple of
Jupiter Capitolinus.

2 Tit. Liv., I. 12 ; Dionys. of Halic, 11. 50 ; Plutarch, RomuL, XIX. ; Appianus,
Roman History, I. fragm. 4; Serv., ad Aeneid., VII. 709.

3 R. Lanciani, The Ruins and Excavations of Ancient Ro77iey p. 61 ; Notiz.
deoli Scavi, 1890, p. 215.

4 According to Varro, de Li7ig. Latin. ^ V. 42, and Solin. I. 13 (cf above, p. 4,
note i), the Pandana Gate was primitively called the Porta Saturnia. Festus, 363 :

" Tantis postea in pace/acienda cavit a Ro77tulo ut ea Sahinis se77iper pate7-ef ;

cf. Ep., 220: ^'' Pandana porta dicta est Ro7iiae quod se77?per pate7-et." Polyaen.,
VIII. 25 ; Dionys. of Halic, X. 14,

5 Tit. Liv., I. 38-56; Dionys. of Halic, III. 67; IV. 44; Pliny. Hist. Nat.,
XXXVI. 106.
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direct communication between the Capitol and the Forum by
the CHvus Capitolinus, a road forming the natural prolongation
of the Via Sacra, and by a series of winding paths, attaining

successively to the Asylum and the summit of the Capitol pro-

perly so called.

The Forum, having become the chief market of the town, and
the Capitol, being its citadel and on the way to become its

religious centre, were thus closely connected together, and
thenceforward were destined to have a common development
and history.

2. The Capitol ceased to be an isolated citadel, and was
made part of the defences of the town by the construction

of the wall of Servius TuUius.
Until that time, the Capitol, in relation to the town, had

played the role of an autonomous citadel. Servius Tullius, who
succeeded Tarquin the Elder, included the hill in the belt that

he built round Rome. All the northern front of the Capitol,

that which faced the Campus Martius, became an integral

portion of the new line of defence. The wall of Servius, which
at this point replaced the ancient fortifications peculiar to the

Arx and the Capitol, was built half-way up the hill on a
platform artificially hewn out of the hill tufa. Sonie fragments
of it have been discovered at various dates, notably on the
northern flank of the Arx, in 1887,^ 1889,^ and 1892 ;^ on the

flank of the Capitol properly so called, in 1872 and 1892
(Via delle Tre Pile).* A sixth fragment exists, besides, on the

northern edge of the hill, at the foot of the Palazzo Cafifarelli.

Towards the north, the Capitol presented a steep declivity.

There was no direct communication between the Campus
Martius and the top of the height ; consequently, no gate
was made in this part of the enclosure.

The defence of the Capitol was incorporated, on the one side,

with that of the Quirlnal, on the other with that of the Tiber.

To the north-east, the wall of Servius deviated from the Arx,

and, in order to reach the Quirinal, crossed the hollow separ-

ating the Arx from this hill ; there the Ratumena Gate^ was

1 Notiz. degli Scavi^ 1887, p. 113 ; 1890, p= 215.
2 Id.^ 1890, p. 215 ; Ch. Huelsen, Il^r Topogr. Jahresber., Romisch. Mitth.,

1891, p. 104.

^ Notiz. degli Scavi, 1892, p. 200 ; Ch. Huelsen, IVer Topog. Jahresber. ^ Romisch.
Mitth., 1893, p. 287.

4 R. L-inciani, The Ruins and Excavations of Ancient Rojue, p. 54 ; Bull.

Archeol. Coin., 1873, P- ^4^^ » Notiz. degli Scavi, 1890, p. 215 ; 1892, p. 229 (cf.

Ch. Huelsen, IV^^ Topog. Jahresber. , Romisch. Mitth., 1893, p. 287).

5 Legend relates that a certain Ratumena, who had won a chariot race at Veii,

was run away with by his horses and thrown out of his chariot at the foot of the
Capitol, at the place which bears his name. Festus, p. 274; Pliny, Hist. Nat.,
VIII. 161 ; Solin., XLV. 15; Plutarch, PublicoL, XIII. after Valerius Antias.

See further on, p. 32.
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situated. To the south-west, the wall ran in the direction

of the Tiber, which it reached opposite the southern extremity

of the isle. In this part of the enclosure there were two gates :

at the foot of the Capitol, the Porta Carmentalis,i on the road
connecting the Forum Boarium with the Forum Holitorium

;

and the Porta Flumentana,^ on the road skirting the river-bank.

Although protected, towards the north, by the wall of Servius,

the Capitol preserved in the direction of the Forum its own
fortifications. It continued to be the citadel of the town and,
thereafter, formed a second line of defence behind the first.

3. The Capitol became the religious centre of the city.

Tarquin the Elder, in the course of the war against the

Sabines, vowed a temple to the triad Jupiter, Juno, and
Minerva. This temple was erected on the Capitol, and became
the centre of the Roman national worship. The building

required enormous preparatory work. The top of the Capitol

had to be levelled, a vast artificial platform had to be con-
structed, and the sides of the hill had to be consolidated. These
preparatory tasks were pursued in the reign of Tarquin the

Proud. The edifice was not completed until 509 B.C. (245 ab
urbe condita), the year following the expulsion of the kings.

The completion of the Clivus Capitolinus, intended to form
the main approach to the temple, was the last and crowning
accomplishment in the construction of the triumphal Via Sacra.

At the close of the monarchical period, the primitive appear-
ance of the Capitol had already undergone a profound trans-

formation. The summit of the hill was covered with a broad
esplanade, the Area Capitolina, communicating directly with the
Forum by the Clivus Capitolinus and studded with monuments :

in the centre stood the large temple of Jupiter ; around it were
the ancient temple of Jupiter Feretrius, the temple of Fides, and
the sanctuary of Fortuna Primigenia, which latter two had been
built, according to tradition, the first by Numa, the second by
Servius Tullius ; there was, no doubt, too, the Curia Calabra,
the meeting-place of the Calata Comitia during the first

centuries of the Republic.^

The Arx, whose defences had been strengthened by the

construction of the wall of Servius, was the citadel properly so

1 The Porta Carmentalis was at the foot of the Capitol (Dionys. of Halic, I. 32 :

'"Yirb Tw /caAot»/aeVa> KaTTtTwAtw "), not far from t lie altar of the nymph Carmenta;
Solin., I. 13 : ''''Pars etiain injima Capitolini Tiiontis habitacuhDii Car iitentaefuit

^

ubi Carmentis nuncfanuin est, a qua Carvietttali portae nojiien datum." Tjt.

J.iv., XXIV. 47 ; XXVII. 37 ; Ovid, Fast., II. 201; Festus, 285 ; Ep., 335 : Serv.,
ad Aeneid., VIII. 337.

2 Varro, de Re Rustica, III. 2 ; Cicero, ad Attic, VII. 3, 9 ; Tit. Liv., VI. 20 ;

XXXV. 21 ; Festus, p. 89 :
" Fluinentana porta Rotnae appellata quod Tiberis

partem ea fluxisse affirmant"
2 On these various buildings see further, pp. 29, 30, 43.
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called ; the Capitol, in consequence of the great works executed

by the Tarquins, had become more especially the religious centre

of the Roman city.

In the retrograde period that Rome passed through after the

expulsion of the kings and the proclamation of the Republic,

the military, political, and religious importance of the Capitol

steadily increased.

The Capitol played a great role in the wars waged by Rome
for the defence of her territory, in the fifth and fourth centuries

B.C., and in the internal dissensions that accompanied the

CAMPIDOGLIO ANTlCO

FIG. I.—TOPOGRAPHY OF THE ANCIENT CAPITOL, ACCORDING TO
THE ARBITRARY RECONSTITUTION OF NARDINI. {Roma antica.)

Struggle of the two orders. In 491 B.C. (263 ab urbe condita),

when Coriolanus marched on Rome with a Volscian army, the
Capitol was put into a state of defence.^ In 471 B.C. (283 ab urbe
condita), under the consulate of Appius Claudius Sabinus and
T. Quinctius Capitolinus, an insurrection broke out against the

consul Appius : the plebs occupied the Capitol,^ the steep side

of which commanded the Forum and the Comitium, and only
consented to evacuate it on the intervention of the Senate. In

460 B.C. (294 ab urbe condita) the Sabine Herdonius, with a

1 Dionys. of Halic, VIII. 23. 2 DIonys. of Halic, IX. 48.
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body of four thousand men, descended the Tiber and took the

Capitol by surprise, as well as the Arx. Three days after, the

Romans, under the leadership of the consul Lucius Valerius

Publicola, mounted to the assault, along the Clivus Capitolinus,

and succeeded in re-occupying the citadel.^ In 450 B.C. (304 ab
urbe condita) the decemvir Appius Claudius told the plebeians

that a fortress like the Capitol was not solely intended to serve

against outside enemies.^ A little later, discovery was made of

a conspiracy of certain slaves, who wished to seize the Capitol,

with a view to freeing the whole body of their fellows.^

The chief episode in the military history of the Capitol,

during the first three centuries of the Republic, was the siege

by the Gauls in 390 B.C. (364 ab urbe condita). The Romans,
who had been seized with panic at the battle of the AUia, had not

even thought of defending the wall of Servius. The Gauls
penetrated, unmolested, into the town. The Capitol became
the centre of the resistance. In spite of all their efforts, the

Gauls failed to storm the citadel ; and the legend about the

geese of the Capitol records the fact of this failure. However,
they reduced the defenders by famine and forced them to pay a
ransom.

In proportion as Rome extended her conquests in Italy, the

Capitoline citadel necessarily lost some of its importance. The
assault of the Gauls was the last attack by foreigners that the

Capitol had to sustain.

The patrician State, which, in 509 B.C. (245 ab urbe condita)

had replaced the monarchy, continued the work of transformation
in the Capitol undertaken by the Tarquins.—The temple of

Jupiter was solemnly consecrated in 509 B.C. (245 ab urbe condita)

by the consul M. Horatius Pulvillus.* The political and religious

life of the Capitol received a fresh impetus.
It was in the Capitol that, at the commencement of each

year, the Senate held their first sitting ;
^ and they assembled

there, also, on other occasions of exceptional importance. In

340 B.C. (414 ab urbe condita) they gave audience in it to the

envoys of the revolted Latins ;^ in 189 B.C. (565 ab urbe con-

dita) they handed there to Antipater, son of king Antiochus,

1 On the surprising of the Capitol by Herdonius we read in Tit. Liv., III. 15-18 :

'"'' Exules servique ad duo millia honiinutn et quingenti duce Appio Herdonio
Sabino node Capitoliiiui atque arcetit occupavere.'" Dionys. of Halic, X. 14 :

" IIAevora? 8e 5ta tov TtjSepew? Trora/aou Trpocreorxe tt^? 'Pa)jU''1? /cara tovto to xijipiov^

ev9a TO KaTTiTcoAtoi^ eVrii/ . . . 'Ai/aj8tj8acra? rijv Svvafjuv elAe to (fypovpiov, eKeiOeu 5'

enl Trjv ocKpau uxrajaevo?, ecrrt 8e tw KaTrtrajAto) npocrexh'i^ Ka.Keivr)<; eyeyoi/et Kvpto?'"
2 Dionys. of Halic, XI. 35. ' 3 Dionys. of Halic, XII. fragm 6.

4 Tit. Liv., II. 8; VII. 3; Polyb., III. 22; Dionys. of Halic, V. 35; Plutarch,
PublkoL, XIV. ; Valer. Maxim., V. 10. i ; Tacit., Hist., III. 72.

5 Tit. Liv., XXII. I : XXIII. 31 ; XXIV. 10 ; XXVI. i ; XXVIII. 39 ; XXX.
27 ; XXXII. 8, &c Cf. Sueton., Avg, XXVI. ^ Tit. Liv., VIII. 5.
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the treaty signed with Rome.^— The magistrates, when entering
on their functions, proceeded in state to the Capitol, and offered

there a sacrifice to Jupiter ;^ and thence it was that they started

when quitting Rome, in order to go and put themselves at the
head of their army or take possession of their province.^

The Calata Comitia met at the beginning of each month, in

the Curia Calabra.—The plebs frequently held their " Concilia "

on the Area Capitolina, especially in the second century B.C.,

196, 195, 169, 167, &c. (558, 559, 585, 587 ab urbe condita).*

It was there that Tiberius Gracchus was killed in 133 B.C.

(621 ab urbe condita).*^ The originals of treaties signed by
Rome with foreign peoples were deposited in the office of the
Aediles, near the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.^

It was at the Capitol that the consuls proceeded to the
annual levies, and to the putting of the military oath. A red
flag, raised over the Arx, announced to the city that the
ceremony was terminated.^ At the same spot, likewise, the
young men, on attaining their sixteenth year, solemnly assumed
the toga.^

The Capitol was the place of execution for crimes of the

most serious kind : traitors or those who were convicted of

aiming at tyrannical power (as, for instance, Manlius Capitolinus,

in 384 B.C. (370 ab urbe condita), those who had committed
incest, &c., were thrown from the Tarpeian Rock.
And at the Capitol, also, were celebrated two of the most

important religious manifestations in Roman life, the Processions
and the Triumphs.
Each year, on the day of the Ludi Romani, the Procession

(pompa) was formed at the temple of Jupiter. The statues of

the gods were placed on cars (thensae) and solemnly conducted
along the Clivus Capitolinus and the Via Sacra to the Great
Circus, where they were exhibited. When the games were
finished, the gods were brought back to the Capitol and
reinstated in their sanctuaries.

The temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was the terminal point of

the Triumphs.^ The victor went to thank Jupiter and pay him

1 Tit. Liv., XXXVII. 55.
2 Tit. Liv., XXII. I ; Supton., Aug., XXVI.
3 Tit. Liv., XXI. 63; XLI. 10; XLII. 49.
^ Tit. Liv., XXXIII. 35 ; XXXIV. i ; XLIII. 16 ; XLV. 36, &c.
•5 Plutarch, Tib. Gracck., XIX.—XX. ; Appian., Civil War, i. 16 ; Oros., V. 9.

*^ Polyb., III. 26 : " Ilapi Tov Atx t6v KaneTuyXtov ev Tw tcoi/ ayopavofJLOiyv

TaixLeCoi."

7 Tit. Liv., XXXII. Ts; Polyb., VI. 19; Macrob., Saturn., I. 16. 15; Festus,

Ep., 103; Serv., ad Aeneid., VIII. i.

8 Serv., ad Eclog., IV. 50.
9 The Triumphs of Camillus, 390 B.C. (364 ab urbe condita), over the Gauls, of

Papirius Cursor, 324, 319, 309, 293 B.C. (430, 435, 445, 461 ab urbe condiia), over the

Samnites, of fabricius, 282 B.C. (472 ab urbe condita) and 278 B.C. (476 ab urbe
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homage for the victories gained through his protection ; he
offered a solemn sacrifice, and presented the god with rich

gifts. The Capitol thus came to be directly associated with

the development of Roman greatness. Each conquest, each
extension of the Empire, had its official consecration at the

Capitol.

Concurrently with its political and religious development was
pursued the architectural transformation of the Capitol—At the

commencement of the Republic, there were still numerous
private houses on the spot. Dionysius of Halicarnassus relates

that in 460 B.C. (294 ab urbe condita), when the Sabine
Herdonius surprised the Capitol, those of the inhabitants who
had not been slain fled from their houses or barricaded
themselves inside.^

Manlius Capitolinus, the defender of the Capitol against the

Gauls in 390 B.C. (364 ab urbe condita), possessed a house on
the Arx.^ After the retreat of the Gauls, the Senate established

the Ludi Capitolini or Capitoline games in commemoration of

the event ; and entrusted the organisation of them to the

inhabitants of the hill, constituting the said inhabitants into a
College.^ When Manlius was put to death for high treason,

in 384 B.C. (370 ab urbe condita), his house was razed ; and a
law passed in the same year forbade the patricians to dwell
either on the Capitol or on the Arx.^ During the last three

centuries of the Republic, the various private houses were
gradually replaced by public buildings.

The grounds situated at the foot of the Capitol, in the

direction of the Campus Martins and the Forum Boarium, were

condita), and of CurlusDentatus, 290, 275 B.C. (464, 479 ab urbe condita), over the
Lucanians, the Tarentines and Pyrrhus, mark the definitive conquest of Italy by
Rome; tho^e of Appius Claudius, 264 B.C. (490 ab urbe condita), of Lutatius Catulus,
241 B.C. (513 ab urbe condita), and of Scipio Africanus, 201 B.C. (553 ab urbe condita),
mark the fall of Carthage •, those of Flaminius, 194 B.C. (560 ab urbe condita), over
Macedonia, of L. Cornelius bcipio Asiaticus, 189 B.C. (565 ab urbe condita), over
Antiochus, of Fulvius Nobilior, 187 B.C. (567 ab urbe condita), over the Aetolians, of
Paullus Aemilius, 167 B.C. (587 ab urbe condita), and of Metellus, 146 B.C. (608 ab
urbe condita), over Macedonia, of Mummius, 145 B.C. (609 ab urbe condita), over
Greece, of Scipio Aemilianus, 146 B.C. (608 ab urbe condita), over Carthage, of
Metellus, 106 B.C. (648 ab urbe condita), over Jugurtha, of Marius, 101 b.c. (653 ab
urbe condita), over the Cimbri and the Teutons, of Sylla, 81 B.C. (673 ab urbe condita),
and of LucuUus, 63 B.C. (691 ab urbe condita), over Mithridates, of Pompey, 61 B.C.

(693 ab urbe condita), over the East, of Caesar, 46 B.C. (708 ab urbe condita), over Gaul,
of Octavian, 29 B.C. (725 ab urbe condita), over Egypt, mark the submission to Rome
of the basin of the Mediterranean.

1 Dionys. of Halic, X. is :
".

. .Ta riyy] twi/ oIklmv Karelxov a/xa yvvac^Cv, d?
ano TOVTOiv ayioviov^evoi irpog rovs eiaeArjAv^oTa?."

2 Tit. Liv., VI. 20 ; VII. 28 ; the house of Manlius Capitolinus was on the site

later occupied by the temple of Juno Moneta and the Mint. Plutarch, CamilL,
XXXVI.

3 Tit. Liv., V. 50. Cf, C.I.L., I. 805.
* Tit. Liv., VI. 20: "iV"<? quh patricius in Arce aut Capitolio habitareV \

Plutarch, CamilL, XXXVI.
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public property ; they were occupied by the reHgious fraternities

of the Pontiffs, the Augurs, the Decemvirs, and the Flamens.
In 88 B.C. (666 ab urbe condita), at the time of the war against

Mithridates, Sylla took possession of these grounds and sold

them, in order to procure the State the resources it lacked.^

The quarter then began to be built upon by private persons,

whose houses remained until the end of the Empire.
In the last century of the Republic, the general topography

of the Capitol was the following :—On the Arx stood the

temples of Juno Moneta, with the factories of the Mint, the

temples of Vejovis and Concord. The wall of Servius was
everywhere falling to decay. The Asylum, at the time,

restricted and separated from the Forum by the bulk of the

Tabularium, contained but one edifice, the sanctuary of Vejovis.

An enclosure, fenced with a wall (Locus Saeptus), recalled the

site where Romulus had once opened his refuge. On the

Capitol, round the large temple of Jupiter, were grouped the

temples of Jupiter Feretrius,of Fides, of Mens, and of Venus
Erycina, as also of Ops, together with the sanctuary of

Fortuna Primigenia and a large number of monuments (statues,

dedicatory bases . . .)> which will be spoken of further.—Some
private houses still remained, especially on the sides of the hill

and on the slopes that, from the Asylum, gave access to the

Capitol and the Arx.

Imperial Period.

From the administrative point of view, the Capitol had
continued to be outside of the four regions of Servius, which
made up the city properly so called. This state of things still

persisted at the commencement of the Empire, when Augustus
replaced the old division by a larger organisation and created
the fourteen regions. The Capitol, together with the ancient
Forum and the imperial Fora, formed the eighth region.^

1 Appian, Mith., 22; Oros., V. 18: '''' Loca publica quae hi circuitu Capitolii
pojitijicibus^ atiguribus, decemviri's et flajuinibiis in possessio7iein tradita erant^
cogente iiiopia vendita sunt.''

"^ The Regionaries of the fourth century mention in the eighth region: '"''Rostra

III. Geiiiuin Populi Roinani Aureuin et Equu7ii Constantani. Senatuin. Atriuvi
Minervae. Forum Caesaris. Augusti. Nervae. Trajani. Teinplum divi Trajani
et columna7n cochlidem. Cohoriem VI Vigilum. Basilicam Argentariam. Tejnpluju
Concordiae. Umbilicum Romae. Tejuplum Satur7ii et Vespasiani et Titi. Capi-
toliu77i. Miliariu77i Au7--eu7)i. Basilica77i Julia7n. Te77iplu7n Castorum. Vesta77z^

Horrea Ger77ia7iiciana et Agrippia7ia. Aquam cernetttem. IV Scaros sub Aede.
Atriu77i Caci. Vicu77i Jugariu77i et U7iguentariu77t. Graecostadiu77i. Portic7i77i

Margaritariam. Elefantiun Herbari7U7i.'' It should be remarked that in this

enumeration none of the numerous edifices of the Capitol are expressly mentioned.
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Although the fortifications of the Capitol had fallen into ruins,

the'hill, by virtue of its commanding situation and its proximity

to the centre of the city, had not lost all its military importance.

The events which happened in Rome, in 69 A.D., after Nero's

death, recalled the period of the struggle of the two orders.^

The partisans of Vespasian, with Sabinus, the brother of

Vespasian, at their head, threw themselves into the Capitol.

The troops of Vitellius, drawn up in a column on the Clivus

Capitolinus, mounted to the assault. From the top of the

Capitol and the portico skirting the Clivus, the soldiers of

Sabinus rained down on the assailants a storm of projectiles,

barricaded the gate that gave access to the Area Capitolina

and succeeded in repulsing them. The besiegers then changed
their tactics. Renouncing the frontal attack, they attempted
two flanking movements, a northern one, on the side of the

Asylum, where the private houses built in tiers on the slope of

the Capitol favoured their attack, and a southern one, along
the staircase of the Centum Gradus. This double assault

succeeded. The Capitol was captured. Sabinus and the

greater number of his partisans were slaughtered. During the

battle, .several of the edifices covering the Area Capitolina, the

temple of Jupiter in particular, were destroyed by fire.^

Under the Empire, the Senate continued to hold meetings in

the Capitol on solemn occasions. The temple of Jupiter was
still the scene of numerous triumphs, in which the victors were
no longer consuls, but emperors. The most brilliant were those
of Augustus, after the conquest of Egypt ; of Claudius, after the
conquest of Britain ; of Vespasian and Titus, after the repression

of the Jews' revolt ; of Hadrian, who celebrated a triumph for

the victories gained by Trajan ; of Marcus Aurelius, L. Verus,
and Commodus, conquerors of the Parthians and Germans ; of
Caracalla; of Alexander Severus ; and of Aurelian, the last of

whom, by a luxurious triumph in which figured as prisoners

Tetricus, the emperor of Gaul, and Zenobia, queen of Palmyra,
consecrated the reconstitution of the Imperial Unity.

The emperors raised new edifices on the Capitol. At several

different times, notably after the two great fires of 69 a.d.,^

under Vitellius, and of 80 A.D., under Titus, '^ they repaired or
rebuilt the older ones.

Augustus rebuilt the temple of Jupiter Feretrius^ (about

31 B.C., 723 ab urbe condita), and erected on the Area Capitolina

1 With reference to these events, see especially Tacitus, Histories, III. 71, and
Suetonius, Vitellius, XV.

2 Tac, Hist., III. 71. Cf. Sueton., Vitell, XV.
^ See further, pp. 33-34.
4 Sueton., nt., VIII. ; Dion Cass., LXVI. 24.
5 Res Gest, Div, Atig., 4. 5 ; Cornel. Nepos, Attic, XX. ; Tit. Liv., IV. 20.
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two new temples consecrated to Jupiter Tonans^ (32 B.C., 722 ab
urbe condita) and to Mars Ultor ^ (20 B.C., 734 ab urbe condita)

;

in 9 B.C. (745 ab urbe condita) he repaired the temple of Jupiter
Capitolinus, which had been injured by lightning.^

Germanicus dedicated trophies, near the temple of Fides,*

in commemoration of his victories over the Germans.
Caligula undertook the construction of a palace on the Area

Capitolina,^ but the work was never finished by him.
Claudius raised an altar to Jupiter Soter,^ on the Area :

and Nero raised a triumphal arch and dedicated trophies,^ in

the Asylum, to commemorate the victories of Corbulo over the

Parthians. In 55 A.D. the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was
struck by lightning.^

Vespasian rebuilt the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, after its

destruction by fire in 69 A.D.^

Under Titus, in 80 A.D., the temple of Jupiter was burnt for

the third time.^^ Domitian rebuilt it with magnificence, in

81 and 82 A.D. ;
1^ and, four years later, instituted an Agon

Capitolinus, games which were to be celebrated every four

years.^^ Before his accession to the imperial throne, he raised

a sanctuary to Jupiter Conservator, which was subsequently
transformed into a temple of Jupiter Custos.^^ In 82 A.D. also,

there was something said of a tribunal of Vespasian, Titus, and
Domitian, situated on the Capitol.^*

Hadrian built an audience hall, the Athenaeum, ^^ to which
was annexed a library, and Marcus AureHus, a Sanctuary of

Beneficence.^^

The last dated monument mentioned in records is the statue

of Claudius the Gothic,^'' which was raised after his death, at the

beginning of 270 A.D., by decree of the Senate.

1 Res GesL Div. Aug,, 4. 5 ; Sueton., Aug., XXVIII. , XCI.
2 Dion Cass., XLV. 8.

3 Res Gesi. Div. Aug., 4. 9.

4 C.I.L., III., pp. 856, 857 (Military diplomas of the year 86), Nos. XIII.,
XIV.

5 Sueton., Calig., XXII.: " /« area Capitolina novae domus fundamenta
jecit."

6 Phlegon., Mirab., VI. ; Serv., ad Aeneid., VIII. 651.
7 Tac, Ann., XIII. 41 ; XV. rS. 8 Tac, Ann., XIII. 24.

9 Tac, IV. 53 ; Dion Cass., LXVI. 10; Sueton., Vespas,, VIII. ; Aurel. Victor,
Caesar, 9. 7 ; Plutarch, PublicoL, XV. ; Chronicles of St. Jerome, ad ann. Abrah.,
2089.

10 Dion Cass., LXVI. 24 ; Sueton., Domit., VIII. ; Plutarch, PublicoL, XV.
11 Sueton., Domit., V. ; Plutarch, PublicoL, XV.
12 Censor., 18. 15 ; Sueton., Domit., IV. ; Stat., Silv., V. 3. 281 ; Martial, VI.,

387, &c.
13 Tac, Hist., III. 74 ; Sueton., Domit., V.
14 C.I L., III., pp. 1960, 1961. (Military diplomas of the year 82 a.d., in
Tribunali Caesarum Vespasiani Titi Domitiani, and 86, in tribunali).
15 Dion Cass., LXXIII, 17 ; Aurel. Vict., Caesar, 14. 3, 4.
16 Dion Cass., LXXI. 34. 17 Vita Claud., III. 4.
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At the opening of the fourth century, the Capitol was entirely

covered with civil and religious edifices. The evolution period

was at an end, and the period of decay was at hand. This is,

therefore, a favourable moment for studying in its details the

topography of the Capitoline hill.

Topography of the Capitol,

approaches to it.

Considered in its relations to the rest of the city, the Capitol,

both topographically and historically, made up a distinctly

characterised aggregate. It was not a mere quarter of private

houses, as most quarters were, or yet of imperial palaces, like

the Palatine. From the commencement of the Republic, the

tendency had been for private houses to become less numerous.
Those that remained were found only on the sides of the

hill towards the Velabrum and the Campus Martins, or on
the slopes of the Capitol and the Arx, towards the Asylum. The
Regionaries of the fourth century mention for the eighth region,

which, besides the Capitol, comprised the whole of the Fora,

34 vici, 3,486 insulae, and 130 domi. The Capitol, the Arx, and
the greater portion of the Asylum were occupied by numerous
public edifices, both civil and religious.

The Capitol, placed as a barrier between the plain of the

Campus Martins to the north-west, the Forum Boariura, the

VelalDrum, and the Forum to the south-east and south, and
being a sheer declivity everywhere on the north side, as well as

almost everywhere on the south, was not a thoroughfare. Traffic

was compelled to go round the two ends of the hill. To the south,

the road was used which, deviating from the Forum Boarium,
crossed the wall of Servius at the Porta Carmentalis, reached
the Forum Holitorium, and, passing between the theatre of

Marcellus and the Minucia portico, led to the Campus
Martins. This street, which corresponded to the Via della

Bocca della Verita of to-day, was the most ancient and the most
easy line of communication between the regions situated on the

two flanks of the Capitol.

At the north-eastern extremity of the Capitol, between the

Arx and the Quirinal, there was, during the periods of the

monarchy and the Republic, nothing but a series of steep,

narrow streets winding round the side of the two hills. The
creation of the imperial Fora, for which Caesar was primarily

responsible, transformed all this quarter. Then seems to have
been established the Clivus Argentarius (Via di Marforio of
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to-day), intended to connect the Forum with the Campus
Martins. But this road soon ceased to be adequate to the
requirements of a circulation and traffic that increased continu-
ally. By the construction of his P^orum, Trajan opened up
between the two quarters a new, broad road which was easily

accessible. Trajan's column indicated by its dimensions the

height of the neck of land which the emperor had had razed.

Communication between the two roads that ran round the
Capitol at the two ends was secured by the two parallel roads of

the Vicus Jugarius and the Vicus Tuscus, which joined the main
road of the Forum—the Via Sacra—to the Tiber.

On the north-west there was no direct communication
between the summit of the Capitol and the plain of the Campus
Martins situated at its foot. All the approaches to the Capitol
were on the south-east, towards the Forum. This was a con-
sequence both of the topographical features of the place and of
the hill's historical development. The only point at which the hill

did not run sheer down was on the south-east, in the direction of

the Asylum. On the other hand, at the time when the Capitol had
become the citadel of the town, the plain of the Campus Martins
was not populated. The town in its entirety extended to the

south and east. The Forum had already become the centre and
the great mart of the new city. It was, therefore, natural that

Tarquin should establish on that side the principal approach to

the Capitol, viz., the Clivus Capitolinus.

From the end of the monarchical period the approaches to

the Capitol w^ere three in number : only one of these, the Clivus

Capitolinus, was accessible to carriages ; the two others were
staircases hewn out of the tufa of the hill. Their names were
Scalae Gemoniae and Gradus Monetae, on the Arx ; Centum
Gradus, on the Capitol.

The Clivus Capitolinus,^ which was the road used for pro-

cessions and triumphs, deviated from the Via Sacra, of which it

was the natural prolongation, beyond the temple of Saturn.

The difference of level (thirty-seven and a half yards) existing

between the Forum and the summit of the Capitol had
necessitated the adoption of a winding route for the Clivus.

It passed first between the temple of Saturn, on the one hand,
the temple of Vespasian and the portico of the Dii Consentes, on
the other, parallel to the front of the Tabularium ; then it bent
at right angles in the direction of the south-to-north, skirted the

Tabularium, which it bounded to the north-west, and reached

1 Tit. Liv., XLI. 27.7; Plin., Hist. Nat., XIX. 23; Tacit., Hist, IIL 71;
Cicero, pro Sest., XXVI IF.

;
post Redit., XII.; pro Milan., LXIV. ; Philipp.,

II. t6. 19 ; ad Attic, II. t. 6 ; Festus, p. 344; Servius, ad Aeneid., II. 116 ; VIII.
319-
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the Asylum at the point where the present Via del Campidoglio
issues. Thence, it led to the Area Capitolina, by following a

direction similar to that of the staircase which to-day gives

communication between the Piazza del Campidoglio and the Via
di Monte Tarpeio.

About the middle of the Clivus Capitolinus there was a blind

alley (angiportus) where, each year, on the 17th from the

Kalends of July (15th of June), was solemnly deposited the sacred

dung from the temple of Vesta. This blind alley was closed by
a gate, the Porta Stercoraria.^ Further on, stood two triumphal
arches, the one dedicated in 190 B.C. (564 ab urbe condita) by
Scipio Africanus, and ornamented with seven gilded statues,

with two marble fountain-basins in front,^ the other, the Fornix
Calpurnius, w^hich probably dated back to the same time.^

In the last portion of its course, the Clivus was adorned with a
portico that had been constructed in 174 B.C. (5Scab urbe condita),

when certain improvements (paving, &c.) were carried out by
the censors P. Fulvius Flaccus and A. Postumius Albinus ; this

portico extended to the level of the Area Capitolina.* Towards
the Forum were also to be found, in the last century of the

Republic, a few private houses, notably that of Milo, the

adversary of Clodius.^

The Scalae Gemoniae ^ deviated from the Comitium on the

south of the Career, and reached the Asylum, as it would seem,
a little to the north-east of the Via dell' Arco di Settimio of to-

day, to which this staircase was parallel. From the Asylum,
another staircase, the Gradus Monetae,^ a prolongation of the

preceding one, led to the summit of the Arx. In the time of the

Republic, and, still, under the Empire, the bodies of condemned
persons, after their execution, were exposed on the Scalae
Gemoniae : Sejanus and his family, under Tiberius, Sabinus
and Vitellius, killed in 69 A.D., were exposed there.^

1 Festus, 344: '"'' Stercus ex aede Vestae, XVII Kal. Jul, defertur in
angiportutn inedimn fere clivi Capitolini. qui locus clauditur porta SUrcoraria"

;

id.,2s^ ;_
Varro, de Ling. Latin., VI. 32.' 2 Tit. Liv., XXXVII. 3. 7.

3 Orosius, V. 9, relates that Tiberius Gracchus was killed while fleeing from the
Area Capitolina, iDy the staircase above the Fornix Calpurnius : ^^per gradus qui
sunt super Calpurniuni fornice7n."

4 Tit. Liv., XLL 27 : ''''Clivunt Ca/>itolinum silice sternendutn ei porticum ab
aede Saturni in Capitolium . . . fecerunt." Tac, Hist.., III. 71 (date 69) :

" Erant antiquitus porticus in latere clivi dext^'ae subeuntibus.''
5 Cxcero, pro Mi/on., XXIV. 64.
fi Valer. Max., VI. 3. 3 ; IX. 13 ; Tac, Ann. III. 14 ; VI. 4. 31 ; Hist., III. 74.

85 ; Sueton., Tiber., LIIL, LXI., LXXV. ; Vitell., XVII. ; Dion Cass., LVIII. i.

5. II. 16 ; LXV. 21 ; Plin., Hist. Nat., VIII. 146, employs the expression : gemitorii
gradits.

7 The Gradus Monetae are mentioned only by one text of Ovid, Fast., I. 638 :

''''Quae fert subliuies alta Moneta Gradics.''
8 Sejanus and his family : Tacit., Ann., VI. 4 ; Dion Cass., LVIII. 5. Sabinus :

Tacit., Hist., III. 74. Vitellius : Tacit., Hist., III. 85 ; Sueton., VitelL, XVII.

C 2
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The Centum Gradus, situated at the southern extremity of the

Capitol, placed the quarter of the Forum Boarium in communica-
tion with the Area Capitolina.^ In 69 A.D., the soldiers of

Vitellius, repulsed in their frontal attack along the Clivus

Capitolinus, climbed the Centum Gradus, in order to penetrate

into the enclosure of the Capitol.^

Conformably to the general topography of the hill and to the

connecting links between it and the Forum, the edifices of the

Capitol were mostly turned to the south-east. This was notably
the case with the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, and with the

Tabularium, which latter occupied on that side the whole front

of the Asylum.
Processions going from the temple of Jupiter to the Great

Circus, triumphs on their way to the Capitol, passed along the

entire extent of the Forum. The Via Sacra, continued by the

Clivus Capitolinus, was essentially the road of the Capitol.

The Arx.

The Arx, which was the old CapitoHne citadel, preserved until

the last century of the Republic a real military importance.
On account of its special character, and also of the limited

extent of the ground, the edifices which were built on it were
but few in number. We know of none whose construction was
posterior to the end of the second century B.C.

The only edifices mentioned in historic records are the
temples of Juno Moneta, Concord, and Vejovis, built under the
Republic, and the Auguraculum which, according to tradition,

dates back to the monarchical epoch.
The temple of Juno Moneta was at once the most important

and the most ancient of the edifices of the Arx. This temple
had been vowed in 344 B.C. (410 ab urbe condita), in the course
of a war against the Aurunci, by the dictator L. Furius
Camillus.^ The dedication took place in 343 B.C. (411 ab urbe
condita),* on the day of the Kalends of June (ist of June).^
The temple stood on the northern portion of the Arx,^ on the
site said to be that of the ancient house of Manlius Capitolinus,

which was razed in 384 B.C. (370 ab urbe condita) by decree of

1 Tacit., Hist., III. 71: ''' Diversos Capitolii aditus invadunt juxta lucum
Asyli et qua Tarpeia Rupes centum ^radibus aditur." The Centum Gradus were
almost on the site of the staircase which to-day gives access from the Via del
Saponari to the Via di Monte Tarpeio. Cf. p. 66, note 3.

2 Tit. Liv., VII. 28 ; Ovid, Fast., VI. 183, 599 ; Macrob., Saturn., I. t2. 30.
^ Id. 4 /^. ;

" Anno postqua^n vota erat aedes Monetae dedicaturT
^ Calendr. Venous., the day of the Kalends of June (C.I.L., I^. p. 21).
6 Ovid, Fast., loc. cit. : ^'' In suinina Arce"
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the Senate.V Legend related that the epithet Moneta was of

posterior origin, and that it commemorated a counsel (monere)
given to the Romans by Juno, at the time of the war which was
urged against Tarentum, about 272 B.C. (482 ab urbe condita).^

Three years later, in 269 B.C. (485 ab urbe condita), when
Rome began to coin silver money, the factory was established

in the dependent outbuildings of the temple of Juno,^ and was
destined to remain there until the end of the first century B.C.

(probably under Nerva's reign), at which date it was removed
and transferred to the imperial Mint of the Caelius. The temple
of Juno Moneta seems to have been struck by lightning at the

end of the second century, 115 B.C. (639 ab urbe condita) ;
* and,

in consequence of this fire, it was repaired and perhaps rebuilt.

The records give no precise indication as to the fact. The
temple of Juno Moneta must have disappeared at an early

period, for no traces of it have been found.

The temple of Concord, a hundred and twenty-three years
posterior to the temple of Juno Moneta, had been vowed in

221 B.C. (553 ab urbe condita), by the praetor L. Manlius, on
the occasion of a mutiny that had broken out in the army, in

Gaul, and that he had succeeded in quelling.^ The works of

construction, distributed in 220 B.C. (534 ab urbe condita) by
the duumvirs C. Pupius and C. Quinctius Flaminius, were
finished two years after.^ The dedication took place on the

day of the Nones of February (5th of February), 218 B.C. (536
ab urbe condita), under the direction of the duumvirs M. and
C. Atilii.^ Annual sacrifices were offered in it on the 5th of

February, the anniversary of the dedication.^

The temple of Vejovis was vowed in 196 B.C. (558 ab urbe
condita) by the consul L. Furius Purpureo, and was dedicated

1 Tit. Liv., VII. 28.
'-^ Several traditions existed in Rome as lo the nature of the counsel given by

Juno: Cicero, De Divin., I. 45. loi :
'''' Scriptum a multis est, cum terrae motus

/actus esset, ut sua plena procuratio fieret, vocem ab aede Junonis ex arce
exstitisse : quo circa Junonem illani appellatant Monetamy (Cf. II. 32. 69.)
Suidas on the word Moi/rjra ; the Romans, lackins: money at the time of the war
against Pyrrhus and '^I'arentum, implored Juno, who replied to them :

'* Et Toi^

oTrXimv avOe^ovTat /u-era SLKaiocrvvr)^, xP^f^^^^^ avrovs jw-rj tTrtAeti/zeti/- Tvxovres Se
'Pto/u,atot TYJ<; alTy](re(ii<; hriixy\(xav'''Rpav M.ovriTav tovt€(ttl o-u/ajSouAoi/, to v6^L(Tfxa. iv
T(5 lepw avTrjq voixi(TdvT€<; xaparraa^at."

^ Tit. Liv., VI. 20 :
" Ubi nunc aedes atque officina Monetae esty

•* Plin., Hist. Nat., 11. 144 :
" TactaJunonis aede Romae, Scauro consule qui mox

priweps fuit.''

5 Tit. Liv., XXI I. 33. 7 :
'^ In religionevt etiam venit, aedem Concordiae q7ia7n

per seditionein luilitareni biennio ante L. Manlius praetor in Gallia vovisset
locatain ad id teinpus iion esse.''

^ Id. :
" Duumviri ad earn rem creati a M. Ae7nilio praetore urbis C. Pnpius

et Casso Quinctius Flamininus aedem in arcefaciendam locaverunt.''
7 Id.., XXIII. 21. 7 : ^''Duumviri creati M. et C. Atilii aedem Concordiae quajn

C. Manlius praetor voverat dedicavejunt."
8 Calendr. Prenest., the dav of the Nones of February.
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four years later, in 192 B.C. (562 ab urbe condita).^ In the cella

was a statue of Vejovis, in cypress wood, which PHny the

Elder mentioned in the time of the Flavians.^

These two sanctuaries of Concord and Vejovis must have been
of somewhat small dimensions. Their exact site cannot be
determined with any degree of certainty. It is, however,
probable that the temple of Concord was on the southern side

of the Arx, in proximity to the great temple of Concord situated

at the north-east extremity of the Forum.
To the south of the temple of Juno Moneta extended the

Auguraculum.^ The ground, which towards the south rose above
the hollow of the Forum, and from where a comprehensive view
could be obtained of the amphitheatre of hills formed by the
Palatine, the Aventine, the Caelian, the Esquilian, and the

Quirinal, offered a wide prospect to the observations of the
Augurs. The Auguraculum properly so called, which was, no
doubt, a hut* similar to the cabins of Romulus piously preserved
on the Capitol and the Palatine, stood in the midst of a grassy
esplanade. There grew the sacred vervain which was solemnly
sent to the Fetiales, whose function it was to declare war in the

name of the Roman people.^

Of the ancient fortifications peculiar to the Arx, towards the

Forum, there remains but a fragment let into a wall of the Via
deir Arco di Settimio (No. i) ; the construction is identical with
that of the primitive Palatine enclosing wall.^ The part of the

wall of Servius which coincided with the contours of the Arx had
almost entirely disappeared at the imperial epoch. There
remained only a few fragments, utilised as foundations or

sustaining walls. Three of these fragments were discovered
during the works carried out for the monument to Victor-

Emmanuel : in 1887 ;^ in 1889 ^ (four rows of blocks, of a total

length of i6j yards, arranged alternately lengthways and across)

;

in 1892 (six rows of blocks : total width nearly 4 yards, height
also nearly 4 yards).^ The first two were found in the direction

1 Tit. Liv., XXXV. 41.
2 VXnx.^Hist. iV/a;A, XVI. 216: ^^ Nonne simulacrum Vejovis in arce e cu^resso

durat a condita DLXI anno dicatum.''
3 Varro, de Ling. Lat., VII. 8; Festus, p. 18: '"'' Atigtcracuhan apj>ellabant

antiqni quain nos arcem dicinms^ gtiod ibi Augures aicspicarentur.''' Cf. Cicero,

de Offic., IIL 16. 66.
^ . .. ,

•

4 Perhaps it is the " casa sacrorian stramentis tecta'" of which Vitruvius speaks,
De Archit.^ II. i. 20.

5 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXII. 5 :
" Gramen cwu sua terra ex arce evulsicm.''' Tit.

Liv., I. 24: '"'' Fetialis ex arce graminis herbam puram attulit.''''

6 R. Lanciani, The Ruins and Excavations ofAncie^tt Ro;7ie, p. 64.
7 Notiz. d. Scav., 1887, p. T13 ; 1890, p. 215.

'• 8 /d,^ 1890, p. 215; Ch. Huelsen. IP^' Topog. Jahresber., Romisch. Mitth., 1891,
p. 104.

y Notiz. d. Scav., 1892, p. 200; Bull. Archeol. Com., 1892, pp. 145, 146; Ch.
Huelsen, IV^ Topog. Jahresber., Romisch, Mitth., 1893, p. 287.
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of the Via di Marforio, the third, in that of the Via GiuHo
Romano.
On the flanks of the Arx, especially to the north-east, towards

the Campus Martius, stood numerous private houses arranged
in tiers, and having their rears against the declivity of the hill.

The front of the houses faced, on the east, the Clivus Argentarius,

on the north, a street deviating from the Clivus, not far from the

sepulchre of Bibulus, and skirting the foot of the hill in a direc-

tion appreciably parallel to that of the Via Giulio Romano of

to-day. A part of this street was discovered in 1871. In the

years between 1888 and 1892, numerous remains of private

houses were discovered, especially between the Beata Rita
church and the modern staircase of the Aracoeli ; these houses
were ornamented with mosaics and mural paintings.^

Besides, the northern base of the Arx was occupied by a
certain number of sanctuaries consecrated to foreign divinities,

especially Oriental, these being hollowed out in the rock.^ In-

scriptions give the names of Dea Celestis,^ Jupiter Sabazius,"*

Hecate,^ Mithra.^ One of these sanctuaries, discovered in

1892, in the vicinity of the Via Giulio Romano, measured rather

more than 3^ yards long, not quite 2\ yards wide, and 2| yards
high.'

The Asylum—The Tabularium.

The ancient Asylum, the centre of which is to-day occupied by
the Piazza del Campidoglio, extended primitively to the north-

east and south-west, as far as the slopes ofthe Arx and the Capitol

properly so called, to the north-west, as far as the declivity that

commands the Campus Martius, and to the south-east, as far as the

Forum. It had been made smaller in 78 B.C. (676 ab urbe condita)

by the building of the Tabularium, w^hose dimensions nearly

corresponded to those of the present Senatorial palace.

The two w^oods (luci) of the Arx and the Capitol, the souvenir

of which had been kept in the expression inter duos Litcos^ had

1 See especially Notiz. d. Scav., 1888, p. 68 ; 1884, p. 160 ; 1892, pp. 43, 313, 343,

348, 406; Bull. Archeol. Com., 1889, p. 2c6 ; Notiz. d. Scnv., 1891, p. 315, and the

Jahresberichtc of Ch. Huelsen, Rojuisch. Mitth., 1889, pp. 254, 255; 1891, p. 104;
1892, p. 292 ; 1893, p. 288.

2 Notiz. d. Scav., 1892, p. 407; Ch. Huelsen, IVer Topog. Jahresher., Romisch.
Mitth., 1893, p. 288.

•^ Marble base, om. 36c. high, om. 53c. broad, cm. 41c. thick.
4 Statuette, 36 centimetres high, with inscription, ''^ Sancto deo Sahazi Attia

Celerina D{pmu7i) diedit)per vocieni) Pegasi Sarerdo{tis)." Notiz. d. Scav., 189?,

p. 43; Buil. Archeol. Com., 1892, 364 ; Ch, Huelsen, loc. cit.

5 I.G.I. (Ed. Kaibel), 1017. 6 C.I.L., VI. 719.
7 Ch. Huelsen, loc. cit,, p, 288,
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already disappeared at the commencement of the Empire. Of
the Asykim, which, according to legend, Romulus had opened,
there remained only a space of limited area, surrounded with
walls and designated under the name of ''^ Locus Saeptiisy^
Perhaps an ancient sanctuary was comprised in this enclosure.^

In the neighbourhood were several public edifices : the temple
of Vejovis, the triumphal arch and the trophies of Nero, towards
the Campus Martius, and the Tabularium, towards the Forum.
The temple of Vejovis, which was distinct from the temple of

Vejovis situated on the Arx, already existed in the last century
of the Republic.^ Every year, a sacrifice was offered in it, on
the day of Nones of March (7th of March), the anniversary of

its dedication.* Inside the cella was a statue of the god repre-

sented under a juvenile form, with a bundle of arrows in his

hand and a goat beside him.^

The arch and the trophies of Nero were raised, between 58
and 62 A.D., to celebrate the victories of Corbulo over the Par-
thians.^ A coinage of Nero's represents this arch as being
formed of a single curve. The summit of the pediment is

adorned with a quadriga ; the two sides, with statues in bronze.^

Nero's monuments, which no posterior records mention, were
probably destroyed after his death in 68 A.D.

The Tabularium, which was the most important of the edifices

of the Asylum, was built in 78 B.C. (676 ab urbe condita), under
the consulate of M. Aemilius Lepidus and Q. Lutatius Catulus.^

The dedicatory inscriptions (two of them are known ; one
remained in its place until the sixteenth century, the other was
discovered at the time of the clearing works executed in 1845)

1 Tit. Liv., I. 8 :
" Locum qni nunc saeptus descendentibns inter duos lucos est,''

Ovid. Fast., III. 431:
''^ Rofuuhis saxo bicuin circitmdedit alto."

Dion Cass., XLVIF. 10 ; Strabo, V. 230.
'•^ Dionys. of Halic, II. 15, says of Romulus: " Nabv kin tovtw KaracrKevaad-

/xeVo9 (oTOi 6e apa 0ecp rj datfjiovCoiv ovx e^w to (ra(j)€<; etTreiv)." Cf. Strabo's expression,

toe. cit. : Tefxevo<;.

3 Vitruv., Be Arckz't., IV. 8. 4 ; Ovid, Fast., VI. 429, 399 :

" Una nota est Marti nonis, sacrata quod illis

Teinpla putant lucos Vediovis ante duos."

4 Calend. Prenest., day of the Nones of March (C.I.L., 12. p. 311).
5 Aul. Gell., V. 12 : ^'"Simulacrum i^itur dei Vediovis quod est in aede de qua

supra dixi, sagittas tenet, quae sunt videlicet i>artae ad nocenduin. Quapropter
euin deu7n plerumque Apollinein dixerunt immolaturque rite humano capra
ejusque animalis Jigmentum juxta siimdacrum stat.'' Cf. Ovid, Fast., III. 437,

599-
6 Tac, Ann., XIII. 41; ^^ Statuae et Arcus . . . decernuntur'' ', XV. 18:

'^ Arrus medio Capitolini jjiontis sistebantur.'"
7 H. Cohen, Historic Description of Coins struck under the Rojnan Empire,

2nd edition, I. Nero, 306.
8 H. Jordan, Die Topographie der Stadt Rom im Altertum, I. 2, pp. 135-154 ;

Fr. Reber, Die Ruinen Rams, pp. 69-73.
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bear only the name of Q. Lutatius Catulus : Q(uintus) Luta-
tius -Q(uinti) f(ilius) Q(iiinti) n(epos) Catulus Co(n)s(u)l Sub-
structionem et Tabularium de s(enatus) s(ententia) faciendum
coeravit (ei)demque prob(avit)." ^ The second inscription is

shorter :
" (Q. Lu)tatius Q. f. Q. n. (Catulus cos ex s)en. sent,

faciundum (coeravit) eidemque prob(avit).'^ ^ The fortifications,

connecting the defence of the Arx with that of the Capitol pro-
perly so called, dated back to the monarchical period ;

^ they
had to disappear definitively at the time of the building of the
new edifice.

The various public administrations had previously had, and
still continued to have, their own especial archives. The Tabu-
larium of the Capitol was intended to centralise, under the

FIG. 2.—NERO's ARCH (NERO's COINAGE).

form of either originals or copies, or both, the whole of the

documentary deeds concerning the history and administration

of the Roman State (senatus-consulta, plebiscita, treaties of

peace . . .). The Tabularium suffered from the fire which broke
out in the Capitol during the troubles of 69 A.D., and destroyed
in particular the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. Three thou-

sand documents engraven on brass tables were consumed.
Suetonius'^ relates that Vespasian had copies searched for

everywhere, and that he succeeded in reconstituting them.
The plan and interior arrangement of the Tabularium

were some what irregular, the cause of the irregularity being
twofold. Allowance had to be made for the pre-existing con-

structions and approaches (temple of Concord, portico of the

Dii Consentes, Clivus Capitolinus, Scalae Gemoniae), and also

1 C.T.L., T. 592 ; VI. 1314. '^ C.I.L., I. 501 ; VI. 1313.
^ Cf. the fragment still existing in the house bearing the number i of the Via

deir Arco di Settimio, See above, p. 22. ^ Sueton., Vespas., VIII.
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for the difference of level (which was considerable, averaging
two yards and a half) existing between the Forum and the

Capitoline platform.

The Tabularium is trapezium-shaped. The two fronts towards
the Forum and the Capitol (the modern fagade, on the Piazza

del Campidoglio, rests on the old wall of the Tabularium)
measure ninety-three and a half and eighty-eight yards respec-

tively, the two sides, forty-nine and a half yards. The two best

preserved portions are those that face the Via del Campidoglio,
and more especially the Forum.
The entire edifice is constructed of peperino blocks, rather

more than a yard long, and rather more than half a yard high,

arranged alternately in the direction of the length and of the

thickness. The Tabularium, properly so called, rests directly

on the tufa of the hill. The fagade towards the Forum, which has
its bearings parallel to the temple of Concord and the portico of

the Dii Consentes, is supported by a high substructure expressly

mentioned (Substructio et Tabularium) in the dedicatory inscrip-

tion of Q. Lutatius Catulus. This substructure was, from the

first, concealed, to the north-east and south-west, by the temple
of Concord and the portico of the Dii Consentes. Only the

central part of it was visible from the CHvus Capitolinus.

Behind the front wall, which is nearly four and a half yards
thick, is a series of rooms built on a level with the Forum and
communicating with each other by an arched passage. These
rooms, the back walls of which were formed of the tufa of the

hill, received their light by means of a row of windows, two feet

wide, cut through the thick substructure. The first story was
reached by mounting a staircase at the north-east extremity of

the edifice.

Above the substructure extends an arched gallery, nearly
eight yards wide, and about eleven and a half high, which takes

up the whole front of the Tabularium. Built at an intermediary
level between those of the Forum and the Asylum, the gallery

afforded issue at the two ends on the Clivus Capitolinus and the

Scalae Gemoniae, thus establishing direct communication be-

tween the Capitol and the Arx. The floor was paved with poly-

gonal blocks of basalt, some remains of which were discovered
in 1830. The entrance on the side of the Via del Campidoglio
still exists to-day ; but the door at the other end of the gallery,

on the site of the Via delF Arco di Settimio of the present time,

has disappeared.
Towards the Forum, this gallery opened in a series of arcades,

eleven in all, which are now walled up, with a single exception.

These arcades, eight and a quarter yards high, and about four

wide, were supported by massive peperino pillars, with Doric
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columns let in to ornament them ; the capitals of the columns
and the entablature were constructed in travertine.

The gallery was formerly surmounted by a second story,

which presented a line of arcades symmetric to those of the

first. This second story has been replaced by the modern
constructions of the Senatorial palace.

The inside arrangement of the Tabularium, as existing to-day,

is complex ; and the use made of the various rooms cannot be
determined with certainty. At the back of the arcade gallery

which occupies the whole width of the first story, and parallel to

it, extends, at a higher level, an arched hall, which subsequently

to the construction of 78 B.C. (676 ab urbe condita) was
divided, no doubt under the Empire, into two parts by a row of

pillars running throughout the length of the building. This hall

communicated at once with the arcade gallery of the first story

and with the Forum : with the former, by means of an arched
staircase, discovered in 1843, which was in the north-eastern

part of the edifice, and had its issue in the gallery, opposite the

single arcade that has remained open ; with the Forum, by means
of a long staircase of sixty-seven steps, discovered in 1850. To
this staircase access was olDtained, on the side towards the Forum,
by an arched door, still visible to-day, situated between the

temple of Concord and the portico of the Dii Consentes. Under
Domitian, at the time of the building of the temple of Vespasian,
the hind part of which rests upon the substructure of the Tabu-
larium, this door was walled up, and direct communication
between the Tabularium and the Forum was thus intercepted.

The north-east portion of the Tabularium, comprised between
the staircase that connects the arcade gallery with the higher
hall and the Via deir Arco di Settimio of to-day, is occupied by
a suite of four rooms arranged perpendicularly to this latter, into

which they used to open, at the same time communicating with
each other. The first of these rooms, contiguous to the arcade
gallery, contains a staircase, which leads to the ground floor and
is utilisable by those going to the rooms built in the mass of the
substructure.

All of these rooms, as also the rooms symmetric to them
towards the south-west, on the side of the Via del Campidoglio,
—the latter have undergone a complete transformation—and the

great hall situated at the back, constituted, in opposition to the
substructure and the gallery of the fagade, the Tabularium
properly so called.

Besides the Locus Saeptus, the temple of Vejovis and the
Tabularium, which occupied the central and southern portions
of the Asylum, there were on its slopes that gave access to the
Capitol and the Arx a certain number of private houses.
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Tacitus relates that, in 69 A.D., the partisans of Vitelliiis were
able to reach the summit of the Capitol, owing to the houses that

succeeded each other without interruption right up to the higher
level of the hill.^ One of the houses that stood to the north-east

of the Asylum, on the slope of the Arx, was discovered in 1888,^

at the foot of the staircase leading from the Piazza del

Campidoglio to the Santa Maria in Aracoeli church. In
particular, it was possible to make out a marble-paved room.
The walls and objects found bore traces of a fire.

Other private houses were built on the northern rear of the

Asylum towards the Campus Martins, where the wall of Servius
had long since fallen into ruins."^ One of them was discovered
in 1892, at the foot of the hill, in the lower part of the Via delle

Tre Pile. Its construction was elegant, the walls being decor-
ated with paintings, and the floor paved with mosaic*

The Capitol—The Area Capitolina.

The southern brow of the hill, the Capitol properly so called,

was at once less lofty and more spacious than the Arx. Its sum-
mit was occupied by an esplanade of regular form, the Area
Capitolina (surface : about sixteen thousand five hundred square
yards), whose bounds coincided with the edges themselves of the

declivity.

This Area Capitolina was mostly an artificial work.^ When
the Tarquins laid the foundations of the temple of Jupiter, they
levelled the irregular summit of the hill throughout its extent

;

then they covered the natural soil with a vast platform composed
of quadrangular blocks of tufa. The limits of this substructure

have been determined at two points : on the northern edge of

the hill, above the Via Tor de' Specchi (this fragment measured

27^ yards long and 14^^ yards high) ;
^ and, on the east, in 1875,

1 Tacit., Hist., III. 71.
2 Noiiz. d. Scav., 1888, p. 497; Bull. Archeol. Co7n., 1858, p. 131. Cf. Ch.

Huelsen, istyr. Topogr. Jahresber.^ loc. cit., 1889, p. 225.

3 On the two fragments of the wall of Servius, found in 1872 and 1892, on the
site of the Via delle Tre Pile, Bullet. Archeol. Com., 1873, p. 141 ; Notiz. d. Scavi,

1890, p. 215 ;^i892, p. 200 (cf. Ch. Huelsen, II1^'*'. Topog. Jahresber., Roiitisch.

Mitth., 1893, p. 287) ; R. Lanciani, The Ruins and Excavations ofAncient Rome,
p. 64.

^ Notiz. d. Scav., 1892, p. 229 ; Ch. Huelsen, loc. cit.

5 Dionys. of Halic, III. 69 ; Tit. Liv., I. 38. On the substructure of the
Capitol, see further on, pp. 41, 42.

^ Ficoroni, Vesiigie e Rarita di Roma antica, p. 42 ; H. Jordan, Topographie
der Siadt Ro7n im Altertu7n, I. 2, p. 67, note 67; the blocks measured about
cm. 22c. by cm. 88c. This substructure did not belong, as H. Jordan thinks, loc.

cit., to the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, but to the Area Capitolina.
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at the top of the staircase giving access to the Piazza del

CampidogHo, on the Via di Monte Tarpeio.^

The Area CapitoHna, the centre of which was occupied by the

temple of Jupiter, was surrounded, on its four sides, with an
enclosing wall,^ on which abutted a portico built in 159 B.C.

(595 ab urbe condita) under the censorship of P. Cornelius

Scipio Nasica and C. Popilius Laenas.^ In this enclosure there

were three gates : to the south-east, the Porta Pandana, which
w^as always open and gave access to the higher portion of the

Tarpeian Rock ; to the south-west, a gate of dimensions probably
somewhat limited, which, by the staircase of the Centum Gradus,
connected the Area CapitoHna with the plain bordering on the

Tiber ; and, last of all, to the north-east, the chief gate,* which
gave issue to the single carriage road leading to the Capitol, the

Clivus Capitolinus. In 69 A.D., at the time of the assault made
on the Capitol by the soldiers of Vitellius, Sabinus blocked up
the entrance by heaping there several statues of the Area
CapitoHna that had been taken from their pedestals.^ This gate
was closed at night.^ A watchman ^ was stationed at it, in whose
house Domitian succeeded in hiding himself^ Shortly after-

wards, the house was pulled down to make room for the sanctuary
of Jupiter Conservator, and later still for the temple of Jupiter

Custos.^ At the gate, also, dogs were kept as a guard.^^

The Area Capitolina was adorned with a large number of

edifices and monuments of every kind. The most important one
was the great temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, to which a
special notice is due.

The Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.

The temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus was vowed, in the
monarchical period, by Tarquin the Elder, during the w^ar against

1 R. Lanciani, Bull. Afcheol. CofJt., 1875, p. 184.
2 C.I.L., III. p. 852 (Military diploma of the year 74, IX, introeuntibiis ad

sinistrain in vturo inter duos arcus).
3 Veil. Patercul., II. i. i

; 3. i :
''^ Qui censor porticua in Capitolio /ecerat."

4 Sueton., August., XCIV : Fores Capitolii ; Appian, Civil Wars, I. 16, says
that the statues oi the kings of Rome, placed on the Area Capitolina, were :

" Kara
ToLs 0upa5." Tacit., Hist., Ill, 71 :

" Ad primas Capitolijiae arcisfores "; C.I.L.,
III. p. 852 (Military diploma of the year 74, IX, in Capitolio introeuntibus).

5 Tacit., Hist., III. 71: '"'' Ambustasque Capitolii fores penetrassent, in
Sabinus revulsas undique staiuas, decora inajoi'um, in ipso aditu vice inuri
objecisset.

'

'

6 Aul. Gell., Attic Nights, VI. i, 6. 7 Aul. Cell., loc. cit.

8 Tacit., Hist., III. 74 ; Sueton., Domit:, I. 9 Tacit., loc. cit.
10 Cicero, ^r<7 Rose. Amer., XX. 50 : ''Canes aluntur in Capitolio ut signifcent,

sifures venerint.'' KuX. G&\\., loc. lit.
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the Sabines.^ When he returned to Rome, the building was
begun immediately after his triumph. Several sanctuaries,

which, according to tradition, dated back to the reign of the

Sabine king Titus Tatius,^ occupied the site of the future temple.

They were removed by virtue of a solemn exauguratio :
" When

he was about to commence the building of the temple," writes

Dionysius of Halicarnassus,^ "Tarquin assembled the Augurs,
and asked them to declare, first of all, what site was most suit-

able for the erection of the sanctuary and would be most agree-

able to the gods. They designated the hill overlooking the

Forum, then called the Tarpeian Mount and, subsequently.

Mount Capitolinus. Tarquin proceeded to ask them to fix the

exact site. This was not easy ; since, on the Capitol, there

were numerous altars of gods and demi-gods, very near to each
other, which it would be necessary to displace in order to make
room for the new temple. The Augurs decided that, in the case

of each already existing altar, the gods must be consulted and
asked if they consented to the removal. The gods and demi-
gods, with one or two exceptions, gave a favourable answer.
Terminus * and Juventas ^ alone, although consulted by the

Augurs in prolonged and urgent entreaties, refused to abandon
their positions. Their altars were, therefore, preserved when
the temple was built. At present, one of them stands in the

pronaos of Athena, the other in the sanctuary itself, not far from
the statue. The Augurs concluded from this fact that the

frontiers of the Roman state would be immutable, and that

nothing would ever be able to weaken the vigorous youth of the

people of Rome.^'

At the very beginning of the work, enormous difficulties were
met with. The soil was of irregular formation, the natural tufa

being cracked and friable. The whole of the ground had to be
levelled and an artificial platform constructed, intended to

support the edifice :
" The hill on which the new temple was

to be built," writes Dionysius of Halicarnassus ^ further, "was
neither of easy approach nor yet of uniform level ; it was steep

and culminated in a sharp peak. Tarquin surrounded it on all

sides with lofty substructures, and filled in the space between

1 Tit. Liv., I. 38 :

'"'' Aedent in Capitolio Jovis quam voverat bello Sabino ..."
Dionys. of Halic, III. 69:

"
'EvexetpT/ae 6e /cat tov v^hv Karaa-Kevd^cLv tov re

Atb? Kot Tr)9 'Hpa? /cat rrj? 'A^r/i/as 6 ^acrtAeu? ovros €V)(rjv aTToSt^ovs i^VTrep enoL-qaaTO

Tot9 ©eot? eu rfj reAevrata irpo^ 2a/3tVov? fxdxrf" ', Cicero, J^e Repub.^ II. 20. 36 ;

Plutarch, PublicoL, XIV. ;' Tacit., Hist., III. 72.
2 Tit. Liv., I. 55. 3 Dionys. of Halic, III. 69.
4 Cato (quoted by Festus, 162); Ovid, Fast., II. 665; Serv., ad Aeneid., IX.

448 ; Tit. Liv., I. 55, speak only of Terminus.
5 The sanctuary of Juventas is mentioned only by this text of Dionysius of

Halicarnassus. Saint Augustine mentions likewise—but the fact is doubtful—

a

sanctuary of Mars (City of God, IV. 23).
6 Dionys. of Halic, III. 69.
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these and the top with a thick stratum of earth, thus levelHng

the hill and rendering the building of the temple possible." ^

These labours occupied the last four years of the reign of

Tarquin the Elder,^ and they were probably continued under
that of Servius Tullius.^ Tarquin the Proud devoted to the

erection of the edifice the important booty (according to Piso,

40,000 pounds of silver ; according to Fabius Pictor, 40 talents

= 225,200 francs, a figure which Titus Livy deems more likely)

which he had captured from the Volscian town of Suessa
Pometia.* In addition, Tarquin forced the plebeians to supply
the labour.^

But the sums available were hardly sufficient for the laying of

the foundations.^ The work had to be slackened, without being
entirely interrupted. Tarquin the Proud sent for carpenters

from Etruria.'' The quadriga and the statues of the pediment,
in terra cotta, were ordered from Etruscan artists at Veii.^ The
edifice was almost completed in 509 B.C. (245 ab urbe condita)

when Tarquin was expelled from Rome. It seems that the

decoration only was unfinished. " The temple of Jupiter," says

Plutarch,^ " was almost completed, when Tarquin, either in

obedience to an oracle or of his own accord, determined to

place on its summit a quadriga in terra cotta, the execution of
which was entrusted to Etruscan workmen at Veii. Shortly
after, he was driven from the throne. When the quadriga was
modelled, the workmen put it into the oven to bake, but the clay,

instead of shrinking and condensing through evaporation of its

moisture, as is usually the case when it is put into a furnace,

grew larger, swelled, and formed a mass so bulky, so heavy, and
so hard, that the vault and sides of the oven had to be demolished
in order to extract it, a task which was only accomplished with

1 Tit. Liv., VI. 4, apropos of the repairs in 388 B.C. (366 ab urbe condita), says of
the substructures of the Capitol: '"''Otus vel in hac via^nificentia urbis con-
spiciendM)n'' \ Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXVI. \o\'.''^ Substructiones insanas Capitoli
mirabantur."

2 Tit. Liv., I. 38: ^^ Aream . . , jain praesagienie aniino futuratn olirn
arnpliUidinein loci occupat fundameniis.'" Dionys. of HaHc, III. 69: " Tou?
0e^eAtous ovk ecjiOaae QgIvoll tov veS) XP^^^^ eTrtjStwo-a? jaerci ttji/ AcaraAvtrtv tov
7roAe>ov TerpaeTrj." Plutarch, Publico/., XIV. ; Tacit., Hist., III. 72 :

"" Jecerat
fundame7ita spe uiagis futurae Jiiagnitudinis quam quo viodicae adhuc populi
Ro7nani res suffi.cerent.''''

3 Tacit., loc. cit. :
" Mox Servius Tullius, sociorum studio, dein Tarquinius

Superbus . . . extruxere.'^
^ Tit. Liv., T. 55, 7: ''' Pometinae manubiae'' ', Tacit., Hist., III. 72 : '''' Capta

Suessa Pometia hostium spoliis "
; Dionys. of Halic, IV. 59-61.

5 Tit. Liv., I. 56, 1 :
" Non pecunia solum ad idpublica est usus, sed operis etia7n

ex plebe'' \ Cicero, Verr., 19, 48: ^'' Capitolium, sicut apud inajores nosiros
factum est, publice coactis fabris operisque imperatis, gratis exaedijicari atque
effici potnit." 6 Tit. Liv., I. 55.

7 Tit. Liv., I. 58 :
" Fabris undique ex Etruria accitis.'"

8 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXV. 157 ; Festus, p. 174 ; Plutarch, Publicol., XIII.
9 Plutarch, Publicol., XIII.
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great difficulty. The soothsayers having declared that the car
would bring luck to whatever people possessed it, the Veians
resolved not to give it to the Romans who had ordered it. They
replied, therefore, that it belonged to Tarquin personally, and
not to those who had expelled him.

" Some time after, they held a chariot race with the usual
pomp and magnificence. When the games were over, the
victor, who had just been crowned, drove his car slowly towards
the exit, intending to quit the course. Suddenly the horses took
fright, without any visible cause, and, either by mere chance
or by divine impulsion, ran at full speed towards Rome. The
charioteer did his utmost, both with hand and voice, to stop

them in their career. Seeing that his efforts were useless, he
abandoned them to their impetuosity and was carried to the foot

of the Capitol, where the horses overthrew the vehicle and its

occupant near the gate to-day bearing the name of Ratumena.
The Veians, surprised and frightened at this event, allowed the

workmen to deliver the car to the Romans."
» The dedication of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was per-

formed with solemnity, in the year following the expulsion of the

kings, on the day of the Ides of September (13th of September),

509 B.C. (245 ab urbe condita), by the acting consul, M. Horatius
Pulvillus.^

The ceremony of the dedication is described by Plutarch :

^

^' When the temple was finished and decorated with suitable

magnificence, Publicola was very desirous of performing the

consecration ; several of the first citizens of Rome envied him
this prerogative. They had seen without jealousy the glory he
had justly acquired by his laws and his victories ; but not
believing that he was entitled to this new honour, they urged
Horatius to claim it. At that moment, a war broke out which
obliged Publicola to march at the head of the army. Those
that envied him, conscious that it would not be easy for them to

gain their point, if he were in Rome, contrived that, in his

absence, the people should decree the dedication of the temple
by Horatius ; and, forthwith, they conducted him to the

Capitol. It is said by some that, the consuls having drawn lots,

the command of the army fell to Publicola, and the consecration

of the temple to Horatius. What had previously passed between
them may be gathered, however, from what happened on the

day of the ceremony. On the day of the Ides of September, all

the people had assembled at the Capitol in profound silence.

1 Tit. Liv., II. 8; VII. 3: '"''Horatius cottsul ex le:c:e templuui Jovis optitni

niaxhni dedicavit anno po^t re^es exactos." Polyb., III. 22 ; Dionys. of Halic,
V. ^5 ; Tacit., Hist., III. 72 ; Plutarch, PtcblicoL, XIV. : Valer. Max., V. 10, i.

Cf. Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIII. 19 • '^ PublicoL XIV.
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After accomplishing- all the other ceremonies, Horatius had al-

ready seized one of the gates of the temple, and was about to

pronounce the solemn prayer of consecration, when Valerius,

Publicola's brother, w^ho had been waiting for a long time near
the gate of the temple, and was prepared for this opportunity,

said to him :
' Consul, your son has just died of sickness in the

camp.' All those present were afflicted by the news ; but

Horatius, without letting himself be unnerved, contented himself

with replying :
' Cast his body where you please ; as for me, I

shall not go into mourning ; ' and he finished the consecration.

The news was false, and Valerius had fabricated it to prevent

the completion of the ceremony. On this occasion, Horatius
showed admirable firmness, either that he had, at once, detected

the stratagem of Valerius, or that, believing the news to be
true, he had not experienced the least emotion."

The temple of the Tarquins remained in existence, under the

Republic, until 83 B.C. (671 ab urbe condita). In the course of

these four centuries, it was constantly embellished, notably in

296 B.C. (458 ab urbe condita) by the Curule Aediles, Q. and
Cn. Ogulnii ;^ and in 142 B.C. (612 ab urbe condita), under the

censorship of Scipio Aemilianus and C. Mummius Achaius ;
^

and in 179 B.C. (575 ab urbe condita) important repairs were
carried out, under the censorship of M. Aemilius Lepidus and
M. Fulvius Nobilior.^ But the whole of the structure continued
to be intact.

On the 6th of July, 83 B.C. (671 ab urbe condita), under the

consulship of L. Scipio and Cn. Norbanus, the edifice was
burnt to the ground, probably through the negligence of the

keepers.^ After his final victory over the party of Marius in

82 B.C. (672 ab urbe condita), Sylla undertook the rebuilding

of the temple.^ The work was pushed on with great activity.^

After Sylla's death, Q. Lutatius Catulus, who was consul in

78 B.C. (676 ab urbe condita), was authorised by the Senate, in

his character of '' Curator reficiendi Capitolii^'^ ^ to continue the

1 Tit. Liv.,_X. 23. 2 piin., Hist. Nat., XXXIII. 57. 3 Tit. Liv., XL. 51.

4 The year is indicated by Cicero, Catzlin., III. 419 ; Sallust, Catilin., XLVII. ;

Dionys. of Halic, IV. 62; Tacit., Hist., IIT. 72: " Z. Scipione C. Norba7io
consulibus'' \ the day by Plutarch, Syll.., XXVII. Dionys. of Halic, loc. cit.\

Tacit., loc. cit. ; Appian, Civil Wars., I. 86 (with reservations), attribute this fire

to malevolence ; Dion Cassius, fragm. CVI. 2, to lightning; Cassiodorus, ad ann.
671, and Obsequens, 57, to the negligence of the keepers.

5 Tac, Hist.., III. 72: '"'' Curain victor Sulla suscepii neque ta77ien dedicavit"
Plutarch, Publicol, XV. ; Valer. Max., IX. 3-8.

6 Valer. Max., loc. cit. '. "Sylla, enragad to see that Granius, the first magistrate
of PuteoH, where he then was, did not hasten to give him the money promised by
the decurions of this colony for the restoration of the Capitol, went into such a fit of
anger and shouted so loudly that he burst a blood-vessel in his chest, and expired."

7 Varro, quoted by A.ul. Gell., Attic Nights., II. 10: "'' Q. Catulus^ curator
reficiendi Capitolii."

D
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undertaking. Nine years later, in 69 B.C. (685 ab urbe condita),

Catulus proceeded solemnly to the dedication.^ In 46 B.C. (708
ab urbe condita) the Senate decided to substitute the name of
Caesar for that of Catulus on the dedicatory inscription ; but
the decree was not carried into execution : the name of Catulus
was retained.^

The temple was twice struck by lightning, in 65 B.C. (689 ab
urbe condita) ^ and in 9 B.C. (745 ab urbe condita).^ Augustus
repaired it without placing any inscription on it in his name.*'^

In 69 A.D., at the time of the assault made on the Capitol by the

partisans of Vitellius, the temple was burnt for the second time.

Tacitus ^ thus describes the event :
" It is doubtful whether it was

the besiegers or the besieged who lighted the fire. The most
common opinion is that the besieged set fire to these edifices,

to repulse those who were ascending or were already at the

top. The flames gained the porticoes that ran round the temple;
soon the eagles supporting the summit caught fire, the wood
being old, and furnished fresh material to the conflagration.

Thus perished the Capitol, with closed doors, and without any
one defending it, or yet pillaging it."

Vespasian, on becoming Emperor, at once took measures for

the rebuilding of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. The work
was begun in 70 A.D. " On the eleventh day from the Kalends
of July ( = 2ist ofJune)," writes Tacitus,^ "under a cloudless sky,

the whole space consecrated to the temple was hung round with

wreaths and bandlets. Soldiers, bearing lucky names, entered
the enclosure with boughs of favourable augury. The Vestal
virgins, accompanied by young boys and girls whose parents
were still living, sprinkled water from fresh springs and rivers.

Then the praetor Helvidius Priscus, led by the pontiff Plautus
Helianus, purified the ground by offering a sacrifice ; and, the

victims' entrails having been placed on an altar of grass-turf, he
besought Jupiter, Juno, Minerva and the tutelary gods of the

Empire, to second the enterprise and to raise, by their divine

assistance, this dwelling commenced for them by the piety of

1 Tit. Liv., Perioch.
, 98 :

" Tejupluin Jovis in Capitolio quodincendio consuinptuin
ac refectunt erat a Q. Catulo dedicatuvi est.'' Cassiodor., ad ann. 685; Tacit.,

Hist., III. 72; Plutarch, Publicol., XV.; Phlegon, Fragin. Hist. Graec. (Edit.

C. Miiller, III. p. 606).
2 Dion Cass., XLII. 14; Tac, Hist., III. 72: '''' Lutatii Catuli novten^ inter

tanta Caesanim opera, rtsque ad VitelliicJii mansitJ"
3 Cicero, Catilin., III. 8-19.
4 Dion Cass., LV. i.

^ Res Gest. Div. Aug., 4-9 :
" Capitolizun . . . iuipensa graiidi refeci sine

7illa inscriptiojte no7ninis vtei."
« Tacit., Hist., III. 71; Stat., Silv., V. 3, pp. 195-599.

J Tac, Hist., IV. 53; Dion Cass., LXVL 10; Sueton., Vespas., VIII.; Aurel.
Victor, Caesar, 9-7; Plutarch, Publicol., XV. ; Chronicle of Saint Jerome, ad an7t.

Abrah. 2089.
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men. Afterwards he touched the bandlets attached to the first

stone and interlaced with cords. i\t the same time the other

magistrates, the priests, the Senate, the equestrian order and a

great part of the people, emulating each other in their efforts

and their joy, dragged the enormous stone to its place. Into

the foundations were thrown pieces of gold and silver and lumps
of metal ore which no furnace had yet reduced." When the

clearing took place, Vespasian insisted on himself carrying

away on his back some of the stones.^ The dedication was
performed in the Emperor's lifetime, probably about 75 A.D.

Very few years after the completion of the edifice, in 80 A.D.,

under Titus, a great fire devastated the Campus Martins and
the region of the Circus Flaminius. The fire gained the Capitol,

and, for the third time, the temple was destroyed.^ Titus at

once set about rebuilding it ; and, on the 7th day from^ the

Ides of December (7th of December), 80 A.D., the Arvales
assembled in the temple of Ops, on the Capitol, in order to

make solemn vows in favour of the new temple.^ Titus died

some months later. The work was continued and completed
by Domitian ;

* and the dedication seems to have been per-

formed a year after the death of Titus, in 82 A.D. Coins were
struck in Asia Minor with the legend: " Capitolium Resti-

tutum." This reconstruction was destined to be the last.

Domitian's temple remained standing until the end of the

Empire.
The first temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, that of the Tarquins,

which was represented in the last century of the Republic on
a coin of M. Volteius,*'^ the monetary triumvir about 88 B.C.

(666 ab urbe condita), was a hexastyle edifice of the Tuscan
order, with three rows of columns in the front and a single row
at the sides. The posterior portion of the building, to the north-

west, was bare of columns. The temple, resting on a deep

1 Sueton., VesJ>as., VIII : ''''Ipse {yespasiamcs)7^estiUUionein Capitolii aggressus^
ruderibus purgaiidis^ manus pTiinus admovit ac sico collo qTiaedavi extulit. . . ,"

2 Dion Cass., LXVI. 24 :
" T61/ re veciij/ tov KaTrtrtoAtov jw-era. rcai/ crvvvaoiv avrov

KareKavcrev" ; Plutarch, PicblicoL, XV. ; Sueton., Domit., V. VIII.
3 C.f.L., VI. 2059, p. 507, 10: ' M. Tillio Frugi T. Vinisio Juliano coss.{;=^'^o

a.d) VIII Id. Decern, in Capitolio iji aedein Opis convenenint ad vota nimcu-
panda ad restitntioneui et dedicationeju Capitolii ab iinp{erato7^e') I\itd) Caesare
Vespasiano A icg{usto ).

'

'

4 V\vi\.2xcl}[i^PublicoI. ^ XV. :

"
'O 6e TeTapTO<; ovros vno Aoixenavov koX avvereXeaOYj

Kol KaOiepcodr)." Sueton., Doiuit.^ V.: ^'' Pluriina et ajuplissbna opera i)ice7idio

absiLuipta {Domitianus) restituit, in quis et Capitolitnu quod mrsus arserat^ sed
ojunia snb tiiulo tantiun siio ac sine Tilla pristini aicctoris mejuoria.'" Suetonius,
id. VIII., relates, moreover, that Domitian ordered his soldiers to destroy a tomb that
one of his freed slaves was said to have raised to his son with stones intended for the
temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, and that he had the ashes and bones found in it thrown
into the sea.

5 E. Babelon, Historical and CJii'onological Desc7-iptio7i of the Buildi7igs 0/ the
Roman Republic (^\x\ French), Paris, 1885, II. p. 565, CLXXXI. Volteia (No. i).

D 2
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basement, inside which were a series of subterraneous chambers
(favissae), was of massive form, nearly square, ihe pillars were
thick, low, and wide apart. The pediment, supported on an
architrave of wood, was surmounted in the centre by a quadriga,

and, on the sides, by statues in terra cotta, one of which was
that of Jupiter Summanus.^ In 296 B.C. (458 ab urbe condita)

the Curule Aediles, Q. and Cn. Ogulnii, with the proceeds of fines

imposed on usurers, replaced the terra cotta quadriga by a
bronze one,^ ornamented with a statue of Jupiter wearing a
crown.^ Later, the statue of Jupiter Summanus, which had
been struck by lightning, was replaced by a bronze statue.^ The
tympanum of the pediment was ornamented with reliefs of

which we have no certain knowledge. The coins of Volteius

show only a winged thunderbolt,^ but most likely the represen-

tation is incomplete. The temple was repaired in 179 B.C.

(575 ab urbe condita), under the censorship of M. Aemilius
Lepidus and M. Fulvius Nobilior : the pillars, in addition, were
whitened and polished.^

The interior comprised three celiac, with parallel arrangement
in the direction of the length, and covered with one roof for the

three.^ In the centre was the cella of Jupiter, which was the

principal one ; to the west (in the direction of Tiber) was that of

Minerva ; to the east (in the direction of the Asylum) that of

Juno. The three celiac were entered through three bronze
doors, the middle one, leading to the cella of Jupiter, being
larger than the two others. These are represented on the coins

of M. Volteius,^ and on the bass-reliefs of the Museum
of the Conservators and the Museum of the Louvre, which
will be spoken of further on. The floor from about 150
B.C. (604 ab urbe condita) was covered with white mosaic,^

the first that had been seen in Rome. The threshold was in

bronze from the time of the Curule Aedileship of Q. and Cn.
Ogulnii, 296 B.C. (458 ab urbe condita).^^ The wainscoting of the

1 Cicero, de Divinat., I. 10-16 : '"'' Cit7n Sicmmaiuis in fastioio Jovis opthiii

inaximi gtd Ucm erat fi-ctilis, e caelo ictus esset. . .
." Cf. Tit. Liv., Perioch., 14.

'^ Tit. Liv., X. 23.
•^ Plaut., Trinumm.^ 83: ''' Si te surriptiisse suspicet Jovi corona-tn de capite ex

Capitolio, quod, in colwnine aestat suiitmo''' ; id. ^ Men., 941 : "^^ ego te sacrain
cor nam surripuisse Jovi.''

4 See above, note i. 5 E Babelon, loc. cit.

6 Tit. Liv., XL. 51 : "J/. Aejuilius Lepidus . . . aedem Jovis in Capitolio
columnasque circa poliendas albo locavit et ab his columnis quae incommode
opposita videbantur signa amovit clipeaque decohmtnis et signa fitilitaria affixa
omnis generis dempsit.''

7 Dionys. of Halic, IV. 61. Cf Tit. Liv., VL 29 ; VIL 38 ; X. 23, etc. ; Plin.,

Hist. Nat., XXXIV. ; Valer. Maxim., VIIL 15. 1 ; Seneca, Epist., 95, 75, etc.

8 See above, p. 35, note 5.

y Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXVL 185 :
" Scutulatum in Jovis Capitolini aede

p7'imumfactum est.''

10 Tit. Liv., X. 23 :
" C;^. et Q. Ogulnii aediles curules . . . aenea in Capitolio

limina . . . posuerunt."
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ceiling was gilded in 142 B.C. (612 ab urbe condita)/ under the

censorship of Scipio Aemilianus and L. Mummius Achaius.
The roof was covered with bronze tiles.

At the furthest end of the three celiac were the altars and
statues of the three divinities. The statue of Jupiter, a terra

cotta one similar to those of the pediment, the face of which
was painted vermilion on feast days, was the work of an
Etruscan artist from Veii. The ancient statues ^ of Terminus and
Juventas, which the rites had not allowed to be removed, were
inside the temple. The altar of Juventas was in the cella of

Minerva, that of Terminus in the Proiiaos. As the worship of

Terminus had to be celebrated in the open air, an aperture had
been made in the temple roof.^

Inside the temple of Jupiter were numerous works of art,

being gifts of kings and
foreign peoples, magistrates

and triumphing victors. Of
the statues, tw^o were of

Jupiter, one being placed
between the celiac of

Jupiter and Minerva ; it

had been previously at

Praeneste, and was dedi- fig. s.-temple of jupiter

cated in 380 B.C. (374 ab capitolinus (coins of m.

urbe condita) by the dictator
volteius).

T. Quinctius ;
* the other

had been brought from Macedonia by T. Quinctius Flaminius ;^

there was also a statue of Scipio Africanus^ in the cella of

Jupiter. Then there were golden Victories, one of which had
been dedicated in 216 B.C. (538 ab urbe condita) by Hiero of

Syracusa^;^ shields that were fastened to the pillars—a great

number of them being removed in the course of the alterations

in 179 B.C. (575 ab urbe condita) ;^ golden crowns, dedicated by
those who had triumphed, or else by foreign peoples ; for

instance, Mamercus Aemilius, dictator in 437 B.C. (317 ab urbe

condita) \^ T. Quinctius, dictator in 380 B.C. (374 ab urbe con-

1 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIII. 57 : '' Laquearia, qicaemaic et in p^ivatis domihus
auro tegnniur, priino in Capitolio inaurata sicnt censiira L. Mummi.'"

2 Plin., Hist. Nat , XXXIII. 57. Cf. XXXIII. III.

3 Dionys. of Halic, III. 69 (cf. p. 30, above).
4 Tit. Liv., VI. 29.
5 Cicero, Verr., IV. 58, 129.
6 Valer. Maxim., VIII. 15. i : ''{Sci/>io Africanus) iinaginem in cella Javis

optimi maxiini positain hahet.''
7 Tit. Liv., XXV. 37. This Victory weighed 220 pounds.
8 Id., XL. 51. See above, p. 33.
9 Tit. Liv., IV. 20: ''Mamercus Aemilius coronam aureavi libram pondo ex

piddica pecunia poptdi jussu in Capitolio Jovi donum posu.it, " 'Cf, XXV. 39;
XXXVIII. 35 ; Plin., Hist. Nat,, XXXV. 14.
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dita) ;
^ the Hernici, in 449 B.C. (305 ab urbe condita) ;

^ the Cartha-
ginians, in 343 B.C. (41 1 ab urbe condita) ;

^ Philip of Macedon, in

161 B.C. (563 ab urbe condita) ;* pictures : one of them repre-

sented the surrender of Jugurtha.^
A treasure was placed under the spot where the statue of

Jupiter stood.^ The younger Marius carried it off to Praeneste
in 62 B.C. (672 ab urbe condita) ;

'^ Sylla, after his victory^

brought it back to Rome. Inside the temple, also, the Sibylline

books were kept ;
^ and, last of all, various objects of art were

deposited in \h^favissae of the foundations.^

In 70 A.D., at the time of the second reconstruction of the

temple, there was some question of modifying the plan of the
ancient edifice. The matter was submitted to the Haruspices.
Tacitus 1^ writes : "The Haruspices ordered the ruins of the old

temple to be transported into the marshes, and a new temple to be
built on the same site, adding that the gods were not willing that

anything should be changed in the plan. . . . The height was
increased, this being the only alteration religion seemed able to

permit and the only magnificence that appeared to be lacking
in the ancient edifice." It should be added that, in the new
building, the Corinthian order was substituted for the Tuscan.
The temples of Vespasian and Domitian remained hexastyle, as

those of the Tarquins and Q. Lutatius Catulus had been.

The temple, as reconstructed in 78 B.C. (676 ab urbe condita)

by Q. Lutatius Catulus, is represented on a coinage of Petillius

Capitolinus,^^ who was monetary triumvir in 43 B.C. (711 ab urbe
condita), with its fagade of six columns, its pediment ornamented
with reliefs (in the centre, Rome sitting on shields ; on the right,

the She-Wolf and the Twins ; on the right and on the left,

birds), and surmounted, in the centre, by the quadriga of

Jupiter ; on the sides, by statues of Minerva and Juno, and by
two acroteria. The roof was supported by wooden eagles,^^

mentioned above in connection with the fire of 69 A.D. The
doors of the celiac, hidden by three shields that hung between
the central pillars, are not visible on the coins of Petillius

1 Festus, p. 363 :
*' 7". Qttinctius trienteiii tertium pondo coronam auream dedisse

se Jovi domiin scripsit."
2 Tit. Liv., V. 37. .

'^ Id., VII. 38.
4 Id., XXXVI. 34; cf. also XLIII. 6. Other offerings are mentioned by Titus

Livy, XXIX. 38 (gold quadriga), XXXVIII. 35 (a gilded car with six horses

harnessed to it), etc.

5 Plutarch, Mar., XXXII.
6 Tit. Liv., V. 50; Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIII. 14-16. This treasure originally

comprised 2,000 pounds of gold.
7 Appian, Civil Wars, 87. 8 Dionys. of Halic, IV. 62.

9 Aul. Gel., Attic Nights, II. 10. 2.

10 Tacit., Hist., IV. 53.
11 E. Babelon, loc cit., II. pp. 291-292, No. CXXII. Petillia (Nos. 1-4).

13 Tacit, Hist., III. 71.
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Capitolinus. The bronze tiles that cov^ered the roof were gilded

by Catulus.^

F'resh offerings had replaced, in the interior of the building,

those that had been consumed in the fire of 83 B.C. (671 ab urbe
condita) : of the statues— a statue of Apollo, the work of

Calamis, brought from Apollonia in Asia Minor, and consecrated
in 71 B.C. (683 ab urbe condita) by Lucullus;^ a statue of

Theseus by Parrhasius ;^ a boy's statue, dedicated in 75 B.C.

(679 ab urbe condita);* a statue of Minerva,^ consecrated by
Cicero in 58 B.C. (666 ab urbe condita) ; two busts, dedicated in

57 B.C. (696 ab urbe condita) by the consul P. Cornelius Lentulus
Spinther ;

^ the statue of Jupiter, by Myron, consecrated by
Augustus ;^ a quadriga and a Victory, consecrated in 42 B.C.

(712 ab urbe condita) by
the consul C. Munatius ^..^-^- ^ ^
Plancus ;

^ some pieces of /^ \ ^
gold plate ;

^ a collection of

engraven stones, being part I

of the booty captured from //

Mithridates and offered by v
, ^ x^-^^.^-^-''^

Pompey the Great ;i^ bronze
<^-^' ^'>>..».^:—-^

tables containing treaties fig. 4.—temple of jupiter

and other pubUc document- capitolinus (coins of

ary deeds/i The seated Petillius capitolinus).

statue, which occupied the

furthest end of the cella of Jupiter, was in gold, ivory, and
marble.i^ Last of all, the Sibylline books had been reconstituted

and replaced in the subterraneous chambers of the temple.^^

The representation of Vespasian's temple on his coinage ^* is

similar ; but the edifice is in the Corinthian style. The pedi-

ment was adorned with reliefs, representing, in the centre, the

1 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIIL 57: '''"Cum varie sua aetas de Catulo existi-

viaverit, quod tegulas aereas Ccipitolii inaurasset." Cf. Seneca, Controv., I.

6. 4 :
'' Fastigatis supra tectis auro puro fulgens praehccet Capitolhmi "

;
id., II.

I. I.: '"''InauratuinCapitolitiiJi''
2 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIV. 39: "/;^ Capitolio Apollo tralatus a M. Lucullo

ex Apollonia Ponti urhe XXX cubitorum.'" Strab., VII. 6. i.

3 Plin., Hist. Nat , XXXV. 6g. ! Festus, p. 262.

5 Dion Cass., XXXVIII. 17 ; XLV.- 17 ; Obseq., 68.

« Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIV. 44. 7 Strab., XIV. 14.

8 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXV. 108: " /« Capitolio quam Plancus iinperator

posuerat, victoria quadri°a7n in stibliine rapiens."
9 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXVII. 18, etc. Various gifts, made by the Emperors, are

mentioned by Suetonius, Tiber., LIII. ; Calig., XVI. ; Nero, X. XII. XIV. ;
Tacit.,

Ann., XV. 74, etc.
10 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXVII. 11. 11 Cicero, Catilin., III. 19.

12 Chalcid., ad Pint. Tim., 336; Varro (quoted by Non., p. 162): Josephus,
Antiq. of the Jezvs, XIX. i, 2.

1^ Lactant., de Ira Dei, XXII. 6; Fenestella, Instil., i, 16, 14.

1^ H. Cohen, loc. cit., 2nd edit., I., Vespasian, Nos. 486-493. See pp. 46-47.
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Capitoline triad, Jupiter, seated, holding a sceptre, Minerva
and Juno standing, on his right and left ; on either side of the

central group were two groups of men (the Cyclops) striking on
their anvil. The summit was surmounted by a quadriga, in the

centre, and by two bigae and by eagles as acroteria. The
Haruspices had forbidden the edifice to be profaned with gold
or stones intended for another usage. Among the offerings,

Pliny 1 mentions crowns in cinnamon-wood, ornamented with
gold, which were given by Vespasian.

Last of all, Domitian's temple, the one which existed till the

end of the Empire, is represented on the coinage of this Emperor''^

and on three bass-reliefs. One of these bass-reliefs, taken from
the Arch of Marcus Aurelius, is to-day preserved in the Museum
of the Conservators, at Rome ;

^ the second is in the Museum of

the Louvre (the pediment is wanting) ;^ the third, which, in the

sixteenth century, was in the Vatican Library, has to-day
disappeared ; but four designs of it remain, which were executed
in the sixteenth century :

^ one is in the Coburg Library ;

^

a second, taken from Fulvio Orsini's Library, is preserved in

the Vatican Library ; a third was sketched about the end of

the sixteenth century by a Rheims sculptor, in the course of a
journey made to Rome ;^ and a fourth is by Piranesi.^

Of all these representations, the most exact and the most
authentic is given by the design of the Coburg Library. The
facts that are certain are the following. The temple, as

reconstructed by Domitian, was hexastyle, like the previous
temples. The pediment, as in Vespasian's temple, was sur-

mounted by a quadriga, in the centre ; with two bigae and with

statues, at the sides (one representing Mars with the spear,

another, Minerva). The reliefs of the tympanum represented :

in the centre, the Capitoline triad, Jupiter seated, Minerva and
Juno standing. On either side, the two cars of the Sun and
the Moon converge towards the central group ; two groups of

three men (Vulcan and the Cyclops) are striking on their anvil
;

1 Hist. Nat.^ XII. 94 :
" Coronas ex cinnavto in terrasili aura inclusas priinus

ojnnium in teinplis Capitolii atgue Pacts dicazdt imperator Vespasianus
Aics.ustiis.''

2 H. Cohen, loc. cit.. Dojjiittan, Nos. 85-90; id., No. 23
^ Bartoli, Admir. Ro7n. Antiq., PI. IX. ; Righetti, Mus. d. Campidoglio, I. 68

;

Monum. delV Institut. di Corrisp. ArcheoL, V. PI. XXXVI.
4 Clarac, Museu77i of Ancient and Modern Sculpture (in French), II. 1, 732

(cf. Plates II. 151, 300).
5 As to these designs, see especially Aug. Audollent, Unptihlished Design of the

Pediment of the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus ("in French), Miscellanies of the
French School in Route, IX. 18-89, pp. 120-133 ; Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionary
of Greek and Roinan Antiquities (in French), article '"'' Capitolium'' (t. ist, 2nd
part, C, pp. 901-906).

6 Reproduced by M. Schultze, Archeol. Zeitun^, 1^72, PI. LVII (cf. Daremberg
and Saglio, loc. cit., p. Q04, Fig. 1151) '^ Aug. Audollent, loc. cit.

8 Piranesi, Magnificenza ed Architettura del Romani, PI. CXCVIII.
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there are some subordinate figures ; at the feet of Jupiter, a

young man upright (Ganymede ?) ; at the feet of Minerva,
Hercules ; and, on the right, near Juno, a man and a woman,
probably Aesculapius and Vesta. In the corners are two recum-
bent divinities : the Tiber and, probably, the Earth,
The new edifice transcended in magnificence all those that

had preceded it. The columns were of white marble, Pentelican,

and fluted ; they came from Athens, where Plutarch asserts he
had seen them.^ In order to fit them for their new destination,

they were rehewn in Rome. "This second treatment," says

Plutarch again, "gave them less elegance than it took from their

symmetry ; by tapering them too much, the masons deprived
them of all their beauty." The three doors '^ giving access to the

cellae, and the tiles of the

roof ^ were of gilded bronze.

The whole of the structure,

according to Plutarch, had
cost more than two thousand
talents (66,720,000 francs).*

Later, Trajan had his statue

in the Pronaos ^ ofthe temple.

In the middle ages, the

temple of Jupiter completely
disappeared. Even the

memory of its ancient site

was lost. A great number of writers who, from the sixteenth

century downwards, treated of the topography of the Capitoline

hill, placed the temple of Jupiter on the northern summit of

the Capitol, and considered the southern summit as the Arx.

The excavations carried out on the Capitol on the site of the

Palazzo Caffarelli and the museum of the Conservators, in 1865 ^

and 1875-1878,^ and completed by some posterior discoveries

(notably in 1896, Via di Monte Tarpeio)^ have allowed of the

question being definitely settled.

The eastern and western limits of the substructures on which
the temple was raised have been able to be determined owing
to the discoveries of 1865 (the garden of the Caffarelli Palace :

the western limit), of 1875 (the Museum of the Conservators :

the eastern limit), and of 1896 (Via di Monte Tarpeio : south-

1 Plutarch, PublicoL, XV. 2 Zosim., 'IcTTopia Nea, V. 38.
^ Procop., IVar. Vandal., I. 5. 4 Plutarch., PnblicoL, loc. cit.

5 Plin. the Youn., Panegy7'. of Traj., 52 : "/?« v'estibulo Jovis optiuii inaxhnV
6 Rosa, Annal. delT Instit., 1865, 382 sqq. ; Momunent. delV Instit., VIII. tab.

23, 2 ; H. Jordan, TopogTaphie der Stadt Rom in Altertwn, I. 2, p. 67, n. 6^.
"^ R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Com., 1875, pp. 165-189; 1876, 31-34; H.

Jordan and Schupmann, v4;//^<^/. delV Instil., 145-172; 'Dyq.ss&X, B7cll. deir Instil.^

1882, 226 sqq.
8 G. Gatti, Noiiz. d. Scav., 1896, p. 161.

FIG. 5.—TEMPLE OF JUPITER
CAPITOLINUS (coins OF
PETILLIUS CAPITOLINUS).
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east angle of the substructures). The distance separating the

two flanks—the eastern and western—and, consequently, the

width of the temple, was just 56 yards,^ to which figure must be
added the thickness of the two facings which to-day no longer
exist : in all a total of about 60 yards for the front.

The length, as to which the excavations have not supplied

precise 'indications, may, nevertheless, be determined in an
indirect manner. Dionysius of Halicarnassus,^ recording the

construction of the temple of Jupiter, gives the total figure of

the perimeter as being eight plethra ( = 271^*^0 yards). He adds
that the difference between the length and the breadth was not

15 feet. Consequently, a total length of 66 yards must be
admitted. The figure of the perimeter would, therefore, be 253
yards, i.e. 7J plethra, a figure about 17^ yards inferior to that of

FIG. '6.—TEMPLE OF JUPITER CAPITOLINUS (COINS OF DOMITIAN).

Dionysius. It is probable that he merely gave eight plethra as

a round number.
The temple occupied the centre of the Area Capitolina, of

which it covered rather more than a fifth (3,630 yards out of

16,500) ; the free space around it, being the Area properly so

called, measured about 38^^ yards in front, 36J on the two sides,

27^ yards at the back. The bearings, which excavations have
enabled to be determined ^ were north-south, with a deviation of

24 degrees towards the east.

The remains discovered belong almost exclusively to the
substructures.^ These substructures, about 5^ yards high, are
formed with quadrangular blocks of tufa (average dimensions :

1 H. Jordan, Typographie der Stadt Rom in Altertuin^ I. 2, pp. 69-70.
'^ Dionys. of Halic, IV. 61.
'^ On the bearings, R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Com., 1875, p. 180; Schupmann,

loc. cit.^ p. 149 ; H. Jordan, loc. cit., p. 68.
^ R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Co77i., 1875, 181. Cf. Dressel, Btill. delV Instil.

,

1882, p. 226.
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width, om. 60c., length om. 70c., height om. 31c.) superposed on
each' Other without mortar. In the south-eastern part of the

edifice, some precise indications have also been gathered as

to the. dimensions of the walls that supported the six rows of

columns of the Pro7taos^ and the situation QiX\^^favissae}

Of the edifice itself only a few remains have been recovered :

a fragment of a fluted column ^ and a Corinthian capital in

Pentelican marble ;
^ an Attic fragment of a base, likewise in

marble ;
* some bits of a cornice and a frieze ornamented with

oxheads and festoons,^ taken from the edifice reconstructed by
Domitian. From these remains, it appears that the diameter of

the columns was between 2J and i\ yards ;
^ that of the bases

2\ yards, nearly ;
^ that of the capitals (the capital discovered

was much mutilated), over 2J- yards ;
^ the distance, so far as it

may be ascertained from the arrangement of the supporting

walls, was about 9^^ yards from axis to axis.^ Last of all, it

should be mentioned that the discovery of two terra cotta frag-

ments in 1896 seems to have brought to light a portion of the

primitive decoration of the facade. ^^

The other Edifices of the Capitol.

Round the temple of the Capitoline triad, on the Area
Capitolina, stood a large number of temples, altars, religious or
dedicatory monuments and statues. From the end of the
monarchial period, the Capitol became the religious centre of

pagan Rome. There was a great increase of sanctuaries under
the Republic and the Empire.

Except, perhaps, for the temples of Fides and Jupiter Custos,

it is impossible to fix the exact site of these buildings. The
various records are lacking in precision, and nowhere else in

the city has the disappearance of ancient remains been more
complete. One fact, at least, is certain : these buildings stood
on the Area Capitolina, to the front and sides of the temple of

Jupiter Capitolinus.

1 H. Jordan, loc. cit., p. 70.
2 R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Co7Jt., 1875, p. 185 ; H. Jordan, loc. cit., p. 72,

n. 69.
^ Notiz. d. 'Scav., 1897, p. 60. 4 fj. Jordan, loc. cit.

5 R. Lanciani, The Ruins and Excavations ofAncient Roine^ p. 301.
^ R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Cojn., 1875, p. 185.
7 H. Jordan, loc. cit. 8 Notiz. d. Scav., 1897, p. 60.

^ R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Com,, 1875, pp. 165 sqq. Cf. H. Jordan, Topog.
der Stadt Rom in Altertu7Ji, I. 2, p. 85.

1^ G, Gatti, Notiz. d. Scav., 1896, p 185.
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Several temples were consecrated to Jupiter : there were the

Jupiter Feretrius, the Jupiter Tonans and the Jupiter Gustos.

The temple of Jupiter Feretrius, which was the first dedicated
to Jupiter on the Capitoline hill, was the most ancient in Rome.
According to tradition, it was dedicated by Romulus, prior to the

treaty concluded with the Sabine king, Titus Tatius. After

killing with his own hand Acron, the king of the Caeninians,
Romulus hung up in it the first spolia opima.^ A. Cornelius
Cossus, in 437 B.C. (317 ab urbe condita) and M. Claudius
Marcellus in 222 B.C. (532 ab urbe condita) consecrated the

second and the third. At the end of the Republic, the edifice,

which had been enlarged by King Ancus Marcius,^ was falling

into ruins.^ It was rebuilt by Augustus, about 31 B.C. {^"Ji'^ ab
urbe condita), in accordance with the primitive plan.*

The edifice, with its very limited dimensions (according to

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the longest side measured less

than fifteen feet),-*^ is represented on a coinage of the Gens
Claudia, under the form of a tetrastyle temple with a high
staircase in front.^ Inside were deposited the sceptre and the

silex used by the Fetiales in signing treaties of peace.^

The temple of Jupiter Tonans, built by Augustus,^ who,
during an expedition into Cantabria (in 26 B.C. =728 ab urbe
condita), had narrowly escaped being struck by lightning, and
dedicated on the day of the Kalends of September (ist of

September), 32 B.C. (722 ab urbe condita),^ was situated in the

southern portion of the Area Gapitolina, in front of the temple
of Jupiter Gapitolinus. On account of its situation, it was
commonly called " Jupiter's porter " (janitor). Sacrifices were
offered in it on the anniversary of its dedication, the ist of
September.^^ The walls were built of m.assive marble blocks.

Inside w^as a statue of Jupiter, carved by the sculptor
Leochares.il Before the entrance to the temple, on the Area
Gapitolina, were the statues of Hygeia, Castor, and Pollux.^^

In 69 A D., at the time of the assault made on the Capitol by
the soldiers ofVitellius, Domitianhad taken refuge in the house
of the keeper of the temple of Jupiter Gapitolinus, and had

I Tit. Liv., I. 10; Dionys. of Halic, II. 34 2 Tit. Liv., I. 33.
3 Cornel. Nepos, Attic, XX. ; Tit. Liv., IV. 20.

4 Res. Gest. Div. Aug., 4, 5 :
^^ Aedes in Capitolio Jovis Feretri . . . Jeci.''

Tit. Liv., loc. cit.

5 Dionys. of Halic, II. 34.
6 E. Babelon (in French), Historical and Chronological _Description of the

Coins of the Ro7nan Republic, I. p. 352, Claudia, No. 11, P. Cornelius P. F.
Lenticlus Marcellinus, monetary triumvir about 45 B.C. (709 ab urbe condita).

7 Festus, p. 92. 8 Res Gest. Div. Aug., 4, 5.

9 Calend. Amitern., the day of the Kalends of September (C.I.L., P. p, 244).
10 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXVI. 50.
II Id., XXXIV. c; : ^fovemillu;n tonanteni in Capitolio,"
12 Id., XXXIV.>8.
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hidden there to escape the ckitches of his enemies. After the

succession of Vespasian, he pulled down the keeper's house
;

and, as a token of his gratitude, consecrated, on its site, a
sanctuary to Jupiter Conservator.^ It was an edifice of small

size. Inside it was an altar on which was an inscription men-
tioning the danger run by Domitian and the protection accorded
him by Jupiter. Later, when he became Emperor, Domitian re-

placed the sanctuary by a larger building, the temple of Jupiter

Gustos.^ In the celiac was a statue of Jupiter, which, at the

dates 84 and 86, figures on several of Domitian's coinages.^

To the temples consecrated to Jupiter must be added those
of Fides, Mens, Mars Ultor, Ops, and Venus Erycina.

The temple of Fides was situated at the southern extremity of

the Area Capitolina, between the temple of Jupiter and the

Tarpeian Rock. It was one of the most ancient in Rome.*
Tradition relates that it was founded by Numa.^ Mention is

made of it for the first time in the beginning of the second
century B.C. In 115 B.C. (639 ab urbe condita) it was restored

by the consul M. Aemilius Scaurus,^ after his triumph over the

Carnic Gauls. The Senate often held their meetings there ;
^

and annual sacrifices were offered in it on the day of the Kalends
of October (ist of October).

^

The temple of Mens dated back to the epoch of the Republic.
Vowxd in 217 B.C. (537 ab urbe condita) by the praetor

T. Otacihus Grassus,^ it was dedicated two years later, on the

6th day from the Ides of June (6th of June), ^'^ 215 B.C. (529 ab
urbe condita). The consul M. Aemilius Scaurus rebuilt it at the

same time as the temple of Fides, 1
1
5 B.C. (639 ab urbe condita).i^

The annual sacrifice was celebrated on the 8th of June, the

anniversary of the dedication. ^^

1 Tacit., HisL, III. 74.
2 Id.: '"'' Mox iinperiuju adeptuSy Jovi Custodi teujpluin ingens segue in sinu dei

.

sacravit.'" Sueton., Doinit.^ V.
•^ H. Cohen, loc. di., Do7nitian, Nos. 301-306, 321-322.
"^ Cato, quoted by Cicero, de Offi-c.^ III. 104.
•5 Tit. Liv., I. 21, 4 ; Dionys. of Halic, II. 75.
6 Cicero, de Nat. Dear., II. 61.
7 Valer. Maxim., III. 2,21 ; Appian, Civil Wars, I. 16.

8 Calendr. Ainitern.., Arval., at the date of the day of the Kalends of October
C.I.L., 12. pp. 214-245). Several military diplomas, of the second half of the
ist century A. D., mention the temple of Faith : C.I. L., 111., p. 844, No x {anno 52 :

aedis Fidei populi Rojuani J>arte dexteriore)\ 856, XIII. («?««(? 86) ; 857, XIV.
(zV.). ^ Tit. Liv., XXII. 10: '''' Menti aedein T. Otacilius praetor vovit."

10 Id.^ XXIII. 31 :
'' Duuniviri creati sunt Q. Fabius Maxinius et T. Otacilius

Crassus aedibiis dedicandis, iMenti Otacilius, Fabius Veneri Erucinae, Utraque
in Capitolio est, canali uno discretae."

11 Cicero, de Nattir. Deor., II. 23, 61 :

'''' Ut Fides, ut Mens quas in Capitolio
dedicatas videnius a Aeniilio Scauro.'' Plutarch, de Fort. Rom., X.: " S/cavpo?
^At/xtAto? Trepl rot KtjutjSpt/ca rot? \^6voi<i yeyoi/cu? KaOicpcocrev."

1'^ Calendr. Venous. Maffeian, Tusculan, the 6th day from the Ides of June
(8 June) (C.I.L., I^. pp. 216, 221, 224).
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The temple of Mars Ultor, which stood near that of Jupiter

Feretrius, was built in 20 B.C. (734 ab urbe condita) by

Augustus/ who placed in it the insignia formerly lost by Crassus

and restored by Phraates, king of the Parthians. The edifice,

which is represented on several of the coinages of Augustus,^

was circular in form, with four or six columns on the circum-

ference.

The temple of Ops, the date of whose foundation is unknown,

existed already in 186 B.C. (568 ab urbe condita), at which time

it was struck by lightning.^ After his triumph over the Dalma-

tians, L. Caecilius Metellus restored it in 117 B.C. (637 ab urbe

condita).* In the vicinity of the temple there was a statue of

Metellus.^ Caesar deposited his treasure in it.^ In the first

century A.D., the temple
ofOps sometimes served

as a meeting-place for

the college of the Ar-

vales.''

The temple of Venus
Erycina, which was near

the temple of Mens,^
was vowed in 271 B.C.

(537 ab urbe condita)

by the dictator Q. Fabius
Maximus ;

^ and was de-

215 B.C. (539 ab urbe

FIG. 7.—TEMPLE OF MARS ULTOR
(coins of AUGUSTUS).

dicated by him two years later, in

condita). ^^

There were numerous sanctuaries and altars on the Area
Capitolina. The sanctuary of Fortuna Primigenia was said by
tradition to date back to the reign of Servius Tullius.^^ The
sanctuary of Beneficentia was built by Marcus Aurelius.^^ The
sanctuary of Felicitas is mentioned at the end of the first

century B.C. Sacrifices were offered in it annually on the day of

1 Dion Cass., XCV. 8: '"Ei/ rep KaTrerwAta) /cara to tov Atb? rov ^eperptov

^tjXoiJIxa wpos rrji/ TOiv crrnxeioiv avdOecnv."
2 H. Cohen, loc. czL, A7ignstus, Nos. 189-205.
3 Tit. Li v., XXXIX. 22 : ^'Aedes Opis in Capitolio de caelo tacta e^'at." Cf.

Obseq., 3, 68.

4 Plin., Hist. Nat., XI. 174.
5 Cicero, ad Attic. ^ VI. i, 17 :

''^ ad Opis parte posita in excelso est."

« Cicero, P/nlipp.,ll. 93 ; 1,7, 17 ; VIII. 9, 26 ; ad Attic, XIV. 14, 5 ; XVI. 14,3.
7 Meeting of the Arvales in 80 a.d. on the occasion of the rebuilding of the

temple of Jupiter Capitolinus by Titus. See above, p. 35, n. 3, Cf. C. I.L.,III.,

suppl., p. 1962 (military diploma of the year 83 A.u. , No. XV.: '"'' intra jajtuaiu

Opis ad latus dextj-ujii.'')

8 Tit Liv., XXIII. 31. 9 Id., XXII. TO. 10 Id., XXIII: 31.
11 Plutarch, de Fortun. Rom., X.; Clem. Alex., Protrept., IV. 51; C.I.L.,

xiy. 2852.
12 Dion Cass., LXXI. 34 :

" Nab? tt}? Evepyeo-ta?."
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the Kalends of July (ist of July).^ The divinities Genius Populi

Romani, Felicitas and Venus Victrix also had a sanctuary in

which a sacrifice was offered, on the seventh day from the Ides

of October (9th of October). ^ Then there were the sanctuary

of Jupiter Victor, which was struck by lightning in 42 B.C. (712
ab urbe condita),-^ the sanctuary of Valetudo,* the sanctuary of

Venus Capitolina, in which last Livia consecrated the statue of

a son of Germanicus and Agrippina, represented as a Cupid.''

The altar of Jupiter Soter ('AAe^iKa/cos-)^ was raised by the

Emperor Claudius. The altar of Jupiter Pistor^ dated back to

the epoch of the Republic. The altar of the Gens Julia ^ was
raised in honour of that gens. There were, besides, some altars

dedicated to eastern divinities : those of Isis Capitolina and
Serapis,^ and of Bel-

lona Asiatica,^*^ which
were demolished in

58 B.C. (696 ab urbe
condita) and 47 B.C. (707
ab urbe condita) by
order of the Senate, but
probably built again at

a later date ; and, last of

all, an altar of Nemesis. ^^

Other edifices, situ-

ated either on the Area
Capitolina or in the immediate vicinity, counted among the

most ancient souvenirs of Rome.
The Casa Romuli, a hut covered with verdure and branches,

which was carefully preserved under the Empire, and which
tradition asserted to have been the dwelling of Romulus, re-

called the memory of the founder of Rome.^^ The Curia Calabra^^
was the place where, during the first centuries of the Republic,
the Calata Comitia met each month, on the day of the Kalends,
under the presidency of the Pontifex Maximus, in order to fix

1 Calendr. Antiat., the day of the Kalends of July (C.I.L., 12 p. 248).
2 Calendr. Amitern. Arval., the 7th day from the Ides of October (C. I.L., I^. pp.

214-245).
^ Dion Cass., XLVII. 40, 2 : " 'O tov Nt/catov Aio? jSco/ao?."

4 Petron., Satir., 88.

5 Sueton., Calig., VI I. Cf an offering of Galba, Sueton., Galb., XVIII.
^ Phlegon, Mirab., VI. ; Serv., ad Aeneid., VIII. 651.
7 Ovid, Fast.^ VI. 343 ; Lacfant., Divin. Institut., I. 20; Institut. Epitoin., 15.
8 C.I.L., III., pp. 847-85r, 1958, 1959 (military diplomas of the years 69-71,

9 Tertull., ad Nat., I. 10; A^oL, 6 ; Arnob., II. 73.
i« Dion Cass., XLII. 46.
11 Plin., Hist. Nat., XI. 251 ; XXVIII. 22.
12 Vitruv., de Archit., II. i, 5 ; Seneca, Controv., II. i, 4 ; Conon, Narr , XLVII.
1:} Varro, de Ling. Lat., VI. 27 ; P'est., p. 49 ; Macrob. , SaturnaL, I. 15, 9 sqg.

;

Calendr. Prenest., the day of the Kalends of January (C.I. L., 12, p. 231).

TEMPLE OF MARS ULTOR
(coins of AUGUSTUS).
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the calendar and settle various questions of civil importance, in

which the intervention of religion was necessary. The Aedes
Thensarum/ mentioned in the first century of the Christian era,

was the place where the cars (thensae) were kept on which the
statues of the gods were put at the time of the great proces-
sions. The office of the Aediles,^ where the originals of public
treaties were preserved, at least until the second century B.C.,

and the Atrium publicum, which was struck by lightning in

214 B.C. (540 ab urbe condita),^ are no longer spoken of under
the Empire.
On the Capitol, likewise, was the Athenaeum,* a spacious

lecture room where orators and poets spoke or declaimed, and
which was built by Hadrian. A library, destroyed by lightning

in 175 A.D., under Commodus,^ was annexed to this edifice.

In the free and open spaces between the religious and
the civil edifices, in front and on the sides of the temples,

along the portico that surrounded the Area Capitohna, stood a
large number of honorific monuments, dedicatory bases, trophies,

and statues.

After the first war against Mithridates, 87-84 B.C. (667-670
ab urbe condita), the towns of Lycia, in Asia Minor, con-
secrated a double series of dedicatory bases, on the Area
Capitolina and in the Capitolium Vetus of the Quirinal, some of

which have been recovered.^

As a souvenir of his victories over Jugurtha, the Cimbri, and
the Teutons, Marius raised commemorative trophies on the Area
Capitolina.^ After being thrown down by Sylla, at the time of

the Senatorial reaction that followed the banishment of Marius,

they were replaced on the Capitol, during his Aedileship in

65 B.C. (689 ab urbe condita).

Germanicus raised other trophies, after his victorious cam-
paigns in Germany ; these were placed in the southern part of

the Area Capitohna, near the temple of Fides.

^

1 C.I. L., III., p. 845 (Military diplomas of the year 60, II.; '''' ad latus sinistrmii

aedis Thensarujn'' \ id., Supplement, p. 1963, XVI.: ''^ Post Thensarmm
veterem''). 2 Polyb., Ill, 26.

3 Tit. Liv., XXIV. 10 :
" Tacta de caelo Atriujn PublicuTii in Capitolio,''

•i Dion Cass., LXXIII. 17; Aurel. Vict., Caesar^ 14, 3-4 ; Vita Pertin., XI. 2
;

Severi Alexand., XXXVI. 2; Gordian., -^^ \\ Sidon. Apollin., IX. 04: ''' Crepi-

tafttis A thenaei subseliia cuneata.''
5 Oros., VII. t6 :

'"'' Fulmine Capitolitcni ictum ex quofacta iinjlajninatio biblio-

thecam illam rnajoruin cura studioqtie composita7n aedesque alias juxta sitas

rapaci turbine concreinavit.'" Chronic. St. Jerome, ad ann. Abrah. 2204 (ed. A.

Schone, p. 175).
6 Bull. Archeol. Cojh., 1887, p. 251. Ch. Huelsen, /^^ Topog'. Jahresb., Romisch.

Mitth., 1889, pp. 252-254 ; III^ ToPogr. Jahresb., id., 1891, pp. 103-104.
7 Plutarch, Caesar, VI. ; Sueton., Caesar, VI. 11 ; Veil. Patercul., II. 43, 4 ; Dion

Cass,, L., 4: Propert., IV, 11, 46 :
''' Statuae et arjua Mari.''

a C.I,L., III., pp. 856-857 (Military diplomas of the year 86, Nos. XIII. and
XIV, :

" Post Tropaea Germanici quae sunt ad Aedem Fidei populi Romani'').
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Records and inscriptions mention the existence of numerous
statues. Some were statues of divinities. Three were of Jupiter,

one being of colossal dimensions (it was visible from the Alban
Mounts) and dedicated in 293 B.C. (461 ab urbe condita) by the

consul Spurius Carvilius Maximus, vanquisher of the Samnites ;

^

a second, which faced towards the Forum, was supported by a

high pillar ;
'^ the third was that of Jupiter Africus."^ Then

there were a statue of Liber, near the altar of Gens Julia ;
^ two

statues of Hercules, one of which was the work of Lysippus,^

and the other had been dedicated in 305 B.C. (449 ab urbe
.

condita) ;-^ a statue of Mars ;
^ the statues of Hygeia, Castor and

Pollux, placed on the southern ledge of the Area, in front of the

temple of Jupiter Tonans ;^ statues of Bonus Eventus and Bona
Fortuna ;'^ and a group in gilded bronze representing the She-
Wolf and the Twins. ^^

The remaining ones were statues of celebrated personages :

statues of the seven kings in their toga,^^ of L. Junius Brutus, ^^

of Spurius Carvilius,^^ near the statue of Jupiter, of L. Scipio ;^*

equestrian statues of the dictator, Q. Fabius Maximus, ^'^ the

adversary of Hannibal, of M. Aemilius Lepidus,^^ of the

Metelli,^^ raised by Q. Caecilius Metellus, consul in 52 B.C.

(702 ab urbe condita), of Q. Marcus Rex,i^ praetor in 144 B.C.

(610 ab urbe condita), who had the merit of bringing the Aqua
Marcia to the Capitol, situated behind the temple of Jupiter, of

T. Sejus,^^ who, during his Aedileship, had done much for the

food supplies of Rome, and of others besides.

At the beginning of the Empire, the limited surface of the

I Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIV. 43. 2 Dion Cass., XXXVII. 3.

•^ C.I.L., III., pp. 853-855 (Military diplomas of the years 76: "m basijovis
Africi "

; and 85, No. XIL: "z'/z basi colujiinae parte posteriore quae est secundum
Jovem Africtwt ")• _

4 Id.., p. 849 (Military diploma of the year 70, No. VI. : "z^ podio arae ge7itis

Juliae latere dextro ante signuin Liberipatris").
5 This statue, brought from Tarentum, had been dedicated in 209 b c. (545 ab

urbe condita): Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIV. 41 ; Strab., VI., p. 278; Dion Cass.,
XLI. 14; Plutarch, Fab. Max., XXII.

« Tit. Liv., IX. 44. 7 Dion Cass., XLI. 14.
8 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIV. 78.

9 Id., XXXVI. 23 :
" Boni Eventus et Bonae Fortunae sijnulacra in Capitolio.'''

10 Cac&xo, Catilin., III. 8, 19: " Romulus quein inauratuni in Capitolio parvuin
atque lactantem, iiberibus lupinis inhiante}n,fuisse nieininistis.'" Id., de Divinat.,
II. 21, 47.

II Ascon., ad Scaur., p. 30; Plin., Hist Nat., XXXIII. 9, 10, 24 ; XXXIV. 22.

Cf. Appian, Civil Wars, \. t_6. These statues were on the eastern portion of the Area
Capitolina, near the gate giving issue to the Clivus Capitolinus.

12 Dion Cass., XLII. 45. 13 Plin., Hist. Nat., XXXIV. 43.
14 Cicero, pro Rabir., X. 27 ; Valer. Max., III. 6, 2.

15 Plutarch Fab. Max., XXII. 16 Valer. Maxim., III. i, i

17 Cicero, ad Attic, VI. i, 6 ; Dionys. of Halic, II. 66.
18 C.I.L., III. p. 846 (Military diploma of the year 64, No. III.).

19 Plin., Hist. Nat., XVIII. 16. Cf, a statue of a certain Pinarius Natta, Cicero,

de Divin. I. 12, 20 , II 20, 45 ; 21, 47.
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Area Capitolina was so crowded that Augustus was obliged to

have a certain number of statues that adorned it taken away
and transported to the Campus Martins.^ Others must have
been destroyed by the conflagrations of 69 and 80 A.D. Do-
mitian and Trajan had their statues on the Capitol, the one
on the Area Capitolina,^ the other in the vestibule of the temple
of Jupiter.^ The last statue of which mention is found is that

of Claudius the Gothic, a gold statue, ten feet high, which was
erected in 270 A D., by order of the Senate, in front of the temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus.* A few years later, in 275, the Emperor
Tacitus ordered the statue of his predecessor, Aurelian, to be
erected on the Capitol ; but, for reasons that do not transpire,

the erection did not take place.'^

On the enclosing walls of the Area Capitolina, as on those of

the temples and on the bases of the statues, were placed bronze

FIG. 9.—TEMPLE OF JUPITER CAPITOLINUS (COINS OF VESPASIAN).

tables containing the list of soldiers who had obtained from the

Emperor their definitive liberation. For example, such lists

were on the walls of the temple of Fides, of the Aedes
Thensarum, of the tribunal of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian

;

on the altar of the Gens Julia ; on the bases of the statue of

Jupiter Africus and the trophies of Germanicus.^ This custom
was discontinued in 90 A.D. ;

^ and thenceforward the lists were
posted up behind the temple of Augustus, near the Forum, at

the place called '' ad Minervam."
The Pandana Gate, which opened in the enclosing wall of the

Area, opposite the temple of Fides, gave access to the rocky
projection known as the Tarpeian Rock.^ It was from this

1 Sueton., Calig., XXXIV. '^ Sueton., Domit., XIII.
3 Plin. the Young., Paneg. Traj., LII.
4 Vita Claud.

^ 3, 4. 5 Vita Tacit. ^ IX. 2. ^ See abov^, p. 47.
7 C.I.L., III., Suppl, p. 1965, No. XXL
8 Varro, de Ling. Lat., V. 41 ; Dionys. of Hallc, VII. 35; VIII. 78; Festus,

340; Lucan., Pharsal., III. 154 ; Tacit., Hist., III. 71.
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eminence, facing the temples of Fides and Jupiter Capitolinus,

and in presence of the multitude assembled on the Area
Capitolina as well as at the foot of the hill, in the Vicus
Jugarius, that criminals were thrown down. To the crimes
which, under the Republic, involved this penalty, another was
added under the Empire, that of high treason. According to

legend, Tarpeia was buried at this spot.

The steepness of the Capitol, on the south-east and south,

had not allowed of the building of private houses on the sides

of the heights. But there were a certain number between the foot

of the hill and the Vicus Jugarius. This quarter was constantly

threatened with landslips. In 192 B.C. (562 ab urbe condita) a
mass of rock broke from the summit and crushed many of the

people living in the Vicus Jugarius.^ At two different dates,

in 368 B.C. (366 ab urbe condita),^ and in 189 B.C. (566 ab urbe

FIG. 10.—TEiMPLE OF JUPITER CAPITOLINUS (COINS OF VESPASIAN).

condita),^ after the just mentioned accident, the declivity was
consolidated by means of buttress walls.

In 213 B.C. (541 ab urbe condita) a great fire devastated the

whole of the quarter.*

At the south-east corner, immediately below the Tarpeian
Rock, was a space free of buildings, the Aequimelium.^ Here
was held a market for the animals intended to be offered in

private sacrifices.^ According to legend, it was the site once
occupied by the house of Spurius Maelius, who was accused of

high treason in 438 B.C. (316 ab urbe condita) and put to death,

on the Forum, by the Magister Equitum, C. Servilius Ahala.^

His house was said to have been razed, and the Senate was said

1 Tit. Liv., XXXV. 21, 6. 2 id.^ VI. 4, 12.

•^ Id., XXXVIII. 28, 3. 4 Tit. Liv., XXIV. 47.
5 Dionys. of Halic, XII. 4.

^ Cicero, de Divin., II. 17, 39:
''^ Cutn in Aequimeliuin misiinus qui afferat

agnu77'. quein iniinole7nus."

7 Varro, de Ling. Lat., V. 157 ; Cicero, de Domo, loi ; Tit. Liv., IV. 16, i.

E 2
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to have decreed that the spot should remain for ever unbuih
upon. This legend was probably of late creation. That the
Aequimelium should have still existed at the commencement of
the Empire may doubtless be explained by reasons of religion of
which we are ignorant.

In the south-east, towards the Tiber, the staircase of the
Centum Gradus connected the Area Capitolina with the quarter
of the Forum Boarium. Between the ancient street, cor-

responding to the Via della Bocca della Verita of to-day, and
the Capitol, there were two public edifices : the Minucia
portico, constructed at the end of the second century B.C., by
M. Minucius Rufus, consul in no B.C. (644 ab urbe condita),

which served for the corn distribution ;
^ and another portico,

smaller than the Minucian one, and situated to the south of it
;

the plan of this latter was drawn out in the sixteenth century,

and some remains of it were discovered in 1891, between the
Vicolo della Bufala and the Via della Consolazione.^
The inner circumference of the Capitol, towards the Campus

Martius and the Forum Boarium, was occupied by private

houses, from the time of the sale of the State lands, which took
place in 88 B.C. (666 ab urbe condita). The aspect of this

quarter, with its irregular buildings rising in tiers, the lowest
resting on the declivity of the hill, must have altered but very
little from the remotest times. There were located the greater

part of the 3,480 insulae and of the 140 domus mentioned in the

second century by the Regionaries. Moreover, this quarter had
no direct communication with the summit of the Capitol

;

topographically and historically, it was a part of the Campus
Martius.

Decay and Ruin of the Capitol

The political and monumental development of the Capitol had
been intimately connected with the development itself of the

city of Rome. The decay of Rome brought with it, as

a necessary consequence, the deca}^ of the Capitol.

As soon as the Tetrarchy was established, at the end of the

third century, Rome ceased to be, if not the centre of the

Empire, at least the residence of its Emperors. The Palatine

1 Cicero, Philipp., II. 84; Velleius Patercul., II. 8, 3; Vita Commod., XVI.;
Notit. Reg., IX.; Chronog. Ann., 354, p. 146 (ed. Th. Mommsen).

'^ Design of Dosio, No. 5354 (cf. R. Lanciani, For7iia Urbis Roj7iae, f. 28) ; Ch.

Huelsen, III^'*' Topog. Jahresb., Romisch. Mitth., 1892, p. 292.
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was abandoned by Diocletian and his colleagues, who took up
their residence near the frontiers of their dominions, in order
the better to provide for the defence of them. Diocletian went
to Nicomedia, Maximian to Milan, Galerius to Sirmium, Con-
stantius Chlorus to Treviri.

The reconstitution of the monarchical unity by Constantine,
in 323 A.D., did not restore either to Rome or to the Capitol
their lost greatness. In 330, Constantine finally forsook Rome
and transferred the capital of the Empire to Constantinople.

For two centuries still, the buildings of the Capitol retained

their ancient splendour. But life had quitted the Capitol ; it was
no more than an image of the past. In speaking of the reigns

FIG. II.—THE CAPITOLINE MOUNT, AFTER CANINA.

of Constantius and of Julian, Ammianus Marcellinus boasts
twice of the magnificence of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.^

The poet Ausonius celebrates the "golden temple of the
Capitol." 2 And yet, the destruction of Jupiter's temple had
already commenced. At the end of the fourth century, Stilicho

took away the gilded bronze gates giving access to the celiac,^

and transported them to Constantinople. In 455, Genseric, the
king of the Vandals, who became master of the city, took aw^ay
half of the golden tiles from the roof.*

Of all the edifices of the Capitol, the Tabularium, which was
protected by its massiveness and by the construction of the
Senatorial palace, is the only one that has been preserved

1 Animian. Marcell., XVI. lo, 14.
'•^ Auson., Clar. Urb., XII. 17 :

'^ Atcira Capitoli cuhuinay
•^ Zosim., V. 38.

^ Procop., Wars of the Vandals^ I. 4: '"EavArjcre 6e /cat r'oy tqv ^tos tov
KaiTtTtoAtov v€ot)v, Koi tov reyov? Tt]v r]fiC(r€i,av dc^etAeTo fiolpav,"
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down to our own time. The other buildings and monuments
of the Capitol and the Arx disappeared, in general, before

the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. No trace of them has
survived.^

1 The works carried out since the Renascence, either on the summit or on the
sides of the Capitol, have brought about a number of discoveries which permit of
the topography of the Capitoline hill being ascertained in many respects. In
addition to some isolated discoveries (in 1871, the part of the old road running along
the northern side of the Capitol -the present Via Giulio Romano ; in 1872 and 1892,
fragments of the wall of Servius, on the site of the Via delle Tre Pile ; in 1888, a
private house, on the Piazza del Campidoglio) the chief discoveries are those due to

important works executed in two parts of the hill ; on the north-eastern flank of the
Arx (during the preparations for the construction of the monument to Victor
Emmanuel, since 1881 ; in 1887, 1889, 1892, three fragments of the wall of Servius

;

in 1888-1892, sanctuaries consecrated to oriental divinities and also num.erous private

houses) ; on the Capitol properly so called (in 1865, 1875-1878, works for the Palazzo
Caffarelli and for the Palace of the Conservators : discovery of the platform of the

temple of Jupiter Capit Jinus ; in 1896, cutting of a new street between the Via
Monte Capriho and the upper portion of the Via Monte Tarpeio : discovery of the
south-east corner of this same platform).
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Legends.

The Capitol has had the rare privilege of remaining, through-

out the ages, the centre and, as it were, the symbol of the

political life of Rome. It has been really the head of it (caput),

as its name would seem to have fore-determined.^

The importance of its historic role had made such a deep im-

pression upon people's imagination that the Capitol of bygone
days was represented in it, in the Middle Ages, as a splendid

palace, all of gold and silver, covered with a glass roof, the

walls being resplendent with brass, and sparkling with the

most precious stones.'^ Accordingly, the writers of that time
most often characterise it by the epithet ''^ aiirewn^^ calling it

the " Capitolium aureiim.^^ ^ Alone, it was estimated to be
worth a third of the riches of the world.*

1 ^^ Capitolium ideo dicitur quod fuit caput totius inundi'' {MirabiHa, ed.

Parrhey, p. 17, line 18). See what has been said in the first part as to the head
found during excavations made in the soil of the Capitoline Mount, p. 5.

2 ''' Graphia aureae urbis RojJiae,'' ed. Lud. Urlichs, Codex Urbis Romae Topo-
graphicus, 1871, p. 120, line 26. Cf. Descriptio plenaria totius urbis

^
quoted by

Arturo Graf, in the exceedingly learned and text-supported work which he has
written on the legends relative to the Capitol. The title is : ''''Roma nella memoria
e nelle immaginazioni del Medio Evo, I., p. 184. Cf. p. 285. The Anonymous
Magliabecchianus (the name of a library in Florence) who wrote in the fifteenth

century says: " /;z Capitolio, ubi stabant patres et consules ad gubernandatu
monarchia}ii mundi^ fades viuroru7n erat alta et diu (?) auro et argento intus et

eboro mire operibus laqueata de qua nil aliud quam vestigia vilissi7na indefor7nia
reprobatur cuin ma^na diffamia civium in opprobrium famae eoruju praedeces-
sorum quoru7}i post obitujH vigent virtute et viuabili (X) pdfnaJ" Urlichs, p. 164.
Cf. p. 149. This opinion subsisted still in the eighteenth century. Rossini, //
Mercurio Errante^ p. 18.

'^ '"''Ideo dicebatur aui'-eum Capitolium quia prae omnibus regnis totius orbis
pollebat sapientia et decoreJ" Graf, ubi supra. Cf. Graphia aureae urbis.

4 " Ly capitoilfut le chiefde tout le monde ou les consules et senateurs demoroient
por conselhier la citeit et le monde oiissi." (Cf. the passage quoted below of Martin
Polonois.) " Si avoit dede?ts uii temple qice ons disoit que illi valloit le tierche
part du monde'' {Le Myj-eur des Histores, chronicle of Jean des Preis, called d'Outre-
meuse, pub. by Ad. Borgnet, 1864, vol. I. p. 69). Similarly, may be read in

Giacomo da Acqui. quoted by A. Graf :
*'.

. . Quod dicitur tertiam partem mundl
valere^ quodfuitpermagna parte atcri et lapidibus pretiosis perornatumr
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Its reputation had spread afar.

Was made with marvellous engine, Par merveilleus engin fu fez,

Within, was very broad and fine, Molt fu larges et biaus dedans,
Two hundred vaults and arches had, Voutes et ars i ot deus cenz,

wrote Benoit de Saint-More at the end of the twelfth century.^

This marvellous structure could not but contain prodigies.

In fact, from the beginning of the eighth century, perhaps even
before, a legend had grown up,^ according to which, in one of

the rooms of the Capitol, there had been gathered, by some
Emperor or other, statues representing the various nations issued

from the sons of Noah and subject to the Roman Empire.^
They were arranged in a semicircle : the one in the centre

represented Rome and dominated the others, which all had a
bell attached to their neck. As soon as any one nation sought
to revolt, the bell of the statue that represented it began to ring,

and the priest whose duty it was to keep incessant watch in the

room where the statues stood at once advised the Senate. Thus
the vigilance of that body could never be deceived. It was
owing to this marvellous help that Augustus had been enabled
to opportunely prepare an expedition against the King of Persia,

who was defeated and had to pay tribute.*

The creation of this precious safeguard, to which was given

the name of Salvatio civmm or simply Salvatio^ was attributed

to Virgil, the great inventor of charms in the eyes of the people
of the Middle Ages, the wizard whose witchcrafts were still

dreaded by the Popes of the fourteenth century.^

As the legend grew popular, it was twisted into an infinite

variety of forms. There were different traditions as to the way
in which the bell rang. Some held that it rang itself, others

1 Quoted by Joly in his edition of the Roman de Troie, t. 1. p. 319, note i. In
the Croniqiies des Apostoiles de Rotne^ Martin Polonois says: ".

. . Ce Capitate
desus dit estoit le chief dii monde. En ce pales estoient acoitstumez a de7nourer les

sages et les senatours de Routine poicr gouverner le 7nonde. Ojc chief de ce pales
estoit U7te haute tow^nelle ferinee de hatts innrs, couverte dor et de voirre p07ir

estre 77iiroir ace7ilz qni le palais de jour regarderoient'' (Bibl. Nat., ms. fr. 141 2,

fo. 34, v.).
2 It is mentioned by Saint Cosmo of Jerusalem the Hagiopolite {Co77i7nent. oj

St. Greg. ofNaz.), c. CI., quoted by A. Graf, t. I. p. 189, note 12. The anonymous
writer of Salernum makes mention of it in his chronicle composed about 978, ad a7i7t.

886, Pertz, Mon7mi. ger77z., Hist. Chrofticon Salernita7iu7n, U III. p. 538.
^ Mirabilia^ ed. Parthey, p. 39, line 21. Often the statues number seventy-

two, a mystical figure ; seventy-two languages issued from the tower of Babel

;

seventy-two generations repeopled the world after the deluge.
'i Mirabilia, ed. Parthey, p. 39, line 20.
•5 See Du M^ril, ^' Of Virgil the Encha7tter,'' in Archaeological a7id Literary

Miscella7iies (in French), Paris, 1850, p. 425. Cf. A. Graf, I. 196, cap. XVI.
According to Petrarch. Pope Clement VI. considered him a dangerous magician.

Some traces of this legend still remained in the sixteenth century. Naud6,
Apologie ponr to7is les grands personnages qtii ont este fa7isse77ient accusez de
77iagie, The Hague, 1653, cap. XXI. : Ly Myretcr des Histores, I. 229 ; Wright,
Seven Sages, London, 1885, Percy Society.
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that the statue wearing it was the agent. With some, the statue

raised its arms ; with others, it turned its back to the statue of
Rome.i In the chronicle of Jean d'Outremeuse, it cast some
earth which it held in its hand. Under this form, the miracle

is related in the poem on the Virgin, by William the Clerk, of

Normandy, for whom the statues were, not representations of

the various provinces of the Empire, but images of the princes

who reigned over them.^

Each prince that was in vassalage Chescun prince qui apendelt
In Rome possessed his image

;
A Rome s'ymage i aveit

;

And should a prince revolt essay Quant un des princes revelot

The image of him turn'd away L'ymage celui tresturnot

From the great image his own face, De la grant ymage son vis,

And did his eyes from it abase
;

Et en teneit ses eulz eschis

;

And thus it was the Romans knew, E done saveient li Remain,
And of the thing were certain too, E bien en esteient certain,

War from that land to them would come. Qu'en eel pais lur surdreit guere.

Sometimes the statue represented, not Rome, but Romulus,^
and the statues surrounding him, Roman or foreign Emperors.*
According to the chronicle of Salernum, the statues were trans-

ported to Constantinople in the time of the Emperor Alexander,

who declared that " Roman Emperors had been glorious as long

as these statues were venerated." On the night of their installa-

tion, a man of surprising beauty appeared to him in a dream,
called him by his name, and struck him on the breast, saying to

him :
" I am Peter, the Prince of the Romans." And the

Emperor began to vomit blood and died.

One of the most curious forms of the legend is that which
placed at the summit of the Capitol a bronze knight who would
turn to the place whence danger threatened, just as a weather-

cock, thus reveahng its locality to the Romans.^

1 Fiorita^ di Armannino Giudice, Cod. Laurenz, pi. LXII. 12, f. 233 (quoted by
A. Graf, p. 197, note 32).

2 Stengel, Mittheihmgen ausfranzosischen Hajidschriften der Ticriner Univer-
sltdts-Bibliothek, 1873, p. 14, No. 18, quoted by Graf, t. 1. p. 193.

^ This is the case in Jacques de Voragine, Golden Legend, Chap. VI., De
Nativitate Doviini :

" Roinae enini ut testatur Innocentius J>aJ>a in duodeciin
annis pax fait, Igitiir Romani teinpluni pads ptdcherrinium consfruxerunt, et

ibi statuain Ro'uuli posuerunt. Consulentes autein Apollineni quantum duraret
acceperunt responsian, quousque virgo pareret. Hoc autein audientes dixerunt

:

Ergo in aeternutn durabit. hnpossibile enini credebant, quod unquarn pareret
virgo. Unde in foribus teinpli httnc titulum scripsertint : Teinplwu pacis
aeternuni. Sed in ipsa nocte qua virgo peperit, tenipluin funditus corruit. Et ibi

est modo ecclesia sanctae Mariae novae.'' Lyons edition, 1554, fol. 8.. As to the

localisation of the statues, see p. 6. Jacques de Voragine, Bishop of Genoa
(1292-1298) visited Rome about this time. Jean d'Outremeuse, already mentioned
above, says in his "Zz Romans des Sept Sages" (p. CCXII.-CCXIII.) that the
Emperor's image was in the middle. (A. Graf, p. 197).

^ Graphia Aureae Urbis Romae, p. 120, line 24 : ''InCapitoliofuerunt imagines
fiisiles omnium reguin troianorum et iinperatorumT Cf. The Marvels of Rome,
published by Francis Morgan Nichols, London, 1889.

5 ''Miles vera aeneus, equo insidens aeneo, in summitate fastigii praedicti
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Of this singular legend still more singular explanations were
given. As the Hagiopolite is one of the first to speak of it, an
eastern origin has been attributed to it ; and an attempt has
been made to prove it to be the echo of an Arabian tale. Others
have imagined even that it was suggested by one of those clocks
with movable figures that were such objects of curiosity in the
Middle Ages, and a specimen of which may have existed in the
Capitol during the last years of the Empire, since the Capitol
at that time had become a sort of museum.^ Is it not more
likely that these statues, symbolizing foreign nations, are a
souvenir, slightly modified, of the innumerable representations
of exotic gods which were assembled in the various sanctuaries

situated on the Capitoline Mount ? 2 '^ I?t Capztolw . . . deoruin
orn7iium simulacra colebantur^^ says the grammarian Servius, who
liv^ed in the fourth century :

^ indeed, by the side of temples
dedicated to most of the Roman divinities were to be seen altars

to Isis, Bubastis, Mithra, and a crowd of other gods, and votive

monuments so numerous that, from the time of Augustus, a
goodly quantity had to be done away with.^ It may be appo-
sitely recalled here that this Emperor had had built in the Cam-
pus Martins, expressly for the reception of statues of nations

subject to the Roman people, a portico which bore the name
"Porticus ad Nationes."^

It is well known that the presence in Rome of these foreign

gods seemed, as it were, a token of the subjection of the peoples
that venerated them, and a manifest proof that they had been
abandoned by them. It was, therefore, easy for popular imagi-

nation to go a step further and believe that any insurrection of

these peoples must be accompanied by some sign of their

national god. The origin of the legend is assuredly in this

palatiihastam vibrans, in illam se vertitpartem quae regione^n illa7n respiciehatJ"

Alex. Neckam, De Naturis Rerum, I., 11. c. 174.
1 Massmann, Kaiserchronic, V., III. p. 424; Bock, Theologisches Litteraturblatt,

of Bonn, 1870, col. 351.
2 '''• Quod priniuin est Capitolium Rojuae, salvatio civiutn, major quant civitas,

ibiquefuerunt gentium a Roinanis captarum statuae, vel deorum imagines^ et in
statuarunt pectoribus nomina gentium scripta, quae a Romanis captafuerant^ et

tintinnabula in coUibus eorum appensa. . .
." (^De septein miraculis mundi,

quoted by Graf, p. 189). Ramponi, quoted by Graf, p. 193, says also :
'^ In hocvero

Collideo " (as to this localisation see what is said further on) " erat congregatio
statuarum deorum omnium gentium .'^

3 Servius Maurus Honoratus, Comment ... in Aeneid., II. 318. Cf. Appian,
Bell, civ., I. 16 ; Dion, XLIII. 45, and Albertini, Opusculum de Afirabilibus,

fol. 52.
4 See first part, pp. 20 and 43, and Homo, Lexicon of Roman Topwgraphy

(French), article Area Capitolina.
5 Pliny, XXXVI. 27; Sueton., Nero, XLVI. ; Servius, ad Aen., VIII. 721;

Homo, Lexicon of Roman Topography, p. 444 ; T.uigi Borsari, Topographia di
Roma antica, Milan, 1897, P- 286. Pliny speaks of fourteen statues and attributes

them to the sculptor Coponius ; according to him the portico was built by Pompey,
Cf. p. 48.
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belief, which, for a time perhaps, Hke other pagan superstitions,

was strengthened by the advent of Christianity.

The situation of this Palladium could, it would appear, be only

in the Capitol, the sanctuary of the Roman world. Yet certain

writers stated it to be elsewhere, in the Pantheon, in the Coliseum,

in the temple of Concord whose ruins, more considerable and
imposing than those of the Capitoline edifices, seemed, in fact,

to speak of some still loftier destiny ;
^ it was even put in the

Lateran.^ In the course of time the Salvatio became a mirror

in which were reflected the events that concerned the fortunes of

the City,^ and a protection that kept the Romans from all

sudden attacks.* The fiction was a natural outcome of the

i The Salvatio is located in the Pantheon by the German version of the Mirabilia :

^^ ])er ander tctnpel ivaz genant Pantheon. . . . Indent selbefn teinpel ivaren also

vil sawlen ale rechter fursten. . .
." John Lydgate says of the Pantheon, in his

version of Boccaccio's De casilms Viroruin :

Whyche was a temple old foundacion
Ful of ydols, up set on lye stages,

There troughe the worlde of every nacion
Were of their goddes set up great ymages,
To every kingdom direct were their visages.

The poet A. Neckam, De laudibus divinae sapientiae places the Salvatio in the
Coliseum (dist. V^, v. 289) :

Delicias operum si quaeris, cerne colossum
Et quam tutata est Juno moneta domum,

At medium tenuit inclita Roma locum.

And Ramponi :
^\

. , In hoc vero Collideo erat congregatio statuarum deoruin
oninimii gentium in sublivii parte ipsius tenipli^ in secretissimo loco existentiutn^
tintin?tabulum vero adcollum uniuscuiusque statuae appendebat et sacerdotes die
ac node- semper vicissim vigilantes eas custodiebant.'" William the Clerk, of
Normandy, in his poem on the Virgin already quoted, situates the Salvatio in the
temple of Concord :

At Rome there was, truth to relate, Verite fu que a Rome aveit

A temple that was very great, Un temple qui mult esteit,

Built up most magnificently , Edefie mult richement
And founded very anciently, E funde ancienement.
Temple of Concord was its name. Temple de cuncorde aveit nun,
For what reason, I will proclaim. Si vu^ dirai par quel resun.

See p. 59, the continuation of this quotation. See the discussion of A, Graf,
I. 191-195-

2 Yakut, Arab Descriptions of Rome, published by Ignazio Guidi {Archiv.
delta Societd romana di Storia Patria. Vol. I., p. 173 and following.) A. Graf
speaks of these descriptions, t. I., p, 195.

3 Cancellieri, Possessi, p. 98, note i, Descriptio Urbis Romae.
4 The son of the Duke of Hungary, giving his advice as to what should be done,

whether to fight or to wait for help, says :

No aid by land can henceforth us relieve,

But that the mirror will it first perceive.

Ne nous poet venir ore par terre nule aie (aide)
Que cil du Miraour (ne) I'aient tost oie (ouie).

The Destruction of Route, Ed. Groeber, Romania, II. v. 554 See article

entitled : Poem of the Destruction of Rome and the Origins of the Leonine City
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notion, at that epoch existing, of the Capitol as sparkling with

silver and covered with a glass roof. Speaking of a tower of this

palace, in a passage which has been quoted above,^ Martin
Polonois says that it was covered with gold and ivory, in order to

be a mirror to those that might look at the palace by day.^ As
already remarked, the palace of the Capitol was even styled the

Mirror-Castle. Now^, the magic mirror is said to have likewise

been on a tow^er supported by a hundred marble pillars. " There
w^as a tower at Rome, on which there was a mirror above a hun-
dred marble pillars, and by this mirror one saw^ when men-at-
arms or others came over the sea,'' writes Jean d'Outremeuse.
At night, a fire burned on the top of the tower; it could be seen
afar, and mariners made use of it as a beacon. However, if the

spell had changed its form, its creator was the same. It was
Virgil who, likewise, had predicted that the edifice in which he
was, would last until a child should be born of a virgin :

This temple ne'er shall be destroyed, Jamais cest temple n'iert fondu.
But, in a word, continue there Ainz sera tut dis en estant,

Until the Virgin child shall bear. Tant que la uirgene avra enfant. ^^

Consequently the tower fell in when Jesus was born.* Others
claimed that enemies of the Roman name, German princes, a

(in French), by Philippe Lauer in the Miscellanies of A rchaeology and History of
the French School at Rome (April-June, 1899, p. 317-361). Cf. article of M.
Roques, completed by G. Paris in Roviania^ 1901, p. 169. In this poem mention is

made of the Saracens destroying in 846 the Crescent Castle (Crescentius, chateau
Saint Ange) and the Mirror-Castle. Same version in the Golden Legend 3.nd in the
Rhyi]ied CJn^07ticle of Philippe Mousket (1243), published by Reiffenberg. In the
poem of the Destruction of Rome, the Miraour is at the top of Mount Chevrel,
which is no other than Mount Caprino (see further on, p. 109 ; a valet keeps watch
at the summit.

There is the mirror so much spoken of

:

La est li Miraour, dunt hom a tant parle.

Contrary to the opinion of certain authors, the Tor de Specchi has nothing in

common with this tower.
1 See p. 58, note i.

2 Croniques des Apostoiles and again in Ralph Higden's Polychronicon, I. c. 24 :

" Item in Capitolio, quod erat altis muris vitro et auro coopertis, qi'asi speculum
MUNDi, subli7iiiter erectum, uhi consules et senatores inundum regebant, erat
teinphimjovis in quo statua Jovis aurea in throno antea erat sedens.''

•^ William the Clerk, Poein on the Vi7-gin. Neckam, De Naturis Rerum, says
the same :

'"'' Quaesittis autein vates gloriosus quamdiu a diis conservanduni esset
illud nobile aedi/iciuin respondere consuevit : '' Stabit usque dum pariat virgo.'
Hoc autem audientes philosopho applaudenfes, dicebajtt :

^ Igitur in acternum
stabit.' " At any rate Virgil had written, in the Aeneid, that Rome would last as
long as the Capitol :

Dum dojHus Ae7teae Capitolii ijumobile saxum
Accolet imperiumque pater Ro7nanus habebit.

(Ch. IX. V. 448.) Virgil had, moreover, fabricated, in favour of the Emperor Titus,
a statue that unmasked all the crimes committed in Rome. {Gesta Ro77tanoru7n,
c. 57, ed. Oesterley.)

4 A similar legend had grown up with regard to the temple built on the site now
occupied by the Aracoeli church. See Appendix.
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king of Sicily, a king of Hungary, even the Carthaginians,

knowing that the fate of the city was Hnked to the preservation

of the tower, had contrived to send emissaries to the limperor

—

Octavius is generally the one quoted—to persuade him that the

tower concealed a fabulous treasure. The Emperor allowed
them to dig in the foundations, and they undermined the building

to such good effect that it collapsed, but only after they had had
time to take flight and escape the anger of the Romans. Thus,
Augustus was held to be the last of the Emperors of Rome.^

1 A. Graf. t. I. p. 198, note 36, quotes a great number of legends similar to that of
the Salvatio. fin the city of Avila, in Spain, was a bell which began to ring
whenever a misfortune threatened Christendom. Certain towns possessed a silver

statue which, standing at the chief entrance, blew a trumpet, as soon as a foreigner

approached. On the Alexandrian lighthouse, a statue could be seen pointing to the
sea when a hostile fleet was a night's sail from the city ; and it uttered a piercing
cry when the fleet was in sight. The cry could be heard miles away. Con-
stantinople possessed a chain which kept enemies at a safe distance. The Romans
had placed on Mount Gerizim, to protect themselves from the Samaritans, a bird in

bronze which cried " Hebraeus .'
" at their approach.



THE CAPITOL FROM THE ELEVENTH
TO THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY

Progressive Formation of the Senatorial Palace.

The people of the Middle Ages were the freer to form a
fantastical idea of the Capitol, as no traces then existed to show
what it had been. The temples of Juno Moneta, Jupiter Gustos,

and Jupiter Feretrius had been so completely destroyed that, to-

day, it is impossible, with any certitude, to say in what exact spot

they stood. Until quite recently, there were discussions as to

the site of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, the foundations of

which have ultimately been discovered. The universal renown
of the Capitol was one of the causes of its ruin being so complete.

When the Barbarians entered Rome, their first thought was to

lay hands on its treasures. The Greeks, commanded by Stilicho,

were accused of having carried off to Constantinople the golden
plates with which the doors of its temples were covered, and the

statues that adorned its interior.^ Moreover, it was not without
secret joy that the Christians saw the downfall of the most
venerated sanctuaries of the false gods ; and they perhaps con-

tributed to their destruction. As early as the eighth century,

they hastened to erect, on the site not long before occupied by
the temple of Juno Moneta, the church of Santa Maria in

Capitolio, which was partly built with the debris of this temple
and of others in its vicinity.^

The splendours of the Capitol were already much diminished
in the time of Cassiodorus, when they were classed, almost by
hearsay, among the marvels of the world.

^

1 Cf. p. 53, and Gregorovius, Italian transl., 1901, I. 23, 155, which did not
prevent Stilicho from having his statue in Rome.

2 See Appendix.
'^ Variar,^ 7, n 6 ; Migne, 712 ; Mommsen, {Mon, hist, german., t. XII. p. 205)

:

" Capitolia celsa conscendere hue est hu7nana ingenia superata vidisse.'"

H. Grisar, Roma alia fine del Monde Antico^ II. 185. Cf. Gregorovius, II. 172.
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Then, for a long period, no further mention is made of the

Capitol, except in fabulous narrative ; it was nothmg more than

a heap of rubbish, overshadowed by the church of Santa Maria
and the small monastery attached to that edifice.^

In the eleventh century, a dwelling-house was built above the

Tabularium^ which had been razed in its upper portion, though
its huge layers of stone, on the side towards the Forum, defied

man's attempts to destroy them and still exist to-day.^ Nobles
belonging to the Corsi^ family established themselves there ,^

and, as was the case with all lordly dwellings, made of what
they built a stronghold whose situation rendered it inaccessible,

at least on the front facing the Forum. However, the Emperor
Flenry IV. attacked it, and destroyed it in the year 1084, the

Corsi being supporters of Pope Gregory VII.* If it be true that,

in the same year, on the 29th of April, he dated from the Capitol

an Act approving the assignment ofhalf the town of Civitavecchia,

made by the Count de Sasso to the monastery of Farfa, it was
out of pure vanity, since he was not resident there. At most,

could he have only held sittings in the neighbouring monastery
of Santa Maria, as the Capitoline magistrates, subsequently, so

often did.'^ After his retreat, the Corsi continued to inhabit their

castle, whence Pope Paschalis II. (1099-1118) drove them.^

The Capitol was already the political centre of mediaeval
Rome. In 11 18, at the time of the election of Gelasius II., his

partisans assembled there to deliver him from the hands of the

Frangipani, who had seized upon his person. '' Doubtless the

prefect of Rome resided there, on account of the market that was
held on the Square of the Capitol, as will be mentioned again.

In the life of Paschalis II., Pandulphus relates that this Pope, not

having approved of the choice of a new prefect, those who sided

with this latter received the sovereign pontiff with cries and

1 Too much importance must not be attached to the passage of the Cronica
Casaurense (Murat., II^. c. 778) in which it is said that in 850 the Emperor
Louis II. " Romaui reversus, iniperiali laurea pro triu)npho a dom. P. Adriano et

oi7inipopulo et Senatu Rom. in Cnpiiolio est co7"onatus,'' for this chronicle is

posterior to the constitution of the Senate, and was composed, therefore, more
than three centuries after the event. Moreover, Pope Adrian crowned Louis II.

only in 872.
'^ See what has been said about the Tabulariuiii,
'^ It descended perhaps from the Corsican colony which had settled in Rome in

the time of Pope Leo IV, (847).
4 ".

. . Qiiodubi rex Henricus . . coo'nonit veheine7iter expavit^ et illico ad
ccclesiain S. Petri rediens, do/no Capitolina et Leotiina civitate destructa . . .

(Duchesne, Liber Ponti/icalis, t. 11. p. 368; cf, p. 290). See also Gregorovius, II.

346- •
. .

5 Gregorovius, II. 358, note 26 and p. 522, note 11. The Act is given :
^^ Actum

civitate RoJitana apud Capitoliuniy
<> Liber Pontijicalis, II. 299 :

''^ Par^io igitur praelio^ sed horrendo satis, captis

do7iiibus subversisqiie turribics, adeo sunt 077i7tes exterriti ut et patri77tonia beati

Petri caeteraru}7iqi(e ecclesia7'ui7i quae i7ijnste occupaverant redderent ..."
7 Ibid., II. 313.
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stones, when he passed by the foot of the Capitol on Easter
Monday, during the procession which was customary on that

day.^

An important document furnishes a description of the hill of

the Capitol at this epoch, namely the Bull by which the Antipope
Anacletus (1130-1138)^ presented the Benedictines with the

monastery of Santa Maria.^

According to this document, the greater part of the hill was
taken up with enclosures, gardens, and trees, both fruit-bearing

and non-fruit-bearing. No castle is mentioned, but only houses,

shops, cellars, crypts, with a few remains of ancient buildings,

parietibiis^ petris et colu7nnis ; the castle of the Corsi had,
perhaps, not disappeared, but, if it still existed, it seemed of

such little importance that it was counted among the houses.

In any case, it had not been replaced by a communal edifice :

for the Pope gave the Benedictines the whole hill, inontem

1 L. Duchesne, The Author of the Mirnbilia (in French), extracted from the
Miscellanies of Archaeology and History^ t. XXIV. (1904).

2 Pier Leone, who took the name of Anacletus II.

^ This Bull has been reproduced many times, by P. Casimiro, Mem. Istorichedi S.
Maria in Araceli^ p. 671 : Wadding, Annal. Minor.^ III. 255, an. 1251 ; Valesio,
Coll. Calogera, XX. 102 ; Fea, Storia delle Arti del disegno . . . (Rome, 1824,
trans, completed by the work of Winkelmann), III. 358. This is the text: ^'Ana-
cletus . . .Johanni Abbati s. que Joh. Baptae in Capitolio . . . concedifnus et con-
firmainus totuin inontetn Capitolii in integrum, cum casis, cryptis, cellis, curtibus,
hortis, arboribzisgue fructiferis et infructiferis, cwn porticu Camellariae,^ cum
terra ante Monasterium, qui locus Nundinarum vocatur, cum parietibus, petris,

columnis et omnibus adeum generaliterpertinentibus, qui istisfinibus ter7ninantur
a primo latere via publica quae ducit per clivum argentarii, qui nunc descensus
Leonis Probi appellatur, et ab alio latere via publica quae dttcit sub Capitolium et

exinde descendit per li77iitem et appcndicem super hortos quos olim Hildebrandus
et Johannes diacoims et heredes Johannis de Guinizzo tenuerunt usque in templum
viajus q7iod respicit stiper Elephantuin, a tertio latere ripae quae suntsuperfontem
de Macello, et exinde revolvendo se per appendices stias super Canaparia usque in
carnariu7n s, Theodori ; in quarto vero latere ab eode77i carnario ascendit per
cavea77i in qua est petraversificata ; exinde descendit per hortu77i s. Sergii 7csque

in hortu77t q7n est sub Ca77iellaria veniens i>er gradus cent7i77i usque ad pri777U77t

ainne77i. Circa eunde77i vero 77iontet7t concedi77i7cs tibi tuisq7ie successoribus do7itos,

casali7ias^ cryptas, ergasteria in 77tercato, totui7t praedictu77i 77ionte77i Capitolii in
integru77t et caetera 0777nia quae in 7nonte vel circa 77ionte77t sunt.'' The donation
comprised, therefore, besides Mount Capitolinus, part o^ the circumambient region,

since it gave, as liniits for the transfer, the Montanara Square where the elephant
was {Elephantw; herbarius), the church of S. Theodoro, situated at the foot of the
Palatine, and the Clivo Argentario on the side of Trajan's Forum. As to the delimi-

tation of the Capitoline region, see what is said further, page 74. This Act informs
us also that the hundred steps leading to the Capitol from the Forum were still in

existence. They disappeared shortly afterwards. As to the word Canaparia, see

the chapter devoted to the Tarpeian Mount, p. 107. The rights of those possessing
dwellings in the ancient substructures, in the Tabularium, were protected by a
Brief of Innocent III., given in 1199, which states that :

'"''Inferioris ve7^o Ca7iiellariae

parochiam et ejusde77i Ca77iellariae proprietate77i ; ita quod nulla injuria inferatur
habitatoribus ipsi7ts Ca77iellariae ab habitatorilncs superioris Can/ellariae

"

(Gregorovius, t. II. p. 525). It will be remarked that " //i integru77t" is repeated
twice in the Bull.

^ See as to this appellation what is said in the chapter Tabulariu7it.
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Capitolii i7i mtei^riivi. It may be objected that, when this Bull

was renewed by Innocent IV. in 1251, and by Alexander IV. in

1259, it was drawn up in exactly the same terms, although at

that time the people certainly possessed on Mount Capitolinus

a public edifice called a palace, of which the Papacy could not

dispose, but the attachment of the Church is known to formulas

already employed ; and the manifest inaccuracy of the Act, at a

later date, in no wise implies that it did not have its full effect

when it was first composed.
The first care of the Romans, when they rose in 1143 against

the papal power, w^as to make for the Capitol. Records, how-
ever, do not say whether their object was to occupy any building

or stronghold in it, but

fig. 12.—fragment of the plan con-
tained in the cod. vat. i960
(thirteenth century).

simply that they de-

sired to re-establish the

Senate there. ''^Romani
... . in ipso irnpetu i7i

Capitolio co7tvenientes

(or veniejites)^ a7itequam

Urbis dignitatem reno-

vare cupientes ordi?!^^

se7iatorum . . . coiisti-

tiierimtP ^

Their anxiety to re-

new the old traditions

of their past, of which
they were so immeasur-
ably proud, no doubt
urged the Romans to

make this seizure, much
more than the necessity of securing a good strategic position

or of occupying a fortress. This was why they gave to the

eminently popular and even plebeian assembly which they then
created the name of Senate.

What is certain is that the Senate did hold sittings in the

Capitol. In which of its edifices is unknown
;
perhaps in the

dwelling of the Corsi ; in any case, within an abode that

Arnaud de Brescia deemed unworthy of their majesty, for he
hastened to advise the Romans to rebuild the Capitol.
^^ Reaedifica7tdiim Capitolimn^ renovandin7i dig7iitateiJi se7ia-

1 Otto de Freising, or Freisingen, Chronicon Liber. ^ VII. c. 27; Pertz, Monuui.
germ. Hist., XX. 263. However, Cardinal Boson says, in the life of Celestine II,

{Liber Pontijicalis, II. 385) ;
" Circafinein vero sui pontificatus populus Roinanus^

novitatis amator, sub velainento utilitatis reipuhlicc^ contra ipsius 'vohintatem^ in
Capitolium senaium erexit." Cf. Gregorovius, II. 487, note 57. With regard to

the Ordo senatorii77i, ?,Q.e. our work on the ^^Institutions coviunutalcs de Rojue,"
chap. II.

F 2
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toriani^ rcforina7iditni eqiicstreni ordi7te?n docuii.^^ ^ The advice
was followed. The palace defied even the attack of Pope
Lucius II., who was wounded while mounting to the assault, and
died on the 15th of February, 1145.^ From the year 11 50, Acts
emanating from the Senate bear the mention : In Capitolio^ in

co7isistorio novo palatii.^ This palace had apparently the out-

lines and general aspect shown in the rudimentary sketch of it

contained in the manuscript of the Vatican Library i960. It

was of two stories, with a single tower flanking it on the left of

the faqade. An arched door opened between two round
windows ; and battlements crowned its summit. It was, in

verity, a fortified retreat prepared for the attacks it was destined
to suffer.*

In consequence of the presence of the Senate, which
monopolised all public powers, the life of the municipality was
concentrated in the Capitol. It was on the Square before the
Senatorial palace that the people assembled to deliberate

respecting their interests. In 1165, they held counsel there, on
the occasion of the arrival in Rome of the Emperor Frederick
Barbarossa ;

^ and again, in 1191, to discuss whether the

city of Tivoli should be annexed to that of Rome.^ These
assemblies had taken the name of Parliaments. In order to

summon the citizens to them and also to call them to arms, a
big bell was placed in a belfry, built, so one may believe, beside

the palace. This bell had been captured from the inhabitants

of Viterbium ; and, as their country was used as an asylum by
Patarian heretics, the bell was called the Patarine.*^ It empha-
sised everything of importance in the municipal life of Rome

;

1 Otto de Freising, Gesta Frederici I /w/., I. c. 27 ; Monum. genn.^ XX.
p. 366

2 Goffredo di Viterbo and Sicardo, in Muratori, R. Italic. Script.^ VII. 461 and
VII. 598 ; Gregorovius, II. 527, note 44. It is true, as Luchaire remarks in the
Revue Historique, March-April, 1903, p. 227, that neither Boson nor Freising speak
of violent death. Cf. Tomassetti, La Pace di Roma, Rome, 1896.

3 Pertz, Mon. gerjji. Hist., XIX. 242. Treaty of f.eace signed on the 17th of
February between the Romans and the Gommune of Pisa. Marangone, Tartini,

R. Italic. Script., I. 373. Cf. Muratori, R. Italic. Script., VI. 171. Discussion is

possible as to the meaning of the expression Consistorio novo, and it may be said

that there is a reference to a new room built in an already existing palace, and that

the expression ''^palatii novi" would be employed, if the palace had just been
rebuilt in its entirety Cf. De Rossi, Piante Iconog., p. 82, and Stevenson, Bullettino
delta Connn. Arch. Coin., IX. 91 and p. 18.

4 See the commentary in this plan in J. B. de Rossi's Piante Iconog7-afiche di
Roma, Rome, 1879, P- 81. A quite similar plan of Rome is to be found in the Bibl.

S. Marco or Marciana of Venice. De Rossi has mentioned it, but it is inferior to

that of the Vatican. See what is said further on, p. 98, about the plan of Sienna.
5 Ottode Freising, Gesta Prede7-ici I, II. 22 ; Pertz, XX. p. 407.
6 ^^ Nos, senatores ^abnae Urbis, decreto atnplissinti ordinis Senatus, acclaina-

tione quoque populi Roniani publice Capitolio consistentis, constituijnus. ..."
Murat., Antiq., III. 787.

7 Moroni, Diz. di Erud., VII. 134; Cancellieri, Le due nicove Campane di
Cainpidoglic
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it announced happy or unhappy events, the death of popes, the

execution of criminals ;
^ when an execution took place without

a sentence of justice, the bell was not rung ;2 it summoned
the magistrates to the meetings of councils held in the palace of

the Capitol, and called pleaders to the audiences of the court

that held its sittings there.^ At a subsequent date, Boniface IX.

had it hung in the Senatorial palace after this building was
repaired. In the time of Gregory XIII. it was put up in the

new belfry which the latter had had built. '^

For not having held sittings in the Capitol, Charles of Anjou,
who had been appointed a Senator by the Pope, was most
severely blamed iDy the pontiff.*'' And in fact, it was in the

Capitol that judgment was pronounced in the various trials,^ and
that discussions took place on all matters of municipal interest.

To hold an audience there was to establish its supremacy con-

clusively in the government of the City. The Capitol, at that

time, was considered as a fortress. Charles of Anjou dated his

missives : Rome in arce Capitolii?

Towards the end of the thirteenth century, the Senatorial

palace underwent an important modification. The loggia was
then the necessary complement of every public building. The
people met there to discuss about their interests, sheltered from
the sun and weather ; and the magistrates used it, when they had
need of it, as a rostrum. The Capitol being, as already seen, a
cubic structure of masonry, a proper rostrum was wanting. In

the year 1299, the two Senators Pietro di Stefano and Andrea

1 Innumerable examples might be quoted ; the following, relating to a later date,
Is curious : '''' Die MercuriiZ augusti'' {\\\d^^ writes Antonio dl Pietro, '''' venerunt
nova in Roma guomodo rex Vinceslaus erat inort74,us de qua nova tota Roma . . .

fuit gavisa , . . et ad satisfactionem populi fecerunt pulsare ad gaudiu7?i cam-
Panam CapitolHy (Muratori, R. I. Script.^ XXIV. 1045). I'he same author
informs us that at this moment the Capitol possessed two bells. '''Die X Veneris
(August, 1^1^), propter tijnorejn Populi, Dni. Conservatores . . . feceruntpulsare
ainbas campanas Capitolii,''' and further, under date of the loth of September of the
same year : '"'' Cum pulsatione ambaritm campanarum Capitolii ..." {ibid.). Cf.
for the sixteenth century, M. Alberini, // Sacco di Roma, published by Orano, 1902,

pp. 223, 224, 232. People then used to say " la canipana" without any addition, to

designate the bell of the Capitol.
2 Muratori, R. Italic. Script., XXIV. 1059.
•^ As late as 1580, the statutes of the city (Book I., art. LVIII.) prescribed that it

must ring a quarter of an hour before each sitting, and before each audience.
"^ See p. 150.
•5 Letter written from Perugia, dated May iSth, 1265, In Raynaldus ad a7i.^

No. 14; Delgiudice, Codice diplo7Ji. di Carlo I e II, Naples, 1863, I- 4- Charles
of Anjou had established himself In the Lateran. In 1268, he installed himself as
conqueror In the Capitol, after the defeat of Conradin : ''''Rex Carolus copiosam
ex suis eligens comitivam. . . . Ro/uam pri7no repentens rupe77i Tarpeia77i et
Capitolii saxa victoriosus ascendit.'" Sabae Malespinae Historia, In Muratori,
R. Italic. Script., VIII. 864.

•^
'"'' Cives Ro7na7ii et aliae persoftae in capitolina Curia liii^anies.'" Act of the

T5th of May, 1269, "^ Vitale, Stor. dipl. dei Senatori, p. 165. Cf. Pertz, XXVIII,
611 for the year 1294.

7 Delgiudice, ut supra, II., 203, 204, 210.
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di Normanni undertook the construction of one.^ It is prol3able

that the funds required for this considerable expenditure were
obtained by the amounts thenceforward to be stopped out of the

Senators' salaries. The statutes of 1363, which for the most
part merely confirmed and codified ancient usages, imposed this

due and fixed it at a hundred florins, />., at an eighteenth of the

salary.^ Even before that date. Cola di Rienzo had exacted
the same sum from all barons having exercised senatorial func-

tions, no doubt because they had acquired the habit of escaping
the obligation.^

The Carroccio.

When the Emperor Frederick II. presented the Romans with
the war chariot, the carroccio oi \h^ Milanese which he had cap-
tured at the battle of Cortenova (1237), it was transported to the

Capitol and kept there with the care somewhat imperiously
required by the Emperor from his distant subjects ;

^ and a com-
memorative inscription was placed in the part of the palace
where now stands the modern bell-tower.^ After being lost for

centuries, this inscription was recovered in 1727, according to

what Cancellieri says,^ but it was broken into three pieces. In

1744, the Communal Council decided to place it in the inner
courtyard of the Senatorial palace, on the architrave of the gate
that opened on the side of the prisons.^ To-day, it may be seen
in the staircase of the bell-tower, with other inscriptions and
standard linear measures.^

The Market.

The open space before the Capitol, between the Aracoeli

church and the Monte Capri7w^ exactly in the intermontium^

1 La Loggia del comtnune di Rorna^ article of De Rossi and Camillo Re, //

Cavipidoglio e le sue adiacenze nei secolo XIV. Bullettino delta Commissione
Archeol. Comunale di Roma an. X. 1882, pp. 97 and 130.

'^ Book III., article I. As the Senatorial magistracy lasted only six months, and
there were usually two senators, the total sum employed for the maintenance and
repairing of the palace came to four hundred florins.

•^ Vita de Cola de Rienzi, attributed to Fiortifiocca, Bracciano, 1624, p. 52.
'* Chronicle of Francesco Pipini, in Muratori, R. Italic. Script., IX. 658, and

Antiq., II. 491. When sending the carroccio, the Emperor recommended the
Romans to keep it carefully, and to threaten with death anyone that should seek to

destroy it. {Aittichitd Long., Milan, 1792, Dis. XVIIL, II Carroccio; Pertz, Mon.
germ. Hist., XXVI. 86.)

5 Muratori, Antiq. Med. Aevi., t. II. p. 401, Disc. XXVI.
^ Le due Campane, p. 20.
7 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 39, fol. 947. Sitting of the 3rd of December,

1744. 8 Forcella, I. n. 246 ; Tofanelli, p. 139.
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must have been used as a market from very ancient times. In

the Bull of Anacletus already mentioned, it is said that the hill

of the Capitol is given to the Benedictine monks cum terra ante

monasterium qui locus Nundinaruin vacatur . . . do7nos ....
ergasteria in mercato . , } About 1 130, therefore, a market, with

its accompanying booths and stalls, existed on the Square of the

Capitol. Grains, vegetables, and other commodities of small

bulk, and easily transportable to the spot, were sold there, whilst

the cattle-market was held below, in the Forum, at that time
called the campo vaccina^ from this circumstance. The churches
of S. Giovanni and S. Biagio received the epithet in Mercatello^

on account of their proximity to the market-place.^ The consuls

of the corporations, still rare at this epoch, were obliged to hold
their court at the foot of a tower which stood not far from there,

the Torre del Mercato del Cancelliere? A fine of a hundred
lire, subsequently doubled, punished the consuls who ven-
tured to infringe the prescription.* This tower was destroyed at

the time of the combats which followed the entry of the Emperor
Henry VII. into the city. At least, we read in the Rendages
de Gile^ under date of the 28th of May, 131 2 :

" Item, for pikes,

hooks and other instruments brought this day and in this place

to demolish the tower of the ' Cancelier,' VII florins and III

sols." What is certain is that Pope Boniface IX. (i 389-1 404)

1 See p. 66, note 3.

2 The church of S. Giovanni is situated on the Piazza Aracoeli, near the palace of
Muti-Bussi. It bears at present the name of S. Venanzio de Camerinesi. The
church of S. Biagio is situated near the steps of S. Maria Aracoeli, in the Via della
Pedacchia. It bears the name of B. Rita (Armellini, Le Chiese di Roma, pp. 546,
548). On the other side of the hill was a church called ^. Lorenzo a pie del
Mercato, which has since become 6". Lorenzo a Monti or 6". Lorenzolo ai Monti or
Lorenzo de Ascesa ^ (Armellini, p.^ 164). The whole quarter bore the name of
in pede 7iiercati ; this name is mentioned in an Act relating a right possessed by the
hospital of S. Giovanni, called Sancta Sanctorum, over a house situated in the
neighbourhood. " Una domus sita in pede Merchati quajn habent Johannes
Stefanelli ceapoli et heredes quondam Pauli ceapoli, ad respondendum societati
S. Sanctorum, annuatim in festo Assumptionis de medio mense Augusti Flor. V.
intra ambOS." {Archivio di Stato, Catasto di Sancta Sanctorum del 1435, fol. 93.)

3 Villani (Book X. c. 66): " La bellae nobile torre cK era sopra la Mercatantia,
a pie del Campidoglio che si chiamava la torre del Cancelliere.'' It must have
occupied almost the site of the Astalli palace of to-day.

_
4 Statutes of 1603, Book III., art. LXXV :

"" Quod consules artiu77i Urbis reddant
jus a Turre Mercati supra versus Capitolitim.'''' An obligation confirmed by the
statutes of the corporation of the woolmongers, dated the 26th of October, 1388.
" Et quod constdes dicte artis . . . debeant sedere et jus reddere a Turripedis
Mercati supra versus Capitolium et per totum forum secundum formam
statutorum Urbis" (E._ Stevenson, Statuti della Lana, p. 162.) Gomez Albornoz,
a Roman senator, ratifying the statutes of the Mercanti 1377, expressly stipulates
that the consuls shall render justice in this place. (Gatti, Stat, de Meixanti, p. 109.
Cf. Gregorovius, III. 240. )_ The statutes of 1519-1523 again impose this obligation
(Book III., art. XL.) ; but it seems that the tower was no longer in existence.

5 The Rendages were accounts kept by Giles (Egidio) of the expenses of the
imperial Court and annotated by him in French. (See Gregorovius, III. 238, note 43,
and for the passage following, p. 240, note 60.)
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had it razed ; but it was rebuilt shortly after, and lasted a long
time.i

This market was a dangerous neighbourhood for the Capitoline

magistrates. In 1353, for instance, on the 15th of February, the

people proceeded in a mass thither, as corn was becoming scarce.

They found but a small stock of supplies ; and what there was
only at a very dear price, a state of things for which they held
the Senators responsible. One of these, Stefanello Colonna,
succeeded in escaping ; the other, Bertoldo Orsini, was stoned to

death.2

Each shopkeeper, each dealer had his stall, his bench, which
belonged to him personally, and which was obtained through a
procedure of sales and assignments. Before the stalls were
sorts of porticoes where the goods on sale were exposed.^

In the fifteenth century, the market was held once a week, on
Wednesday. But, at that epoch, the centre of the City life had
been displaced, and was in the quarter of the Piazza Navona.
The chief corporations had each their street where most of the

shops of each art or trade were together. Consequently, there

was an outcry for the removal of the market of the Capitol to

the Piazza Navona.
Guillaume d^Estouteville, Cardinal de Rohan, had promised the

removal as well as many other things, with a view to obtaining

the office of camerlingo, after the death of Cardinal Latino

(Orsini). He kept none of his promises except this one, says

Infessura.* On the 3rd of September, 1477, the market was held

for the first time on the Navona square.
1 Moroni, Diz. di Erud'iz.^ XLTV. 215.
'^ Matteo Villani., Ist.^ Lib. III. c. 57. Cf. Gregorovius, III. 423.
"^ In the inventory of the property of the S. Giovanni hospital, drawn up in 1462, and

which is in the Archivio di Stato, under the s\gm{icant denommsition Marej/zag-nuvz,
are the following mentions (fol. 63). An. 1332. Johannes Nardonhts Notariiis
Regionis Columnae donavit hospitah {S. Joannis) porticale cum quatuor furcis et

lapidibus unius banco et uno lapide et tinum alium archuni seu porticale iibi sunt
duo furce et unani domuin sitain. juxta palatium Capitolii in foro publico juxta
res Salutii, res Butii Bonaguara et alios fines.—An. 1344. Doniina Johanna uxor
FrancisciJohannis Vari etfilii et filie fecerunt refutationeni hospitali de juribus
super duobus lapidibus de Mercato simul juncte cuin porticali supra ea quae stmt
Francisci Margani. {Ibid., fol. 263.)

—

An. 1392. Johannes filius BzitiiJacobelli
. . . vendideruntPetroTrainu7ididoinuinter}inea7nsolaratainettegulatamcuni
sala et cainera., colurnnato et stacio ante se in platea in contracta Mercati, cui ab
uno latere tenet Raucius Camicia^ ab alio Jacobellus Marrosi ante platea Mercati.,
pro pretio LXV Flor. auri. {Ibid., fol. 264.)

—

An. 1393. Super doino de Me^xhato
ubi vendunt vasa. Doinina Andrea uxor Bonanni Cari?icie donavit Margherite
filie stie uxor Nicolai Speczia maczo doinum terrineain et solaratani cum lovio ante
se discoperto, et porticali ante se cu7n locis seu staciis ante se ubi venduntur 7>asa

terrinea in diefori., de quibus locis unus vadit usque ad duos lapides fixos in terris.—An. 1441. Domina Jacoba uxor Johan7iis Pciparelli reliqttit Bartholoineo filio
Vannocie filie sue domuin de Me^^cato. {Ibid., 264, 265.) In the Act of the confra-

ternity Sancta Sanctorum, quoted above, p. 71, note 2, we read : Tres lapides siinul
Juncti in loco Merchati in quibtcs soliti sunt vendere calzectarii qui mine vacant.

4 Infessura, ed. Tommasini, p. 83. The Communal Council, which was beginning
to be organised, had mq.de itself the interpreter of the general sentiment,
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However, for a long time still, shops continued to exist on the

old- site of the market. Infessura relates that, on the 21st of

Januar}^, T486, the report of the assassination of Pope Innocent
VIII. being circulated, hardly any business ^ was done. In 1607

a fruitwoman established herself there with the authorisation of

the Communal Council.^

The Market-place, as far as the Torre Mercati, formed, with

the portion of the hill occupied by the Senatorial palace and the

FIG. 13. —THE CAPITOL SEEN FROM THE FORUM IN THE FIFTEENTH
CENTURY. RECONSTITUTION OF MARK SADLER. {Vestigi delk
Antichitct di Roiiia^ pi. I.)

S. Maria Aracoeli church, a district distinct from the rest of the

City, as regarded matters of justice. Guilty persons could be

1 '"'' Propter quod tota Urbs iremuit et iiiagno cicvi tiviore aliquod spati77i stetit

;

et apothecarii oinnes eoruin apothecas clauserunt et hi qui in foro erant capitolino
tanto fuerunt tiinore affecti ut vix inedietatem reruin^ quas vendendi causa
exposuerant, potuerunt recolligere ; palatium ipsuin Cnpitolii^ ubi ego erain^ in-

continenti clausum et diligenter custodit^im extitit.'' (P<ige 197.)

^

^^ Act of the Council dated 1607, renewing to the widow bantina and her sons the
right accorded in i6ot to her husband, Nicola Sammaresco, to sell fruit : usuui
platee existenti in pede descensus Capitolii et schalarujn Araceli, ita ut dicta platea
uti, frui et potiri in eoruni exercitiis . . . possint. (Arch, Stor. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 31, fol. 212.)
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proceeded against, within its boundaries, by way of inquisition.^
'

' Item de excessibiis coinmissis in Curia Capitolii. liein de
excessibiis co?n?nissis a pede turris mercati supra in piano
capitolii. hi platea Sajicte Marie de araceli a sancto Sergio et

Baccho et apede viefave toste supra versus capitolium et in piano
capitolii.''^ (Statutes of 1363, Bk. II. art 5, De Inquisitionibus

.)

On the other hand, those who afforded refuge in it to malefactors
were punished with an exceedingly heavy fine, fifty lires. (Bk.

II. art 68, § 3, De receptatoribus homicidarum et latronum?') This
article gives a more complete delimitation than that contained
in the preceding one, concerning the district depending on the
Curia Capitolina and submitted to an especial government : yet

they do not quite agree with each other. In the second article

is the following :
" Quod quicumque de contrata mercati seu de

habitafttibus in contrata mercati vet in contrata infra scripta

receptare retinere presmnpserit in domo sua aliquem qui
offenderit ve7iientem vel redeui'item a Capitolio a sancta Maria
curti a domo Jtutii Candarulis a Sa7tcto JohaJtne de inerchato

usque ad Capitoliuiit super versus Capitolium et a domo
taglientoru77t versus s. Mariam de aracoeli usque ad Capitolium
et a carcere ss. Petri et Pauli versus fabajn tostam et a sancto

Sergio et Baccho versus Capitolium et a domo de roccia versus
Capitolium planum et a domibus russorum versus planu7n et a
s. Nicolao defu7iariis versus pianu77i et CapitoliumP Of these

various topographical indications, some only can be identified

with any certainty ; but they are sufficient to clearly determine
the district in question. The church of S. Maria de Curte
(there are several of this name in Rome), which was demolished
in 1594 to enlarge the nunnery of Tor de' Specchi, was near the

rostrum of their church. That of S. Giovanni in Mercato or

Mercatello still exists under the name of S. Venanzio de
Camerinesi, opposite the Muti palace, as has been said. It

was near there that the Chancellor's Tower stood, which has
just been spoken of. The prison of St. Peter and St. Paul is the

ancient Mamertine prison, on the site of which had been built a
church dedicated to St. Peter, and since replaced by the church
of S. Giuseppe de Falegnami. The Via Faba Tosta seems to

have been a road skirting the foot of the Tabularium and join-

ing the Via Capitolina ; it may be believed to have passed over
the Arch of Septimus Severus and must have had almost the

same course as the Clivus Capitoli7Uis^ in its first portion. The
commencement of it is visible in the reconstitution by Sadler

1 That is to say that justice could itself undertake a prosecution, without being
moved to it by the complaint of a third party.

2 It will be seen further on that the Capitoline palace was itself submitted to an
especial set of regulations.
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given above, and it appears also to be very clearly indicated in

a reconstitution by Ficoroni.^ An allusion is perhaps made to

this road in the Bull by Anacletus :
" Via piiblica quae ducit sub

CapitoliumP The church of S. Sergio e Bacco has completely
disappeared ; but it may be asserted to have stood between the

Arch of Septimus Severus and the Rostra, on the Via Eaba Tosta^

not far from the temple of Saturn.'^ The della Rossia house was,

doubtless, so called on account of the street of this name which
traversed Mount Caprino. The house of the Rossi was situated

near the church of S. Maria della Consolazione, at the foot of the

hill. The church of S. Nicola de Funariis has become the S.

Orsola a Tor de' Specchi, in the street of this name, on the other

side of Mount Caprino. Thus, the district dependent on the

Capitoline jurisdiction comprised the eastern portion of the hill,

almost as far as the middle of Mount Caprino, with a piece taken
in, on the side of the City, extending to the Market Towner

; and,

while somewhat more limited in area, it differed but little from
that formerly assigned to the monks of Aracoeli by the Bull of

Anacletus.^

1 Francesco de Ficoroni, Vestigia e Rarita di Roma antica^ Rome, 1744, plate

on page 62.
'^ Designs of Heemskerck, Berlin Kupferstich-Kabinet, 71, D. 2, n. 12, 56, 80.

3 See the exceedingly conclusive treatise of Camillo Re, II Cainpidoglio^ p. 117
and the following ones ; the Liher Pontificalis^ and Armellini.



THE CAPITOL IN THE FOURTEENTH
CENTURY

Transformation of the Senatorial Palace.

The jubilee year of 1300 brought such a number of pilgrims

to Rome that the bridge of St. Angel's was crowded with
them.^ The temporary effect of this influx of strangers was to

swell the resources of the public treasury ; and, by means of

the money so obtained, the Capitoline palace was completely
restored. It was flanked with a second tower. Indeed, the

alterations carried out, at this time, were so considerable that

the palace might be regarded as entirely rebuilt. In 1303, the

Senator Guido di Pilo dated his judgments and decrees : In
palatio 7tovo Captolii?' In other respects, the palace retained

the aspect of a fortress. It possessed towers, battlemented
walls, a double enclosing outer wall, and a wooden bridge,^ the

usefulness of which was more than once experienced during those
troublous times.* Recent excavations have shown that this

edifice stood above the Tabularium^ like the castle of the Corsi,

on the side of the Via Capitolina ; a few vestiges of foundation
works have been brought tO light, as also some mural paint-

ings, one of which represents the geese of the Capitol.^

The Emperor Henry VII., who had taken possession of the

Capitol by main force, at the time of his entry into Rome in

1 Dante, Inyerno, ch.XYlll. v. 28. See Commen;fary of Cornaldi, Rome, 1888,

p. 162.
2 Gregorovlus, III. 199, note 83. The Act is that of the 17th of April, 1303.
3 Vzta de Cola de Rienzi da Tommaso Fiortifiocca, Bracciano, 1624, p. 265. On

the author, see Zefirino Re, La Vita di Cola di Rienzo.
4 The aspect of the Capitol, at this date, is shown on the seal of the Bull of Louis

of Bavaria. The golden Bull of Louis of Bavaria was published for the first time by
Huillard-Br^holles in the Meinoii-s of the Society of the Antiquarians ofFrance,
1872, p. 82. It is preserved at Aix-la-Chapelle.

5 F. Gerardi, Scoperta di pregevoli avanzi delF antico palazzo comunale sul
Campidoo^lio. Bulletino delta Coinm. Arch. Cojnunale, 1899 (an. XXVIL), fasc. i,

p. 81. These paintings are at present in the large hall of the Senatorial palace.
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1310,^ and had held sittings in it and appointed magistrates,'^

stripped it, in 1320, of all its defences.^ In order to give it

back something of its strength, and with a view to warding off

an attack, the tribune Cola di Rienzo, who made it the seat of

his government on May 20th, 1347, took care to partly wall up
and partly board up a colonnade which was perhaps that of the

loggia.* Justice was rendered in the hall of the ground floor,

which was supported by pillars.^ It was, however, in the upper
hall that the Senator held his audiences. The Statutes of 1363
laid this down as a prescription.^ The Council presided over

by the Senator, the assectainentiiin^ assembled in it.^ This hall

received its light though wide doorways, perhaps three in

number,^ leading out on to balconies. From one of them,
Rienzo harangued the people who had been stirred up against

him and who attacked him with arrows and stones (October
8th, 1354).'^ These doorways gave issue on to the fagade and
on the opposite side of the palace. ^^ Other rooms there were
in which the Senator's judge assessor, his lieutenant, and
other officers held their sittings. ^^ From the bridge already

mentioned, a staircase mounted to the chief entrance. It was
reconstructed in 1348, at the same time that the staircase of

1 Gregorovius, III. 228.

2 Rsx fecit senatoreju et iusticias in Capitolio sedens. (Archiv. Stor., Ital., ser.

II. vol. II.; App., p. 332 ; Baluze, Misc., I. 127.)
^ Montagnani-IVlirabili, Pietro Paolo, II Museo Capitolino ,\\ovaQ, 1828, p. 28.

4 " Puvifece stecconiare lo palazzo de Campituoglio tra le colonne e chittselo de
lettnamnie.'' Vita de Cola de Rienzi, Bracciano, 1624, p. 53, ed. Camillo Re,

P- 53.
5 Lello Capocci was beheaded : '''' Intus in palatio Capitohi ad pede7n secundae

colu7nnae ubi tenetur ratio.'" Ant. di Pietro, in Muratori, R. Italic. Script., XXIV.
1055. Likewise :

" Actum in palacio Capitolii in sala inferiori ubi ius reddittir."

Approbation of the statutes of the woollen art, dated the 4th of August, 1389.
Stevenson, Statuti dell arte delta Lana., p. 53.

^ In aula superiori palatii facial {senator^ sui copiain et Prestet omnibus
audientiam. Book III., art. XII. Likewise: '"'' Laurentius de Ai7iedeis notarius
syndicus procurator comnmnis Tyburis ad ostium scalarum sale secunde palatii
Capitolii cujn i7itroitu ad magnifcum virui7t Johanne77i de Cerro7tibtis senatore77i

ur-bis habere non possit protestatus. ..." (6 June 1352). Archiv. Stor. Capir.,

Prot. 649, 3, Serroneus Paulus, note. The Senator, however, sometimes rendered
justice, as will be seen, at the door of the church of Santa Maria Aracoeli.

7 '''' Actu77i in sala 77iaiori palatii capitolii ubi consuetu77i est feri Assecta77ien-
ttC77iJ" Stevenson, ubi supra, p. 24.

*^ Miintz, The Arts at the Court ofthe Popes, I. 149. It concerns, however, an
Act dated in the year 1451. C. Re, Bullettino delta Co77imis. Archeol. Co77i. di
Ro77ia, an. X., 1882, p. 107.

9 Tantefuero le valestrate e li verruti che a li baiconi non poteo dura^-e. 'Vita,

p. 262. The expression li baico7ti is to be noted.
I'J In the narrative of the death of the tribune, Pelicciaro is made to go alternately

from one balcony to the other, to spy Rienzo, who was seeking to escape by the rear
of the palace, and so to inform the people on the Square of the- e endeavours.
n October i8th, 1368. '"'' Actu77i in palatio Capitolii i7i Ca77iera D. Joha7inis de

A77ielia Collateralis predicti Senatoris {Gentilis de Varano) ubi assecta7/ie7itu77i.

factu77t fuit de 77iandato D. Senatoris'' (2 July, 1399). They also held sittings else-

where. ''^ Actuin in Capitolio apud altare inter Cancellos sale superio7'is " (Gatti,

Staiuti dei Mercanti di Ro77ia, p. 98, 120).
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S. Maria Aracoeli was built, with stones taken from the ruins of

the temple of Quirinus.^

It was on these steps that the people held their parliaments.

For the most part, the crowd overflowed on to the Square.'^

Misdeeds committed in the precincts of the palace were
punished with a fourfold pe-nalty.^

The tribune Rienzo had caused a chapel to be erected in the

great hall of the palace, " una bella capella^ ri7ichiusa con ferri
stagnatic ^

Under the pontificate of Boniface IX. (i 389-1 404), and by
his order, important alterations and other works were executed
in the Capitol, which had been partly destroyed in the fire

kindled by the rioters at the time of the murder of Cola di

Rienzo. The rooms to be used by the Senator and his judges
were rebuilt ; but the construction was in brick, and very ugly.

When Boniface IX. entered Rome, it was as its master. He
imposed laws on the Romans, and insisted on the Senator
being, thenceforth, undisturbed by the bannerets and other

popular magistrates,^ in the functions he exercised. In order
that the representatives of his authority whom he sent to sit in

the Capitol—that is to say, the Senators whose nominations he
kept as his prerogative— should be assured a peaceful posses-

sion of power, he had the two towers strengthened, and perhaps
raised higher, which already existed on the western front of the

Capitol, but which had been dismantled, if not completely

1 " Quidam Otto Mediolanensis senator Urbis expoliavit tetuplu7n{Quirini) etex
ornamentisfacti sunt o^radus in Aracoeli et gradus qyibus ascejiditur in aedijficiuin

Capitoiay De Rossi, Studi e docuinenti^ an. III. 60. Cf. Camillo Re, p. 100. The
reference is to Ottone, who exercised his magistracy in 1348 (Olivieri, p. 222). The
temple of Quirinus was situated on the Quirinal, to the north of the Alta Semita.
The steps leading from the ground to the Square of the Capitol were constructed only
in the sixteenth century. Previously, access to the palace was obtained by paths
winding up the sides of the hill. The absence of the staircase is clearly visible in

De Rossi's plans.
2 " Congregato inagnijico populo in platea ante palatiuni Capitolii ad sonum

canipanae et vocem praeconutn " (19 August, 1309). Pfluck-Hartung, Iter Italicum,
p. 603. "/^ nomine doinini Congregato Magnifico populo ro7nano in scalis et

platea ante palatiuin Capitolii de mandato Mag. doin. Anibaldi doinini Riccardi
de Anibaldis, Riccardi doinini Fortisbrachii dejiliis Ursi, dei gratia Regioriim in
urbe Vicarioruin^ ad sonuin canipane et vocein praecomnn ad parlainentuin ui
inoris est. . . .

"
(4 May, 1321). Archiv. delta R. Soc. Roinana di St. Patria,

X. 187, Gamurrini G. Documenti deir Anglica. ^^ Congregato magnijico et

excelso populo roniand adparlainentuin in scalis etplatea antepalatiuin Capitolii."

(Bull of the year 1354 ; Camillo Re, p. 100.) Many other cases might be cited in

which the people assembled to deliberate in front of the Capitol, and on the steps c f

the palace even, since that was the usual place for their meetings.
3 " 6^2 vero quis in palatio Capitolii a prima porta supra . . . malle/iciuin

commictatur ttt-nc pene guadrupiicentur.'' Statutes of 1363, Bk. II., art. iii.
4 Vita., p. 112. Cf. note 11 on preceding page.
5 Theiner, Codex diplom. S. Sedis, III. 78 ; Vitale, p. 601. Convention signed

between the Pope and the Romans on the 8th of August, 1393, violated by the
people immediately after and imposed by force in T394. Villari, Saggi storici,

Bologna, 1890, p. 288.
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destroyed by the Emperor Henry VI I. ^ Thereafter, they bore
the name of the towers of Boniface IX. These two towers are

still standing, and frame the gate that formerly led to the prisons

and that to-day give access to the offices of the various municipal
services.

The Lions of the Capitol.

An old tradition enjoined on the Romans the duty of pos-

sessing a lion. " Roma forinam leonis habet quia ceteris bestiis

quasi rex praeest^'' wrote Honorius of Autun, in the twelfth

century, in his treatise on images.^ So, for a long time, a living

lion Avas kept in the Capitol. The "keeper of the lion" is men-
tioned among the persons belonging to the family of Gulielmo
Stendardo, the Vice-Senator, in two missives of Charles of

Anjou, Senator of Rome. These missives are dated in 1283
and 1284.^ The Statutes of 1363 appropriate part of the pro-

ceeds of the games of the Testaccio to the pay of the keeper,

"as long as the lion shall live."* No doubt the animal's end
seemed near at the moment ; for the Capitoline magistrates
were just then despatching an embassy to their Florence col-

leagues, to beg them for one of the lions they possessed.^

But in 1408 the lion happened to escape. The marshal's
patrol met him at the foot of the Capitol staircase ; and the

officers ordered him to be caught, says the chronicler,

and put back in his cage, where there was another lion.^ In

14 1 4, the lion killed several children that had come too near
him ; and, in spite of the veneration in which he was held, it

was decided to do away with him. He was put to death one
Sunday morning in November, and his carcass was taken to the

dwelling of the chief of the Ripa quarter, where he was buried.''

However, it was not possible that so venerable a tradition

should be abandoned ; and it was not long before another lion

1 Th. de Nyem, De Scisjnate, ed. Erler, p. 142. These towers are visible on the
seal of the Bull of Louis of Bavaria.

2 De Imag. mundi, I. 28 ; Patrol., CLXXII.
•^ Vitale, Storia diploin. dei Senatori, p. 100, 191.
4 ^'- Qitod ttibatores, banditores . . . custosgue leonis cum leo in Capitolio vixerit

etfuerit ex^ediens pabula prebere leoni de pecunia ludi predicfi." Book III.,

art. LXXX.
5 Letter of seven Reformers of the Banderesi and of the four chiefs of the com-

pany of Cross-bowmen to the Art-Priors and the Gonfalonier of Justice, dated the
8th of April, 1363. "... Quaienus penes vos cti^raret efficaciter operari ut vestro
bene/icio alignem ex vestris leonibus habere possiinus in alma Urbe tenendum, uti
nobis semper est hactenns consuetian." C. Re, p. 103, note 2; the Florentines
possessed several lions. Some years before, four had been born, two males and two
females. Matteo Villani, Book V. 68. They were an object of pride, and had a
special keeper. Perrens, III. 366.

<^ Antonio di Pietro, Muratori, R. Italic Script., XXIV. 995.
7 Ibid., col. 1050.
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was bought, who soon died. He left a keeper that his loss

deprived of a living. This keeper complained all the more
loudly as he had been appointed for life. He recalled his long-

services, proved that he had no other resources ; and the result

was that the Conservators maintained him in his functions.

For the rest of his days, he was keeper to a lion that no longer

.existed, with all the advantages and profits appertaining to

such an office.

Later, there was a keeper of the horse of Marcus Aurelius,

which was in bronze.^

The statutes drawn up in 1469 speak of the lion ; but it does
not follow that there was one alive at this period ; for the new
text was, in many parts, copied literally from the old one,

without any regard to actual circumstances.'^

Occasionally, the lion of the Capitol served as an instrument
of punishment. In 1328, the Prior of the Augustines was cast

into his den for having refused to celebrate the mass at

St. Peter's, on the coronation of Louis of Bavaria.^

In the Capitol also were figured representations of the

emblematic lion. One was painted above the entrance of the

second gate of the Capitol. It was a ferocious-looking animal,

gazing pityingly at a small dog lying at its feet. The following

inscription explained the symbol :

Iratus recole quod nobilis ira leonis

In sibiprostrates se negat esseferaniA

It was usual to show this image as a lesson, doubtless, and a

warning to each new senator that entered on his office.^

The other representation was a lion in stone, or rather a

group composed of a lion attacking a horse. It was placed at

the top of a large staircase giving access to the Capitoline

palace, before the work advised by Michael Angelo had modified

the fa^ade.^ It was by the side of this lion that criminal

1 '' Privilegiuin Do7mnoruin Conservatorujii . . .pro Antonio lacolelli Tutii Toni
custode leonis et officialis ad vita^n, de confirmatione officii sui. . . . Dat. Apud
Aracoeli XXV, ^bris MCCCCXXI.— Exigit tue devotionis et fidelitatis sinceritas

. . . tu qui CU771 custos leonis . . . ad vitain existens. Leo dictipalatii quein 7nagno
tempore custodiveras inortuus est nee habeas adpraesens cui pabula prebeas prout
prebere teneris. ..." {Archivio di Stato, Reg. della Camera Capitolina, an. 1421-

1425, fol. XLVII.) In 1420, the keeper of the lion received a ducat and two-thirds

per half-year ; three Gucats and a half were devoted to the keep of the lion and to the

purchase of a living animal which was given him every month, Archiv. Se^. Vat.,
Div. Cainer. , vol. VI., fol. 260. See p. 140.

2 In the statutes of 1519-1523, however, no mention is made of the living lion.
'^ Gregorovius, III. 297 ; C. Re, p. 104.

4 Corpus Inscriptionu7n Latinariwt, vol. VI., part 5, p. 4, No. 3 ; Forcella, Isc.

di Ro77ia, I. n. 6. ...
5 Ch. Hueisen, Bilder aus der Geschichte des Kapitols, p. 17. Signorili says : "/«

ingressu secundae portae Capitolii et in li77iite scriptu77i, etfertur de 77iore ostendi
solitu77i (uilibet senatori CU771 officiu77i intrabat." C. Re, p. 105.

6 In the biography of Cola di Rienzo already quoted, p. 43, 268, we read :

^^ Fo
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sentences were carried out. On market-days, certain male-

factors and insolvent debtors were made to sit there, as on a

pillory, with mitres on their heads, on which was indicated their

offence, their faces being smeared with honey. ^ Those who were
condemned had sometimes to salute the lion as representing

the greatness of Rome.
This group was still in its position, in 1500, when the

FIG. 14.—GROUP OF THE LION AND THE HORSE BEFORE ITS

RESTORATION. (de cavaleriis, Afttiq. Stat. Urbis Kouiae
Liber ^ Rome, 1746, pi. 79.)

Milanese painter Prospettivo saw it.'^ On the demoHtion of

the staircase, it was transported to the Square of the Capitol,

Martino desjiiantaio la soa cappa . . . e legatole le viano dereto, fo fatto inni-
nocchiare ne le scale, canto to Hone, ne to loco icsato.—Preso {Cola) per le braccia
liherainentefo addutto pe tutte le scale sensa offesajino a to luoco de to Hone dove li

altri la sententia vuodo ; dove sententiato li aitri havea la fo addzitio." See also

Cancellieri, Mercato e Lago, p. 7. The place where this lion was placed is very
clearly marked in an engraving reproduced by Michaelis, Collezione capitoliua di
Antichita. Mittheilungen der K. Dentschen Arch. Instituts, Rome, 1891, pi. II.

in fine.
1 "... Debeatponi eqzces in leone inarDioris existente in scalis Capitolii cum

quadani i7iitra in capite in qua sit scripttis, inobediens . . . etfaciem habeat untain
de inelle et debcat uianere ibi eques fuerit et duraverit utercatujn." Bk. II.,

art. CXX. See the chapter treating of executions.
^ Po suite scale delta gran giusticia

Vn tozze d'un caualpreso net ventre
Dun Icon chinho da tui teticia.

Atii Ace. Lincei, 1875-76, p. 51 ; G. Govi. See p. 134, note 3.
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on the side towards the AracoeH church.^ But it did not
remain long in this spot ; for, at the commencement of his

reign (1592), Clement VIII. had the foundations of the palace
laid which abuts on the church. The group was then put
opposite, in the palace of the Conservators, beside a statue of

the Emperor Constantine, which was, before then, on the steps

leading from the Square of the Capitol to Mount Caprino. In

1594, the sculptor Ruggiero Bescape was commissioned, in

return for a sum of three hundred crowns, to restore the head,
neck, and legs of the horse, and also the parts lacking to

the lion, in order that the group might regain its primitive

appearance.^
For a long time, the lion remained in the courtyard of the

palace, exposed to the weather. It was there in 1757. The
Communal Council then inquired what would be the cost of its

definite restoration and removal to one of the rooms of the

palace ; but, on learning that the work would involve an
outlay of six hundred crowns, they decided to leave matters as

before.^

Subsequently, the group was placed on an indifferent sort of

socle, under the covered portico of Clement XL, in the

courtyard of the palace of the Conservators.^ Now, it has been
transported into a higher courtyard, the one in which stands the

reconstituted Forma Urbis.

Poetical Coronations in the Capitol.

petrarch.^

The importance attributed to the poetical coronations cele-

brated in the Capitol proves the fascination it excercised, afar as

well as near. Indeed, the recollection of ceremonies of this kind

1 Aldrovandi, Delia statue antiche^ p. 270. " Sulla piazza di Cajupidogllo . . .

VI e un fraimnento imperfetto di 7Jiarino die e un Hone sopra un cavallo . . .

giudicato maraviglioso da Michelangelo. '' Cf. Michaelis, p. 7; Montagnani, II.

124 ; Richetti, I. 153 ; Helbig, I. n. 541.
''^ Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI.. vol. 104, p. 17 ; A. Bertolotti, Artisti Lombardi,

II. 309. This Bescap^ was a great restorer of the antiquities of the Capitol. He
restored, among others, the statue of Marforio in 1594. He died in September,
J 599 ; he had been "governor" of the corporation of marble-carvers in 1596. {Archiv.

deir Universitd dei Marmorari, vol. VI., fol. 6, 20,) In July, 1599, he is spoken of
as an "appraiser of intaglios." {Ibid.) He did not finish his work.

3 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VII., vol. 89, pp. 104, 108. Sittings of the 8th of
November and of the i6th of December, 1757.

4 See Helbig, I. No. 541, and Burckhardt, Le Cicerone, French translation, ist

part, p. 162, M. This group is admirably wrought. However, the stone has suffered

much from the corrosion of the weather. Vacca is mistaken in claiming that it was
discovered under the pontificate of Paul III. See Michaelis, p. 6.

•5 See the chapters that treat of the eighteenth century and the coronations of
Perfettiand Corilla.
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which were held to have been celebrated in the ancient

Capitol ^ added to the honour of being made the recipient of

the symbolic laurel. In the eyes of Petrarch and his contem-
poraries, no poet could feel sure of immortality until he had
received this consecration, just as no king of the Romans
became emperor, before he had been solemnly crowned in

Rome.
This was why Petrarch accepted with undisguised satisfaction

the offer the Senators made that he should be crowned in the
Capitol. On the same day that he received their missive, viz.,

the 30th of August, 1340, another letter reached him, with a
similar invitation, from the University of Paris, while he was in

his solitude at Vaucluse, engrossed with the composition of his

poem on Africa. Petrarch did not hesitate to give the preference
to Rome, albeit the offer of the Paris University appeared to

him, as he said, an exceedingly flattering one ; for the honour
of being crowned in the Capitol was in his eyes one that

transcended all others.

He set off in February, 1341, and first directed his steps to

Naples, not being willing to take the laurel, until he should have
been proclaimed worthy of it ; and the King, Robert, whose
Court was a literary centre, and who himself enjoyed great
reputation as a writer, seemed to him most qualified to bear
witness to his merit. The trial was a mere formality ; and
Petrarch obtained the diploma which was the object of his

ambition. The good King Robert would have liked to crown
the poet with his own hand ; and he reminded him that, if Rome
possessed the Capitol, Naples held the ashes of Virgil ; but
Petrarch made a point of being crowned in the Capitol ; so he
left, accompanied by two knights that the King gave him to

defend him, and one of whom was assassinated on the way.
The King presented him with his own royal mantle for him to

wear on the day of the coronation ; and he made his entry into

the city on Good Friday, the 6th of April, 1341.^

1 It is certain that, in antiquity, poetical games were celebrated every five years
in the Capitol, and that poets were crowned there : but it is not certain that these
ceremonies had any character of solemnity. An inscription found at Gua-^to in

the Abbruzzo region informs us that, in tie year io6, the poet L. Valerius Pudens,
aged thirteen, was crowned in the Capitol. (Tiraboschi, II. 89. Cf. Suetonius,
Nero, XIII.) This practice was discontinued on the fall of the Roman empire;
certain Italian cities resumed it in the Middle Ages. At Padua, the historian-poet
Albertino Mussato and Bonnatino were crowned ; and at Prato, Convenevole, who
was Petrarch's master. During his banishment, Dante thought of the day when he
should receive the laurel in the church of S. Giovanni at Florence. {Paradiso^
XXV. v.. 9, and I. v, 25.) The crown was sometimes a cap, or a mitre, as the
passage in Uante indicates. (De Sade, Me7noirs of the Life 0/Petra7xhi\n French),

1764, t. II., appendix 7; Gregorovius, III. 339.)
'^ He asserts that he met Laura for the first time on Good Friday (Sonnet III. of

the Sonnets dw-ing the Life ofLaicrd).

G 2
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Two days later, on Easter Sunday, the ceremony took place.^

Twelve young men, clad in red, being sons either of noblemen
or notable citizens, were at the head of the procession. In the

course of the ceremony, they recited a number of verses com-
posed by Petrarch in honour of the Roman people. Behind
them came six Roman nobles, clad in green, a Savelli, a Conti,

an Orsini, a Paparese, a Montanari, an Annibaldi ; each carried a
crown of flowers of different colours. They walked in front of the

Senator Orso, Count of Anguillara,^ who, surrounded by a large

crowd, bore the crown of laurel. The procession then proceeded
to the hall where solemn audiences were held, known as the hall

of the Assectamentum. Petrarch, who had previously retired into

another room, then made his entry, while the trumpets and fifes

sounded, and he advanced covered with the royal mantle of

King Robert. Three times he cried :
" Long live the people !

"

" Long live the Senators !
" " God preserve them in liberty !

"

Afterwards, he made a speech, the text of which, though lost

for a long time, was ultimately recovered.^ Its argument was
based on these two lines from the Georgics (III. v. 291)

—

Sed me Par)iassi deserta per ardua dulcis
Raptat ajHor . . .

When he had ended, the poet bent his knee before the Senator,

who was seated on the Chair of the Assectamentum^ and who
said, as he took the crown from his own head to place it on
Petrarch's :

" This crown is the rewai'd of genius." * Petrarch
proceeded to recite a sonnet in honour of the ancient Romans

;

^ The only account of it is in Monaldesco, Murat., A'. Italic. Script.^ XII. 540.
Cf, ibid.^ 1 1 12. 843. Petrarch makes frequent allusions to this ceremony, but does
not describe it. In Monaldesco's account, there are manifest inaccuracies, but the
substance of it seems to be true.

2 It is somewhat difificult to know who was the other Senator at this date, and
what role he played (at the time there were always two Senators), since the texts are
contradictory. Doubtless, it must have been Stefano Colonna, an old friend of
Petrarch's. Petrarch allows this to be gathered from a letter to Barbato Sulmonese,
which is in his complete works, Basle edition, 1581, t. III. 4. However, the diploma
conferred on him, which is in Vitale, Storia diplotn. del Senatori di Koma^ I. 259,
designates, as also the letter mentioned above, the other Senator under the name of
Giordano Orsini. See also De Sade, who has contented himself with copying the
various texts without display of any critical acumen.

3 Scritti inediti di Francesco Petrarca publicati ed illustrati da Attilio Hortis,

Trieste, 1874, p. 311.
4 The Senator declared Petrarch to be Poet Laureate in these words: '''' Magnu77t

poetain et historicuin declaramus, praeclaro ^nagisterii noifzine insignimusl et in

signutit specialiter poesis^ nos Ursus coines et senatorpraefatus pro nobis et collega

nostro coj'onarn laureajii nostris fuanibus eius capiti irnpressitnus. " De Sade, t'.

III. voucher XIX. gives the text of the patent granted the poet by t'ue Senators.
In it he is said to have received the right to wear the crown of myrtle and the
"poet's costume." As a matter of fact, poets possessed a peculiar costume. Dante
was buried in habito di poeta says Villani, Bk. IX. cap. 133.
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and all those present cried :
" Long live the Capitol and the

poet ! "
1

The ceremony continued with a procession to St. Peter's,

where the poet laid his crown on the tomb of the Apostles, and
the fete concluded with a banquet. ^ Later in his life, Petrarch
feigned to regret having allowed himself to be crowned :

" The
laurels with which my forehead was then girt," he said, " were
too green ; if I had been of riper age or spirit, I should not
have sought them." ^ In reality, he remained very proud of this

distinction all his life, since it was largely responsible for his

glory.*

All the Italian poets were ambitious of the same privilege.

The hope of being crowned in the Capitol consoled Tasso during
his last moments. If he died too soon for his desire to be
realised, the Chevalier Perfetti, two centuries after, furnished an
honourable pretext, as will be seen, for renewing the tradition

for the benefit of those who were amused by puerile evocations
of Rome's past grandeur.

Allegorical Representations Painted on the Walls
OF THE Capitol.

In the Middle Ages, it was a widely-spread custom in Italy to

draw or paint on buildings allegorical subjects for the benefit of

the masses. The first picture of the kind painted on the
Capitol was executed by order of the tribune Rienzo, when he^

raised the Roman people against the opression of the barons. He
chose the outer wall on the side of the Market, in order that it

might be in full view. The composition of this design is

interesting. It represented an immense sea whose waves were
dashing against each other in fury. A dismasted ship was
about to sink ; on the deck appeared a woman in mourning,
with her clothes in disorder and her hair hanging down over her
shoulders ; she was beating her breast and praying to Heaven
with fervour. Above the one vessel, there were four others,

mastless and sailless, and half engulfed in the billows ; on each
of them lay a swooning woman ; they were Carthage, Troy,

1 In one of the apocryphal narratives of this solemnity, it is related that a woman,
wishing to testify her enthusiasm, had prepared a bowl of perfume which she
intended to pour over Petrarcli's head; but her emotion on seeing him was so great
that she made a mistake and poured over him a corrosive liquid. Petrarch, who
was bowing at the moment, lost all his hair. (De Sade, appendix 5.) Petrarch
owns that he went grey early, but he does not mention that he was bald.

'^ Muratori, R. Italic. Script., III'-^. 843, Ex Diario Gentilis Delfini.
3 De Sade, II. 5.
"* '''' Pai'7>a resfortasse dixerit quispiatn sed profecto novitate conspicua ct popidi

Romani plausu et iucujiditate percelebris." (Fam. IV^. Ep. VIII. dated from
Pisa on the 30th of May, 1361.)
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Jerusalem, and Babylon. On one side could be read these
words: "These cities, once powerful, perished through the
iniquity of their inhabitants." On a bandrol placed above the
women was written :

" O Rome, thou wast the fear of all the
universe ; and now thou art going to succumb in thy turn." By
the side of the ship representing Rome, and towards the left,

were two islands ; on one of them was a woman symbolising
Italy ; she was in tears, and cried: "Thou, O Rome, hadst,

subjugated the whole earth; me alone thou treatedst as asister."

On the other island could be seen four women. Justice, Prudence,
Courage, and Temperance ; they were kneeling down and hiding
their faces in their hands, and said :

" Rome, thou possessedst
all the virtues : at present, thou art tossed about by the winds."
On the right of the picture, standing on an islet, was a woman
clad in white, in an attitude of prayer, with her hands held up to

Heaven ; this was Christian Faith. " O my highest Father,''

she said, " my guide and my Lord, if Rome should perish, what
would be my fate !

" At the top, could be seen four rows of

winged animals blowing through horns on the billows, as if to

maintain and increase the tempest's rage. The first row was
composed of lions, bears, and wolves ; they symbolised the

great baronial families of the Orsini and the Savelli ; in the

second row were dogs, swine, and he-goats, representing the

barons' bad advisers ; then came sheep, dragons, and foxes,

images of judges, notaries, and other magistrates ; last of all, in

the hindmost row, appeared hares, cats, apes, she-goats ; these

were the band of brigands, assassins, thieves, and adulterers.^

Often the images so painted were ignominious and intended
as a chastisement. Then, the person to be ridiculed or

punished was represented head downwards. Thus it was that

the tribune had his enemy, the prefect of Vico, painted. Dis-

honest dealers were sometimes condemned to see themselves
exposed in this way. Nor did even the highest personages
escape a like outrageous treatment. The most famous instance

was that of Baron Cesarini, in 1534. He had attacked with

his sword Magalotti, the governor of Rome, just as the latter

was leaving the prisons of the Capitol after a visit, and had
cut off his wrist, because in the preceding year, at Bologna, he had
been ordered by Magalotti not to show himself in arms, according
to the pledge given, in 151 1, by the Roman barons.^ The agree-

ment ran that those who infringed it should be painted head
downwards on the fagade of the Capitol, the same as traitors and

1 Vita de Cola dc Rienzi dsi Tommaso Fortifiocca, Bracciano, 1624, p. 6. A little

later, Rienzo had painted, on the wall of the church of S. Angelo in Pescheria, a
picture more significant still. Cf. Gregorovius, III. 351, 365, note 49.

2 Ratti, Faviiglia Sforza, 11. 283. The peace document was signed on the 27th

of August, 151 1, in the Capitol, with much solemnity, and a medal was struck in

comniemc ration, with the legend ; Pax Romaua,
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assassins, in order to perpetuate the souvenir of their crime.
This chastisement was visited on Cesarini, in spite of his rank.

He was depicted near the cross-bar window that was on the neigh-
bouring tower of S. Maria AracoeH, head downwards, with his

sword and cape, but without hat or doublet. Not until several

months afterwards did the Pope, Clement VII., who was on the
point of dying, allow the image to be effaced.^ At times, also,

the misdeeds of criminals were depicted ; as, for instance, in

15 18, when a priest's crime was thus stigmatised.^

Festivities held in the Capitol in the
Fourteenth Century.

The first festivity held in the Capitol of which any record
has been kept, took place in the year 1326. The Senator,
Giacomo Savelli, who was vicar to King Robert, had just been
expelled by Stefano Colonna and other Roman barons. They
ordered the patarine bell to be rung, and assembled a great
throng about them ; and the people, in their joy, made knights
of Stefano Colonna and Napoleone Orsini, who were forthwith

bathed in rose-water and consecrated, by the twenty-eight
buonuoinini^ in the Aracoeli church. Afterwards, there were
rejoicings

;
platforms were erected on the Square, the trumpets

sounded and nobles splintered lances.

All round the lists might be seem a countless number of

banners and gonfalons.^ In the following year, the Emperor
Louis of Bavaria gave a banquet in the Senatorial palace, in

honour of his coronation ; and, as the night was far advanced
when it ended, he and the Empress slept in the Capitol ; nor
was it until the morrow that he went and established his

quarters in the Lateran."^ In 1347, the tribune Cola di Rienzo
celebrated there the advent of the " happy state."

Nothing is less certain than the reception said to have been
accorded in the Capitol to Amadeus of Savoy,—" the green
Count"—on his return from the war in the East, in 1367.^

1 Moroni, Z>/2r. di Erud., XXXII. 41 ; Lanciani, Bull. Arch. Coju.^ iqoi, p. 253 ;

Cancellieri, Mem. ist. delle sagre teste, p. 78 ; Ughelli, Ital. Sacra, I. 782, and III.

652.
'^ Rev. Dns Archieplscopiis Crayensis hahuit Due. X pro degradatione per

ipsum facta in personam presbiteri Desiderii Lotheringii. Johannes Simon de
Verona pictor hahuit julios XXIV pj'o picturis per eum factis in quadratis
duodecim de excessibus et criminibus dicti Desiderii. {Archiv. di Stato, Taxae
Maleficioruni, Busta I., vol. 3, p. 75.)

'^ P. Cas'miro, Memorie di S. Maria in Araceli^ p. 638 ; Gregorovius, III. 267.

4 Muratori, A'. Italic. Script., XIII. 638.
•^ The only historian that speaks of it is Predari, Storia di Casa Savoja, 1869, I-

196. The other historians, L. Cibrario, Storia delta Monarchia di Savoja, 1844,

III. 203; Guichenon, Storia di Casa Savoja, I. 418; xh^ Polistoria di Ferrara',

Muratori, XXIV. 848, which relate the entry into Rome and the stay there of

Amadeus, make no mention of this fact which is nevertheless held in Rome to be
certain



THE CAPITOL IN THE FIFTEENTH
CENTURY

Transformation of the Senatorial Palace.

In the Act of reconciliation signed between Pope Innocent VI I.

and the Roman people, on the 27th of October, 1404, it was
stipulated, among other conditions, that the palace of the

Capitol should be restored " to its ancient state," and should
become a seat of justice. IteiJi concessit dicta populo Romano
et voluit quod Capitoliinnprefate Urbis reducatur et reduci debeat

adforniam palatii et loci communis judicii. It is probable that

the Romans had made use, against Pope Innocent VII., of the

defences which Boniface IX., his predecessor, had given to the

Senatorial palace. It was doubtless for this reason that the
Pope demanded they should be demolished.^

However, it is not known what work was carried out in conse-
quence ; the reign of Innocent VII. was short (1404- 1408), and
the Papacy, both then and after, had more pressing pre-

occupations than the transformation of the Capitoline palace.

In 1413, the window overlooking the Tarpeian Rock, being
that from which the Senator was bound to witness executions,

was surrounded with a marble case on which were engraven the
armorial bearings of Wenceslaus, King of Naples, who was then
all-powerful in Rome, and who was represented by the Senator
Nicolas di Thiano.^
But few data are to hand regarding the work executed in the

1 Theiner, Codex diploiii. S. Sedis, IIL 131. The King, Ladislaus, had come to

the help of the Pope and had enabled him, as not long before Boniface IX., to quell
the revolt of his subjects. Infessura, ed. O. Tommasini, p. 10.

'^ De niandato Dili Nicolai de TJiiano tunc teinpore Senatoris Urbis per
Dominum re^^eiii Venceslatun fecitJieri tabernaculuvt de uiai'more cuui ar^na sua
sculpta in dictn tabern,iciilo in feiiestratn palatii Capitolii ubi dictus Dils Senator
stat ad videndtitn quandojiunt justitiae ut maris est. Muratori, R. Italic Script.,
XXIV., 1040, Diariuni Ronianuni. The reference is to Niccolo de' Diano, or
Thiano, or Trano, Vitale, p. 381 ; Olivieri, I. 255.
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pontificate of Martin V. (1417-1431), who is reckoned among
the sovereign pontiffs that contributed most to the embeUish-
ment of the Capitol.^ His armorial bearings have been found
engraven on the tower nearest to the Aracoeli church, and on
the fagade ; it is, therefore, probable that he restored the tower
and decorated the fagade. A document dated in 1427 records

some buttress work carried out, as it would seem, in that year,

and most likely done in connection with the repairing of the

tower that bears his name.^
Under the pontificate of Eugenius IV., which was troubled for

ten years by a rebellion of the Romans, the palace was no more
than kept in its usual state. A certain sum, how much is not
indicated, was reimbursed, on the 13th of March 1430, to the
Senator Francesco Ferretti of Ancona for the " reparatione
palatii CapitoliiP ^

Consequently, the palace was in very bad condition. Flavio
Biondo, the author of Roma Instaitrata^ a work composed in

1447,* writes :
" Pudet pigetque a CapitoUo incipienturji eiiis

deformitatein referre . . . N^ic vero p7'aeter latericid doum a
Bonifacio IX ruinis superaedificatajii^ qualem mediocris olim
fastidisset routanus cives^ usibiis sefiatoris et caiisidicoru deputatd^

praeter Arae Coelifratru beati Francisci ecclesid in FeretriiJovis
templifimdainentisextructd^ jiihil habet is Capitoli7tus Tarpeiusve
mons ta7itis olim aedijiciis exornatusT ^ Bernardo Ruccellai, who
visited Rome in 1450, says in speaking of the palace of the

^ Pi\h&xX\my Op7'Csculu77i de Mirabllibtts Urdis, 1515, f. 86 :
''^ Due. diciocto et hoi.

octo pacammo a Antonio dellc Sancto fallenaiiie^ maestro dello palazzo per spese
per esso facte per reparationi de comandainento del presente senatore coine appare
la polissa de di XXIII di decejubi'e.'" Archiv. Se^. Vat., Intr. et Ex. Cam., 1423-
1424, fol. 177, December, 1423. Other small payments made in 1426 and 1427. Ibid.,

quoted by Miintz, Les Antiquites, p. 152.
'-^ Miintz, The Arts at the Court of the Popes (in French), I. 16 :

" Solvi facialis
Nobili viro Nuccio de Giaffo, civi rovian., pro expensis per ipsum factis in
inuris et furcis (M. Miintz thinks this word means buttresses), apud Capitolium
noviter erectis et factis, fi. i6 de bon. 50 pro quolibet floreno et bon. rojnanos 15 et

denarios 2' (^^ July, 1427). Archiv. di Stato, Mand. Camer., 1426-1430, fol. 45.
Montagnani Mirabili, p. 33. According to him, it was Martin V. who introduced
order into the confused str'jctures that stood behind the Senatorial palace, but the
sketch supplied by Heemskerck proves that this work is posterior.

'^ Archil), di Stato, Mand. Camer., 1426-1430, fol. 130. Ferretti ceased to be a
Senator on the 9th of March, 1430. Olivieri, p. 261.

i Pastor, History of the Popes (in French), I. 310 ; Gregorovius, IV. 203.
Burckhardt, Civilisation (in French), I. 222, gives a somewhat earlier date.

5 Blondi Flavii Forlivensis de Roma Triumph. Libri decei7t,^2Ls\Q, 1531 ', Roiua
Instaurata (which is a sequel), Bk. I., § 73. Allowance must be made for the fact

that the author was a humanist, and spoke in comparison with what the Capitol had
been in the time of its splendour ; in the § 66, apropos of the Capitoline hill, Blondi
quotes Virgil and characterises it as '''' silvestribus horrida dumis.'' However,
N. Muffels. who came to R me in 1452 to be present at the coronation of
Frederick III., speaks in almost the same terms of the Capitol ; he says that dead
animals were thrown there (N. Muffels, Beschreilnmg der Stadt Rom, Tiibingen,

1876, p. 52).
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Capitol : '"''Dove al preseiite abita il se7tatore grande parte
casca/o.'^ ^

The result was that the Capitohne magistrates, instead of
sitting in the Capitol, as was prescribed them by the statutes of
the City, held their audiences and convoked the people either in

the cloister or under the portico of the Aracoeli church. This
custom, indeed, was fairly ancient, but it had never been so

frequently resorted to as in the fifteenth century. In 1267,
when Guido de Montefeltro, vicar of the Senator, Henry of

Castile, decided the Romans to ally themselves with the

communes of Pisa and Sienna and to the other Ghibelline cities of
Tuscany, he convoked the people's assembly in the Aracoeli
church.^ The statutes of 1363 prescribe that certain formalities

should be observed in this place ; it is true that the case referred

to is a peculiar one, being an attestation rather than a judiciary

inquiry.^ Moreover, the church was then considered to form
part of the palace ; and a heavier penalty was inflicted on those
guilty of any excess in it, just as if the misdeed had been
committed in the precincts of the palace.*

The confirmations of the statutes granted between 1402 and
142 1 all bear the mention :

''^Actiwt in ecclesia S. Mariede Ai^aceW^
or " Actum iji seciatdo re?tclaustro Ecclesiae S. Marie de Araceli "

or ''''Actum in renctaustro Ecclesiae S. Marie de Araceli ^^ or
'''' Actimi in loco nostre solite reside7itie de AraceW^ or ''''Actum

apud Aramceli^' or ''Actum in amhitu secundi reclaustri

AraceliP ^ Another series of Acts, the Gabelle sales, give still

more precise indications as to the place where the popular
magistrates used to hold their sittings. The Sale Act of the

Gabelle oi \\i^ soldanus is dated: ''Actum Ronte ante portam
Araceli caput schalis dicte ecclesie''^ ; the sale of the musk Ga-
belle is dated : ""Actwn Rome iji domibus residentie dictorum
• • • Consefvatorum sitein Araceli ^^

; the Gabelle of the cloth

sales is dated : ''''Actum Ro?nei?i domibus residentie domiftorum
Co7tservatoru7n site infra claustru77t conve7ttus S. Marie de

Aracoeli'' ^

1 Archiv. della R. Soc. Romana di Storia Pairia, IV., fasc. IV., p. 577.
'^ ".

. . 77iore rojnano generate et speciale consilium Couiunis Ro7nae factu^n
fuit in Ecclesia S. Marie de Capitolio per vocein preconum et sonuin campane de
hoininibus ipsorum Consiliarioruni more solito congregatorum ^ convocatis etiaiii

ad dictum consilium Consulibus Mercatorum et Capitibus artium Urbis
Romae ..." Delgiudice, Cod. diplom, di Carlo I e II, t. II. 95.

•^ " Mulier accusata vel inquisita . . . aut vadat personaliter ad Eccl.

S. Mariae de Araceli ad respondendum ..." Bk. II., art. 72.
4 Bk, IL, art. iii. Article 151, which forbids stones and^ darts to be cast

against the painted windows of churches, makes particular mention of the Aracoeli

church. »

5 Stevenson, loc. cit., pp. 58, 60, 61, 65, 66, 71, 72, 74, 198, 211, 221 ; Gatti, loc. cit..^

pp. 121, 122.

6 Archiv. di Stato, Reg. Cam, Capit., 1421-1425, fol. 4, 13, 34,
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From 1 42 1, these mentions are met with less often. However,
on the 4th of September, 1428, a testimonial letter handed by
the Conservators to the notary De Cambris bears on it :

" Datum Rome apiid Aramceli locum nostre residentie, " ^

In order finally to put a stop to this abusive practice, Pope
Martin V., in the twelfth year of his pontificate, promulgated a

Bull forbidding, thenceforth. Senators, Conservators, and other

magistrates to hold sittings either in the cloister or in the

church of S. Maria Aracoeli.^ On the other hand, the prior of

the caporio7ii was required to render justice in the palace of the

Capitol, by one of the articles of the treaty concluded between
the people and Pope Eugenius IV. ,^ just as, by the statutes of

the City, the Senator was bound to reside in it.* However,
there were further infractions of the interdiction throughout the

whole of the century.'^

Pope Nicholas V., who did much for Rome, took measures
besides to make the palace of the Capitol more suitable. Im-
provements were begun in the year 145 1, the jubilee having
apparently supplied the Apostolic Chamber and the City

Chamber with the necessary funds. " In nello anjw 145 1 papa
Nicola se deo alio edifitio et ad acconciare Roma . . . et fece
acconciare Campituoglio^^ says Infessura.^ The work done by
the Pope was very considerable. He strengthened and raised

higher, if he did not entirely build, the tower on the side of

the Arch of Septimus Severus, the tower afterwards taking

his name. His armorial bearings appear near the top, as

also those of Pope Innocent VIII. and Cardinal Cibo, his

nephew, a little lower down. He restored the two towers bear-

ing the name of Boniface IX., which flanked the east side of

the palace ; and, last of all, he raised the height of that part of

1 Cod. Vat. 5994, fol. 72. 2 p, Casimiro, Me7norie, p. 705.
3 E. Rodoranachi, Cojiimunal Institutions ofRojne (in French), p. 153.
4 Statutes of 1363, Bk. Ill,, art. I. Subsequently the Conservators were com-

pelled to reside likewise. Statutes of 1580, Bk. III., art. IV.
5 Casimiro quotes, p. 707, an Act of 1468 which begins: ^'' Coiistitutae dictae

partes . . . Presenti a domini senatoris sedcntis in quodaiii lapide ina7nnoi'eo

situin iuxta porta7n ecclesiae aracoeli versus Capitoliuni "
; another Act of T476 is

worded: '''' Actutn in regione campitelli et ift reclaustro fratrum niinoruni
ecclesiae sanctae Mariae de aracoeli ex opposito capellae capitularis dictae
ecclesiae'" \ last of all, an Act of 1504: '" Constitutus personaliter coram . . .

niagnijici viri . . . Urbis senatoris illustris sedente pro tribunali in quodam
sedili marmoreo sito in ecclesia S. Mariae de Aracoeli iuxta ostium respiciois
palatimn Capitolii.'' An Act, dated the 14th of April, 1496, is thus expressed :

" Coram nobili et sapicnti viro d. Johannis Francisci de Mauchis de Tude7^to ju?^is
utriusque doctori itidicepalatino et collaterali Cu7'ie Cdpitolii sedentepro tribunali
in quoda77i pilo 77ia7^77i07'eo sito apud po7^ta77i ecclesiae Sancte Marie de Aracoeli
respicieiite77t palatiu77t Capitolii.'" Archiv. Stor. Capit., Prot. 122, car. 227. In

1455, a decision recognising a girl's virtue, ''''pro ho7iestate dicte piielle^'' had been
given, " /;« quoda77i podio Inpideo sito ante Ecclesia/7i Sancte Ma7'ie A7'acoeli'''

(19 December). Archiv. di Stato, Prot. 706, Atti Laurentius di Festis, p. 1.

Last of all, the statutes of 1519-1523 reproduce the article of the statutes of 1363,
which have been quoted (Bk. XL, art. 72). 6 Ed. Tommasini, p. 49.
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the palace which is situated on the side towards the Forum.
The building w^ork was carried out by Pietro de Varese/ ^ under
the superintendence of Nello di Bartolommeo, delegated by
the Pope. Artists of renown, such as the painter Bartolommeo
di Tommaso of Foligno, the sculptor Paolo di Mariano of

Sezze, otherwise called Paolo Romano, worked at the decora-

tion of the palace. Bartolommeo painted the frieze of the

large hall in w^hich the Senator held his audiences. Paolo di

Mariano carved marble casings for the windows of the first

story in front, to the left of the loggia. A marble staircase was
built nella volta nova^ perhaps on the side towards the S.

Maria Aracoeli church.^ A Venetian worker in marble,
Francesco, made a marble door, under the image of the

Madonna that is in the palace vestibule. Another worker in

marble, Baldassare, carved four marble escutcheons with the

Pope's coat of arms, and, besides, built two marble chimney-
pieces.* Appropriating the language of Augustus, Nicholas V.
might have said that he had found the Capitol of brick and
had left it of marble. But the expense was great. During the

years 145 1 and 1452 there was one payment after another,

making a total appreciably more than four thousand ducats,

besides the tower, which alone cost more than a thousand.
The work went on in the following pontificates. Pius II.

ordered a hundred and forty florins to be paid to the carpenter
Cencio Jacobi Vannucii, a Roman citizen, on January the i6th,

1459, and forty-nine florins to Galasso of Bologna, on the 17th of

July, for work done in the Guard-room.'^ At the same time, the

Pope furnished them with two thousand cross-bow shafts. In the

same year, Antonio of Pontianis delivered an order for the pay-

ment of four florins and twelve bolognini for work of a similar

kind.^ Under Paul II., the expenses for keeping things in order

1 "^ 1710 Pietro de Varese nipote di in^ Beltraiiio adi detto (31 December, 1452),
due c. 1000 di oro de camera . . . per parte de la torefa dietro a Chainpiticoglio a
lato dove si vende il sale a rninuto. . . . Per 'resto e saldo dachordo de la tore a
fatta a Champituoglio a lato ala porta dove si vende il sale in sul chanto da lato

dietro. . .
." (9 March, 1453). Miintz, The Arts at the Court of the Popes (in

French), I. 150. Cf. Montagnani, // Museo Capitolino, I. 34. The words : '''Dove

si vende il sale'' are explained in the chapter Tabularium.
^ Bertolotti, Artisti Loinbardi, I. 45.
'^ "^ Jacovo de Petrasanta jiiarmoraro per doiporticellefece nella sala grande

di Cavipituoglio, et pey ligradi della scala di marina che sono nella volta nova, et

certi altri lavori, con accordoy Due. 34." Arch, di Stato, Reg. Cam. Capit., fol.

83, ist January, 1452.
-1 Miintz, The Arts at ihe Court ofthe Popes (in French), I. 150.
5 Miintz, ibid., 294-295.
(' Archiv. diSiato, M. Camer. , 1460-1462, fol. 20. In 1461, under the pontificate

of Pius IL, were de-troyed some remains of ancient monuments that were still on
the Capitol : "^4 m^ petro mannoraro con suo garzone sonoper opere XX lavorare
a cauar travertini a cdpitolio. . . . (30 May).

—

A Ainbrosio da Milano a cauar
petre a cdpitolio . . . (24 June).

—

A Maganello et suoi compagni a cavar petre a
cdpitolio. . . . (December).—Sihestro per carrecte XXXVj de petra tirata co
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amounted to 448 florins, 68 bol., paid to Egidio of Toccho
and his companions, et sociis^ by order of the Pope. The
order for payment mentions that the payments were for buttress-

arches, pavements, doors, windows, floors, a wooden entrance-

staircase, repairs to the roof.^ It must, therefore, have been an
important restoration ; but, apparently, the general aspect of the

palace was not much altered. In 1470, there was an expenditure
of 32 florins, 71 bol. for doing up, as it would seem, the Guard-
room.^

Sixtus IV. had the door made in the Tabidarium^ as will be
again mentioned further on. To this Pope was due the com-
mencement of the Capitoline museums, which will be spoken of

in the chapter devoted to them. During the years from 1489 to

1492, the work was continued, and a good deal was done,^

especially to the Tabidariiim. Some minor improvements were
made in 1499.*

Palace of the Conservators.

The transformation of the Capitol was parallel with the modi-
fications in the organisation of the Municipality.

While the Senatorial magistracy, created in times gone by in

order to hold in check the sovereign pontiffs, became more and
more dependent on the Holy See, and assumed an exclusively

judiciary character, the authority of the bannerets, banderesi^\.h.en

of the Conservators, who were the direct representatives of the

people, rapidly increased.^

They had, therefore, their palace, which was already building,

at the beginning of the fifteenth century, beside the Senatorial

palace. Although it does not figure on the ancient plans of the

Capitol, it none the less existed in the year 1408 and was, at

that date, the usual abode of the bannerets as appears from the

document below.^

suoi bufall . . . da cdpitolio.'''' LancianI, Storia degli Scavi di Roma, Rome,
1902, I, 67. Other excavations of the same kind took place in 1520, as will be
related.

1 Archiv. di Stato, M. Camer,, 1468-1469, fol. 200.
2 Ibid., 1470-147 1, fol. 21. "i^/. 32, b. 71. Magro Doniinico de Florentiafabro

lij-naminis per euvt expensis infaciendas cej'-tas do7nics hi palatio Capitoliipro ttsu

stipendiatorui7i.
"

'^ Miintz, Antiquities ofthe City ofRome (in French), p. 153.
4 From the i6th of Jan., B. 35 co7it. a certi fachini che partar0, certi preti di

porfdo ad palazo, cotite apare per mandate delli conse'rvatori. D.O., b. 35. Id.,

baj. 20. From the 21st of Jan., id., baj. 10. 26th Jan., id., baj. 20. Reg. Cam.
Capit. , 1497-1502, fol. 90 V.

'5 This progressive substitution has been explained and studied in detail in

Chapters VII. and VIII. of our work on the Communal Institutions of Rome.
6 " Banderenses intraverunt in palatio Apostolico etjuravei'unt in manibns card.

S. Angeli esse fideles S. Matris Ecclesie, et 7-ecepernnt banderas consnetas tempore
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In another document, dated in the year 14 lo, mention is also

made of the bannerets' residence ; but it is called a house. It

must, in fact, have been a very modest dwellings which explains

why it does not figure in the plan of Sienna. A drawing of

Heemskerck's shows it as it was a century later.

In 1429,^ some joinery or carpentry was done in it ; and
some repairs to it were made in 1433.^ But it was Pope
Nicholas V. who, while' repairing the Senator's palace, gave
also to the abode of the Conservators the appearance of a palace :

^'' Edifico lo palazzo delli Conse^vatori^^'^ says Infessura. In

reality, the restoration he carried out was a veritable recon-

struction. Then it was that were built the semicircular arcades,

some vestiges of which are still visible in the interior of the

palace courtyard * and
which figure on the
plans of Heemskerck
and Kock.

In 1473, a cistern was
added to the palace of

the Conservators, which
cost twenty-five florins.^

On the 2 1 St of July,

another payment of

thirty florins was made
for work " in perfectione

fabricae reparatio7us cisternae palatii eorurn residefitiaeP

Sixtus IV. having given to the Conservators the colossal head
of an emperor which was at the Lateran, they, being much
embarrassed to find a suitable position for it, had it placed
between two of the pillars that formed the peristyle of their

antiquo. . . . Quatuor eoruin Consiliarii cum baculis in inanu iverunt versus
Capitolium, et ibi in Capitolio fuerunt recepti dicti Banderensii ab onuiibus
Capitibzis Regiotium cu7n banderiis, ut inoris est, cui7i inagno gaudio. Item post
receptionejn ivertint ad eorum palatiwu^ ubi pritno eor7C7ii residentia utebatur et

ibi feceru7it T-eside7itia77i.'" Muratori, R. Italic. Script.^ XXIV. g2>g, Diariu77z
Ro77ianu77t.

1 Miintz, The Arts at tJte Court of the Popes (in French), I. i6. ''^ Provido viro
Meo dello {or deito) Archiprete carpe7itario de regione Trivii 60 Jio7^enos auri de
ca77te7'-a pro certis laboreriis per eu77t /actis i7t do77to 77zag7i'yicoru77i do77iinoru77i con-
servatoru77i dicte U7^bis'' (31 December, 1429), Cf. Montagnani, // Miiseo Capitolirio,

I. 33. In another document quoted by Miintz, ibid., this Meus bears the title ofMagister Palatii Capitolii.
2 Ibid., p. 50: "... ^^ 77iandatu77i do77iinoru77i Conservatoru77i ahjie U7-bis

solvatis . . . pro aediJicatio7ie seu reparatione do}noru77i residentie ipso7^u77i Coji-

servatoru77tJlor. au. de ca77t. C"
•^ Ed. Tommasini, p. 49, line 26. ** See p. 191, Fig. 50.
5 ' Magnijicis al77iae Urbis conservatoribus

, ft. auri de ca77tera XXV exponen.
per ipsos do77iinos co7iser7Jato7^es in J~ab7nca77i citernae palatii eoru77t residentiaeJ"^

Miintz, 11. 169. This cistern was the object of numerous repairs ; and disappeared
in the sixteenth century, at the time of the transformation of the inner courtyard,
and the bringing of the water to the fountain of the large palace. An inscription had
been placed there. Forcella, I. n. 38.

FIG. 15.—THE ROMAN SHE-V^OLF,
FIGURED ON AN ANCIENT MEDAL.
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palace. It was still there in 1565, as the plan of Lafreri proves,

which was drawn out at this time. This colossal head, indeed,

is shown on the earlier plans of Heemskerck and Kock.^ At
that epoch it was thought to be the head of Nero or Commodus.
Since then, it has been attributed to Domitian. Helbig is of

opinion that it represents the younger Nero.^ It came from the

temple of Peace built by Vespasian and burnt in the reign of

Commodus.^ It now adorns the courtyard of the palace,

together with the Emperor's hand, which was given at the same
date. Pope Sixtus IV. also offered to the Conservators the
bronze She-Wolf, which subsequently became the most vener-
ated object in the Capitoline collections, as much by reason of

the souvenirs it called forth as by its intrinsic merit. It was,
first of all, placed above the entrance door. The Pope went to

the expense of having it set up.*

1 Every representation of the palace of the Conservators shows it in this place.

An inscription mentioned by De Rossi, Insc. Christ.^ I. 396, and published in

C.I.L., no. 1275, confirms this indication. It reads: "/?? angulo parietis aedium
conservatoruDi in exterioriporticu contra occiptit capitis colossi aenei." Cf. De
Reumont, Geschichte der Stadt Roin^ TII^ 397; Burckhardt, The Cicerone
(in French), Antique Art, p. 60 ; Manuzio, quoted by Michaelis, La Collezione
Capitolina, p. 14.

'^ Helbig, I. 538. The reference is perhaps to a fragment of the gigantic statue of
Domitian, celebrated by Statius, Silvae, I.

Equus Max. Do77iitia.

Vae super imposito moles geinmata colosso

Stat latium complexa forujn : coelone peractum
Fluxit opus : siculis an conjirmata caminis
Effigies^ lassMn Steropem Brontemgue religuit ?

^ Cf. J. Burckhardt, The Cicerone (in French), I. 152 ; Montagnani, II. 128. The
two feet and the arm which are in the courtyard of the Museum with the bust, have
the same origin.

4
'

' Solvi facialis . . . Conservatoribus Fl. C. exponendos in fabrica loci in quo
statuenda est apud eorum palatium luppa cnea quae hactenus erat apud s. Joh.
Lateranensem^ et in certi^; aliis ornajnentis predicti eoru7n palatii juxta
ordinationem SS^ni D. N. pape.'' Order to pay dated the 13th of November, 1471.
Archiv. di Stato, Mand, Camer., an, 1471-1473, fob 51. I'his She-Wolf is an old
piece of work and seems to date back to the fifth century before our era. Perhaps,
in order to make the She-Wolf the Mother of the Romans, the two twins figuring in

this group were added about this period. Such is the opinion of Burckhardt, The
Cicerone, I. 163, and of Janitschek, Repertor./iir Kunsizvissenschaft,Y . 263. no. 12.

F. Bonfigli, Roma veduta in otto giorni, Rome, 1854, P- 4Ij attributes the twins to

Giacomo della Porta. However, antique medals most often represent the She-Wolf
with the Twins, and turning her head to look at them. Moreover, the text of Cicero,

quoted further on, shows that the She-Wolf of the Capitol suckled the Twins. Of
the two medals reproduced here, one is very ancient, since it was struck in the time
when the Romans established themselves in Campania ; the second is comparatively
modern, and dates back only to the end of the Empire. On both, Romulus and
Remus are represented. The She-Wolf's neck is bent, in harmony with the form of
the medal, and to avoid the straight line of the bronze which, in fact, is rather hard.

Sometimes the She-Wolf is alone, in a threatening attitude, for instance on the

denarii of Publius Latrienus (Helbig, 618 ; cf. Babelon, Coins 0/ the Republic of
Rome (in French), Paris, 1885). Some think that the She-Wolf of the Capitol is the
same that was in existence in antiquity and was struck by lightning, in the year
65 B.C., at the time of Catiline's conspiracy, from which circumstance Cicero
derived great advantage. '"'' Co7nplures inCapitolio res de coelo esse percussas. . . .

Tactics est etia77i ille qui hanc Urbe77i condidit, Ro7nuhts que77i inau7'atu77i i7i
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Pictorial Representations of the Capitol in i he
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries.

The representation of the Capitol contained in the Cod. Vat.

i960, which has ah'eady been spoken of, is the only one which

the thirteenth century has bequeathed us. For the following

periods, several exist. The first is that figuring on the seal of

Louis of Bavaria,! and bearing the date of the year 1328.

The Senatorial palace is flanked with two towers, and the

-THE ROMAN SHE-WOLF, FIGURED ON AN ANCIENT
MEDAL.

staircase is shown on which the magistrates stood when they
assembled the people, and which served as a place of execution.

Capitolioparvum atqite lactante7n uheribics lu^mis mhiantefii fuisse mefuinistis.'''

Cicero, in his Catiline Orations, III., cap. VIIL— Cf. Dion Cassius, Bk. XXXVII.

,

cap. 25 ; Sallust, Catilina, XXX. Cf. Nibby, I. 8i, and Montagnani, p, 136, who
asserts that the She-Wolf was struck by Hghtning on the death of Caesar, according
to Titus Livy 1 The right hind leg of the She-Wolf bears, indeed, evident traces of

fire, but since it has been repaired many times and some parts welded at a very high
temperature, as the nature of the work shows, it may be that these traces are merely
the result of one of such operations, so that it is most difficult to decide if Nibby and
De Brosses were right to be enthusiastic about the singular accident which brought
back the ancient symbol of the Roman fatherland to its first resting-place. About
the tenth century the She-Wolf was in the Lateran, in front of the seat of the
'^ indices palatini." A design reproduced by Tommasini in his edition of Infessura,

pi. III., which design belongs to the middle of the fifteenth century, represents a
scene of torture that took place before the She-Wolf in 1438.

'"'' Messer Nicola fo
appeso neir orjno della piazza di Santo Joanni, ad Capocciola et Garofalo liforo
mozze le inano ritte, et poi foro arsi nclla ditta piazza, e Ic dittc viani ftiro
chiavellate aceant alia lopa de metalio, in quello inuro, come delle preditte cose si

vede la memoria pente coj)ie s'entra la ecclesia de Santo Janni ad mano ritta su ad
altoJ" Infessura, ed. Tommasini, p. 38. Cf. Paolo dello Mastro, Diar. :

'^ £t le li

degano esser tagliate la inano ritta e chiavellarle in quello muro dovesta in mezo la

lopa.'' Cf Paolo Petroni, who, on this occasion, speaks of the ''' torre appresso all'

olmo di sopra ad una lopa di metallo che sta nella delta torre." See p. 199 and
following ; Rohault de Fleury, The Lateran in the Middle Ages (in French), pp.

493} 496, 498 ; E. Miintz, Revue archeologique, 1876, p. 261 ; Stevenson, Scoperte
di aniichi edi/lzi ad Laterano, Rome, 1877, p. 48. 1 See p. 76, note 4.

H
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The design being very summary, the lion utiHsed eis an
instrument of punishment does not appear.

In the Dittaniojido of Fazio degii Uberti, which is in the

possession of the French National Library, under the catalogue
heading ''''fonds italien 8i," and which was written in 1447 by
Andrea Morena de Lodi, the Capitol is not indicated.^ On the

contrary, in the view of Rome painted by Taddeo di Bartolo on
one of the walls of the chapel of the communal palace of Sienna,

the Capitol is clearly visible with its two towers and staircase.

But the painter, wishing to show the arcade that was below,

has represented by an awkward perspective this staircase as

being joined to the fagade. The gibbet, no doubt a very high
one, which had been erected on Mount Caprino, seerriS to

tower above the palace.^ The
view of Rome contained in the

Hour Book of the Due de
Berry and at present in the

Concle Museum, is, so to speak,

a replica of this plan, at least

as far as the palace of the

Capitol is concerned.^
The painter Taddeo, who

was born in 1363, died in 1422 ;

but the representation of Rome
which he painted at Sienna
gives its appearance at a
much earlier date ; for he
must have worked, as Steven-

son thinks, from materials

dating back at least to the preceding century.

In Ptolemy's " Cosmographia^^ which exists in the French
National Library, under the catalogue heading ''^fonds latin

4802," and in the Roman Vatican, Cod. Urbinate 277,

both of them apparently written in 1472, there is a pano-
ramic view of Rome.^ The Capitol is represented with

the church of S. Maria Aracoeli beside it. It is flanked with

two towers, and the gibbet stands behind ; in front of the church
appears the staircase built in 1348. What would suggest that

this design of the Capitol is earlier than the period in which the

manuscript was composed, and that it is perhaps the copy of an

1 Gio. Batta. de Rossi, Piante iconografiche di Roma, 1879.
2 This plan has l)een more particularly studied by Stevenson, in the Bullettino

della Comju. Archeologica Coat, di Ro7?ia, 1881, p. 74. Didron drew attention to it,

in 1865, in the Annates archeologiques, p. i, Monog7-aph ore the Chapel of the

Palace of the Republic of Sienna (in French).
3 Miintz has treated of this representation of Rome in the Antiquities of the City

of RomeiSn French), 1886, p. 6 and followmg. ^ De Rossi, ibid.

FIG. 15.—FRAGMENT OF THE
REDI PLAN OF ROME, CON-
TAINED IN THE COD. LAUR.
RED. 77.
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older document, is that the abode of the Conservators whicli
ahxady existed, as has been said, does not appear in it. The
panoramic view painted by Benozzo GozzoH, on a fresco in the
church of St. Augustine at San Gemignano, dates back certainly to

FIG. 19.—FRAGMENT OF THE PLAN OF ROME CONTAINED IN THE
MS. OF THE FRENCH NAT. LIB., FONDS LATIN 4802.

1465.1 The Capitol is shown in it such as it had become in con-
sequence of the improvements carried out by the Popes of the
fifteenth century. A bell-tower of exaggerated height rises above
It

;
and, on either side, are the towers built by Nicholas V.

1 This fresco represents St. Augustine leaving Rome. Miintz has dealt with thedesign of Rome in the Bulletht of the Society of French AntiauariaiTTl^o ^lin the Antiquities of the City of Rome (both in French)
^ ''^'^''^^ ^^^^^' ^^-^' ^"d

Lore.
H 2
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The Redi plan, which is in the " Laurentiana " Library at

Plorence, and which was made by Alessandro Strozzi, is not

quite so old. It was designed in 1474, and shows the Capitol

with its two battlemented towers, its arched porch, its windows
few in number, a veritable fortress, capable of being used by the

people against pontifical authority. Last of all, the large view
of Rome, painted on canvas, which is at present in the Mantua
museum, gives only a symbolic representation of the Capitoline

palaces. The palace of the Conservators is shown, and that of

the Senator also; but the latter is divided into two parts, with a
big tower and very low subsidiary buildings, an aspect which it

certainly never presented. This plan, which is closely related

to the one contained in the chronicle printed at Nuremberg in

1493, the text of which was written by Schedel and the engravings
of which were drawn by Michael Wolgemut and Pleydenwulff,

dates back probably to the year 1490, as Rossi and Miintz have
proved.
Then come the representations of Marten van Heemskerck

and Hieronymus Cock or Kock, made in the sixteenth century,

which will be spoken of again.

The Tabularium.

From the end of the first half of the Middle Ages, the

Tabularium was used as a salt repository. The basement
part of the structure had perhaps been so employed even
in antiquity.^

It is possible that this was the place where the tribune Cola
di Rienzo had the salt stored, when he made its sale a monopoly
of the commune of Rome.^ What is certain is that, at the

beginning of the fifteenth century, the Tabularium was the

regular salt repository. This appears from the text of the treaty

concluded, on the 27th of October, 1494, between the sovereign
pontiff and the Romans, by which the latter acquired all the

salt stored there, with the exception of a thousand rubbia, these

belonging to the Holy See.^ Moreover, Poggio, writing in the

time of Martin V., affirms of the Tabulariwn that it was
'^ Publici nunc salis receptaculumP ^ The level of the ground

1 Gregorovius, III. 400, note 9. In 1360 Innocent VI. handed over the
Tabularium to the Canons of the Church of SS. Sergio e Bacco, near the Cap'tol,
which has shice been destroyed. '"'' Quoddain casalenutn quod dicituj- Cajneliana
{Cancellaria : see as to this appellation what is said further on) ipsius ecclesie

positu7n retro dicta7Ji ecclesiatn cui ab uno latere est palatiuin Capitolii . . . ab
alio est via publica que dicitur Faba TostaJ" Lanciani, Storia degli Scavi^ p. 39.
Cf. Jordan, To^ogr.^ II. 458. Cf. p. 22.

2 Vita de Cola de Rienzi, cap. VI.
•^ Theiner, Codex diploin. S. Sedis, III. 134. '^ De Varietate Fortunae, p. 8.
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rose on the side of the Forum to the height of the first story

windows, as is seen in Sadler's reproduction. One of its

apertures was enlarged to make the door which still exists, but

is to-day much above the ground level, in consequence of

successive clearings since then.

Pope Nicholas V. gave orders for certain repairs and appro-
priations to be carried out, and they were entrusted to the

master-mason, Giacomo da Pietra Santa. He it was who carved
the Pope's coat of arms let into the side wall of the building,

that facing towards the church of S. Maria Aracoeli. Pietro di

Giovanni da Varese, also, was employed in the work. As pre-

viously stated, he built the buttress tower placed against the

Tabidariiun near the Arch of Septimus Severus, which at present

bears the name of the tower of Nicholas V.^ It was these
alterations which caused some writers, and among them Guat-
tani,^ to say that this Pope had disfigured the Capitol, in order

to establish in it a salt repository.

This portion of the Capitoline palace was the object of con-

tinual restorations, no doubt necessitated by the corrosive action

of the salt, traces of which are still visible to-day on the walls

of the lower rooms,^ and also by the great importance that the

repository naturally acquired, in proportion as the City developed.
Now, this development was peculiarly rapid in the course of the

fifteenth century. In 1466, Paul II. put certain small alterations

into the hands of Ascenzo and Giovanni da Mantova, who were
masons ; and, in 1468, someone named Firmo da Caravagio was
similarly commissioned.^ Sixtus IV. also had repairs effected in

the Tabidariiun by Lorenzo da Pietra Santa, whose name occurs

so often in orders to pay of this period. The repairs were
continued by Innocent VI 11.'^

1 A Jacovo di Cristoforo da Pietrasanta pei' tina poi-ta di iiiarnio per csso

lavorata c per le arine che son paste nella salara, Due, XI V^ bol. i6 (ist January,
1452), (Reg. Cam. Capitolina, fol. 82.) A Maestro Pietro di Giovanni da Varese
tiipote di Maestro Beltraino.^ Due. C perparte dei lavori che afatti alia Salara di
Caiiipidoglio (March, 1453). {Archivio di Stato, Spese di Palazzo, fol. 93.)

2 Roma descritta ed illustrata, Rome, 1805, I. too.

^ In the seventeenth century, as will be seen, all this part of the Tabularlum had
to be underpinned.

•^ Fl. XXX inagistro Johanni de Majitua et sotiis pro parte solutionis eoruui
inercedis ratione fabrice quani faciu7it in voltis seu architectis in Dohana salis ad
grossum in palatio Capitolii {6 Sept., 1466). Flo?-. L inagro. Firvio de Caravagio
7nuratori pro parte solutionis certe fabrice quaiii ipse ex ordinatione Cainere fecit
infaciendo certa architecta iji Salaria Capitolii {$ Dec, 1468). (Mand. Camerali,

1464-1473, fol. 31 ; 1466-1468, fol. 60.)
•5 Flo?\ centum de Camera Latirentio de Petra Sancta expo7iendos per ipsum in

fabrica Salariae Apostolicae in Capitolio (April, 1477). Flor. L de Camera Magistro
Laurentio de Petra Sandaprofabrica salariae Capitolii de qtdbus dehebit reddere
computum (June, 1477). Flor. XIV Magro. Basso de Florentia lapicida pro
factura quinqne lapidum cum armis Ssmi, D. N. et Commissarii ponendorum
sitper Salariam Capitolii. Item solvatis Due. II pro ponendis in loco dcbito et

ordinate Jiujusmodi lapidibus Alfonzo dc Anaiiia notario dicti Salis qui habcbat
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It was under the pontificate of Pope Sixtus IV., in 1477, that

the doorway built of blocks of travertine was completed, which
gave access to the salt repository and which to-day opens above
the level of the ground, in the narrow street skirting the Capitol

on its eastern side (Via dell' Arco di Settimo Severo).^ This
doorway, with its semicircular arch, surmounted by a straight

architrave, has received the name of Pope Sixtus IV., whose
armorial bearings, the oak of the Delia Rovere, are visible

above in the middle ; those of the Roman people are on the
left ; those of Cardinal d'Estouteville, the Camerlingo, are on
the right. Below, in the frieze of the door, are three escut-

cheons of smaller size ; those at the ends, representing a swine,

belong to the celebrated family of Porcari, a member of which,
Bernardo Porcio di Trejo, was caporione about the time when
the doorway was built.^ As regards the middle escutcheon, its

attribution is difficult. It would seem that the arms figuring on
it are those of Lorenzo Roverella, Bishop of Ferrara, for similar

bearings existed on his tomb.^
Higher up, above the armorial bearings of Sixtus IV., are

represented, superposed, the arms of Cardinal Cibo and those
of Pope Innocent VIII.
The care taken by the chief personages in those days thus to

commemorate their name near this doorway shows that it must
have been a great thoroughfare and that great importance was
attached to its construction.

In 1477, some work was done needful for keeping the Salara
in a good state of repair, which cost one hundred and fifty

florins.* Innocent VIII. had his coat of arms put up there, as

curain facieiidi poni dictos lapides in dictis locis ordinatis et de illls satisfaciat
muratori qui dictos lapides ponat (19 Aug., 1489). {Archiv. Seg. Vat., Int. et

exitus, vol. 1476-1477, fol. 175 and 238 ; vol. 1489-1492, fol. 6j.)
1 Its raised level is explained in the following way. Owing to the market being

held for several centuries on the Square of the Capitol, the Intennontiuni had risen

considerably, as also the slopes turned towards the Capitol. At the time of the

reconstruction work advised by Michael Angelo, the ground was cleared, the heap of
rubbish was thrown into the Forum, and the ancient level reappeared, much lower
than the artificial surface. See Huelsen, pp. 9, 13, and Otto Richter, Topographic der
Stadt Ro7Ji, p. 98. 2 Infessura, ed. Tommasini, p. 83.

3 The reproduction of these arrhorial bearings is found in Litta, Famiglie celebri.

Appendix to the genealogy of this family. Those engraven on the tomb have been
destroyed. This bishop may have been Governor of the Capitol. On the death of
Sixtus IV. (1484), Fustus Baldinus, Bishop of Ceuta, was designated to fill the post

(Burchard, I. 10). Lorenzo Roverella had been appointed Governor of Perugia by
Sixtus IV. in 1474 (Moroni, XXIV. 179). The Pope entrusted him, maybe, with the

guarding of the Capitol in 1478, on the death of the Senator Cesi. It will be remarked,
indeed, that while the arms of the prior of the Caporioni figure on the lintel of the
door, those of the Senator are lacking.

4 De luandato . . . J?, centum de Camera Lattrentio de Petrasancta exponendos
per ipsum infahrica sahiriae apostolicae in Capitolio (21 April, 1477). De mandato
. . . Jior. quinquaginta de Came^'a magistro Latirentio de Petrasancta pro/abrica
salariae {j ]\ine, 1477). (Miintz, The Arts at the Court of the Popes, II. 169) (in

French). Muffel speaks of this repository, p. 52.
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well as on the Nicholas V. tower, which allowed it to be supposed

that the work already done had been executed by his order, and
therefore under his pontificate (1489).^ There was some

FIG. 20.—DOORWAY OF SIXTUS IV.

the cost of whichrestoring work carried out at this date,

amounted to forty florins.^

1 Magistro Basso laf)lcidae {sic) de Florcntia /7. 14 de K. X. profactura quinquc
lapiduiu cu7n arniis Smi. D. N. ct Coimnissarii ponendortnii supi-a salariaui

Capitolii (19 Aug., 1489). (Miintz, The Arts at the Coitri of the Popes ^ Innocent

VI11. . . . Paris, 1898, p. 57, note.)
'^ Alfonso Salviati de Anan'ia hahitatori Urhls floroios qjiadraginta de K. A.
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The TabulariiiDi continued in use as a salt repository until

1623, at which date Urban VIII. created another one near the
arch of Lentulus.^ As a matter of fact, the salt's action
threatened to completely eat away the walls of the building,

which would have involved the ruin of the whole palace.^ A
street in the vicinity has kept the name of Via Salara Vecchia.
Some texts of the various records give the price of the salt

bought by the repository.^

It was the fedeli of the Capitol who kept the salt and were
required to verify the quantities brought in and given 'out.^

This duty was also performed by the monks of the Aracoeli
monastery ; the keeper received as renimieration a grey cloth

tunic valued at six florins.-^

The salt was transported by mules from the port named
Marinorata to the Capitol.^

^roJiore7io et b. \^ pro operc per eujnfacto in salai^o Capitolii dicte Urbis (17 IVIar.,

1489). Fl. XL A Ifonso Salviati de A naniapro opercpc? cumfacto hi salaro Capitolii
iirbis (23 June, 1489). Alfonso Salviati de Anania habitatori Urbis forcnos
nonaginta octo de K. X. pro fioreno et b. 15 pro opere per euvifacto in salaro
Capitolii dicte urbis (same date.) Magistro Basso lapicide de Florentia florenos
quatuordecini de K. X. profiorenoprofactura, quinque lapidum. . . . (See above.)
Item salvatis ducatos duos similes pi^o ponendis in loco debito et ordinato huiusjnodi
lapidibus Alfonso de Anania notario dicti salis qui Pabeat curam faciendi poni
dictos lapides in dictis locis ordinatis et de illis satisfaciat 7nuratori qui dictos

lapides ponat (19 Aug., 1489). (Mand. Camer., 1489-1492, quoted by Miintz,
The Antiquities ofthe City ofRo7ne (in French), p. 153.)

1 Arcus Lcntuli et Crispi^ti ; it is situated to the north of the Trigernlna gate
between the iVventine and the Tiber. Homo, Lexicon of Topography (in French).

2 Salis officinaDi adiacentej/i quae sicperne rziinam in posterum miftabatur
longius transfe7'7'i curavit. (Forcella, Isc7^., I. n. 116.)

•J Among others : Salvatis Maxi7)io de Maxi77zis de Urbe Flor. a7t. de Ca77u
CCCLXXI et bo7i. XLII pro valo7-e L VII 77iodio7'U77i salis et U7iius sexti
77ie7isu7-e e Plu7iibi7ii habito7'U77i ab ipso Maxi/710 ad 7^atio7ie77i VI ducat. cu77i

di7iiidio pro quolibet 77iodio. Quod salisfuit positus i7i Capitolio i7i salarie grosse
ut apparet 77ia7iu Notarii salis (11 Mar., 1460). (Mand. Camer., an. 1460,

4 SolvifacialIS A7ito7iio de Muscia7us et Ray7ialdo Bai^tholo77iei de Vitu7'chia7io

Fidelibus Co7ise7^'ato7'U77i Urbi, recipientes pro se et 077i7iibus aliis Fidelibus
dictoru77i conservatoru77i ad descriptione77i et ad7iotatio7iem salis qtwd exit et

exitur de salariis seu doha7tis salis adgrossu77i Ui'bis, Fl. au. de Ca77i. VI et b.

XLII pro eoru77i 077ini salario et 77iercede usque et per totu77i 77ie7ise77i dece77ibre77i

proxi77ti preterm ratio7te dicte descritionis et adnotationis (31 Jan., 1466).

(Mand. Camer., an. 1464-X466, fol. 150.)
5 Solvifacialis guardiano et fratribus de Aracoeli Flor. au. de Ca77i VI. ad

e77iendu77i pannu77i grisiu77t pro una tunica et tunicella eius fratT-is qui isto anno
tenuit et te7iet claves Salarie Ca77i. Apos. secti7idu77i quod superioribus afinisfieri
co7is7ievit {i^ Dec, 1471). (Mand. Cam., an. 1470-1471, fol. 71.)

6 Flor. au. de Ca77iera C provido vi7^o Jacobo Re7ttii Statii de Urbe per eur7i

exponendos ifi e77iendo XXV asinos opoT-tu7ios ad portandu77i sale7n de portu
Mar7no7'-ate ad doha7ia77i Capitolii Urbis (10 Sept., 1466). (Mand. Cam., an.

1460-14^8, fol. 37.) On the previous 7th of September, a hundred florins had been
paid to Antonio Galassi and to Nardo di Bartolommeo for the transport of salt-

Then, no doubt, it was thought more economical for the Treasury to buy beasts of

burden to transport the salt. The port called Ma.7'-7)iorata formed part of the Ripa
gra7ide ; it was given this name because, at one time, the marble was unloaded
there, which was employed in building and which came from the East or from
Carrara.
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During the Middle Ages the Tabidariuin bore the name of

Camellaria^ on account of a singular error which the copyists

made in reading m instead of 7ic {Camellaria for Cancellaria^

which recalled its ancient employment). This error lasted

a long time. The word camellaria is found as early as the

FIG. 21.—DOOR OF THE TABULARIUM.

Bull of Anacletus ; and again in an Act dating as late as

the end of the fifteenth century, quidain hortus qui vocatur
Camellaria ;

^ for the sort of enclosure at the foot of the Tabii-

larium had also received this name.^

1 R. 'L^LUcisimy Bullettino della Com. Archeol. Coimmale di Roma, 1901, p. 250.
2 The field had been in existence a long time ; the Bull of Anacletus mentions it :

'
. . . usque in Iiortum qui est sjtb Camcllai-ia. ..."
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Prisons of the Capitol.

Perhaps, even in the thirteenth century, prisons existed in

the Capitol ; but, if so, they were anything but safe. When, .

after usurping, in 1267, the Senatorial dignity, Henry, son of
Ferdinand, King of Castile, ordered the arrest of Napoleone
and Matteo Rosso Orsini, Angelo Malabranca, Giovanni
Savelli, and other nobles, on the charge of conspiring against
him, he did not dare to keep them in the Capitol, but quickly
sent them to the stronghold of Monticelli.^

On the other hand, it is certain that at the time when the

first statutes of Rome were promulgated, that is, in the second
half of the fourteenth century, the Capitol possessed a jail-

situated in that part of the Tabularium which overlooks the

Via del Campidoglio^ near the large square gate already spoken
of, and, consequently, in the vicinity of Mount Caprino, where
criminals were executed.^

This jail depended, not on the Senator, whose powers had
been curtailed, but on the people represented by the three

Conservators.^ The keepers, who were appointed by them and
had to be exclusively Roman citizens, were paid by their

prisoners an entrance fee, which was fixed at four deniers a

month, if the latter were Romans, and at six deniers, if they
were foreigners. But the keepers were forbidden to claim any-
thing when the prisoners were released. The jailers remained
in office for six months only, and were required to deposit a
guarantee of a thousand florins, collectively no doubt, since the

amount is a high one. If a prisoner escaped, they had to fetch

him back at their own expense. They were prohibited from
fettering anyone, unless he were a highway robber, a homicide,

a forger or some other malefactor, under penalty of death.*

The statutes stipulated that women should be confined in a

separate prison;*^ yet their jailers had to be men.^ This

1 I.itta, Fain. Savelli, t. II., and E. Martene, Thes. Nov. Anecdot., II. 543. Yet
the Senator Carushomohad been shut up there for along time in 1194. Gregorovius,
II. 606, note 66.

'^ Cancellieri, Le due Cainpane, p. 19.
"^ Bk. III., art. CVI. '"'' Statiiiiiius et ordinanius quod custodia cancellarie

palatii Capitolii in qua detinentur et detineri debent captivi nullatenus ad
dojninuin senatorem pertinet nee de ejus custodia et custodibus se inodo aliquo
intromictat. Sed custodia et provisio custodie et deputatio custodum ipsius

cancellarie totaliter spectet . . . et pertineat addoininos conserziatores cainere Urbis
presentes etfutTiros .'' Mention is made of the prisons existing in the lower story of

the palace, in the Vita de Cola de Rienzi, Bracciano, 1624, p. 262. The tribune

let himself down in them with sheets from the Senatorial hall, where he was, in

order to escape. 4 Same article as above.
^^ Et pro inulieribusJiat locus separatus in Capitolio de cancellaria prefata in

qua dicte inulieres detineantur de f?-uctu et pecunia caDiere. (Bk. II., art.

LXXII.) 6 lUd,
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prescription was not put into practice until later ;
^ and

women prisoners continued to be confined for debt, or even
when condemned to death, in the convents of the City. When
Pope Innocent VII., by the Brief of the 15th of March, 1406,

ordered the Senator Giovanni Francesco de Panciatici to release

a. certain number of prisoners detained for debt and other

misdemeanours, he took care to mention that the women were
confined in convents.^

The Tarpeian Mount or Mount Caprino.

In the Middle Ages nothing survived of what had constituted

the splendour of the Tarpeian Mount of antiquity. Here and
there only were a few scattered shafts of columns lying, a few
sides of walls that had fallen, a few vestiges of foundations,^

while the other end of the Capitoline Mount was becoming
the centre of municipal life, and a church, that of S. Maria
Aracoeli, adorned it.^ Furthermore, this portion of the hill was
soon chosen as the public execution place. In a chronicle of
the thirteenth century, relating the legend of Pope Fiiigato (996),
we read :

"
. . . idcirco usque adhitc nidlus papa venire vult m

mo7iteni tarpeium ad arcem Urbis Roinae scilicet i7i Capitoliwn
ubi isteJohannes torniejtta sustiiiiiit. Ibiitaque semperferebantiir
se7ttentiae mortis contra sceleratos et contra adversarios
RomanorimiP -^

To this spot the n'Ava^ platea or spiancita was given, in transla-

tion of the word area^ area capitoliita (as opposed to arx)^ which
had formerly designated it. This explains why the place
of execution was often so called. Fra Montreale, who was con-
demned to death by Rienzo, was led "t? lo piano^^ to be executed
there. His head was cut off near the ruins of a tower.^

1 See p. 163, note 3, Yet there were exceptions ; see p. t6o.

2 Theiner, Cod. diploin. S. Sedis, III. 150. Debts chiefly were meant that were
contracted to the Pontifical Treasur^^

'^ Poggio, who came to Rome in the pontificate of Boniface IX. (1389-1404),
speaks of the Tarpeian Mount in similar terms in his work : Dc Foi'tunae Varie-
tate Urbis Roniae^ p. 131: '"'' Cum . . . Capitoliuin colleiii condesceiidissejims . . .

consedimus in ipsis Tarpee arcis rtiinis, pone ingens porte cujusda7n viarnioretini
linien, plurijuasque passim confractas colujunas^ unde magna ex parte prospectus
Urbis patet."

4 Several churches were built on the approaches to the Tarpeian Mount, but none
on the summit.

•5 As regards the legend of Fiiigato, see Stevenson's article in the Bull. Archeol.
Com.^ an. IX., 1881, p. 95. The quotation in it, Pertz, Mott. germ. Hist., XX. 186,

245, which is reproduced by Lanciani, Bt^ll. Arch. Com., an. XXIX. 1901, p. 251, is

erroneous : t. XXIV. i36, should be read. For the real history of this Pope,
see Gregorovius, II. 102, note 21.

|5 La Vita de Cola de Rienzi, p. 251, ed. Zefirino, p. 156. Mention is made of
this place in the statutes of 1363, Bk. II. cap. V.: ". . . Inplatea Sancte Marie de
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The spot appointed for executions is fixed with accuracy by
a curious document. In 1385, Giordanello degH Ilperini or
Alberini, a nobleman of the Monti quarter, was cast into the
prisons of the Capitol.^ Fearing the rage of the lords bannerets,
''''furorpresentiiun doviinorurn banderentiuin^^^ and not wishing
to die without a will, he drew one up, forthwith, in the great hall

where the assemblies of the people were held. Among other
dispositions, he required his heirs to spend two florins in having
a figure painted ^'' ad imagmem gloriosissiine virgmis Marie^^^

in front of the gibbet and place of execution, " ante fureas et

locum iustitieP And, in fact, the figure was painted beneath
the portico of a granary belonging to the Maffei family, in a spot
indicated by Infessura thus :

" iji U7ia costa di inuro appresso
sa?tta Maria delle grazie di sotto a Campidoglio a piedi lo

monteT ^ Thenceforward, criminals had a sight that consoled
them in their last jnoments.
The custom of hanging people in this place was continued in

the fifteenth century. In the Diario di Antonio Petri (1407) is

the expression :
" In loco iustitiae^ videlicet in piano Capitolii.^'' ^

The gallows is clearly visible in the Sienna plan. Somewhat
later, documentary allusions become more frequent. An Act
dated in 1457 bears on it: "/;/ loco qui dicitur Mo7ite Arpetio
{Tarpeio) sive lo piano inter hosfines . . . ab alio via per quani
itur ad furcasP In another document, dated in 1473, and
referring to the settling of a boundary, the following passage
occurs :

" ab alio tenet locus iustitiae qui dicitur lo pianoP
This same document informs us that, behind the palace of the

Conservators, lay a garden belonging to them, part of which
exists to-day, while the other has been taken into the Caffarelli

palace, which, at present, is the German embassy.'*

Executions were witnessed by the Senator. It was a duty
incumbent on his office. He took up his position at the window
in the palace situated in the southern tower. This window, as

araceli a sancto Sergio et Baccho et a pede viefave toste supra versus capitoliuiu et

in pla7io capitolii.'' So, Bk. II. cap. LXVIIt. § 3: "
. . . versus plaiiuin et

capitoliuni.''
1 Pietro Pericoli, UHospedale di S. Maria delta Consolazione di Roma, Imola,

1879.
2 Stefano Infessura, ed. Tommasini, p. 72. From the 26th of June, 1470, this

picture began to work miracles. On account of them, a church was built which
received the name of S. Maria della Consolazione. Cf. Armellini, Le Chiese di
Roma, p. 536, who gives a different version of the legend.

3 Muratori, R. Italic. Script., XXIV. 982.
4 Article of the Comm. R. Lanciani, Lo Monte Tarpeio, net secolo XVI, in the

Bullettino della Co/njjiissione Archeol. Com. di Roma, 1901, p. 245. About the
year 1538, a great part of xht piano became the property of the Caffarelli or CarafFelli

family, as already stated on page 112. With regard to the donation, see Huelsen,
Bilder aus dcr Geschichtc des Kapitols, p. 280. This portion of Mount Caprino was
in great part planted with olives. While excavating on this side in 1896, the founda-
tions of what was supposed to be the gallows were found,
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previously said, was ornamented in 141 3 by the Senator Nicola
of Diano.^

Among the celebrated executions which took place on the

gibbet of Mount Caprino was that of the accomplices of the

Chevalier Stefano Porcari, who himself was hanged from the

battlements of St. Angel's castle in 1453. His accomplices were
nine in number ; and eight of them were hanged together.^ In

1490, a man accused of tryingto poison Pope Innocent VIII., at

the instigation of the Sultan of Constantinople, was beaten to

the ground, on the ordinary execution place, by blows on his

head with a club ; then he was struck on the chest and stomach
with an iron-covered fist, after which he was drawn and
quartered.^ Hangings were numerous ; in 1 507, there were
seven.* The gibbet continued to be used in this spot until 1550,
when the improvements that were undertaken in the surround-
ings brought about its suppression.^ Thenceforward, criminals

were hanged on the Giudea square, at the entrance to the Ghetto.

On occasion, use was made, as a prison, of the ruins standing
on this portion of the hill, perhaps of some pits that will be
spoken of further. Under the pontificate of Innocent III., the

Romans confined their prisoners of war there.^

The neighbouring quarters, suffering from the presence of the

gibbet, remained deserted and neglected. Goats browsed in

them, which soon caused the hill to receive the name of Mount
Caprino, a name that it retained for a long time.'^ The locality

was almost a jungle. Gregory XIII., having remade, in 1582,

the road that led to it, was justified in having inscribed on a

stone that still exists in the Via di Monte Tarpeio these words :

" Hinc ad tarpejain sedem et capitaHa diicit. Pervia nunc oliin

silvestribus horrida duviis. . .
." ^

The rope-makers and hemp-dressers had availed themselves
of the place being so abandoned, and had established them-
selves on the Caprino Mount. They were already there when
the Mirabilia ^ was written, and remained for a long while. It

1 Page 88. 2 Infessura, ed. Tommasini, p. 55.
•^ Infessura, ed. Tommasini, p. 255.
4 Archiv. di Stato, Archiv. di s. Giovanni Decollate, vol. VII. p. 193.
5 Archiv. di Stato ^ Archiv. di s. Giovanni Decollato, vols, I. and III.
6 '"''Senator icniversos captivos inisit in Canapariam multis 7Jiiseriis inacerandos.'''

Muratori, R. Italic. Script.^ III. 564. Vita Inn. P. Ill ex Stephano Baluzio.

Cf. Casimiro, Meinorie di S. Maria in Aracoeli, p. 681.
7 See the Acts mentioned further on.
8 Forcella, Isc, XIII. 87, No, 118. Cf. Lanciani, Lo Monte Tarpeio, in the

Bullettino delta Com. A^-cheol. Com. di Roma, 190I5 P- 254. Cf. p. 89, n. 5.

^ ^^ In summitate arcis superporticum Crinorumfuit teinplujn lovis et Monete
. . . ex alia parte Capitolii supra Cannaparam tenplum lunonis'' (page 18). It

is evident that the two temples of Jupiter Capitolinus and Juno Moneta are con-
fused here. They were so for a long time. The donation of Anacletus likewise
mentions the trades of the hemp-dressers: ^^ Revolventes se per appendices suas
super canapa7'ia.'' Mention is also made of them in a letter written by Innocent III.
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was the only spot in Rome where they could carry on their

trade.^ One family in particular, that of the Surdi, was working
there in the sixteenth century.'-^ But towards the end of this

centur)^, the corporation claimed the whole of Mount Caprino
for its members ; and the Communal Council granted the claim

(July—August, 1587).^ However, at the end of the following

century, in 167 1, Mount Caprino was still occupied, exclusively,

by a single manufacturer, who rented the premises necessary for

his industry from the Archbrotherhood degli Orfani^ It would
seem to have been only part of the hill that belonged to the
Archbrotherhood ; the rest belonged to the Roman people, who
in 161 2 leased on it, to Gio. Battista and Giacomo de Vellis, "a
house with an underground portion."^ In 1743, a rope-maker
applied to the Communal Council for a small piece of ground
whereon to exercise his trade. This application was granted to

him, in the sitting of the 9th of July.^

In Mount Caprino there were also siloes. Some of them
are distinctly visible in Heemskerck's plan, reproduced above

to the archpriest Romano and the scholars of the church of SS. Sergio e Bacco.
"

. . . Unuvi casalinmii in regione S. Theodori in pede Cana^arie'' (P. Casimiro,
Memorie di S. Maria in Araceli, p. 679). A neighbouring church, that of S.

Maria della Grazie, also bore the name of S. Maria Cannaparia (Armellini, 530).
1 Their trades are seen on Heemskerck's plan, published by Lanciani, p. 261,

and reproduced here.
'^ Agreement drawn up, on the 9th of October, 1555, between the brothers Girolamo,

Mario, and Vincenzo de Surdis, on the occasion of certain repairs to be made in the
establishment they possessed in common on '"'' certu7n terrenum seu locuvi dicto lo

tirato7^e sittnn in Urbe in loco dicto Monte CaprinoPrope Capitoliu^n." In 1558,
Girolamo sold his portion of land to his brother Vincenzo, '"'' cuiiisdai7i siti seu
tiratori vulgariter nuncupati ... in loco dicto Monte Chabrino.'' This land
is bounded on one side by the summit of the hill, on the other by the road leading to
the church of S. Maria della Consolazione. As to the price of the lot, it was fixed

at twenty-five crowns (Lanciani, art. quoted). In 1564, Vincenzo bought, for the same
sum, his brother Mario's portion, which seems to have been nearest to the palace
of the Conservators :

" ^ duobus lateribus vie publice in conspectu Palatii Conserz'a-

tormn UrbisJ"
3 De Monte Capitolino per inercatores lanae petito. Lecto inenioriali porrecto

per mereatores artis lanaepetentes eis concedipartem Montis Capitolinipro eoru7ii

usu et semper de illo de7nittendo et relasciando a7^bit7-io po. Ro. illoque discusso

decretu77i est quod Conservatores et Prior et Dni. Ma7^cellus Niger et Hie7^onii7ius

Alterius audiant petitione77i Universitatis, locu77i videant et 077inia publico Concilio

referant.—Decretu77i est quod loctis predictus eide77i Universitati concedatur^
reli7ique7tdus et 7'-estituendus po. Ro. ad 077tne77i ipsius po. Iibera77t voluntate77i et

requisitione77i. (Arch. wStor, Capit., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 89-94.)
4 Patente di co7icessione a Girola77io Righezzi e Co77ipagni di potere fare uno

Stenditore di panni a Ponte Rotto cioe Ponte s. Ma7^ia verso Trastevere . . . per
non esser7)i Tiratori abbastanza per stendere panni e coperte^ no7t essejidovi i7i

Ro77ia che un sol luogo a Monte Caprino dove sieno si77iili edijiciispellanti alia ve7t.

Arcico7Lfrater7iita degli Orfani ed affitati ad uno solo (3 July, 167 1). (Archiv. Stor.

Capit., Cred. XL vol. 22, fol. 123.)
•5 '' D0771US ctc77i una C7ypta subter^'-anea in Monte Tarpejojuxta bona^ ab uno

latere Archiospedatis s. Spiritus in Saxia, ante via publica quae tendit ad
te7iiplu77t B. Mariae Co7isolationis, ab alio alique ruine aedificioru77t antiquoru77i."

The rent to be paid was a pouud of white wax at Christmas. (Arch. Stor. Capit.,

Cred. XL vol. 19, p. 20.)

'o Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VII. vol. 100, fol. 515.
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(dating back to about the year 1534), near the road leading-

from the gibbet to the church of Consolation. They are six in

number. The origin of the siloes is explained by the crypts

that existed as last vestiges of ancient buildings. In 1433, the

r~

-' ii{f>' v^riXo^

f:

FIG. 22.—THE TARPEIAN MOUNT AND THE SILOES. HEEMSKERCK's
DESIGN (according to the Bullettino Archeologico).

following mention is made in the inventory of a minor's property :

^^ Nonnulla putea ad conservaitdicm graimin sita in Reg.

CajJipitelli apiid Ecdesiain S. Marie qiiibus a diiobus lateribus

tenent res dicte ecclesie ..." A little later, in 1489, mention
is made, in an Act of assignment, of " iionniillis piiteis aptis
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ad rcponciidiun oraiiitni sitis . . . in loco qiti dicitur s. Maria
dclla Cofisolazione iicxta palatiurn CapitoliiP These pits were
not all, as the two foregoing texts might give reason to think,

round the church della Co7isolazione^ in the hollow that separates
the Capitol from the Palatine ; there were some on the slope of
the hill. Indeed, we read, in a deed of sale dated the 5th of
April, 1567, and referring to a crypt ^'' cum qiiodam cortile et

viiiris^^' that the said crypt is situated " in loco detto li pozzi di
ni07ite Tarpeio sopra la ConsolazioneP ^ Siloes were still in

common employment in the fifteenth century. The hospital of
S. Giovanni, called Sancta Sanctorum, purchased one, at the
fairly high price of thirty-three florins, to be used as a corn-

granary.'-^ However, their importance subsequently diminished.
In 161 2, the City, which owned part of them, transferred its

rights to the hospital of S. Maria della Consolazione, after

estimating that they were not worth a hundred crowns.^
In the year 1538 about, a large part of the piano of Mount

Caprino became the property of the Caraffelli or Caffarelli,

owing to a donation made by Charles V. to the young Ascanio,
one of his pages, perhaps to recompense the hospitality shown
him by the page's family in the palace dei Valle. But it is not

known by what right the Emperor disposed of a piece of

ground that must, so it seems, have belonged to the Commune.*
In 1576, Prospero Cafifarelli sold one lot of this ground to the

Conservators, in order that they might enlarge their palace
;

and, shortly afterwards, in 1606, the Conservators, or rather the

Communal Council, behaved in a similar way to him.^

Executions in the Capitoline Palace.

Whilst hangings took place on the gibbet of Mount Caprino,

the beheadings were carried out on the Square of the

Capitol, and even inside the palace. If Fra Montreale was
beheaded at the foot of the Mount Caprino tower, it was by
way of compromise, since he was considered as much a

malefactor and an "enemy of the people" as a prisoner of war.

1 R. Lanciani, Lo Monte Tarpeio^ article quoted.
2 Archivio di Sancta Sanctorum, called Maremagmnji in the Archivio di Stato di

Roma, 1462, fol. 269, in the margin : Super puteis iicxta Capitolium pro grajio.
^

In

the text : Einptio puteoruin ad reponenduui granuvifacta ajilio qudd Nicolai De
Marga7tispro pretio Flor. XXXIII.

•^ De interesse et jure quod habet Po. Ro. super situ et griptis subtus Motitein

Caprinum donando Ecclesiae et Hospita B. Mariae Consolationis. (Archiv. Stor.

Capit., Cred. I. vol. 32, fol. 42. Sitting of the iith of November, 1612.)
'I R. Lanciani, art. quoted, p. 258 ; Cancellieri, II Mercato, p. 10.

5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. T5, and vol. 31. Secret council of the

30th of October, 1606.
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Usually, executions in the Capitol took place on the great

staircase, near the lion. It was there that, on the 3rd of March,
1398, the conspirators were beheaded who had attempted to

re-establish the power of the bannerets, destroyed by Pope
Boniface IX.i

In the fifteenth century, executions were frequent. In 1405,
Paolo Maracini, Giovanni Gnafri, and Motta were beheaded in

the Capitol. In 1406, Antonio Carola was beheaded there also,

as well as Giovanni Colonna, Jacovo de Nepi, '''' iiiiles libertatis^^

Ricardo Sanguineis, rebels against Pope Gregory XII."^ In

1497, Galleotto de Normanis was '"'' decollatus^ de mcuie^ hora
consiceta^ in loco iustitiae Capitolii^ tanqiiam proditor UrbisP
Sometimes the execution was carried out in the evening :

" De
sero^ hora completorii^ fiiit capta uxor Cole Ca7icellarii de Reg.
Colwmie ac etiam Paulus de Caiicellariis . . . ornnes ta7iqiiam

proditores Urbis et ducti per inercatum ad Capitolium et niarti-

rizatiP Before each execution, the condemned person had his

sentence read to him, in the great hall of the Capitol. The
bell rang- thrice, and, at the third peal, he was put to death.^

In certain cases, the bell was not rung ; but this, as previously

said, was when the execution was considered to be a murder.^
Occasionally, the execution was inside the palace. We read
that Lello Capocci was decapitated '' intus in palatio Capitolii

ad pedeni sectmde cohmine ubi tenetiir ratio. ^'''-^ The Square of

the Capitol was also used as a place to expose criminals.

Cardinal Vitelleschi shut up in three wooden cages, which were
set there for the people to mock at, a triplet of thieves who had
stolen the precious stones adorning the reliquary wherein were
kept, a.t the church of St. John Lateran, the heads of St. Peter
and St. Paul.^ The thieves were subsequently executed on the

Square of the Lateran.

Now and again, hangings took place from the windows or

arcades of the Capitoline loggia. On the 19th of December,
1458, Bernardo della Rosa was hanged from the window of the

great staircase.'' At that time, however, hangings were not

frequent. Infessura complains of it: "/;2 Capitolio nulla vel

saltem rara executio corporalis fit., 7iisi quod per curiam domini
vicecamerarii aliqui node suspejiduntur et mane suspensi

1 Gregorovius, III. 566; D. Orano, II Sacco di Rouia^ p. 29.
2 Liber Pontificalis^ II. 534.
3 Muratori, A*. Italic. Script. XXIV. 977 and following. 4 Page 69.
5 Muratori, as above, p. 1055.
^' Infessura, as above, p. 36, with an engraving of the time representing the scene.
'^ Nantiporto, Muratori, III2. 1097. Infessura, p. 65: "... Lo di tdtinio

d'ottobre (1459), foro appicati in Cavipitoglio ad qtielli aj-chi dello palazzo in nclla
loia et fo appeso Tiburtio, Bonanno Specchio, ct Kienzo, et Cola de Joanni et Cola
Roscio de Treio."

I
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reperiiuitur apud tiirrini Nonae sine noinme ct sine causa : ct
hoc ordine vhntur /iodic in Urbe scdcnte Innocentio octavo'^

(1489V

The Custody of the Capitol.

The custody of the Capitol was one of the duties incum-
bent on the Senators. The statutes of 1363, no doubt repro-
ducing an anterior obhgation, required them to bring with them
tw^enty men-at-arms mounted on good horses. ^ They had also
to maintain a guard of twenty foot-soldiers, who were bound to

stay in the palace, night and day.^ As the Senators enjoyed
office only for half a year, or a year at most, the men of the
Capitol guard were frequently changed. The inconveniences
of this system must have been felt at an early period after,

since, in the century following, there seems to have been,
besides the special guard, a garrison variable as to the number
of men composing it, but of a more stable character. It

numbered thirty men in 1433 ; and they received, from the
Apostolic Chamber, a pay of three florins a month.* The visit

which the Emperor Sigismund paid to Rome, in that year, was
perhaps the cause of this measure. It was, however, con-
tinued ; and twenty-five years later, in 1458, the garrison was
still maintained and had the same number of men, after having
temporarily been increased to fifty. A. " Constable " was at

their head ; and the pay of all the body amounted to fifty florins

a month.^
In view of this increase of the garrison, it had been necessary

to appropriate the accommodation of the Guard-house. A
payment made in the next year mentions the fact expressly.^

1 Infessura, ed. Tomaiasini, p. 244. The torre di Nona stood on the banks of the
Tiber, nearly opposite St. Angel's castle,

2 Book HI., art. I. 1 hese men of the guard must be distin3;uished from x}a&fedeli,
who were in the service of the Conservators, and acted more peculiarly as ushers
and apparitors, although having a military organisation. In 1624, tliey were
exonerated even from all military service. (Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 32,
fol. 288.) 3 Book III., art. I.

4 Solvi faciatis Mag'*''^ iniliti dno. Cechino de Cainpello de Spoleto alme Urbis
Rome Senatori illust7n pro stipendio uniiis juensis Jiniendi die XXV presentis
pro XXXpaghis depictatis ad custodiaui dictipalatii Capitolii ad ratioiicjii triuiit

floren. de L boL pro Jloreno pro qicolibet paga (21 April, 1433). Same mention in

July with this addition : Pro stipendiis XXX peditwji deputatoj^utn ad c?istodia;n

Capitolii ultra fainilia in dicto Capitolio solituni teneri pro Senato7-i. (Mand.
Cam., an. 1433, fol. 79, 80.)

'5 Solvatis D. lohanni de Leono ahiie Urbis Vice-SenatoriJl. au. de cain. L aa
distribuendum intra illos XXX pedites cum uno Comestabili ad cicst. Capitolii
deputato (13 Aug., 1458). The previous pay amounted to seventy-five florins.

(Mand. Cam., an. 1457-1458, fol 6, 119.)
6 . . . Ratione certe fabrice sett acconcianienti facti in palatio Capitolii pro

stantia alias habitatione pedituju adcicstodiain dictipalatii Capitolii deputatoruin

(19 Jan., 1459). (Mand. Cam., an. 1458-1460, fol. 68.)
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The alterations were carried through all the more quickly, as
Pope Pius II. had gone away to attend the congress at Mantua
(1458) ; and the tranquillity of the City seemed to be less

assured.^ The garrison of the Capitol was increased to thirty-

FIG. 23.—TTIE CAPITOLINE MOUNT ABOUT THE YEAR 1 552.

ENGRAVING TAKEN FROM LIGORIO'S PLAN.

five men, with an aggregate pay of sixty florins,^ soon to be
again augmented and placed under the command of two

1 Fl. XLIX bol. X Magistro Galasso de Bononia pro fabrica per euiii facta
in palatio Capitolii^ videlicet gua,sdain bertescas et mantiones pro pedetibus et
inulta alia necessaria ad ctistodiavi dicti Capitolii {]n\y, i459)- (Mand, Cam., an.

1458-1460, fol. 169.) A little further on, it will be seen that the garrison was
generally reinforced when the Pope was absent (p. 116, note 5). - /bid., fol. 173.

I 2
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Constables. 1 In September (1460), the garrison was composed
of fifty men and a lancer, commanded by Tartaglia di Fuligno

;

the men received two florins a month ; the lancer, eight.^ The
times were troublous ; a certain Tiburzio was fomenting a revolt.

He was hanged, on the 31st of October, from the arcades of

the Capitol loggia ;
^ and, tranquillity being restored, the

palace garrison was reduced to twenty- five men. At the same
date, the organisation of the troop was modified ; instead of

depending on the Holy See, through the Senator who was
commissioned to pay them, the soldiers in it were placed under
the orders of a Constable directly responsible to the Holy See ;

*

and from the same date, the Constable remained several years
in his command. Thus, imperceptibly, in the manner customary
with the Holy See, the transforniation was achieved, and the
small garrison occupying the Capitol fell completely under its

control. In the pontificate of Innocent VIIL, and during the

year i486, as the City was disturbed by the quarrels of the

barons, and irritated by the Pope's bad government, there were
sixty footmen and ten horsemen in the Capitol, besides thirty

men under the orders of the Constable, Giovanni da Ferrara, and
ten men under the orders of Giuliano da Aquilano. The pay
varied from twenty- five to sixty florins a month.^

1 Infrascri^ti Coinestabiles ad custodiain Ca^itolii dcputati : Ainhrosio de Scnis
cum paghis XXV^ Ai)ihrosio de Florentino ciun paghis XX. (Mand. Cam., an.

1460, fol. 6 ; 5 March.)
2 Mand. Cam., an. 1460, fol. 59. This pay was handed by the Apostolic Chamber

either to the Senator or his chancellor. "^ See above, p. 117, note 3.

4 Fl. CCXL strenuo cojnestabili Principato de Sancto Gi'egorio ad custodiam
Capitolii cu7n paghis XXX (4 May, 1463). (Mand. Cam., an. 1462-1463,^1. 138,

and an. 1464, fol. 38.) The pay was given to the men without intermediary. Yet,

in 147Q, thirty florins were handed to Marino da Aquila ^'' ad custodiam Capitolii
sub obedientia Dni. Senatoris."

5 Mand. Cam., an. 1464-1466, fol. 12, 66, 211, 291 ; an. 1466-1468, fol. 2, 68, 145 ;

an. 1469-1470, fol. no, 215, 232; an. 1470-1471, fol. 9, 21, 62, 67, 108, 139; an.

1471-1473, fol. 137 ; an. 1472-1476, fol. 18 ; an. 1482-1484, fol. 227, 250. Franciso
de Cassia Comestabili ad custodiam Capitolii cum paghis XX conducio propter
absentiam Dni. Papae (13 July), and so on. Later, in i486 : Flor. LXXV lohanni
de Ferra^da Coinestabili Capitolii Pro eius et XXX pagharum unitts mensis
provisione (28 Nov.).

—

Flor. XXV Juliano de Aquila Comestubili Capitolii pro
sua et X pagharum unius viensis provisione (i Dec).

—

Flor. XXV Juliano de
Aquila pro eius et X pagharum provisione unius mensis (i Jan., 1487). (Mand.
Camer,, an. 1484-1489, fol. 262, 264; an. 1487-1488, fol. 317.) In September, 1470,

some repairs had been made to the quarters of the guards of the Capitol.

Flor. XXXII bol. LXXI Magro. Dominico de Florentiafabro lignaminis per eum
expensis in faciendas certas domus in palatio Capitolii pro usu stipendiatorum.
(Mand. Cam., an. 1470-1471, fol. 21.)

In closing this account of the guards of the Capitol, it is apposite to speak here

of the geese.. The Capitol Museum possesses two in bronze, taken from the thermae
of Diocletian, where the Chartreux fathers, who had a monastery there, had kept

them piously with many other antiquities. In March, 1727, an antiquary, named
Bertoli, bought all these antiquities for the Emperor of Germany, except the geese,

which the Conservators claimed for the Capitol. (Cancellieri, // Colombo^ p. 390.)

Mention has already been made of the wall-painting, dating back (according to

Gerardi) to the first half of the fourteenth century, and discovered in 1898, which re-
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-Festivities held in the Capitol in the Fifteenth
Century.

In 1408, the people having been partially reinstated in their

liberties by the Holy See, the bannerets went to swear fidelity

and obedience to the Cardinal Legate as representing the Pope.
A public festivity was held on the occasion ; the Cardinal gave
them banners which, in the haste, had not been quite finished

;

and they bore these to the Capitol, where the caporio7ii^ the

heads of the quarters, were awaiting them. They were welcomed
to the sound of trumpets and drums, and forthwith were installed

in their palace.^

More regular rejoicings grew to be the custom with the coro-

nation of each Pope. The officers and magistrates of the City

met at an evening banquet, the expense of which was paid out

of the Communal treasury. In 1471, on the occasion of the
coronation of Sixtus IV., this expense amounted to the con-
siderable sum of fifty florins.^

About the middle of the century, the custom began of pre-

senting to the Senator and the people, assembled on the steps

of the Capitol, the bulls that were to figure in the games which
were celebrated each year, in the month of February, on Mount
Testaccio. The presentation was made by the caporioni^ whose
duty it was to provide the bulls. Then the animals were taken
in great pomp throughout the city. The rivalry of the various

quarters broke out into a sanguinary struggle, whenever the

bulls brought by one of the caporioni received too many marks
of approbation. This was the case in 1483. The marescalchi

presented the Capitoline geese. {BuUettino Arch. Coin., an. 1899, tav. XII.) Though
they v/ere venerated in Rome, they were pursued with a tenacious hatred in France
in the beginning of last century, if, at least, we may believe the Count Senator
Lanjuinais. The following is a repl}^ he wrote in May, 1810, to Abb6 Cancellieri

after a letter to him from the Abb6 : "... As regards the game called the beheading
of the geese, it is still frequently practised in communes round Paris, and it was
formerly practised in the town fetes of Paris. I have heard it conjectured that this

game comes from a sort of vengeance and hatred nourished by the Gauls against
the species of bird that prevented their army from seizing the Capitol." (Cancellieri,

// Mcrcato e Lago, p. 276.) This is how the game was played. T he players' eyes
were bandaged, and they were placed at a certain distance from a hanging goose.
Then they had to try to seize it and cut its head off with a knife. As they moi^e

often than not lost their way, they struck their blows in the air. It would seem,
however, that the length of the goose'e neck, rather than the persistent hatred
mentioned by Lanjuinais, suggested this bird's being employed in the game. Now,
the game is still practised in country-places, but the goose is replaced by a nosegay
tied to a string.

1 Muratori, R. It. Script. XXIV. 980; Gregorovius, III. 592.
2 Solvatis Magnificis alnie Urhis Conservatorihtis Jl. L Pro expensis per cos

factis in prandio officialiuin et civium roinanorum qui ojffiitiaruiit SS"'^ D. N.
,

in die coronationis (25 Sept., 1471). {Archzv, di Stato, M, Camer,, 1471-1473,
fol. 17.)
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(horse police) of the Monti quarter came to blows with those of
the Trans-Tiber quarter, the population of which, indeed, had a
reputation, not unmerited, for pugnacity. The militia of the
other quarters joined in the quarrel ; and the fray became so
general and sanguinary that the Conservators, after vain
efforts at intervention, were forced to hastily retire to their
palace.^

Bull-fights on Mount Testaccio and the exhibition at the
Capitol continued in the following century. Occasionally, the
fight took place in the Square itself. The bulls were set at

liberty, and dogs were allowed to enrage them ; after which
those taking part in the games were required to master them.
There is a reference to a bull-fight, in the Capitol, in an adver-
tisement to the millers of the City, during the year 1535, that
they must share in the expenses of the performance.^
The ceremonial of the festivity was not, however, changed

;

the procession was held as usual. In 1536, the inhabitants of
Tivoli, one of the vassal cities of Rome, attended with " their

players " on horseback, clad in black velvet, and holding in sign

of submission the red standard of the Roman people.^

Episodes.

In 1424, Fra Bernardino of Sienna preached in the Capitol,

near the obelisk. He spoke especially against magicians and
sorcerers, who deceived the people. After hearing him, the

people gathered on the Square a quantity of mystical objects

used in witchcraft and burnt them.* Packs of cards were also

burnt, says Paolo della Mastro, and many Jews were baptized.'^

In 1448, another monk, Roberto da Lecce, preached on the

1 Muratori, R. It. Script., XXIV. 1082.
2 In the margin: '"'' Significatio pro 7nolendinariis. Text: Vobis Magis

Conservatoribus aline Urbis et aliis ad quos spectat. De luandato Etc. auctoritate
Etc. haruin serie significainus gualiter ciC7ii inoleiidinarii i7iolarttin alme Urbis ex
causa solutionis impositionis trium Due. pro qualibet inola pro publico festo sive

spectaculo Tauroruni Carnisprivii in Capitolio die lunefacto ad S.N.D. recursum
habuissent S. S^cis hujiismodi causam nobis in Cam. Ap. cognoscere comtnisit. Ideo
inagnijicentiain vestram hortamur ut eosdein Molendinarios donee causa
hujusinodi in dicta Camera cognita et decisafuerit molestarefacere nolint. Dat.
Rome in Cam. Ap. die X mensis Februarii x^-^^(^Archiv. Seg. Vat., Div. Carrier,

vol. 97, fol. 90). Bull fights h^d taken place, two centuries before, in the Coliseum.
P. Adinolfi, Roma nelV Etd di Mezzo, I. 367. Cf. F. Clementi, // Carnevale
Romano, Rome, without date, p. 33. Chronicle of Monaldeschi in Muratori,

•' Forcella, Tornei e g/ostr^, Ingressi trionfali sotto Paolo III , Rome, 1875, p. 29.
4 Infessura, ed. Tonnnasini, p. 25.

5 Diario di Paolo dcllo Mastro, published by Achilles de Antonis in II Buonarroti,
an. X. (1875), p. 39-
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Square of the Capitol, against the quarrels which permanently
divided families and afflicted the city ; and, as always happens
in such cases, he brought about a general but ephemeral
reconciliation.

1

AURELTA EkTRICATA.

In the month of April, 1485, there was exhibited in the palace
of the Conservators, near the cistern, the body of a child of

fourteen or fifteen years old, which had been found in a sar-

cophagus, five miles from Rome, amidst a heap of ruins known
under the name of Roma Vecchia, at the spot called Fondo
statuario? along the Appian Way. It was an important event
in the municipal life of Rome, and all the chroniclers had much
to say about it.^ This body was of wondrous beauty, and admir-
ably preserved. Black hair confined in a net fell in abundant
masses on either side of the head, over shoulders of the purest

modelling ; the half-open mouth revealed teeth of a dazzling

white and regularly arranged, and a pink tongue ; the lips were
red, the eyebrows black ; and all the limbs retained the flexibility

of life. The lead coffin in which it was placed contained a

fragrant substance that some recognised as myrrh and frankin-

cense, others as turpentine, and that had, whatever its nature, a

strange and penetrating odour.

The report of this discovery having spread abroad, an
immense crowd flocked to see the sight. One would have
thought it was an indulgence that was being proclaimed, says

one of the narrators, judging by the v, ay in which the Romans
hastened to the Capitol. Dealers even established themselves
on the Square to sell vegetables and other commodities.^ The
perfect preservation of the body gave rise to all sorts of sup-

positions ; and people saw in it the manifest proof of a

1 Infessura, p. 47. 2 Nibby, Analisi, III. 114.

3 Diario di Nantij>orto^ Muratori, R. Ital. Script., III^. 1093; Infessura, 178 ;

letter from Bartolomeo Fonti to Francesco Sassetti, found in the Bibl. Universitaria

di Bologna, cod. 2382, fol. XXVIII., and published by Janitschek, Die Gesellschaft

der Renaissance in Italien tmd die Kunst, Stuttgart, 1879, p. 120. Tommasini
gives a nomenclature of the sources, in Infessura, p. 179, note. Pastor, History of
the Popes (in French), t. V. 1898, p. 321, gives all the bibliography of this discovery.

Cf. the study of Huelsen in Mittheil. d. oest. Instituts, IV. 433-449, and Tode, the

same collection, pp. 75-91.
4 Besides the sources mentioned above, Mi)ntfaucon, Dia^-iuni Italic.,^ XI. 187 ;

Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Rome, 1892, p. 295 ; Tommasini, Canipagna
romana, Via Latina, p. 50; Volterrano, Continent. Rer. Urb., 1551, c. 954;
Nibby, Analisi storico-topografica della carta dei Contorni di Roma, 1848, t. II.

374. The Cod. Ashburnham, 1174, fol. 134, contains an original design reproducing
the body of Aurelia, such as it was discovered and brought to the palace of the

Conservators. The Nouveau Cracas, n. 12, Sept.-Dec, 1893, Rome, has re-

produced the design in an article dealing with the whole of this discover3\
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miraculous protection. ^ There were certain persons who main-
tained that the body was that of Tullia, Cicero's daughter. In

order to put an end to the comments aroused by this exhibition,

and to the legends that were beginning to be formed, Pope Inno-

cent Vm. had the body taken away ahiiost immediately and
thrown into a grave outside the walls of the city, on the side of

the Pincio villa, taking care that the place of burial should not

be known. However, as soon as the body had been exposed to

the contact of the air, it turned black.

The inscription engraven on the sarcophagus in which it had
been found was deciphered at a much later date. It read :

M. M.
AVREL

EXTRICATE,

the interpretation of which is
'"'' Manibiis^^ or '^^ Memorm Aurelie

Extricated The tragic masks with which the sides of the
sarcophagus were adorned, suggested that the body was that of

a ballet-dancer.

"^ Taceant quae loquuntur fuiracula post cristi adventuin. Nam hoc quod ante
putatur, longe viajus est et adinirahilius (Letter from Rome in G. Mancini, Vita
di L. Valla, Florence, 1891, p. t6i). Villamont, who visited Italy in 1589, writes,

in the narration of his journey : "In the time of Pope Alexander VI., the body of a
girl was found intact, and undecayed, having been preserved by means of balms, so
that she seemed only to be asleep on a marble table where slie was lying, her blonde
hair still tied with a golden band ; and at her feet was a burning light,which, as soon
as the sepulchre was opened, lost its lustre and splendour ; and, as could be known
by the letters engraven there, it was thirteen hundred years since she had been put
there, being the body of Tulliola, Cicero's daughter ; which body, having been
presented intact to the Conservators of Pome, was placed in the Capitol, to be kept
there as a relic. Which having heard, Pope Alexander had it thrown into the Tiber,
saying that so to preserve with care the body of an infidel was not reasonable."—By
this story, it will be recognised that the legend had already grown up.
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THE CAPITOL IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY

Transformation of the Palaces.

It was during the sixteenth century that the Capitol lost its

aspect of a feudal stronghold, and became the correct-looking

and symmetrically-framed building that it appears to-day.^

This transformation, which corresponds to that of the muni-
cipal powers,^ was effected by successive stages. During the

first period, which extends from the beginning of the century to

the sack of Rome in 1527, hardly any work was done except to

the palace of the Conservators. The coming of the Emperor
Charles v., in 1536, awoke in the Romans the ambition to make
their common abode worthy of the illustrious name it bore.

Michael Angelo was requested to transform the palaces.

However, through lack of the necessary funds, the only thing-

achieved during a lapse of nearly thirty years (i 536-1 563 about)

was to lay out and ornament the Square of the Capitol, and to

construct a fine and easy approach to it on the side of the City.

When this task was accomplished, the entire plan as proposed by
Michael Angelo was taken up again ; and the two palaces

—

that of the Senator and that of the Conservators—assumed
almost the appearance they have at present. The work was
completed when Pope Clement VIII. had reduced the height

of the two towers of the Senatorial palace and joined them
by a fagade. Nothing remained to be done, except to terminate

1 The Romans of this time appreciated it under its ancient form. " // Cam-
pidoglio venerabile a^tchora piu per forjiia chc per vestigio die si vegga della

mitigicitate," says M. Alberini, // Sacco dl Roma, pub. by Orano, p. 475.
2 It was in the beginning of the sixteenth century, or rather in the last quarter of

the fifteenth century, that the Communal Council of Rome was progressively organ-
ised. Composed at first of a few Capitoline magistrates, it ultimately numbered, by
the middle of the century, more than fifty members. Its authority, which extended
to all questions of edileship and municipal finance, became so great that it did not

hesitate to enter into a struggle with the popes, and notably with Sixtus V. The
Conservators presided over it, in turn, and were chosen by it.
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the inside decoration and the painting. The last years of the

century were devoted to this task. On the various representa-

tions of the CapitoHne palaces drawn during the century, the

successive phases of the metamorphosis may be followed.

^

At the commencement of the century, the Senatorial palace
was a structure of a confused sort of architecture, flanked with
four towers of unequal size,^ battlemented, and with a tall

campanile rising above it, with large apertures. On the side

of Mount Caprino was the ornamental window from which
the Senator witnessed executions, as he was in duty bound.
Somewhat higher up, were two small windows similarly square.

On the front, a broad straight staircase, with its steps rather

steep, led to the loggia^ to the loviuin situated on the right of
the palace close to one of the towers of Boniface IX. This
loggia^ of fine architecture, had two stories : six pillars, two of

them being half let into the side walls, supported the entablature

of the first story, which was rectangular ; in the second story,

six other pillars upheld semicircular vaulted arches. On the
left of the loggia^ which stood back, the fagade was pierced
with six windows, the three lower of which w^ere longer on one
side than on the other ; they had grated bars to them, these
lower ones, and perhaps served to let light into the prisons. The
three higher windows had cross-bars, and a projecting marble
casing round them. These were the windows that were
ornamented, as has been said, in the time of Nicholas V. A
flight of stairs, supported by three unequal vaulted arches, stood
against the fagade ; it would seem to have been an unfinished

work, since it had no railings, and, on the other hand, had no
door as its direct issue. A balcony ran along, above the
windows and above the loggia^ and covered the whole distance
between the two towers. In the tower on the left were two
rectangular windows, one above the other.

That part of the palace which faced the Forum exhibited a
confused mass of incongruous building.

1 The most interesting representations of the Capitol, for this period, are those of
Kock and those of Martin Heemskerck, the latter of whom sojourned in Rome from
1553 to 1556, and worked under the direction of Michael Angelo. His minute
accuracy is well known. With reference to Heemskerck's stay in Rome, see G. B.
de Rossi, Panorama circolare di Roma delineato da M. Heemskerck, Rome, 1892.
The view of Rome by Wyngaerde, given in the Bullettino della Co7n. Arch. Com,
di Roma, 1900, tav. IV., IX. , by the care and with a commentary of Thomas Ashby,
junior, shows, for the group of the Capitoline palaces, an almost identical aspect.
R. Lanciani has reproduced in the same bulletin, anno XXIII. 1895, p. 81, another
plan, existing likewise in the Bodleian Library of Oxford, in the Sunderland volume
171, entitled Large Prints of Clarendon and Burnet, vol. IV., topographical.
Interesting information will also be found regarding the successive aspects offered

by the Capitol in the sixteenth century, in the series of plans published by E.
Rocchi, Le Piante di Roma, Rome, 1903.

2 Only two, however, are shown, as a rule, in representations of the period that
give a view of the Capitol.
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The palace of the Conservators presented a somewhat mean
appearance. On the ground floor were arcades, in the first of

which was visible the gigantic head of Domitian. In the
middle, on either side of the entrance, were the two figures

representing rivers, which were, one after the other, in the

course of the century, removed to the foot of the staircase in

the Senatorial palace.^ The She-Wolf, given by Sixtus IV.,

was still above the door, in the centre of the fagade.'^ In

Pinardo's plan (1555), in that of Fabio Lici (1557), and even in

the subsequent plans of Uosio and Cartaro, the palace of the

Conservators looks to be a structure of small height and no
architecture.

At one of the ends of the declivity extending from the church
of S. Maria Aracoeli to the Square stood an obelisk with four

crouching lions as its basement.^ In the vicinity were pillars,

here and there, which were destined to disappear when the

Square was restored. On one side grew the lofty palm which
was long the pride of the Romans, and figures on all representa-

tions of the Capitol.

1 These two groups, the gift of Pope Leo X., seem to belong to the time of the
Antonines ; they came from the temple of Serapi?, situated on the Quirinal. At
first it was thought they represented Saturn and Bacchus. In 1513, Fulviosaw them
still on the Quirinal, then called Monte Cavallo on account of the statues of the
Dioscuri that were there. He took them to be likenesses of the river-gods Achelous
and Ister, " z'^ quormu 7nanibns stat pleno copia cor7tu/' See Michaelis, art.

quoted, p. 25 sqq. It was in 1517 that they were removed to the Capitol, the cost

of the transfer, &c., being eighty ducats (Lanciani, Storia de^li Scavi di Ro7na^
p. 183). One of the two figures, that which represented the Tigris, had a tiger beside
it. This was replaced by a she-wolf, and the figure then received the name of the
Tiber, which was more suited to the place it was intended to occupy. The change
was made towards the middle of the century. Gamucci still speaks of a tiger in

1565, as also Aldrovandi, who wrote in 1550 (p. 269) ; Vasari, of a she-wolf, in 1568.

Moreover, a text explaining an engraving by Cavalieri mentions the change :

^^ Antigua statua Tygridis fluvii inarmorea quain recentior-es statuarii Tiberi
accomodarunt. . .

." The other group represented the Nile. Michaelis, p. 29,

quotes a textof 1529 that seems to prove it was about this date that the removal of
the groups in front of the Senatorial palace took place :

" Hoggi amendue quest

i

simulacri si tolgono da questo luogoper riporii davanti al palazio di Campidoglio
e ne hanno gia tolto via uno." However, Lucio Mauro, who wrote in 1556, says,

p. II :
" Dinanzi la casa de conser^iatori su la piazza si veggono duo gran simu-

lacri di inarino che sono duo Jittnti il Nilo e Tigri o pure la Nera e'l Teverone die
amendue col Tevere si congiungono." Aldrovandi says: " A pie del palagio del
Cavipidoglio sono duo gran simulacri marmorei di duo Jiumi ; Vuno c il Nilo . . .

Valtro e Tigre. . . . Non inancano gia di quelli, che dicotio, che queste statue siano
de rAniene^ e delta Nera. . .

." It is known that a statue of the Nile exists at the

Vatican, and a statue of the Tiber at the Louvre ; both were discovered in the ponti-

ficate of Leo X., near the church of S. Maria sopra Minerva ; they came apparently
from the temple of Isis (Helbig, no. 4).

2 ''' Eminet anteforesprimoque in limine portae^'' says Andrea Fulvio (1513);
"... Pro aedibus conservatoru7n " (1527), ibid. ;

" /?z frontispicio ipsarttm
aedium^'' Marliani, in Michaelis, p. 19.

'^ It had long been in this place. Antonio di Pietro speaks of it in the 3^ear 1407 :

" Vidi Dominum Nicolauiu di Ursinis a^nnatum^ una cum dido populo stantem
equestrem cum inultis aliis de gentibus armorum Pauli de Uj'sinis, stantem in

platea Capitolii ante Guliam didi Capitolii cum imiltis hcminariis expecta7item
novam. . .

." (Muratori, R. Italic. Sci^ipt., XXIV. 984).
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Kock's plan, which was designed in 1562, shows the Sena-
torial palace, before it was altered ; but one of the statues has
been placed at the foot of the staircase. The palace of the

Conservators has already undergone a first transformation
;

above the arcades are cross-bar windows surmounted with an
entablature ; a third row of windows appears below the roof;

on the extreme left is seen a sort of loggia^ reminding the

spectator of that of the Senatorial palace, and perhaps used also

as a tribunal. The statue of Marcus Aurelius figures in the

centre of the Square.
In 1505, on the plan by Lafreri, and in the design repro-

duced b}^ Professor Lanciani, the Senatorial palace has not

altogether lost its primitive aspect ; but the loggia no longer
exists ; the stairs are built ; and a buttress-wall encloses the

Square on the side towards the Aracoeli church.

In representations posterior to this period—that of Marcucci,
for instance, dated 1625—the Capitol is shown such as it now
exists with the three-storied bell-tower which was not built until

the closing years of the century. On the right appears the
palace of the Conservators in its completed state : and on the
left the buttress- wall, at that time ornamented with a niche.

First Period.

In the year 1520, Pietro Squarcialupi,^ who was the Senator
in office, asked permission from the Communal Council to take
a number of blocks of travertine found during excavations made
round the Arch of Septimus Severus, and to use them for finish-

ing the work he had undertaken, at his own expense, in the
loggia^ of the palace of the Conservators. The Conservators
gave him the permission, stipulating, however, that the removal
of the blocks should be carried out in such a way as not to en-

danger the stability of the arch. A commission was appointed
to superintend the excavations.^ Squarcialupi, indeed, was
a great destroyer of antiquities. He had formed a sort of

1 Count Pietro Squarcialupi was twice Senator, in 1511-1512 and in 1517-
1520. It was during his first magistracy that Pope Julius II., by his Bull, ^'' Decet
A! oinanu7n />ontz/:ce//i," of the zSth of M.a.rch, 1512 (^Biill. Rorn.^ V. 511), increased
the forum of the Capitol, that is, the Senator's and Capit> line magistrates' jurisdic-

tion, which was the subject of continual dispute between the people and the papacy.
This fact was commemonted by an inscription recently discovered and published
with notes by Professor G. Gatti in the Btdl. della Com. ArcJieol. Coijiunale di
Rojna, an. XXIX., 1901, p. 270.

2 On the 22nd of Sept., 1520, Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 83. Cf.

R. Lanciani, Destruction ofAncient Rome, p. 248.
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partnership with an association of men who were making profit

out of the ruins of the City and the CapitoHne hill itself^

The work he did, however, was not very important ; and the

appearance of the palace continued to be almost the same. It

was, perhaps, at this time that the tribunal of the Conservators
was transferred to the centre of the palace, where it was at the
end of the century.

In 1 52 1 and 1522, the palace courtyard was enlarged :
^ but

financial difficulties presented themselves. The Council were
embarrassed to find the funds needed to pay the architect's bills.

The protonotary's office had to be sold ; and it was decided
that the sums set apart for the restoration of the Pantheon
should be employed otherwise than at first intended.^

However, even after the embellishments that had just been
made, the courtyard of their palace seemed to the Conservators
"imperfect and lacking in shape'* ; now, the jubilee year of 1525
was approaching, during which the affluence of Christians would
be, undoubtedly, very great in Rome. It was, therefore, deter-

mined that '^ for the honour of the City," a sum of a hundred
crowns should be devoted to rendering the courtyard more
decent.* However, the sack of Rome took place in 1527 ; and
all the work was interrupted for several years.

In 1523, the creation of a library and archives had been
resolved on.^

Michael Angelo's Project.

The announcement of the arrival of Charles V. in Rome
aroused a feverish desire for demolishing, restoring and building.

1 Lanciani, Storia degli Scavi di Ro7na, p. 195. The Communal Council
interfered. An article of the statutes, moreover, prohibited the destruction of ancient
edifices, De Antiqtiis aedijiciis no7t diruendis, Bk. 11. , art. 191, Statutes of 1363;
it was renewed in the succeeding statutes. On the 10th of March, 1520, the following
resolution was adopted at a meeting of the Council :

^^ Priuuts consei-vatoj' . . .

exposuit qualiter de auitoru7ii Rojnanoru7?i gestis in ainplituduie edificior. et

illor. decore nil aliud hiis presentibus ternporibus oculati77i videiur nisi ecu diruta
dalatia^ teri7iae^ archus, theat7'a et a77iphitreata {sic) ac balnea aquarq. latrine
que 077inia si Ro77ianor. facultas tanta esset quod restaurari et conservaripossint
nulli dubiu77i ad ostendendu77t illo7^u77i ani77ti ac potentie vires 077inibus qui ex
docu7iientis ipsor. notitia77i kabent et locor. ijtspectione certiores 7^eddere7itui': Qtie

077inia pre uiribus inlesa custodiri debent. Qtia propositiofie audita beneq. in
huius77iodi senatus consulto cogfiita per patres ibide77i 77ia7tentes decreiu extitit

quod sifacultas restaurandi Ro77ianis deest a deuastafitibus tueantur reiq. du77i

inuetiiuntur graui pena puniantur.'' Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 14, fol. 119
and vol. 36, fol. 73. Lanciani, p. 195. Cf. F. Cerasoli, Usi e Regola77ienti per
gli Scavi . . . Rome, 1897.

2 The payments were made to the " Magister Do77ii7iicus architector qui dilataint
cortile palatii." Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. L, vol. 36, fol. 104 and 105. Sitting of

the 20th of Nov., 1521.
3 Sitting of the 29th of Oct., 1524. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. L, vol. 15, fol. 131.

Cf. vol. 36, fol. 188. See also Lanciani, Storia degli Scavi
^ p. 206.

'i Ibid., Cred. L, vol. 15, fol. 147 and 148.
5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. 1., v. 36, f. 139.
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T\\^foritm had been all pnlled about, and more than two hun-
dred houses were razed to the ground. Old edifices and
churches were destroyed, in order that the Romans might treat

the Emperor, who, some twelve years previously, had been the

cause of the pitiable sack of the City, to an entry which was
worthy of him. It was deemed proper not to leave the Municipal
palaces in the dilapidated state they were ;

^ and so the
Communal Council, desirous of displaying their power, applied
to Michael Angelo to transform them.

Michael Angelo, therefore, drew out the plan of a series of
alterations by which, while respecting the ancient structures, he
proposed to hide these with a regular fagade, and to do away
with the confusion of towers, loggias^ corners, stairs and un-
equal roofs which had grown up, picturesque but lacking unity,

during five centuries of change. This plan has been reproduced
by Etienne du Perac.

The project, in particular,^ united the two corner towers by a
fagade with square windows. A large double flight of stairs,

the parapet of which was. adorned with statues, gave access,

by means of a loggia^ to the principal entrance, which opened
into the Senator's audience-chamber. The sides were decorated
with the allegorical figures of the Nile and the Tiber. In a
niche, contrived in the centre, and surrounded with pilasters,

was a statue of Jupiter. The flat roof was to have been bordered
with a balustrade surmounted by statues, and a one-story

campanile rose above the palace.

The fagade of the palace of the Conservators was of the

same style as that of the Senator's palace ; but was less lofty,

and had pilasters half let into the walls. The loggia remained
;

the apertures, however, instead of being arcades, had a
rectilineal entablature.^ All the windows of the first story were
to be equal, an indication which was not followed, and a

balustrade and statues garnished the roof, as in the case of the

principal palace. Opposite, and at the foot of the church of

S. Maria Aracoeli, would stand a third palace, like that of the

Conservators. A staircase, adorned with some of the statues

already possessed by the Capitoline Museum, would lead from
the Square of the Capitol to the bottom of the hill on the

Aracoeli square. At the entrance to the Square, the Dioscuri

1 It will be seen that, thirty years later, the palaces, although restored, were
scarcely habitable.

'^ Description given by Vasari, Vita de Michelangelo^ Florence, 1881, VII. 222.
3 The two palaces are not quite at right angles : Burckhardt, The Cicerone^ Art

moderne (in French), p. 246, sees in this slant a skilful design of Michael Angelo. It

is rather a happy effect of chance, since the palace of the Conservators exis'ed

previously to the time of Michael Angelo, and was simply modified according to his

indications. Cf. p. 155.
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would occupy the site on which, indeed, they now stand ; only

they- were to have been placed sideways, not frontways. It

should, however, be remarked, that they were not discovered
until the pontificate of Pius IV. Perhaps Michael Angelo
intended to bring to the Capitol those of the Quirinal, which, as

FIG. 24.—BASEMENT PORTION OF THE TOWER OF MARTIN V.

a matter of fact, are much finer. In the centre of the Square
would stand the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius.

Tower called the Tower of Martin V.

Before speaking of the execution of this programme, it will be
proper to mention certain alterations that were carried out

loetween 15 10 and 1545, not very important, it is true, but

enabling several magistrates to let in to the tower nearest the

church of S. Maria Aracoeli numerous inscriptions, together

with their escutcheons. This tower thus became one of the

most interesting portions of the Capitoline edifice.

On the right is the escutcheon of the Gualdi family, with two

K
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inscriptions on either side, and another below, recording the

names of Galeotto and his son Francesco, both Senators of Rome,
Galeotto in 1510, Francesco in 1530.

The inscription on the left

reads : The inscription on the right ;

PAVLO. Ill
REGNANTE

FRANCISCVS GVALDVS
ARMINENSIS

ROMANVS. SENATOR
GALEOTTI. PATRIS
VESTIGIA IMITATVS
VIRTVTES ASSECVTVS
AN. DOM. M. DXXXIX

IVLIO. II

PONT. MAX
GALEOTTVS. DE. GVALDIS

VIR PRIMARIVS
ARMINIENSIS

STRENVI. GALEOTTI
MALATESTAE

EX. FILIA. NEPOS
EQVES. COMES

ETVRBIS SENATOR
ANNO. M. DX.

Below :

SVMNO. PAVLO. III. PONTIFICATV
FRANCISCVS. GVALDVS. ARMINENSIS

SVB EODEM. PONTIbTCE. ITERVM. SENATOR
QVOD. EXPERIENTIA. MERVIT. GLORIA. COMPROBAVIT.

M.D. XLIII.i

Above, and nearer to the projecting part of the tower, are the

armorial bearings of the Senator Nicolo Tolosano, surmounted
with an inscription.

NIC. THOLOSANVS COLLE
CI. FLO. V. I. DOC. E. ECO.
SVB. PAV. III. P. M. SENA.
OFF. FVNGEBATVR.
AN 1544 E 1545 E 1546.2

Lower down than the first escutcheon already spoken of, and
on the left, surrounded with a garland, below which are four

small pendentives containing the coats of arms of the three

Conservators and the prior of the caporioni then in office, is an
inscription recording the transformation of the Capitol.

INNOCENT. XII. PON. MAX.
DVM IN ROMAM DE THESAVRO SVO

NOVA ET VETERA PROFERT
ROMA CAPITOLIVM VETVSTATE CONFECTVM

IMPERAT INSTAVRANDVM
VT ANTIQVIS DVM NOVA CONGLVTINAT
TANTO PONTIFICI RESPONDERET
NOVA ET VETERA SERVAVI TIBI

MVTIVS DE MAXIMIS ^
LEONARDVS CIOGNIVS \ CONS.

LVTIVS SABELLVS J
SCIPIO HIPPOLYTVS DE ROSSI c. R. P.

AN. DOM. M. DC. XCII.^

1 Forcella, I. n 48. The first of the above inscriptions should be compared with

the following one, also existing in the Capitol.

IVLIO. II. PONT. MAX. GALEOTTVS DE GVALDIS
NOBILIS ARMINENSIS. V. I. CONS. EQVES ET
COMES VRBIS SENATOR ANNO M.D.X.P.

Forcella, I. n. 35. 2 Forcella, I. n. 49. '^ Forcella, I. n. 191.
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Furthur to the left is a group comprising a bass-relief, which
represents a profile, supposed to be that of Scipio Africanus

and transferred to this spot by the care of Gualdus. Two
inscriptions are on the right and left, and one beneath.

On the left : On the right

:

+ S. P. Q. R.
COMIXES bOkXIA
MAKESCOTTO

MARCO ANTONIO
CITARELLA

MARCHIONE FABRITIO
NARO

CONSERV.
FLAMINIOPICHIO
CAP. REG. PRIORE

+ S. P. Q. R.
lOANNE RINALDO
MONALDENSE

EX DNIS
MONTIS CALVELLI

POP. ROM.
IN PONTIFICAT. INTERR.

COPIARVM
DVCE.

SCIPIONEM AFRICANVM
CVM HISCE TROPHEORVM RIlLIQVIS

ET PALLADE CONCILIATA
COMITE TRIVMPHATEM AD
CAPITOLIVM IN IMAGINE

HAC VELVTI VMBRA REDVCEM
£ MVSEO SVO EXIBVIT

FRANCISCVS GVALDVS ARIMINEN
EQVES S. STEPHANI ANNO CIO lO CLV i

A mask crowns the whole. Somewhat higher, by themselves,
on the right, are the armorial bearings of the Senator Giacomo
Bovio, with a fleur-de-lis at the top, and an inscription re-

cording his services.

Below
lACOBO. BOVIO. IVRE CONS. BONO. SENA-
TORIAE MAIESTATIS. MVNERE. LEONh:
X. PON. MAX. SEVKRE. COMITERQ. INTE-
GERRIME. FVNCTO. S. P. Q. R. VIR.
TVTIS ERGO BENEMERENTI. d. d.

M. D. XIIII.2

Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius.

The only portion of the embellishments planned by Michael
Angelo which he lived to see completed was the placing, on the
Square of the Capitol, of the equestrian statue which up to

then had adorned the Square of the Lateran.

The old exclamation of the peasant, "Why don't you move
—you know that you are alive," ^ has been applied to this piece of

1 Forcella, I. n. 154. '^ Forcella, I. n. 37.
'^ The exclamation is generally attributed to the painter Pierre de Cortone.

M. Moret, The Picturesque in the Middle Ages (in French), Paris, 1839, ^X"
planation of plate 95.

K 2
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sculpture. And, indeed, it is one of the most precious antique

bronze statues that have survived the cupidity of barbarian
invaders, and the hard circumstances of succeeding' ages, as

also one of the finest works of art that exist. "Every other

bronze horse must be the humble servitor of this one," said the

President De Brosses.

The legends to which it gave rise were the cause of its pre-

servation. They are of two kinds and quite distinct. The first

series, of more popular origin and more naive, produced the

account related by the Mirabilia} In the period of the Consuls
and Senators, a mighty king arrived in Italy from the east, and
attacked the city on the side of the Lateran Gate, pillaging the

neighbourhood.^ He inflicted great losses on the Roman people.

Now, it happened that a warrior of tall stature, and as brave as

he was skilled, came to the Consuls and Senators, and asked
them what reward they would give him, if he delivered them
from this scourge. He was told that he might have whatever
he desired. " Give me," he said, " thirty thousand sesterces,

and promise me, when the war is finished, to perpetuate the

remembrance of my victory by a handsome horse in gilded

bronze." The promise was made. Then he ordered the

Romans to proceed in arms to the city walls, at the approach of

night, and to hold themselves in readiness to obey him.
He had remarked that the king came each night to the foot

of a tree on which perched a bird that began to sing at the

king's arrival.

At eventide, he mounted on a horse, barebacked took a pruning
hook, and, as soon as the bird began to warble, advanced to the

spot where the king had retired. The people of the royal suite

imagined he was one of themselves, but, none the less, called

to him to withdraw if he did not desire to be hanged. But he,

while pretending to go away, rushed on the king, who was a
small man, and carried him off; at the same time shouting to

the Romans :
" Come forth and cut up the enemy's army, for I

have their king." This the Romans did ; and the besiegers

were routed with great slaughter, and in their camp an important
booty was captured.

As they had pledged themselves, the Romans raised to their

deliverer a statue that represented him on his horse, without

saddle, stretching forth his right hand, with which he had seized

the king ; while a bird was on his head, and the horse was
represented as trampling the hostile king under his feet.^

1 " Laterani est quidaiJi cahalhts ereus qui dicitur Constantini. Sed non est

ita. .
." Page 36, line 18 (ed. Parthey).

'^ The Mirabilia and the descriptions of this epoch do not say who was this

Eastern king ; an author of the sixteenth century, Prospettivo Milanese, calls him
Asdrubal. See note 3 on p. 134. ^ See what is said on page 134, note i.
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It is difficult to elucidate the origin of this legend. It may,
perhaps,- be explained by the fact that if the spectator places
himself in front of the horse, the tuft of mane on the animal's
forehead has a certain resemblance to a barn-owl. Moreover,

\

FIG. 25.—STATUE OF MARCUS AURELIUS.

primitively, a man was under the horse's hoofs,, as is proved by
copies made of the group.^

But the legend of the " great villain," ilgran villa7iO{' although
countenanced and propagated by the extensively read book of

1 See what is said on the next page in note i.

2 Gamucci writes (fol. 20, V.) in 1565 :
^^ Quella_fa;nosa statua equestre di Marco

Aurelio . . . la quale c chiainata da volgari de nostri tempi il\ Gran Villano.'*

Chevalier Harff, who came to Rome in 1497, speaks thus of the statue {Die
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the Mirabilia and the descriptive works that it engendered,
never had the same vogue as that which made the statue out to

be that of the Emperor Constantine. It was under the latter

denomination that the statue was generally known throughout
the Middle Ages, and was reproduced in far-off countries.^

However, the statue was spoken of by many other names.
In the deliberations of the Lateran Chapter, it is designated
under the name of Antony's statue.^ Poggio, who lived in the

time of Eugenius IV., calls it the statue of Septimus Severus.^

Nicholas Muffel of Nuremberg, who came to Rome in 1452, in

the suite of the Emperor Frederick V., mixes up the two versions

and asserts the statue to be that of "a villain named Septimus
Severus.''* Those who had pretensions to learning thought
differently. " Peregrini Theodoriciim vacant^ vulgus Constan-
tinum sed Clerici Curiae Marcum seu Qumtu7n Curtium appel-

lant^'^ says Gregorius Magister in a book of Mirabilia^ a few

Pllgerfahrt des Ritters Arnold von Harff . . . Cologne, i860; translation 0/
De Reumont, in the Archiv. Veneto^ vol. XL, part I. 1876, p. 134) :

" Sulla piazza
(of St. John Lateran) davantl alia chiesa sta eretta una sta.tua equestre di bronzo
quale fit posta a uit contadino divenuto capitano a Roiua, che lihcro la citta dai
nanici iinitando il suono del cuculo^ di che si iniseT-o altamente a ridere gli
assediante.'"

1 Arbellot, Pamphlet on the equestrian statues of Constantine placed in the
churches of the West of France (in French), Limoges, Paris, 1885. In ihese
reproductions, the captive is seen under the horse's hoofs, as mentioned in the
Mirabilia. They spread the opinion that the original statue was in marble. Richard
of Poictiers wrote, in 1293, in his Coinplainte^

Constantine cades eguo de marmorefacto
Et lapis erectus et multa palatia Romae,

Richard the Poiftevin, art. of Berger in the Library of the French Schools of
Athens and Rome ^ VL (1879), p. 2. Cf. A. Graf, Roma nella Memoria^ IL 112.

2 Galletti, Cod. Vat., 8039; deliberation of the 15th of Aug., 1498 (see further

on); Marcus Aurelius was surnamed Antoninus, which may have created the

confusion. However, in a deliberation dated 20 "Oct. of the same year, we read :

^^ Statua Aureliani vulgariter Constantiniana." Ibid., 8036, fol. 257.—In the

deliberation of the Communal Council which ratified the removal of the statue to the

Square of the Capitol, it is designated under the name: " Statue of M. Antony."
Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 36, pi. 379.

3 De Varietate Fortunae, ed. Giorgi, p. 21.
i Nicolaus Muffels, Beschreibung der Stadt Rom, herausgegeben von Wilhelm

Vogt, Tubingen, 1876. This confusion was still made by some authors in the

sixteenth century Prospettivo Milanese, in his Antiquarie Prospettiche romane,
writes, in 1500 :

Evi di Constantino vn gran ronzone
• Staui quel grande chucise Asdrubello.

Sono ambedui di gran pcrfectione.

Atti Accad. Lincei, Sen IL vol. III. part III. p. 51, and Gilberto Govi, Rome, 1376,

who publishes the text with comments. ^—^Gamucci, Le Antichitd di Roma, Venice,

1569, writes, p. 16 :
''' Nel centro delta piazza di Cajtpndoglio la famosa statua

equestj-e di Marco Aurelio.''' Aldrovandi, Le Stattce di Roma, p. 268, says :

*''' Nel mezzo delta piazza del Campidoglio si vide la bella statua equestre di bronzo

di M. Aureliofilosofo et Imperatore : e sta in habito e gesto dipaceficatore, Dico7io,

ch' ellafosse di Antonio Pio ; altri di L- Vcro ; altri di Septitnio Severe, . , .
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fragments only of which have been preserved by the English
monk, Ralph Higden.^
However, the common opinion was that the statue represented

the Emperor Constantine ;
^ and this was why it received

universal admiration. It was made to play a part in every
solemnity. When the tribune Cola di Rienzo gave a magnificent

fete to the Roman people, on his being consecrated a knight, an
ingenious artifice, the mystery of which no one could fathom,
enabled wine and water to flow from the horse's nostrils. A
mantle of vair, with which the horse was covered, apparently

helped the illusion.^ Indeed, it was the custom, in the Middle
Ages, for those who wished to be popular in Rome, to offer a
mantle to the horse. In the Ro7Jian de Rou^ Wace relates that

Robert I., Duke of Normandy, did this :

Saw Constantine in Rome display'd

In manly shape, of copper made,
Of copper is the horse also,

No wind nor rain them overthrow.
Such is the fame and the honour
Of Constantine the Emperor,
To whom the image stands upright
And whose the name is that it hight.

He had it with a mantle clad,

The richest one that can be had.

Costentin uit, ki ert a Rome
De quiure fait, en guise de home,
Cheval a de quiure ensement,
Ne muet pur pluie ne pur uent.

Pur la hautece e pur la honur
De Costentin I'empereur,
En ki nun I'image est leuee
E par ki nun est appelee,
La fist d'un mantel afubler
Del plus liche qu'il peut trouer.^

The fate of the city was considered to depend on that of the

horse. This belief was still current when Ampere visited Rome.
A child, showing him the traces of gilt that were visible on the

statue, told him they were increasing. "When the statue is

gilded all over," he said, " the world will perish." However, in

1636, the Senator Orazio Albani had been obliged to issue an
order forbidding stones or mud to be thrown at it.^

The statue is said to have first stood in the Area of the

Forum, where, according to Father Thedenat, traces of the

1 De Rossi, Piante di Rojiia^ p. 77 ; cf. Adinolfi, Laterano e Via Maggiore,
p. 71 ; Jordan, _ Topog., 11. 370, 385 ; Stevenson, Annali dell' Istituto Arch., 1877,

P- 375 '> Tizzani, Atti deW Accad. Rom. di Archeologia, nuova seria, I. 241.
2 Martinelli, Roma ricercata, p. 795, who wrote in the seventeenth century, says :

''^ Nel mezzo della piazza il fajnoso cavallo di metalio caualcato da Marco
Aurelio Antonino secondo alcuni^ e secundo altri da L. Vero., se bene molti han
creduto^ come testijica il Fulvio, esser di L. Settim Seuero ; ma e chiamato
dal volgo e dal Bibliotecario di Constantino pe7^che staua su la piazza del Palazzo
Lateranense." Cf. Gamucci. See p. 138, note i. Muntz, The Arts at the Court
of the Popes (in French), III. 179, reproduces orders to pay, relating to the restora-

tion of this statue, which show that it was commonly known under this denomina-
tion. See further on, p. 139, note i.

^ Cron. Mutinense\ Muratori, R. Italic. Script.^ XV. 608.
4 Ed. Andresen, Heilbronn, 1877, U- 152, v. 3051.

5 ^^Che nessuno abhia ardire tirare sassi,fanga o simili materie nel Cavallo di
bronzo esistente in delta piazza^ sotto le mcdesime pene. Dattun Ro7ne ex nostro
Capitolio, hac die 10 Aprilis, 1636. Horatio Albani Senatore^'' Casanatense
Library, Collez. B^ndi, vol, VI. no. 171,
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base on which it stood may be seen.^ Later, it was transported

to the site it occupied, for a long time, in front of the Lateran
church. 2 We read that, when the Antipope Boniface (974) was
murdered, his body was cast at the feet of the horse, in the
" cauipiun a7ite cabalhwi Consta7iti7ii^^ terms which, to tell the
truth, may apply just as well to the campus laterajiejisis as to

the canipo vacchto.^ Some years previously (966), the corpse
of Pietro, prefect of Rome in the time of John XIII., had been
tied to it by the hair.*

It has, however, been maintained that the statue in question
once adorned the palace of Annius Verus, which was near the
Lateran, and in which Marcus Aurelius lived for a long while,

and that it had never figured on the Forum, since it seemed
difficult to admit that, between the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies, so famous a statue could have been removed from the

foot of the Capitol to the Lateran, without any mention being
made of the fact.^

Some have thought the removal of the statue had been
effected at a comparatively recent date. What may have
fostered the belief is that passage of the Ferrara biographer of

Clement III. which says that this Pope enlarged the Lateran
palace, and had a golden horse made to decorate its fagade.^

In his Bolognese chronicle, Fra Bartolommeo della Pugliola

repeats the assertion, and specifies that the horse was in

bronze.^ The reference, therefore, must be to the horse of

Marcus Aurelius, which Clement III. had, no doubt, ordered to

be repaired.^

The statue was badly in need of repairs, if we may judge by a
reproduction existing, among other Renascence bronzes, in the

royal Dresden museum. It is attributed to Antonio Averlino,

i Henry Th6denat, The Rojjian Foru7n (in French), Paris, 1904, pp. 167, 286
;

Giampini, De Sacris Aedific.^ cap. 2 ; Palladio, Archit., Book IV. c. IX. See also

Stevenson's article, Annali dell' Istituto Archeologico, 1877, p. 373 ; Antichi
Edijlzi al Laterano. Fea mentions an itinerary in which the Ternplmn Pads and
the Cahallus Constantini are spoken of together. In the Einsidlensian itinerary

(eighth century), the Cavallus Constantini is placed near the Arch of Septimus
Severus {Codex Urbis Roinae, Urlichs, p. 71). Cf. Vacca, n. t8.

2 According to A. Graf, II. III. it was Pope Sergius III. (903-911) who probably
ordered the removal. Qi. Adinolfi, Roma nelV Eta di Mezzo, I. 250.

3 Muratori, Annales,Y. 262; Gregorovius, II. 74; Duchesne, Liber Pontijicalis,

II. 254. 4 Muratori, R. Italic. Script., IIP. 331.
5 Storie-delle Arti del Disegno di Giovanni Winkelmann, transla ion much

corrected and augmented by Abbe Fea, Rome, 1784, III. 411. Winkelmann's
work, Geschichte der Kunst, had appeared at Dresden in 1764. The removal of so

heavy a group must, in fact, have been very troublesome. It was accomplished
only with great difficulty in the sixteenth century.

6 ^'' Equn7n quoque aureujn fieri fecit.'' Muratori, R. Italic. Script., IX. 178.

Yet the text given by the Liber Pontificalis says merely : '"'' Putewn ante ereum
equumfecitfieri." Life of M. Polonius, II. 451.

7 Muratori, A'. Italic. Script., XVIII. 246.
S This Pope reigned froni 1187 to 1191.
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says Filarete, who worked in the time of Eugenius IV. ;i this

reproduction, therefore, indicates the probable aspect of the

statue before the repairs made to it, in the pontificates of

Paul II. and Sixtus IV., which were the first that we have any
certain knowledge of.^ It may be that the deteriorations

noticeable are peculiar to Filarete's copy ; but, on the one hand,

^^K^__ ....-.__..

FIG. 26.—THE HORSE OF MARCUS AURELIUS IN FRONT OF THE
LATERAN. (ciAMPiNi, De Sacris Aedijiciis a Constantino Magno
constructts : Rome, 1693, III. 17, pi. 5.)

it is said, in a document of the year 1474, that the group was
" vetustate quassatum et collabe?ttem "

;
^ on the other hand, the

1 It was made by order of the Pope and offered to Peter de Medici, in 1465,
BvUetin de la Societe des Antiquah'es de France^ 1885, 4th quarterly number, p.

271, communication of M. Courajod on Filarete. See Courajod, Certain Bronze
Sculptures of Fitaj^ete {in French), Paris, 1886.

'^ In the work of G. Rohault de Fleury, The Lateran in the Middle Ages (in

French), plate L., the statue of Marcus Aurelius is shown on the socle it occupied at
the Lateran. Into this socle are let the armorial bearings of Pope Boniface VI 1 1.,

Gaetani (1294-1303), which might lead one to suppose that this pontiff or some one
of his family undertook to restore it, or to restore the statue.

3 Cancellieri, Solenni J>ossessi, ^g. 198. The text reads as a whole: '"'' Equufn
aeneuin vetustate quassatum et j'ajn collahentein cuiti fessore Marco Aurelio
Antvnino restituit, quern ante aedein Constantinianae Basilicae cerniTuus," Life
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high price of the repairs shows that they must, in fact, have been
very important. One is therefore entitled to suppose that, at the
time, the right foot and left hind leg of the horse were wanting.
How^ever, Filarete certainly added, in front of the horse's legs, a
high-crested helmet ornamented with bass-reliefs that had some
resemblance to the subjects of classical antiquity. On one side is

a centaur carrying off a woman ; on the other, two men wrestling
;

on the visor is a ram's head. The background from which the
figures stand out is engine-turned or rather hammered.^
The horse is asserted, but wrongly, it would seem, to have

been cast into a bog, from which Sixtus IV. had it taken out.^

Paul II., the Venetian Pope, w^ho had such a passion for art,

undertook to restore this statue so unfortunately injured. As
early as the second year of his reign, in 1466, he gave orders
for the work to be begun ; but, at the time, all that was done
was to erect round the statue a big plank shed, which cost very
dear. However, in 1468, three hundred florins were paid to the
celebrated medal-engraver Cristoforo Geremia of Mantua,
described in the payment order as a "familiar of the Pope,"
and, indeed, sufficiently esteemed by the latter to be given
rooms in the Vatican.^ It was the successor of Paul II., Pope

of Pope Sixtus IV., by an anonymous writer that Muratori thinks to have been
Platina. Muratori, R. Italic Script.^ IIP. 1064. Miintz, The Arts at the
Court of the Popes, III. 177, quotes on the authority of Albertini an inscription

which seems to be the transcription of this passage: '"'' Syxtus IIII Pont. Max.
equu7n hunc aeneu7n vetustate quassatuni collabentevi cum assessore restituit "

;

and he is astonished that Forcella does not mention it. The reason is, perhaps, that

he gave no credence to Albertini. The latter composed, in 1509^ his minor work of
\}!\Q De Mirabilihus {it6i. oi-L^x^^ioX. b'z).

1 Courajod, art. quoted ; Gio. Batta. De Rossi and Giuseppe Gatti, in the Bull.
Arch. Co77t., an. 1886, p. 348. The inscription on the socle of this reproduction
states that the statue is the one of the Emperor Constantine. It is well known that the
father and the son were very like each other ; and scholars of the time ofEugenius IV.
may have allowed themselves to be deceived by their incomplete iconographic
knowledge. In a song composed in 1467, to celebrate the transfer of the porphyry
urn containing the remains of St. Constantia from the mausoleum in which they
lay, in the Via Nomentana, to the palace that Paul II. had just had built on St.

Mark's Square, it is said :

Co77ii7iodus et soTiipes hostilia vulnera passi
Pontificis tantu77i reficiuTttur ope.

See the Gazette archeologique, 1885, p. 382, and the Bulletin de la Societe des
Antiquaires de France, 1885, p. 275 ; art of M. Courajod.

2 At least, the text ofOnuphrius, which is in Platina, Historiade Vitis Pontificu77t,

Cologne, 1626, p. 331, reads: '"'' Marci ^Aurelij statua7ii aenea77i equestre77i hu77zili

et sordido loco iace7ite77i in area Latera7iensi augustiore loco exposuit.'' Cf.

Flaminio Vacca, who asserts that the statue was found in a vineyard near the Scala
Santa; Me77iorie, n. XVII. Cf. Fea, op. cit., p. 414, and, by the same author,
Disco7'so intorno alle belle Art i., Rome, 1797, p. xi, and Nuova Descrizione . . .

Rome, 1818, p. 183.
'•'> In the margin: '"''Pro restauratione equi aerei S. Jo. Lateranensis.'" In the

text: '''Marcus etc., hono7'abili viro Andree Blasij etc., solvatis honl. viro
Cristoforo de Giere77iiis de Maiitua Ss77ii. D. N. pp. fa77iiliari fl. au. de Cai7i.

trecentos pro parte solutionis ejus labo7'erii et aliaru77t expensaru7n pro
restauratione cqui erei siti in platea sancti Johannis Lateranensis oportunarum^
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\

^^

Sixtus IV., who completed the work. He had recourse to

goldsmiths, and had to pay them important sums. A new
pedestal was also made for the statue. The Pope wished it to

be of marble.^

A picture has preserved for us the appearance of this statue,

after its restoration. It is that
^

which the artist Filippo Lippi r^~"^

^'^'
'^ '" *^^^^^^

painted, in i486, in the chapel [ \\

of St. Thomas Aquinas, belong- | I

,

ing to the Minerva church,
j

I

and which gives a view of the [ -,^,^ ^
* ;

Lateran of that epoch.^

A statue so famous and so

beautiful, and whose fate was
so closely connected with the

history of Rome, might claim
its place in the Capitol. This,

undoubtedly, was why Michael
Angelo chose it as the central

subject of the new decoration

he had conceived, and why
also, in that respect, his plan
was executed without delay.

Nevertheless, the Lateran
Chapter did their best not to

lose their treasure. Having
met a first time on the 28th
of November, 1537, they ap-

pointed delegates who were to

go and beg the Pope not to sanction the removal of the

statue :
^ these delegates were not received. Then the Chapter

quos etc. Dat. Rome apud Sanctian Marciwi sub signeti nostri impressione die
XXVJunij MCCCCLXVIII. Pontif. SS. D. N. Pauli div. prov. pp. II, anno
quarto.''' (Archiv. di Stato, Mandati Cam. Urbis, 1464-73, fol. 66.)

1 '* Solvatis ho. vir. Magistro Nardo Corbolini et Leonardo Guidocci ci. ro.

aurifabris quibiis data est cura sarciendi equtcni eneuin Constantini antePalatitnn
Lateranense existenteni fl. ait. de cam. C in deductionem inercedis ipsis promisse
pro illo opere'' {-7, July, 1473).—On the nth of Dec, 1473, another payment of 200
ducdits pro refectione equi Constantini. On the 24th of April, 1474, payment of 100
ducats. On the 15th of Nov., as balance, payment of 200 ducats. On the 24th of
Dec. of the same year 1474, payment of 75 ducats to a stonemason ''''pro parte operis

quod facticrus est in basi novi marmo7^ea equi Constantini.'' Bicllettino dell'

Instituto di Corresp. Arch., an. 1867, p. 189, art. of A. von. Zahn ; E. Miintz, The
Arts at the Court of the Popes., 1879-1882, III. 176. Documents extracted from
the Archiv. Seg. Vat., Div. Camer., vol. 38, fol. 103, 126, 194, 200. It was probably
after this work that the inscription quoted by Albertini was put on the pedestal.

Cf art. of A. von Zahn, Bull, dell' Inst. ArcheoL, 186, p. 189.
2 Masetti, Notizie delta chiesa Minerva, p. 35.
^ ''^ Qui exorent suam S. ne equus aeneus videlicet M. Aurelius Antoninus e

platea Lateran. amoveatur," Vincenzo Tizzoni, La Statua equestre di Marco
Aurelio, p. 34.

FIG. 27.—STATUE OF MARCUS
AURELIUS IN FRONT OF
THE LATERAN. (FRESCO OF
FILIPPO LIPPI, CHURCH OF
MINERVA.)
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met again on the 9th of January, 1538, all the more alarmed
as the material required for the transport of the group had just

been brought to the spot. They renewed their protest, with
still more emphasis but equal lack of success.^ The statue was
taken away, and was transferred to the site it now occupies.

The Communal Council bore part of the expense incurred, .as

was only just (1538).^

In order to find a pedestal for this colossal group, one of the
most massive blocks of stone that was contained in Trajan's
forum had to be extracted from it.^

Some restoration of the statue was effected in 1836, under
the direction of Thorwaldsen and Valadier, with the aid of the
founder, Giuseppe Spagna.^
The horse of Constantine had its special guardian. Mention

is made of him in Muziano's Commentary of the sixteenth

century. In 161 5, the Conservators appointed as life-guardians

Ascanio Pirotti and his son, the preceding" guardian having
renounced all his rights and emoluments.^

Raphael and Donatello are said to have been inspired by this

group, in which the horseman's fine bearing allowed them to

overlook the lack of unity in the animal's movements. The one
utilised it for the fiery palfrey mounted by his Gattamelata of

Padua ; the other modelled from it the milder nag that carries

the Pope St. Leo, in the Vatican fresco.^

The Completion of the Square.

Before proceeding with the execution of Michael Angelo's
design, measures had to be taken to prevent the palace from
falling in. The rooms used for dispensing justice were so little

1 The Chapter had succeeded, in 1498, in preventing a first attempt at its removal.
On the 28th of Oct., they had delegated four of their members to go to the Cardinal
of Lisbon (Giorgio Costa), the Cardinal of S. Croce, the Conservators, and the
caporioni, and "deplore the compulsory flight of the horse and the statue of Con-
stantine "

;

'''' ut deplorent fugavi coactaiiiEqui et statuaiii . . . Constantinianain
et supplicare dig7ientu7'- inte7^cede7^e ap. S. D. N. uti retmeat.'' Vincenzo Tizzoni,

La Statua equestre di Marco Aurelio^ p. 34.
2 Deliberation dated the 22nd of March, 1538. ^^ Quod dicta summa (the amount

is not indicated) erogari debeat in refoniiatione statue M. Antonii iri platca
Capitolii secundumjudicium Michaelis Angeli scuiptoris." (Archiv. Stor. Capit.

,

Cred. L vol. 36, fol. 379.) The reference is to fines inflicted on the inhabitants of
Cori. (R. Lanciani, DesiTuction ofAncient Rome, p. 231.)

^ Vacca, Me7norie^ IL 18. Martinelli, Ro77ia 7^icercata, p. 78, says the pedestal
came from Trajan's Thermae. An inscription was engraved on it (Forcella, L n. 44).

4 Diario di Ro77ia, 1836, n. 26.
5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XL vol 19, fol. 68. For general information as to the

history of this statue, reference may be had to Vincenzo Tizzoni, La Statua di
Marco Au7^elio descritta ed illust7^ata, with engravings, anonymous, Rome, 1838,
which is in the Casanatense Library, Miscell., 8vo, vol. 963, 2,

6 Fea, p. 183, and Maurice Paleologue, Ro77ie, Paris, 1903, p. 42. Marcus Aurelius
is similarly represented in the bass-reliefs mentioned on p. 202.
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habitable that one magistrate, who had been called from Foligno

to fill the high office of first assessor to the Senator, refused to

sit, having previously sent his son to inspect the premises.

The Council, in consequence, were compelled to undertake the

work of restoration (1542).^ But the pecuniary resources of the

Communal treasury were hardly sufficient to keep things in

repair. In 1537, the proceeds accruing from the sale of various

offices, which amounted to fifteen hundred crowns, had, as a

matter of necessity, been exclusively applied to this task, the

losers being the pensioners of the City, porzionari^ who usually

received a sum of a thousand crowns out of these funds.

A few Councillors protested ; but there was no alternative.

^

In 1 541, the Council authorised the Conservators to sell eight

claims on the Bologna official pawn-establishment, for seven hun-
dred and fifty crowns, which were devoted to repairing expenses.

Obliged, through want of funds, to limit their operations, the

Communal Council contented themselves, for the time being,

with carrying out only that part of Michael Angelo's design
which dealt with the embellishment of the Square. Giacomo
della Porta ^ was the architect chosen for the task. The
Council did their utmost to second him, and regularly appointed
commissaries to superintend and hasten the progress of the

work. * Moreover, whenever the Councillors made any difficulties

about giving funds, the Holy See interfered and forced their

hand. Thus, in 1543, the Conservators received the order,

1 Council meeting of July 8, 1542. Cred. I. vol. 17, fol. 84.
2 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. 1. vol. 17, fol. 46, 47. Sitting of 23 Oct., 1537. And

Archiv. di Stato, Mand. Cam. 1537-1541, fol. 34, 15 Sept., 1537: ^^ Solvatis Sc.

V et Jiclios 8 a Maestro Benedetto de Pisisfabro lignario pro re^aratione palatii
Capitolii decoim7iissione Dni. Cesaris de Nobilibus^ preteriti Senatoris, in cubiculo
quod habitat. D. Franciscus de Sessa Notarius Maleficioru77iy Other payment
orders of little importance follow. " M'>'^ Jacobo bononien. ; muratori scut, auri
triginta sex et bot. 93J de Jul. Xpro quolibet scutopro residuo sui laborerii et pro
tot operibus factis in reparatione Palatii senatus vestri capitolini, 23 Feb., i537-"
Payment order addre=;sed to the Magnijico domino ahne IJrbis senatori. On the
20th of March following, payment of another sum of 36 crowns 98^ bol. for the
same purpose. (Mand. Camerali, 1534-1557, quoted by Mlintz, The Antiquities,

p. 154.) Sitting of 22 Sept., 1537. It was decided that the proceeds of the sale of
every office should be devoted, for a whole year, to the improvement of the Capitol.

Sitting of the 23rd of October. The Magist7-i Viaruin offered to make a gift of all

the Tiburtine stone blocks they had at their disposal. Sitting of the 26th of Oct.
Marius Macaonius was elected clerk of the works at a salary of fifteen crowns a
month. Mutio Muto announced that he had collected many fines in the Cori district

(depending on the Commune of Rome) ; fifty crowns remained to be paid. The total

sum would then amount to 240 crowns, which would be spent on the Capitol. May,
1538. Several offices remaining to be sold, and several bidders coming forward, it

was decided that the offices should be put up to auction, and the proceeds devoted
to carrying on the work, with the people's consent. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 36, fol. 360-379, and vol. 17, fol. 50.
3 Giacomo della Porta, born in 1530, died in 1590, was a pupil of Vignola. About

this time, he built the churches of S. Louis of the French and S. Maria de Monte.
He fini.^hed the cupola of St. Peter's with the help of Fontana.

4 Archiv. Stor. Caj>it., Cred. I. vol. 17, fol. 76, voL 36, fol. 409 and 430; for the
yeai- 1555, fol. 802.
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under threat of the severest penalties, to pay over to the

viagistri stratarimi^ entrusted with the repairing of roads, the

sum of six hundred crowns, deducted from the wine duties, in

view of the construction of the Via Capitolina^ which should
give access to the Capitol.^

Already, some time before, the various expropriations

necessary had begun, if not the constructive w^ork properly

so called. In 1480, a sum of one hundred and twenty ducats
was paid to Giovanni Pietro de Spiritibus as compensation for

his house, which it had been necessary to pull down.^ In

the pontificate of Paul III., the levelling of a mound was
undertaken, the soil of which was thrown on to the slope of the

hill facing the Aracoeli square, so that the houses on that

side were almost buried, and suffered serious damage. As
compensation, each owner had to be paid two hundred crowns.^
Elsewhere, the fagade of the Muzio de Mettis palace was
demolished, to make room for a suitable issue of the descent on
the Via Torre dei Specchi.^ The house was subsequently
pulled down altogether.^

The building of the great stairs, designed to give access to

the Square of the Capitol, was the object of great competition.

Numerous architects had sent in plans. Two were selected

from them, those of Martino Lunghi and Giacomo della Porta.

The latter's design had the advantage, said the judge of the

competition, of arranging for the concealment of certain places

less deserving of prominence on the Capitoline Mount, and of

being so cleverly combined that the obliquity of the staircase

would not be perceived.^ The levelling of the Square was next
proceeded with again (1577).^

1 '"'' Mandatujn Conservatoribics quodsolvifaciant Magistris strataruin Urbissc.
600." {Arch. Seg. Vat., Div. Camer., V. 139, fol. 63.) The S. Maria bridge or
Ponte Rotto had been much damaged at the time of the overflowing of the Tiber in

1530 (Oct.). In 1557, it was again partially carried away : at present, there remains
only one arch, strengthened in 1575 by Gregorj'- XIII. See M. Carcani, // Tevere
e le sue inondazione, Rome, 1875.

2 Arch. Seg. Vat., Div. Cam., vol. 47, fol. 117.
'"'' Assignainentu7n pro Johanne

Petro de Spiritibus.''
3 ^'- Supplica di Michele Marzocco ai Conservatore del 29 (^ber, 1583." Archiv.

Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 20.

4 Petition of Muzio to obtain the compensation promised him. Archiv. Stor.
Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 15, an. 1587.

•5 The credit v^as voted, Oct. 15, 1561, by 84 to 13. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 21, fol. 125 and 120.
6 Undated letter to the Conservators by Paulo del Bufalo, deputed for the

construction of the staircase. (Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 24.)
" Con la tondezza sua leva quellipisciatori e conigliere chesono di qttae di la dalla
presente scala, si vede dalla piazza degli Altieri (at present del Gesii), et con la
tondezza non apparisce che la scala non sia in squadro, et per molte altre ragioni
che einpierebbero ilfoglio. ..." The People's Gate is likewise due to the co-operation
of Michael Angelo and Giacomo della Porta. See Burckhardt, II. 243.

7 Council meeting of the 27th of November, 1577. "Z><? platea capitolina
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At the same time, measures were taken to complete its

decoration. Paul III. (i533-i55o) had commissioned Vignola

to build the por-

tico and repair

the steps leading

to the Aracoeli

church ;i and Juhus
III. (1550-1555)
had the other por-

tico built, and steps

to match on the

side facing Mount
Caprino.^ Pius IV.

pursued the com-
pletion of the
double balustrade

bordering the
Square, on the side

from which it com-
mands the City

;

and was responsi-

ble for the placing,

on either hand of

the entrance to the

great staircase, of

the two lions or

sphinxes of basalt

found near the

church of S. Maria
sopra Minerva.^

The Councillors

were compelled to

impose fresh sacri-

fices on the City.

In 1 561, Pope Pius

IV. gave them per-

emptory orders to deduct twelve hundred crowns from the

deprimenday Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 164. Meeting of 26 Aug.,
1578. ''''Super platea Capitolina deprimenda" Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 27, fol. 209.
1 Montagnani, // Museo Capitolino, I. 37. Above the arcades of the portico,

in the spaces between the columns, Pope Julius III. had his coat of arms engraven,
the three Mounts, as Paul III. had had his engraven on the opposite portico.

2 Lanciani, article on the Monte Tarpeio, in the Bull, della Coin. Archeol.
Cojn., XXIX. an. 1901, p. 268. Cf. Cod. Vat. Ottob., 3152, fol. 220. The two
sphinxes have been replaced by reproductions, and put inside the nev/ palace
(courtyard), n. 2, 3, in 1885. Fam. Vacca, n. 27 ; Fea, p. 180; Montagnani, II. 88.

'^ Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 21, fol. 125.

FIG. 28.

—

VIGNOLA's portico. STEPS LEAD-
ING TO THE CHURCH OF S. MARIA
ARACOELI.
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wine duties, half of which was to be paid to the maestri di
strada^ in order that they might compensate the owners of the
houses that had been pulled down, on the Aracoeli Square

;

the other half was to be devoted to completing this Square.
The Councillors yielded, not without protesting that the duties
in question belonged to the people, and were the people's
"property" (13th of October, 1561).!

This concession cost them dearer than they had imagined
;

for the Pope, coming, some short time after, to ascertain for

himself what progress was being made in the work, with the
money supplied, happened to notice that the roof of the
Senatorial palace was in such a wretched state that the rain

entered through it. The audience-chambers were unfit for

occupation, doubtless because the repairs, resolved on in 1542,
had not been effected. He, consequently, imposed a fresh

charge of between eight hundred and a thousand crowns,
according to requirements, for the necessary work to be done.^
This sum was to be taken, as usual, from the wine duties, other-:

wise (Z2^^di gabella dello studio?
Compensations became more frequent. Luzio Boccabella

obtained two hundred crowns, in order to bring into line with

the others the house he owned on the Capitol, no doubt along
the road leading to it.^ Expropriations, indeed, continued till

the end of the century. In 1595, a thousand crowns had to be
paid to Tommaso Filippucci, as the price of several houses
demolished, to allow of the widening of the Via Capitolina^ or

rather the Strada di Campidoglio^ as it began to be called from
that time in official documents. The amount of the indemnity
was to be charged on the dues collected at the Latin Gate.^

The divers corporations that possessed a hall for their consular

tribunals at the Capitol contributed to the expense. Now and
again, the pontifical authority intervened to exonerate them
from this burden ; as, for instance, in 1564, when the painters'

guild pleaded poverty,^ and the goldsmiths' guild claimed
exemption as having no tribunal at the Capitol. '^ Although
having no business in the Capitol, the Jewish community also

1 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 21, fol. 133.
'^ The name gabella dello studio was given to the tax on foreign wines, because a

portion of what it yielded was devoted to the payment of professors . at the
University.

^ Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 21, fol. 197.
4 The work had been begun in 1538 ; expropriations took place then. Archiv. di

Stato, Atti. Stef. de Amannis, Prot., 96, fol. 301.
5 Arch, di Stato, Mand. Camer., 1594-1596, fol. 71.
6 Inhibitio in Curia pro Consule et Universitate pictorum Urbis. Dat. Rome

in Cai7i. Ap. Die 19 Martij, 1564. G. As. Card. Cam.
7 Inhibitio in Curia pro Consulibus aurijicum. Dat. Rojne in Cam. Ap. Die

28 A7ig7isti, 1564. G. Asc. Card. Caviera7'ius. (Arch. S. Vat., Div. Camer.,
vol. 217, fol. 15. 19,
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paid their share, which must have been considerable, since an

instalment of a hundred crowns was only a fraction of their

contributions.^

In 1583, Gregory XIII. gave instructions which led to the

placing on the balustrade of the Square, to the • right and
the left of the staircase, of the two groups of the Dioscuri,

FIG. 29.

—

VIGNOLA's portico. STEPS LEADING TO THK MONTE
TARPEIO.

which had been found near the Ghetto, under the pontificate

of Pope Pius IV., some twenty years before, and had been
restored by Valsoldi.^

The balustrade bordering the Square, on the side opposite the

1 Significatio. G. Asc. Cajnerarius. Dat. Rome in Cam. Ap. Die XVI. lobris,

1540. Asc. Card. Camerarius. {Ibid., vol. 119, fol. 36.)
2 Montagnani, Mirabili, Pietro Paolo, // Museo Capitolino, Rome, 1828 ;

Vacca, n. 52 *, Michaelis, pp. 33, 44. They were found at the spot where the new
synagogue was being built. Inscriptions were put on the pedestals supporting them :

Forcella, I. n. 78, n. 251, n. 105.

L
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Senatorial palace, was completed about 1592.^ Thither had
been brought, in 1 590, the trophies, said to be those of Marius,
which still figure there, to the right and the left of the groups
of Castor and Pollux.^ They had been taken from the '' Castle

of the Acqua Marcia," as well as other ornaments, so that nothing
else remained, except some vestiges of the foundations, which the

Marquis Orazio Savelli, who owned a neighbouring villa on the

Esquilian, called Palombara,^ asked permission to remove.^
Two commissaries were appointed, as was usual in such cases, to

examine the request.^

At the end of the balustrade, on the right, stood the mile-

stone which once marked the first mile on the Appian Way,
where it had been discovered in 1 583. Another milestone, which
had been found further on, serves to match it at the opposite

end of the balustrade. A bronze ball surmounted it ; and
tradition asserted that it was the one which the statue of the

Emperor Trajan, placed at the top of his column, held in his

hand. It was believed to contain his ashes.^ At present, there

are no balls on either of the columns.^
The two statues of Constantine and his son Constans, which

are visible between the trophies and the columns, were not set

in this place until 1653. They had previously stood on the steps

leading from the Square of the Capitol to the church of S. Maria
Aracoeli.^ The base of the Emperor's statue still exists with
his name engraven on one of the sides. The third statue,

representing the second son of Constantine, which was first of

all placed in the Museum, was, as will be seen, subsequently
sent to the Lateran.^

The obelisk still existed in 1566; but it had been brought
nearer to the Square.^^ Then it was overthrown. " Super
coemeterio iacet obelisciis aegyptius hieroglyphis insignitus^^^^

This, no doubt, was why the Communal Council resolved to

1 This balustrade had been begun under Gregory XIII. (1572-1535).
2 The inscription placed under the trophies is found in Forcella, I. n. 90.
3 Cancellieri, // Discobolo, p. 42.
4 Sitting of the 19th of Sept., 1592, Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 90.
5 Sitting of the 22nd of Sept., 1592. Ibid., fol. 52.
^ Vasi, I. 53. Seep. 204 and Michaelis, Coll. CaJ>lt., note 184. Cf. H. Dessau,

Intorno la Colona Milliaria del Cainpidoglio, Rome, 1882.
7 Inscriptions were placed on the base of the first column. Forcella, I. n. 81,

n. 82.

8 Sitting of the Communal Council of the 23rd June, 1653. There were 28 crowns
paid for the work. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. I. fol. 138. Inscriptions

placed on the socles of the statues: Forcella, I. n. 102, n. 150. See further, p. 214.
9 See p. 214.
10 '"'' Obeliscu7n circa Aracoeli monasteriutn ad ornanduinplateain transtulerunt

j'usso suo'' (of Pope Paul III.). Silvagio, De trib. Pereg:, p. 306. Cf. L. Mauro,
p. 8. The entrance to the monastery was altered about this time. Camillo Re,
p. 114.

11 Boissard, I. 46 ; Michaelis, p. 31. Below the church was a small cemetery.
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hand it over to Ciriaco Mattel, who asked for it^ and transported

it to his villa, the Mattel Villa, situated on the Caelian hill.'^ The
marble pillars which were also found in the neighbourhood, and

FIG. 30.—THE DIOSCURI. CEREMONY OF THE BLESSING OF THE
BAMBINO.

which appear in Heemskerck's reproductions, wxre successively
given either to the church of S. Maria del Monti, which the

1 Sitting of the nth of Sept., 1582. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 28, fol. 118
;

cf. fol. 120.
'^ Cancellieri, II Mercato, p. 164 ; C. Maes, Curiosita romane, 1885, I. 89.

L 2
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Pope was having built in the Monti quarter,^ or to the

Consolation hospital.'^

In 1592, it was decided that the new road having its issue in

the Square, the strada CapitoU7ia^ should be paved, at the

expense of the owners of property on the river-bank and of the

people.^

The triangular space between the two staircases, that of the

Aracoeli and that of the Capitol, remained for a long time a sort

of rubbish heap, as in the days of Giacomo della Porta. It was
transformed into a garden only in 18 18,^ and was, at a posterior

date, adorned with a poor statue of Cola di Rienzo by Mazini
and a cage containing a she-wolf.

To-day, a carriage-road, constructed in the pontificate of Pope
Innocent XII. (i 691-1700), leads, with four windings, to the

Square of the Capitol. It bears the name of the Via delle Tre
Pile^ on account of the three " Pignates " that figured in this

Pope's coat of arms,^ and which are seen on a pillar at the

second turn in the road.

Completion of the two Palaces.

About 1560, owing to the energy and efforts of Boccapaduli,^
one of the members of the Council, a beginning was made
towards the realisation of Michael A^gelo's plan as regarded

1 Communal Council mieeting of the ist of March, 1582. " Z>^ coluninis
viarino7'-eis in platea Capitolina existentibus Ecclesiae B. Mariae in Regione
Montiuin gratis concessis pro oi^namento porte ipsius Ecclesiae.'" Archiv. Stor.

Capit., Cred. L vol. 28, fol. 103. The first stone of this church was laid, on the
23rd of June, 1580, by Cardinal Sirleto. Armellini, Le Chiese di Ro7na^ p. 205.

2 Sitting of the 27th Aug., 1584. Ibid., fol. 241.
3 Sitting of the 15th of Oct., 1592. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. L vol. 30, fol. 55.

In 1595, the Council obtained, by pledging the dues collected at the Latin Gate and
St. Sebastian's Gate, the sum of a thousand ducats, which they needed, in order to

expropriate Tommaso Filipucci, the owner of some houses whose demolition was
required for widening the road. Archiv. di Stato, Mand. Camer., 1594-1596,
fol. 74.

4 Notizie del Giorno, 8 April, 181 8.

5 The Pot or Pignate is an heraldic figure representing a ewer of small size, with
a handle at the side.

^ Bicci, Notizie particolari della Fam.iglia Boccapaduli, Rome, 1762. Prospero
Boccapaduli had been engaged in the work at the Capitol since 1555 ; but only in

1564 did he beco.ne the official superintendent. In the following year, the Pope
appointed him Governor of Ravenna ; but he remained only a short time in this

post ; and came back to Rome, to take up his task again there (Bicci, pp. 114, 129).

Thus, the following inscription was subsequently put in the palace: "S.P.Q.R.
MAIORVM SVORVM PRAESTANTIAE VT ANIMO SIC RE QVANTVM
LICVIT IMITATVS DEFORMATVM INIVRIATEMPORVM CAPITOLIVM
RESTITVIT, PROSPliRO BVCCAPADVLIO, THOMA CAVALERIO
CVRATORIBVS, ANNO POST VRBEM CONDITAM CX3 CXo CCCXX."
Forcella gives the same text, I. n. 64. This inscription is found at the entrance to the
palace of the Conservators ; close to it was placed another, which is, so to speak, the
counterpart. Forcella, 1. n. 65. Cf. Bicci p. 132, and 7 ravels of a French7na7i
in Italy (in French), IV. 248.
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the Senatorial palace and that of the Conservators. ^ From the

year 1563, the payments m.acle by the Communal treasury were
already so important that Pope Pius IV. had to let the Communal
Council take three thousand crowns from the wine-tax for the

building of the palace of the Conservators, and eight hundred
from it for the building of the Senatorial palace.'^ In order that

Michael Angelo's indications might be followed concerning the

statues that were to ornament the roof of the palace, as well as

for other reasons which will be seen. Pope Pius V. presented the

Council with more than thirty statues chosen from among those

that his predecessor, Pius IV., had collected in the Vatican.^

Gregory XIII., who had filled the office of first assessor at the

Capitol, showed much zeal in the work. In 1573, the loggia of

the palace of the Conservators was decorated with a marble
tablet covered with bass-reliefs. It came from the Sciarra palace,

and a hundred crowns had been exacted for the right to take it

out of the wall in which it was set.*

The impetus given to the work on the Capitoline palaces may
be explained, as has already been hinted, by a political reason.

The Communal Council w^ere acquiring more and more influence

in the municipal organisation of the City. They held regular

sittings, and intervened in all municipal matters. Just at that

time,, they had entered on a struggle with the Holy See,

regarding the self-government of the City. They were, con-

sequently, interested in asserting their authority by getting

themselves an imposing edifice for their deliberations.

The value of the work accomplished between September, 1575,
and January, 1576, that is, in five months, amounted to 1,768
crowns. An architrave in travertine was put round the gate
leading to the prisons, a mask over a door, a boarded floor in

the new room of the first assessor. There was carpentry
and masonry : and both outside and inside, therefore, great
activity was being manifested in the work.^ Yet in 1577, Pope
Gregory XIII. exempted the Senator in office, Galeazzo Poggio,
from the deduction effected in his salary, according to the
statutes, for the keeping of the palace in order.^ The
Councillors were obliged to impose sacrifices on themselves,

1 The transformation was especially on the outside. The arrangement of the
rooms remained almost the same, since the frescoes, painted in the early part of the
century by Rimpata, are still in existence. See p. 155.

'^ Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 21, fol. 227, Feb. 26th, 1563.
^ However, they were some of them placed inside, in the Museurri then in process

of formation. See chapter dealing with the Museums.
4 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred, I. vol. 38, fol. 456.
5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 26 sgq.
6 Brief dated the 23rd of Feb., 1577. Arch. Seg, Vat., Arm. XLII. vol. 29, n. 46.

It abrogated article 5 of the first book of the statutes of 1523, which renewed 9,

previous prescription.
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Those who arrived late at the meeting had a fine inflicted on
them ; and the amount of all such fines was devoted to the
restoration of the Capitol. Similarly, the proceeds of fines

inflicted by the Capitoline judges, and those exacted from
magistrates that neglected to be present at religious ceremonies,
were ordered to be applied, partly to the expenses incurred on
the palace and partly to charitable purposes.^

Every week, the Commissaries came and reported to the

Council on the progress of the work, which was still being
pushed on.'-^ In 1577, more than seven thousand crowns were
spent. The Council grew alarmed. They believed that they were
being deceived. To the two architects entrusted with the
oversight of the new constructions, Giacomo della Porta and
Martino Lunghi, they added a third, Annibale Lippi, who was
commissioned to examine, in conjunction with the first two, the

accounts of the builder, who, on his side, appealed for the inter-

ference of the consuls of his art, the art of those that hewed stone.-^

During the following years, the chief thing aimed at by the

Council was the transformation of the bell-tower. Michael
Angelo's design had made it somewhat small in height.

They raised it to three stories.* On the 23rd of July, 1578, the

scribe of the Senate posted up a notice informing the builders

of the City that he had in his possession the plans of the

architect Martino Lunghi, whose design had appeared preferable

to those of the other competitors ; and he invited them to come
and see the plans with a view to making tenders.^ Operations
were forthwith commenced ; and they continued till 1580. At
that date, the Council were at a loss to know how to find money
for completing the undertaking. According to their custom, they
appointed two commissaries to get them out of their difficulty.^

The name of Pope Gregory XIII. was engraven at the top of the

bell-tower, on its four sides, where it is still visible.

1 Decision of the Communal Council, dated May 24th, 1570, confirmed by the
statutes of 1580, article 4 of Bk. III. In general, the proceeds of the fines were
devoted to some work interesting the judges that had to judge the offence

committed. Here is an example: ''''Rev. D. Ascanio Parisano Epo. Ari-
viinensi D. M. Thesaurario . . . Mandamus quatenus per vianus Dni. Ansaldi
de Griinaldis . . . de pecuniis penarum malejicioj'uni curie Capitolii numeres
jiiagistro Benedicto de Pisis fab7^o lignario scutos guinguo. et julios octo ei debitos

pro opere per euin impenso in reparatione Palatii Capitoliide cointnissione Caesaris
de Nobilibus praeteriti Urbis Senatoris iti cubiculo quod habitat Franciscus de
Sessa Notarius Male/iciorum. Die Y>N (^bris 1537." Archiv. di Stato, Mand.
Camer., 1537-154I5 fol- 34-

'^ Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 35-
. .

3 Ibid.^ fol. 46, 52, 104. The registers do not indicate what was the issue of this

affair.

4 Resolution of the Council tending to the reconstruction of the Tower. Arch. Stor.

Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 181.

5 Arch. Stor. Capit. , Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 144. Dimensions of the notice:

o m. 30 c. by o m. 20 c. See Cancellieri, Le due Campane^ p. 45,
6 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol 28, fol. 17.
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To commemorate the construction of this campanile, three

types of medals were struck by order of the Roman people,

which were intended
for the reigning Pope,
Gregory XIII. On
the first, which shows
the front also, the

bell-tower has only

two stories ; no bell is

visible, and a single

statue is placed at the

top. The second and
third are different

only by the legend
;

the one reproduced
bears on the exergue :

"S.P.Q.R. OPTIMO.
PRINCIPI "

; and
across: "ANN.DNI.
MDLXXIX." The last

words are wanting on
the other type. Both,

however, show an ima-
ginary bell-tower, four

stories high, two ot

which are, perhaps,

the front to the right

of the bell-tower. In

the aperture of the two
top stories, bells are

visible. At the sum-
mit are four statues.^

The reverse of the

three medals is the

same: Gregory XIII.
in the act of blessing.

At the same time,

the construction of the

double stairs was pro-

ceeded with, which
were to give access to the audience-chambers. This work was

1 Ph. Bonnani, Numismata Pontificuui^ Rome, 1689, I. 350, speaks of these
medals, which he has figured under the numbers 43, 45, 46. It would seem that
there was never more than one statue at the top of the tower, although in the Cod.
Vat. Urb. 1053, under date of the 24th of Aug., 1585, we read that Pope Sixtus V.
had the statues taken away " that ornamented the top of the campanile, since it did
not seem proper to him that these idolatrous representations should be placed above
the bells,"

FIG. 31.—MEDAL STRUCK TO COMME-
MORATE THE ERECTION OF THE
CAMPANILE OR BELL-TOWER.
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completed in 1582. The Conservators then in office placed
in the niche that had been built at the foot a statue of Minerva
which was taken from the courtyard of their palace. An
inscription recorded this event. It read :

S. P. Q. R.
SIGNVM MINERVE DE PARIETIMIS VRBIS ERVTVM ET IN

CAPITOLIVM PAVLO III P. M. TRANSLATVM IN ILLVSTRIORE
AREAE LOCO GREGORIO {sic) XIII P. M. POSVIT ET RESTITVIT.

CVRANTIBVS
OCT. GVIDOCTO, JO. BAPTA. ALTOVITO, OCT. PARTICAPPA, CONSS.

ALFONSO AVILA PRIORE CAP. REG.i

The Conservators who succeeded these in office tried to

remove the statue, because their names were not in the inscrip-

tion. The question was submitted to the Pope, who decided
that the statue should remain in its place.^ In 1595, a smaller

statue replaced the Minerva. It likewise represented Minerva,
but was given the name of Rome. It is composed of red basalt.^

Its state of preservation could not have been very good ; for, in

1653, one of its arms had to be repaired, and two fingers on one
hand had to be renovated. Later, the nose and the other arm
had to be renovated ;

* then, almost the whole of the body.-^

The following inscription may be read below it :

S. P. Q. R.
VRBIS ROMi^ SIMVLACRVM

PVBLICA PECVNIA REDEMPTVM
IN CAPITOLIVM TRANSTVLIT

x\TQ. LOCO ILLVSTRIORE COLLOCATVM
CLEMENTE VIII P. M.
GABRIELLE C^SARINO

JACOBO RVBEO
PAPIRIO ALBERO

COSS.
CELSO CELSO CAPITVM REG. PRIORE

6

It was not until the year 1588 that the decoration of the stair-

case was completed by the construction of the fountain and
basin that appear below the statue, between the two representa-

tions of the river. Sixtus V. had sent the Communal Council

1 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 18. Forcella, I. 71. See p. 205.
2 I'bid.^ioX. 19. The statue previously bore an inscription recording the name of

the Bonaventura family, which had possessed it, and that of the Conservators who
had acquired it for the Roman people. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 28, fol.

187. Cf. Helbig, I. 292, and Lanciani, Scavi, IL 75,
3 Michaelis, La Coll. Capit. Bull. Arch. Germ.., an. VI. 48. Cf. Fea, p. 205,

and Tofanelli, p. 104.
4 On the 23rd July, 1653, to the stone-cutter of the Roman people, Domenico

Mancini :
" Per avere restaurato il braccio della statua di Rojiia che sta sopra la

fontana sotto alle scale del palazzo di Cainpidoglio che era in quattro pezzi, e

rifatti due diti alia inano sc. 5:00." Archiv. Stor. Capit,, Cred. VI. vol. I. fol. 147.
As regards the second repairing :

^^ Conto dello Scarpellino Antonio Ferretti. Per
avere riattaccato un dito ed anche il hastone che tiene in vtano alia statua sotto

lo sealone nobile di Cainpidoglio^ ed avergli stuccato il naso, sc. 1:10." Ibid.,

13, fol. 399^.
5 It W4S 'again restored in the finje of Benedict XIV. See further on, pp, 183

and 215. ~ P Forcella, Isc, I. n. 96,
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the design drawn by the architect Matteo di Castello. The
discussion that arose over its adoption became so lively that it

was decided the mat-

ter should be referred .^^^?f^!ff^^^l'

.

to the public Council.

On the one hand,

certain Councillors

deemed that, before

erecting a fountain, it

was advisable to as-

certain whether water

could be obtained for

it. On the other

hand, there was hesi-

tation in rejecting a

proposal emanating
from the Holy See,

and plans that the Pope
had personally ap-

proved. In the public

Council, the same per-

plexity existed. Most
of those present with-

drew,when the Senator

proposed a vote, in

terms that reserved

the rights of the pon-

tifical power. ^ This
solution softened the

temper of those who
opposed the project

;

and the erection of the

fountain was voted by
thirty-five to twenty.^

The transformation

of the Senatorial palace

was completed un-

der the pontificate of

Clement VIII. (1592-

1605), who had the

plans of Giacomo della

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 22.

Ibid. Water was not laid on till much later.

FIG. 32.—MEDA
MORATE THE
CAMPANILE.

k"CK TO
ERECTION

Porta executed by the architect

Cf. Lanciani, Scavi, II. 74.
In 1612, Pope Paul V. granted the

Commune two hundred ounces of water ; and the Council voted a credit of two
hundred crowns for the conduits. But it was only in 1619 that water was brought to

the fountain. At that time, the old cistern of the palace of the Conservators was
demolished, which has been mentioned in speaking of the repairs made to it. Archiv.

Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 32, fol. 32 ; Cred. VI. vol. 51, fol. 73. The water was the

Acqua Felice. Fea, p. 184 ; cf. Lanciani, Scavi^ II. 74.
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Girolamo Rinaldi. The two corner towers were reduced to the
height of the palace, and were hidden by a decorated fagade
which united them in one architectural design. The windows
of the first story, which were too narrow, were widened ; the
balcony above them was removed ; and the battlements of the
summit disappeared, and were replaced by a balustrade adorned
w^ith statues. On the side towards the Aracoeli church, large

windows were made in the first story.^ An inscription placed
on the fagade, the coats of arms of the Pope and* those of the

Senator Lodovico Area, with the date 1 593 engraven on the side

wall of the palace, recorded these various achievements.^ At
the same time, no doubt, was built the high fagade, with but
little character in it, which rises above the Tabularium, on the

side towards the Forum ; and, also, all that part of the edifice,

quite distinct from the rest, which is comprised between the

tower of Boniface IX. and that of Nicholas V.

The palace of the Conservators was likewise completed under
the direction of the architect Giovanni del Duca, who kept to

the plans of Michael Angelo, except in the central window of

the palace, which he made larger than the others. He has
been bitterly reproached with this deviation ; and, indeed, it is

an unfortunate one. It would be, in fact, inexplicable if we did

not know that the audience-chamber of the Conservators
received its light through this window, and that, probably, a
desire to increase its light-giving capacity, and to mark the

position of the hall from the outside, was tiie motive that

induced him to break the unity of the front.^

Clement VIII. was ambitious to carry furthur the realisation

of Michael Angelo's designs, and to build the third palace, which,
in his intention, was to be the complement of the palace of the
Conservators. The Communal Council were authorised to

borrow fifty-five share claims on the State pawn establishment,

the interest of which would be covered by the gabella dello

studio (wine-tax), the condition of the authorisation being that

they should set about the work forthwith. Giovanni Pietro

Caffarelli and Orazio del Buffalo were appointed Superintendent
Commissaries, and it was even stipulated that their appointment
should last as long as the work.^

But, in the meanwhile, Clement VIII. died, and the building

of the new palace was stopped. As yet, only the foundation
parts had been constructed.

1 Michaelis, La Coll. Capit.^ Bull. Arch. Gd^r;;?., an. VI., p. 48; Montagnani,
// Museo Capitol.

,
p. 40.

2 Forcella, I. n. 95.
•^ It was the same architect who placed such an outlandish lantern on the

Sangallo church in Trajan's Square. See Burckhardt, Le Cicerone, II. 246, B.
4 Archiv, Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol, 31, fol. 99, loi.
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It was, as will be seen, Innocent X. who carried the task

through to its completion.

Hall and Throne of the Senator.

Gregory XIII. had entirely restored the Senatorial audience-
chamber. It was in his day, no doubt, and under the Popes
succeeding him, that this hall assumed the imposing appearance
it presents to-day. On the lintel of the marble doors, at each
end, are engraven, on the one hand, the name of Sixtus V.

;

on the other, that of Paul V. The pillars ornamenting the

principal door were half let into the wall. Subsequently, the

walls had set in them fragments of frescoes found, as it has
already been said, in the basement portion of the palace, and
the painting of the Madonna, which previously figured above
the door of the Senator's chamber. This hall occupies the

whole length of the front.^ The Senator's throne, which was
repaired somewhat later, was a marble seat, placed on an
estrade, also in marble, with three steps composing it. A
little lower were two seats for the Conservators. These were of

marble and were joined by a marble band ; both of them were
supported by marble pedestals edged with a carved cyma.
Canopies, borne by marble pillars of the Ionic order, were above
the seats of the Senator and the Conservators. The tester was
of wood covered with red damask.^

Interior Decoration of the Palace of the
Conservators.

Some of the paintings decorating the rooms of the palace of

the Conservators are anterior to the sixteenth century, which
proves, as has been mentioned, that the inside arrangement was
only partially altered at the time of the great changes that have
been related.*"^ When Bembo visited the Capitol, in 1504, he
was shown, in this palace, several frescoes of Giacomo Ripanda,
which he admired.* They probably represented the " Triumph

1 Council nieeting of July 15th, 1576: " Z>^ Sala Senatorihus ^er/icienda."
Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 53. Cf. Montagnani, // Musco Capit.,

t. I, 37, and G. Christ. Adler, Beschreibung der Stadt Roni^ Altona, 1781, p. 289.
2 Ibid., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 27.
3 For general information see Tofanelli, Agostino, Indicazione delle scultnre e

pitture . . . 1834, and Fea, p. 228,
i " Capitoliuni colletn adlviinus inibique quae digna notatu7nde7^i]nus hacc sunt

:

Dornus Conservatorum picturis Jacobi Rimpatae opere absolutissiniis referta. . .
.'

Miintz, The Antiquities ofthe City 0/Rome (in French), p. 34. Cf. the document
published by R. Lanciani {II Codice Barberiniano), dating bark to the pontificate
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ofa king ofPersia
"—perhaps that of Cyrus—and the " Firm7icss

of Brutus in seeing the heads of his so7is cut off^ ^ Some
frescoes are likewise attributed to Benedetto BonfiHi of Perugia,

who was born in 1420 and died in 1496.^

However, the interior decoration of the palace of the

Conservators was not undertaken, in earnest, till about the end
of the sixteenth century. In 1588, a contract was signed by
the painter Tommaso di Marino Laureti,^ who engaged himself
to represent on the walls of the second hall, called the hall of

the Emperors, where the Conservators held their audiences,

four "great historical scenes," the subject of which was to be
furnished him by the Conservators themselves. He promised
also to frame them and to paint, beneath, an imitation bronze
cornice, together with chiaroscuro ornaments descending to the

floor. Laureti asked four years to finish his task ; and fixed the

price of it at two thousand gold crowns.* He had also promised
to undertake all expenses of putting up scaffolding and effecting

other preparatory work. Now, as his salary was successively

reduced by the various magistrates and he had to wait for the

perquisites offered to him, when the contract was signed, as a
supplement to the price agreed on, he was soon compelled to

solicit public charity.^ Indeed, the Communal assembly were
so accustomed to behave parsimoniously to the artists who were
led to work for the Roman people, being tempted by the desire

of glory, that necessity often drove these latter to appeal to the

people's beneficence, and even to their pity. Such was the

case of the sculptor Taddeo Landini, who had been commissioned

of Sixtus V. '.'"'' In questa pri7na sala dei Conservatori hanno lasciato, nel renovare^
guattro quadri depinti nellefacciate a tempo dAlessandro VI. che ci son ra7'vti,

hora che risarciscono il CajJtpidoglio, ami lo rifanno." Arch, della Soc. Rom. di
S. Patria, vol. VI. (1883), p. 223 and following. R. Lanciani, II Codice Barberi-
niano, XXX. 89.

i Malvasia, C. Felsina Pittrice, Bologna, 1674, I. 34. According to Siret,

Dictionary 0/Painters (\n French), p. 204, Ripanda was born in 148c ; he was still
'

in Rome in 1510. Malvasia adds that these frescoes are the only ones remaining of

all those he painted in the Capitol. Volterrano speaks of him apropos of the designs

he took of the bass-reliefs on the column of Trajan. Coynmentariorum Urbanoruin
Raphaelis (Maflfei) Volterrani, Basle, 1530. Antkropologia, Bk. XXI. p. 247.
'"'• Floret nunc Romae Jacobus Bononiensis^ qui Trajani Coluiunae picturas otnnis

ordine delineaznt, magnaque 07unium ad7niratione.f 77zagnoque periculo circuTii

i7iachinis scande7tdo." Volterrano died in 1522.
2 Lanciani, Scavi, II. 75.
3 He had been called from Bologna to Rome by Pope Gregory XIII., who com-

missioned him to paint Constantine's hall at the Vatican ; this work was accomplished
only under the pontificate of Sixtus V. He taught perspective at the Academy of

St. Luke. The date of his birth is unknown. The only thing certain is that he died
at the age of eighty, before the commencement of the eighteenth century. Baglione,

Vite die Pittori, p. 68.

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 200. Each magistracy lasted three

months.
5 Supplicatio drii, Thotnae Laureti pictoHs. Archiv, Stor. Capit., Cred, VI.

vol. 61, fol. 10.
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to execute a statue of Sixtus V., and who, on the i6th of June,

1587, addressed an urgent supplication to the Council. The
price fixed upon for his statue was thirteen hundred crowns.^

In 1592, Laureti had not yet been able to finish his work.

The Council appointed deputies with a view to their hastening

him.^ It was not, however, until three years later, in 1595, that

FIG. 33.—THE CAPITOLINE PALACES. FROM AN ENGRAVING OF
THE CABINET OF PRINTS.

the painter could place them definitely in possession of the

decorated room. As a reward, he was given three hundred
crowns.^

While this undertaking was going on, in 1593, the Council
had adopted another, viz., the decoration of the first hall. This

1 See p. 172.
2 "

. . . Qui ojiini conatu curent tota>it secundam aulam Palatii qtiam celerrime
per D. Thotnam pictoreut pingi^ perfici et Jiniri.'" Sitting of the i8th of Dec,
1592. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 65. '•' Ibid., fol. 163.
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time they were lavish in precautions. A committee of ten
members, comprising the two chancellors, was appointed to

superintend the operations and to make constant reports to

the assembly, without ever itself deciding anything.^ The
result was that nothing was done. Two years after, in 1595,
they were still seeking for an "exquisite, first-rate, and ex-

cellent" painter who should be equally acceptable to Conserva-
tors, caporioni^ chancellors, and deputies. ^ There was no
further time to be lost. Joseph or Josephin of Arpino (Giuseppe
Cesari, called the Chevalier of Arpino) was chosen to do the
painting of the hall, for the sum of five thousand crowns, and
with the express stipulation that it should be finished in the
course of the year 1599.^ The marble tablets, the inscriptions

along the walls were to be taken away; as to the plate on
which was inscribed the prohibition to raise statues to princes

before their death, it was to be placed above the entrance door.*

In a subsequent meeting, the Council, considering that, '' if

the greatness of Rome was created solely by arms, there had
never been, on the other hand, a nation more religious or more
attached to religion," decided that it would be a proper thing

to represent by the side of deeds of warlike kings, such as

Romulus and Tullus Hostilius, the introduction of sacerdotal

rites by King Numa, the appointment of vestal virgins, and
other matters relatmg to divine worship. The following were
the instructions given to the painter as to the division, arrange-

ment, and parcelling out of his work. In the first picture,

placed at the further end of the saloon, above the statue of

Leo X., he should represent the She-Wolf suckling Romulus
and Remus ; in the second, above the aperture, the foundation
of Rome ; in the third, the rape of the Sabines ; in the fourth,

the fight of the Sabines in the Forum, together with the inter-

vention of Ersilia ;
^ in the fifth, above the statue of Pope

Sixtus v., the inauguration of public worship by Numa ; in the

sixth, the fight of the Horatii ; in the seventh, the defeat of

the Veians and the Fidenates, which secured Rome's greatness
;

in the eighth, the expulsion of the last king, after the death of

Lucretius.^ The Birth of Romulus and the Battle against the

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit,, Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 74, 76. Sittings of the 6th and nth of

March, 1593.
2 Ibid.^ fol. 117. Sitting of the 3rd of Nov., 1595.
3 Ibid.^ fol. 177. The Chevalier of Arpino was born in this town in 1560 ; he died

in Rome in 1640.
4 See the chapters, Honorific Statues, pp. 171 and 188.

5 Ersilia or Fersilia. '"'' Mulier Sabina quae cum aliis rapta, injinoinaritosublata,

erat eniin 7iupta^ facta est Ro^mcli uxor^ de cujus stirj>ejuit Julius, ac post Roinuli
mortem et ipsa Dea est nuncupata nomine Ora vel Nora." P'orcellini, Aegidii,

Totius Latinitatis Lexicon, vol. IX. See Ovid, Met., Book XIV. v. 829-851.
6 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 186.
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Veians are the best of these paintings. It was, in fact, by
these that the ChevaHer of Arpino began the decoration of the

hall. Afterwards, being compelled to divide his attention by
other tasks which Pope Clement VIII. commissioned him to

execute, among these, the painting of pictures for the Lateran
palace, he neglected his undertaking at the Capitol.^ In 1606,

the Council called on him to terminate his work there within a
year, and to give security for its being so accomplished ;

'-^ but

the threat produced no result, so that, in the meeting held on
the 23rd of June, 1608, deputies were bidden to go and insist

on the Chevalier's duly fulfilling his contract. He had grown
tired of it, and was pursuing it but very slowly. In 161 3, it

was decided that the hall should be opened to the public in its

unfinished condition. Subsequently, the Council renewed their

remonstrances with the Chevalier to induce him to resume his

task ; but all was in vain. The scaffolding put up at his

expense was even taken away in 1 619. In 1638, the Pope was
appealed to, with similar lack of success ; and the artist died

without completing his work.
Recapitulating, the wall paintings that decorate the palace of

the Conservators are the following :

Hall of the Conservators (large oblong saloon)—Fresco by
the Chevalier of Arpino.

First antechamber (square saloon)—Frescoes by Tommaso
Laureti, representing Aulus Postumius at Lake Regillus, Brutus
condemning his sons to death, Codes on the Sublician bridge,

Porsenna.
Second antechamber (formerly the room of the She Wolf)

—

Frescoes by Daniel de Volterra (?) representing the Triumph of

Marius,^ Ripanda's Brutus. In this room is also a picture

representing S. Francesca Romana.
Third antechamber (hall of the Fasti)—Fresco attributed to

Benedetto Bonfilii of Perugia.

Audience-chamber (hall of the Geese)—Fresco representing
the Olympian Games. Author unknown.

Hall of the Throne—Episode in the life of Scipio Africanus,
by Annibal Carrachio.

Last hall— Episodes of the Punic wars, Perugino (?).*

1 Baglione, Le Vite del Pittori, Naples, 1733, p. 255. Baglione was a
contemporary of the Chevalier's. It was the Chevalier who designed some of the
triumphal arches mentioned on the occasion of the installation of the Popes.

2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 31, fol. 147.
^ Vasi (Nibby), Itinerary of Rome (in French), I. 82.^ Panciroli, Roma

Moderna, 1707, p. 572, attributes it to Pierino del Vaga ; but Vasari makes no
mention of this fact in his biography of Vaga (t. V. 567-632).

^ A. Tofanelli, p. 140. Cf. Rufini, Description of Rome (in French), p. 49, and
Pietro Rossini, II Meixurio errante, p, 15.
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The Prisons of the Capitol in the Fifteenth
AND Sixteenth Centuries.

From the beginning of the fifteenth century, there were
heretics almost constantly in the prisons of the Capitol : four

in 1426/ seven and eight in 1427, ^\^ in February, 1428, and
three in September. In 1429, a sorceress was among the
prisoners. She, it seems, was the first woman imprisoned in

the Capitol on the charge of witchcraft.

Most of the prisoners, however, were insolvent debtors, which
was natural, since the Capitoline tribunals were chiefly occupied
with civil jurisdiction, from the fifteenth century.^ The registers

of visitors, sent by the Holy See, very often mention prisoners

of this category, and nearly always by way of ordering their

release. Such benevolent interference had been exercised of

old. In the year 1408, the Pope ordered the release of those
confined for fiscal debts, and, in 1431, Pope Eugenius IV.

showed the same indulgence towards two Roman citizens,

Silvestro Paloni and Antonio Saffi.^ Later, visits increased,

and releases became more frequent, being extended even to

criminals against the common law. Either on the coronation
of a Pope, or to solemnise Christmas festivities, or as a simple
measure of clemency, the Holy See set prisoners at liberty.*

Sometimes the visitors commuted the imprisonment into the

penalty of flogging;^ sometimes they ordered a release on

1 ^^ Solvi faciatis provido viro Tho7ne de Viturclano suprastanti carccrum
Cancellarie Capitolii Urbis Flor. VIII de bon. L pro Jioi^eno expensis quahior
hereticoru7n ttnius i?tensis" (3 July, 1426). (Mand. Camer., an. 1426-1427, fol. 4;
cf.fol. 17.)

'^ They were commoners, builders, dealers, as well as nobles; in 1612, noblemen
belonging to the highest families in Rome, such as Giovanni Cesi, Lorenzo Minali,
Gaspare de Cavalieri, were confined for debt. See, for the seventeenth century,
Bibl. Vat., Cod. Barber., LIII. 123. a list of prisoners for debt detained in the
Capitol.

3
^^fohanni Francisco de Panciaticis senator! Urbis, ut nonnullos propter

publica debita in carceribus Capitolinis et alibi detenti libertati restituat."

(Theiner, Cod. diploin. S. Sedis, III. 150.) Archiv. Seg. Vat., Reg., vol. 371,
fol. 72.

4 Solvatis infrascriptis duobus creditoribus Angeli de Nursia quotidie in

carceribus Capitoliipro debito in totuin Fl. au. de Cam. XLI debitorujn debere snis

creditoribus detenti et in die coronationis D. Nri. {Pius II.) de vtandato S. S^s

liberati et relaxati, videlicet: Albina Panicola aut hon^i viro Zacharia de
Perleonibus de Urbe pro ea 7'ecipienti flor. au. I bon. XL (31 Oct., 1460). (Mand.
Camer., an. 1458-1460, fol. 175.) Bernardinus de Parma in honoreui festivitatis

Dni. Nri. remisei'unt {sic in the thought of the scribe, the reference is to visitatores)

ei pena77i gratiose tit 7'elaxaretur (22 Dec, 1537). Brunetta ebrea, attentapace,
relaxetur{x2 Oct., 1547). Lucretia curialis {cour\.es2in) liberetur gratis in honore77i

festivitatis sub co77i77iinatione fiistigationis si de cetero co77Z77iiserit si77iilia

(21 Dec, 1553). {A7'chiv. di Stato, Archivio criminale, Visite alle Carcere, vol. I.

and foil. Cf. Bertolotti, Le Prigione di R 0771a, Rome, 1890.)
5 Mauritius Ro77zanus, fustigatus per Urbei7t, relaxetur (30 Mar., 1538).

Vicentitis de Reate fustigctur per Urbe77i et relaxetur. Marcus Antonius de
Asculofustigetur per aula77i et relaxetur {ibid.).
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bail.i It also happened that the Pope would forbid the incar-

ceration of prisoners for debt, in the Capitol, during certain

periods, or else the incarceration for debts of small amount.^

Thus, the number of those confined was never very consider-

able. In 1529, there were nineteen; in 1551, twenty-one; in

1552, thirty-six; in 1560, sixty.^

In 1530, a French cook was among the prisoners ; in 1535, a

doctor.

A chaplain officiated in the prison. In 1473, his ^w^ months'
salary amounted to seven florins.*

In 1424, the Communal Council, under whose authority the

Capitoline prisons were, resolved that the maintenance and
guard of the prisoners should be farmed out from year to year.'^

The fact that the lessees were both inhabitants of Vitorchiano

seems to indicate they had been chosen from among ih^fedeli^

the private guard of the Capitoline magistrates, all the men of

which had to be natives of this city. The difference between
the cost of maintenance for those imprisoned on account of debt
and the sums exacted from those that were the creditors

constituted their profit. On the other hand, they were paid for

the execution of certain orders of which they had the oversight,

such as the flogging of Jews and hangings, even when these

took place outside the Capitol.^

In the year i486, Francesco di Tozo was confined in the

Capitol, for debt, which did not hinder the Holy See, soon after,

1 Dns. Johannes Paulus Mocantius prestita cautione de solvendo sc. L guolibet
anno de se^nestri in sewestri ratavt partein . . . relaxetur (Registers of Visits,

Visit of 21 Mar., 1602, vol. XIII.). Dojiiinicus De Matteis Rornanus, data cautione
de satisfaciendo creditoribuspro quibtts detineturvelfuit arrestatus . . . relaxetur
(20 June, 1602).

2 Decretuin quod debitores de cetero non possint tradi carceres nisi excedat
sur)irnajji juinus ducat. au7H (Visit of 20 Nov., 1528). Dni. visitatores
decreverunt quod ab hac die usque ad diem privtinn proxiini inensis Januarii 1557
nullus capi, carcerari aut detineri possit pro debito civili et vigore inandati
executivi cuiicsvis Curie sub pena nullitatis ipsiiis capture et quod capttis statiin
gratis ubiq^ce debeat relaxari et decern Due. capszcle eletnosine s. Leonardi
applicand. (23 Dec, 1550). Nullus pro debito civili realiter nee personaliter
inolestetur hinc et per totai7i octavam Pascalis Resurrectionis (i Feb., 1590).
(Same authority, vol. L, V., IX.)

3 Same authority ; cf. Scanarolus, De Visitaiicne Career.^ Re me, 1655.
•^ Mand. Camer., an. 1472- 1476, fol. 130.
'5 ]/enditio Cancellarie Capitolii Conservatores CaiJiere Urbis vice et nojni?ie

Caniere Urbis pro coininodo et utilitate eiusdein . . . ac uiandato Dni. Nri. pp.
oraculo vive vocisfacto venderunt^ dederunt et concesserunt Thomasio Antonelli de
Viturclano et Petro Paulo de Mclone de Viturclano et heredibus. . . . Cancellariajii
Palatii Capitolii acf-yuctus^ redditus et proventus dicte Cancellarie pro uno anfio
incipiendo die priiiia octobris ... pro pretio et nojuine Pretii XL Jlor. {Archiv. di
Stato, Reg. Cam. Capit., an. 1421-1425, fol. 284.)

(> Due. XVII Marcello de Alberinis custodi carcerum Curie Capitolii pro
nonnullis expensisper eum factis Bernardino de Interainne suspenso in Cavipo-
Jiore^ Frajtcisco de Salerno per decretuin visitatoruin carcerum., Luce mercatoir
Neapolitano suspenso in Capitolio et quibusdain hebreis fustigatis (x Feb., 1531).
(Mand. Camer., an. 1530-1534. fol. 33.)

IVI
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from assigning to one of his family, if not to him, the farming of

the jail.^ It became, in a manner, the property of the family. By
a Brief dated the 17th of January, 15 19, Pope LeoX. granted the
keeper's office to Marcello Alberini, one of Tozo's descendants,
and to Marcello's brother, Orazio. When the latter died,

Marcello obtained sole possession. But when, in 1527, after

the sack of Rome, he attempted to resume his duties, he found
that a Spaniard, named Alvarez, had seized on the office, under
cover of the prevailing disorder,^ and, perhaps, with the
connivance of the Communal Council, who profited by the
opportunity to assert their prerogatives.^ Being energetic, in

spite of his sixteen years, he none the less succeeded in driving

out the Spaniard. He had a keeper pro fonna^ who allowed
one of the prisoners, a youth of eighteen, to hang himself with a
silk girdle. The Conservators made grave remonstrances ; and
Marcello, preferring to have less profit and more tranquillity,

sub-let his lease for nine crowns a month, reserving for himself
the gratuities of the prisoners that were liberated on the 15th of

August.* The rent was, no doubt, too high, for the sub-lessees

annulled their contract. Then Alberini made a bargain with
some other lessees, at the rate of eight crowns a month,^ but the
latter were so lax in their surveillance that a chemist escaped

(1529). In consequence, Alberini was held to be responsible,

and was himself confined. Luckily for him, he was chosen by
lot, two months after, to fill the office of provost of the mounted
police, which procured him his release (September, 1529). He
was not long even before obtaining redintegration in his former
functions, being, in addition, created prisoners^ notary. Two
years later, on the 2nd of January, 1532, all his prisoners

succeeded in escaping, by making a breach in the wall two
yards thick. For this, he was summoned, together with
Fioravante, the Captain of the Capitol, before the Senator's

tribunal, which condemned him to be imprisoned. His release

1 Scanarolus, De Visitatione Career.^ p. 25.
2 Domenico Orano, // Sacco di Rojna^ vol. L, I record! di Mxrcello Alberini,

pp. 306-307.
•^ The statutes of 151Q-1523, confirming previous ones, edicted (Bk. III., art. 86)

that the prisons should depend exclusively on the Conservators and not on the Senator,
and they fixed (Bk. III., art. 99) the keepers' remuneration :

'"'' Proexpensisfaciendis
Carceratis, in Carceribus secretis detentis, habeat Coi7i7nentarieusis sive Career-
arius Carolinuin umiin ^roprandis et tantuinp-f o coena.". . . Nee liceat Careerario
a carceratis relaxandis ultra duos Carlenos pro Carcere 7>el Custodia . . . petere
vel exigere.'' The statutes of 1580 confirmed these provisions. (Bk. III., art. 80
and 99.)

4 Orano, op. cit., p. 369.
5 '''' In questo viese di febraio 1529 anchora non finita la locatione di Marco-

Antonio e Julio de Riispagliari da Rezzo perche non mi pagavano, ho locato la

preggione di Cainpidoglio a Julio de Paerris per tin anno da venire, per scudi 8 lo

inese, di che e rogato el prothonotario et per hci ha promesso de fida custodia
G/07-anni Baptista Quintilis.'' Orano, p. 376.
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was obtained by the Senator Tornaboni, the very one that had
condemned him ; and his family, if not himself, was again
reinvested with the prisons' lesseeship. Alberini, however, had
been obliged to pay a fine of fifteen hundred ducats.^ In 1545,
he was still in possession of his privilege ; and on the 30th of

May, he leased the " prisons and the canteen of the Capitoline

Curia,'' for two years, to a certain Camillo Blasio, at the rate of

FIG. 34.—THE CAPITOL AT THE END OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

ten and a half crowns a month. ^ The maintenance of a prisoner
or rather of a female prisoner, then cost eleven crowns for two
months and a half.^

1 Orano, pp. 396, 398. In 1570, a Marcello Alberini, who was, perhap?, the saine
person, became director of the people's printing-house. See the chapter dealing with
this establishment (p. 175).

2 Arch, di Stato, Ant. Pucci, Prot. 1386 (1508-1555), p. 579.
•^ Payment made, on_ the 17th of April, 1545, to Camillo de Signa, who had, no

doubt, preceded Blasio in his office. Arch, Seg. Vat., Div. Cam., vol. 134, fol. 178

M 2
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To one Orazio Alberini, in 1625, under the pontificate of

Urban VIII., was entrusted the task of enlarging the prisons
of the Capitol, so that they might hold as many as a hundred
prisoners.^

In the following century, the prisons of the Capitol were
farmed out for a hundred crowns per annum, to the hospital

(called the arch-hospital) of Sancta Sanctorum, that is to say,

of the Lateran. One condition of the payment was that the

hospital should feed the poor prisoners.^

The taxes charged on those incarcerated were reduced to a

tariff in 1586 and 1591.^

The sums were never large that were spent on repairing the

prisons. In 1466, a mason received fifty florins ''^pro parte
solutio7tis fabrice carceriwi reficiendoriim in palatio Capifolii.^^ ^

In the same year, four doors in travertine were restored, and
the cost of the job was seven florins ;

^ the materials were taken
from the Coliseum.'^ In 1469, the windows overlooking the

Via del Canipidoglio^ or the front from which prisoners

besought the public's chanty or intervention, were rebuilt ; the

expense amounted to thirty-nine florins. The ironwork of

them was heavy, the weight being estimated at 1414 pounds.
Shortly afterwards, the window of the cell was repaired in which
those condemned to death were confined. This cell was im-
mediately above the jailer's room. ^

In 1577, the prisoners complained of being too cramped up,

1 Moroni, LXIV. 53, and art. CampidogHo, VI I. We read in Scanarolus, De
Visitatione Care. :

'

' De carceribus Capitolii praetnittendujii prius est ipsos spectare
ad doriiinos de A Iberinis et ab ipsis locari, et de praesentiwn locari p^'o annuls
scutis 500 monetaepersolvendis de jjtense in jnznsein anticipato ad triennium^ ut
per acta Francischini Prothonotarii Senatoris die 1 Aprilis, 1639." Cf. Forcella,

I. n. 118.
2 Assembly of the 12th of March, 1705. Archiv. Stor., Not. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 42, fol. 41. Ibid., Cred VII. fol. 41, fol. 24. Cf. ibid., Cred. XVII. vol. i,

p. 149. Assembly of the iSthof Feb., 1780.
3 Decretofatto dalV Ilhno. Sig. delV una e dell' altre legge Dottore Sig. Giovanni

Pelicano Senatore di Roma da osservarsi dalli Guai-diani e custodi dellt Carcere
di Campidoglio ,

publicato in visita il-zx agosto. 1586 e confermata da N. S. Sixto V
il 1° ot. Tasse delli Paga77ienti ed altri ordini da osservarsi dal Capitano e Guar-
diani delle carceri di CampidogHo ampliati e confermati di ordine della Santitd di
N. S. Gregorio XIV, dal! Illmo. Sig. Ludovico Area Senatore di R07na {Romo.,

16 March, 1591). {Arehiv. Seg. Vat., Arm. V. vol. 48, fol. 83, 105.)
'I Mand. Camer. Urbis, an. 1464-1473, fol. 21.

5 Ibid., fol. 46. Miintz, in quoting these documents {^The Arts, &c., v. II. 91)
commits a slight error. They do not figure in the Arehiv. di Stato among the

Mandati Cajuerali, but among the Mandati Camerae Urbis, which shows that it

was the Commune of Rome and not the Holy See which incurred the expense.
6 Cf. what is rather obscurely said apropos by E. Miintz, in The Arts at theCouj-t

ofthe Popes (in French), T. 147.
7 ^^flor. XXXIX bon. XX pro valore duarum fenestrartmi positaru^n in

carceribus Capitolii versuspartern unde eareeratialloquuntur aliispersonis (jii Jan.,

1469). PL LXI bon. XXVI pro valore triu7iifenestrarujnferrorum guaru77i U7ia

positafuit in ca77iera supra earcererio i7i qua su7it eareerati ad pe7ia77i vitae. . .
.'

(Mand. Cam., an. 1468-1469, fol. 177.)
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and that in the prison there were no " pubhc and secret

chambers." ^ Some improvements were made in 1 585, under the

pontificate of Sixtus V.^

The prisons of the Capitol were partially done away with,

when the alterations were carried out that had been begun
under the inspiration of Michael Angelo. Yet, in the view of

the Senatorial palace drawn by Gio. Batta. Falda, about 1680,

on either side of the chief entrance, fairly close to the ground,
grated windows appear, which would seem to be those that

conveyed light to the prisons existing at that time. These
windows have now disappeared. The two highest have been

FIG. 35.—SENATORIAL PALACE. (fALDA's ENGRAVING.)

replaced by marble tablets bearing inscriptions commemorative
of the taking of Rome on the 20th of September, 1870.
The last vestiges of the prisons were destroyed in 1876, at

which date certain modifications were made in the interior ac-
commodation of the Senatorial palace, where, at present, the
various municipal ofhces are centred. The door formerly leading
to them has become that of the Secretarial department.

1 Council meeting of the 27Lh Nov., 1577. " De Mansionibus in carceribus
Capitolinis fabricandis. N. Sig. Avendo avido U7ia supplica dai pi'igionieri di
Cauipidoglio di stare violto ristretti ed htconiodiper niancanza di stanze publiche
e segrete, ed ancJie per le donne. . . . JV. S. Vha riuiessa al Senatore il quale la
ri)nette a 7>oi. Ex S. C. decreticm est debitae executioni deniandarl et mansiones
pro carceratoi^inn cojiuiioditate^fieri, et ca propter stnnenda et capjenda esse sctita
TSoper eseguhx'detti lavori." (Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol 164.) The
statutes of 1523 and ihose of 1580 recognise two sorts of prisons ; the private prison,
which was that of persons confined at the instance of a private individual ; the public
prison, in which were confined those charged with an offence against common law.
(Statutes of 1523, Bk. IL, art. 56 ; Statutes of 1580, Bk. II., art. 56.) See Gloss, of
Galganetti, ed. 161 1, p. 645. 2 Forcella, I. n. 86.
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At the top of the second landing of the stairs giving access to

the prisons, an inscription records the alterations accomplished
by order of Gregory XVI., in 1839.^

For a long time, the prisons went by the name Cancellaria,

whilst the Tabulariuin had been called, as has been said,

Camellaria, owing to the singular mistake already explained.

The place was the same, with this shade of difference, that the
Cancellaria was the most subterraneous part of the Tabulariiun^
the one used as a jail.

Executions in the Sixteenth Century.

The hangings that Infessura, in his time, regretted were so

few, as was seen in the previous chapter, were not long before

they began again ; and numerous ones took place on the

Capitol during the sixteenth century, and in the few years prior

to it.

In the single year of 1497 were hanged from the windows of

the Capitol : Matteo di Andrea, Francesco di Giacomo, Pietro

Santi, Giordano della Scarpa. At the same time, hangings
were also carried out on the gibbet of Mount Caprino.^

The expenses of executions were generally paid by the

Governor, who deducted the necessary sums from the money
furnished by fines, taxae maleficiorum? Under date of the

13th of July, 1 51 5, the executioner received three julii (about a
hundred sols) for cutting off the head of a male servant, Gio.

Batta ; he received, besides, a salary of three gold ducats a
month. The price paid for hangings was the same as for

decapitations, three julii.^ It cost no more to have the criminal

burned, after he had been hanged.^ However, it would seem
that compensation was made for the wood, the chains, and the

scaffold, when the criminal had been burned alive. Eighteen
carHns ^ were paid for the execution of a forger ; and, for

floggings, the executioner charged six carlins.'

1 Forcella, n. 382.
2 Archiv. di Stato, Archivio di s. Giovanni Decollato, Busta XXIV. vol. 2. This

brotherhood's mission was to assist criminals ; a regular register was kept of the

executions at which the brethren of the order had been present.
3 Thus it was on the register of these taxes that such expenses were inscribed.

Archiv. di Stato, Taxae Maleficiorum, Busta I. vol. i and following.
4 Ibid., vol. I. p. 48: '"'' Carnifex habiiit jtdios tres pro suspendendo Petrujn

Augustinuin assassinuin " (30 Aug., 1515).
5 Ibid., p. 219 :

" Carnifex habnit julios tres p7'o suspendendo H igne creinando
quemdaiu falsato7'ejn monetaruin.

"

6 Ibid. : " Pro jtistitia Marcelli de Vicovarofalsato7'is monetaruin quifuit igne
creinatus, videlicet pro lignis, funis, catJiena, fu7-ca, et vecticra pi-edictaruin

7^e7^ui7i Carl. XVIII.''
7 Ibid.: ''''Carnifex habuit Carle7ios sex pro frusta7idis per tn^-beiii tribus qui

ludeba7it cinn ca7^tisfalsis. Cancellarius Bariselli habuit bol. XXXV, pro initriis
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The ropes that had been used in hanging belonged to the

brotherhood of S. Gwva?tm Decollato. In 1510, the latter

decided that these ropes should no longer be buried with the

dead body, as had been the practice for some time, but that

a return should be made to the ancient custom, to wit, the

burning of all the ropes together, in great pomp, on the feast of

the patron saint of the brotherhood.

In 151 1, mention is made for the first time of a corpse bemg
handed over to the doctors for examination.^

liiiiiHiaBniiiBHiii^

FIG. 36.—THE PALACE OF THE CONSERVATORS. (FALDA's
ENGRAVING.)

In the pontificate of Leo X., albeit it was peaceful, there were
a great number of executions at the Capitol, both on the gibbet
of Mount Caprino and on the Square of the palace.^ A man
was quartered there in the year 1542.^
The last execution which took place on the Square of the

Capitol was that of three so-called conspirators, Count

etfunis
^
et etiam nonnullis aliis necessariis pro suspendendo Matthiavi Peractum. '

Ibid, :
'''' Carnifex habuit julios sex pro amputando vianum et caput cujusdaui

homicide, Julios tres p7'o amputando caput cuidam de Velio. Julios tres pro sus-
pendendo quejuciam assassinum ad Tu7'-ri7n None. Carnifex habuitjulios VIpro
suspendendo et igne cremando Magistrum Johannem hispanum chirurguvi. Carl.
15 pro frustando per urbem quejudain furem. Carnifex habuit julios tres pro
amputando caput Julio Delia Fossa."

1 Archivio di Stato, Registri delle Giustizie, vol. III. p. 32. In post-mortems
the pontifical authorities observed numerous formalities, the details of which will be
found in our work on " Workmen's Guilds in Rome," Corporation of Doctors, vol.
II. (in French).

'^ Registers of S. Giovanni Decollato, vol. III., IV., V.
^ Aug., 1542 :_

" Giuli is a Benedetto da Bolognaper la riparazione delleforehe.
Due. 2 al Ministro di Giustizia, Marchetto, per sua mercede di avere strascinato
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Antonio Canossa, Taddeo Manfredi, and Benedetto Accolti, the
last a son of the Cardinal of Ancona, who were dragged through
the City, tied to the tail of a horse, and were afterwards
slaughtered ''like cows," on the Square of the Capitol (1565).^

After executions had ceased in the Capitol, the heads of those
put to death w^ere exposed in front of the prisons ; as, lor

instance, that of the Marquis Manzoli, who was beheaded in the
Torre di Nona prison (1636).^ In the same year, a condemned
man had his hand cut off, in front of the palace of the
Conservators ; after w^hich, he was hanged on the Giudea
Square.^

The punishment of the strappado was inflicted at the Capitol
until the Revolution. In 1768, as the authorities were about to
apply it to a malefactor, it was perceived that the necessary
iron apparatus standing at the corner of the palace, nel caittone

del palazzo Seitatorio^ was unfit for use. Orders were conse-
quently given for its repair.* This instrument was destroyed,
together with other implements of the same kind, on the entry
of the French troops into Rome.

Consular Tribunals.

The necessities of their judiciary magistracy imposed on the

consuls of the corporations the duty of holding their sittings

in the immediate neighbourhood of the Capitol, the more so as

et impiccaio Federigo dAbruzzo. A I detto carolini xoper il cavallo e quello che lo

menava per strascinare Federigo dAbruzzo {^. 75), Al_ detto giuli x^ per avere
frustatidue e posti allaberlina.'' {Archw, diStato, Mand. Camer. Urbis, 1542, fol. 55.)
Then again for the years 1544, 1557, fol. 8 : Due 3 : 50 « maestro Staziofunaro per
una corda da dar tor^nenti dalla corte di Campidoglio ; fol. 22: Al Maestro di
giustizia sc. i : 50 per avere appicato e bruciato Hieronirno francioso lute^-nno ;

fol, 31 : Bol. 75 al inaestr-o di giustizia per avere frustato e tagliato Vorecchio
ad uno.

1 Reg. di S. Gio. DecoUato, vol. X. 306. The brotherhood sp°nt 57 baiocchi in

malmsey, Greek wine, confetti and cakes given to the condemned. The chaplain,
who had overworked himself, had 25 bai.

2 ist Sept.. 1636. Sente7iza contro Francesco Manzoli dei Bentivogli di Bologna
olini Cam. Ap, clei-icum confessurn quod dictaverit, composuit libru7n intitulatum
'"'' Ricordi del iiiarchese ManzoW nel qtiale sono 7naldicenze contro il pontijice ed
altri. File condannato al taglio della testa per delitto di lesa maesta contro
Urbano VIII. {Archiv. di Stato, Sentenze criminali del Senatore, vol. IL busta

944, fol. 255.) A sort of guillotine had been used for this execution ; the person who
copied the sentence drew a sketch of it in the mara^in. In the middle of a wooden
frame hang> by a cord a heavy piece c.f wood, in which is fixed a semicircular
chopper ; below there is a rectangular block. The sentence was a judiciary error, as
was ascertained when the trial was appealed againsr by the heirs, whose onlj'' aim,
indeed, was to avoid the confiscation of the condemned man's property. {Diario di
Mons. Spada, Cod. Barberiniano, LIV. 61 ad an.)

•^ Archiv. di Stato, Archiv. di S. Giovanni Decollate, vol. XXII. fol. 256.
4s3Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XV. vol. i, fol. 78
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the Senator was the appeal judge, in the various disputes that

came before them. Formerly, indeed, the statutes obliged
them to render justice at the foot of the market tower, which
accounts for the fact that, as soon as the edifice was built which
became the palace of the Conservators, the consuls installed

themselves there for the holding of their sittings. In a Bull of

Pope Gregory XII., dated in 1407, and addressed to the drovers'

corporation, is the expression :
" lit lovio dicte artis sito in

opposite palatii CapitoliiP ^ The cordwainers also had a room
therefrom the early part of the fifteenth century. In the land-

survey book of the Archbrotherhood Sancta Sa7ictorum^\N^ read
the following delimitation

of a piece of ground :

" D071111711 terreneam et

tegulatam positam in

Mercato^ ubi consueti sunt
residere Calsorarii. Inter
hos fines^ 'ab uno . . .

doniiis quod Gregorii de
Marganis^ ante via pub-
lica que dicitur " Lo
Mercato^^ et ab alio via
per quam itur ad doinus
oliiii Banderensium. " ^

A decision of the Com-
munal Council, dated the

28th of April, 1 569, grants
to the consuls of the

spice-dealers the room
previously occupied by the farmers' corporation, in return for a
payment of one hundred and fifty crowns.^ Ottavio Vestri, who
published his book in 1609, speaks of the already numerous
consular tribunals established at the Capitol.* The names of
divers corporations, which are still visible, engraven above the
doors opening into the gallery of the palace of the Conservators,
indicate the exact location of such tribunals, which must have
resembled the small shops to which the consuls, when once
their audience was over, came back to w^ork. The following
titles may be read there, starting from the right : VNIVER-
SITATIS FABRORVM ; VNIVERSITAS TABERNA-
RIORVM ; VNIVERSIT. CARPENTARIOR. ; VNIVER-
SITA DE MACELLARI ; COLLEG. DE S.S. MERCANTI

;

1 Statuti delV Agricultttra^ ed. 1878, pp. iit, 235.
2 Camillo Re, II CampidogUo, Bullettino della Com, Arch, Co?)i,, an, X, 1882,

p. 113.
•^ Archiv. Stor, Capit,, Cred. I. vol. 24, fol. 37,
4 Gatti, Bull, ComrtJ", an, 1894, p. 360,

FIG. 37.—THE CAPITOL. (FROM AN
ENGRAVING OF THE CABINET OF
PRINTS.)
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COLLEGIO DE FONDACO DI S. MICHELE ARC;
AROMATARIORVM COLLEGIVM.i Along the steps

leading to Vignola's portico, on the side towards the Tarpeian
Mount, other corporations had their tribunals, to wit, the
innkeepers, masons, bakers, tailors. On the architrave of one
door can be read : VNIVERSITATIS ALBERGATORVM ; a
little further, on another door : HIC EST CONSV.MVRATOR,
with the corporation emblems, a compass, a hammer, a plumb-
line, a trowel and a square. Above a fourth door are engraven,
on a marble-tablet, the coat of arms of the bakers, four loaves
amidst a crown of lavender. At the end of the staircase,

near the portico, there is inscribed, on a lintel : VNIVERSITAS
SVTORVM ; beside the busts of the two apostles, St. Peter
and St. Paul, with a pair of scissors in the middle. On the

opposite side appear emblems which may be those of the
carpenters.^

In 1 67 1, by a letter in his own hand, dated on the 25th of

January, the Pope authorised the silk and wool trades to meet
in the "new palace," viz., in the one that had just been built

opposite the palace of the Conservators.^ The notaries had
rooms there likewise,^ In 1697, a certain number of corporations

begged permission to quit the rooms they occupied in the old

palace, and to remove to the one that had been finished, pledging
themselves to be responsible for all expenses resulting from the

transfer. The Communal Council agreed to the request.^

When the ecclesiastical tribunals had acquired the monopoly
of all law cases, and had done away with the other jurisdictions,

a change which was operated in the course of the eighteenth
century, the consular courts of justice gradually disappeared

;

and the corporations made the most of the rooms to which
their consuls had no longer to go, for want of cases to judge.

Some let them out to shopkeepers, others made tenements of

them. The matter, however, created a scandal ; and, on the

27th of April, 1 74 1, the Communal Council, which had become
a " congregation^^ decided to take the keys of their room from
the ironmongers, who had allowed strangers to take possession

of it.^ In their meeting of the 31st of August, 1744, the

Communal Congregation informed the Conservators that the

spice-dealers had hired out their court-room to the City-

sweeper ; and they gave orders that prohibitive measures
should be taken. In 1758, the apothecaries also let their room

;

and the scribe of the Senate was, in consequence, bidden to

1 Cf. Bernardini, Descrizione del nuovo RiJ>artIniento, Rome, 1744, p. 171.
" Gatti, Statuti dei Mercanti, p. xlvi ; Vestri, Pratica, Rome, 1606, p. 38.
'^ Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 4, fol. 89. Copy of the autograph letter.

4 Ibid., Cred. VI. vol. 4, fol. 97. 5 7^/,/., Cred. I. vol. 4, fol. 126.
fi Ibid., Cred. VII. vol. 100, fol, 288.
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turn out the tenants. Ten years before, in 1748, the butchers

had, of their own accord, given up possession of their room,
which was made over to the proxies of the Capitol.^ Indeed,

the possession of a room at the Capitol was a heavy charge.

The husbandmen's corporation was obHged, in order to get the

premises which the drapers were giving up, to pay ten pounds of

Venice wax to the CapitoHne Chamber every year, and to keep in

repair the roof of the palace of the Conservators, into the bargain.

The woolmongers' corporation, rather than repair the windows
of the room where they met, preferred to remove and abandon
their privilege.^

The remaining rooms were closed in 18 16. They belonged
to the innkeepers, bakers and cordwainers, who, however, let

them. As for the other rooms, the Capitoline Chamber had
long since taken possession of them.^

Honorific Statues.*

Leo X. was the first Pope to whom a statue was raised in the

Capitol.^ The Communal Council, in their meeting of the

loth of July, 1 5 18, resolved to accord him this honour, as a
mark of the Roman people's gratitude to him.^ In fact,

Leo X. had restored to the people some of their ancient rights

and revenues.'' Domenico Diana of Bologna was entrusted
with the task. The condition had been imposed on him
that he should carve the statue in Carrara marble ; but, as no
advance of money had been made him, he put the statue in a
private house, on its being finished, and entered an action

against the Conservators.^ In 1520, the matter was not yet

settled.^ Then he was forced to restore a hundred ducats which
had been handed him as an instalment in the interval.^^ Subse-

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. too, fol. 515 ; Cred. VII. vol. 69, fol. 162
;

vol. 40, fol. 300. Functionaries are meant, employees who acted as process-servers
to the people. 2 Jtid., Cred. I. vol. 40, fol. 129, 177.

3 Assembly of the 30th of Dec, 1816. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XVIII.
vol. 99, fol. 79, 82, 89, 96, 106.

4 For general information, see Cod. Vat. 7927, c. loi. Decreti del Senito e
Popolo Romano in occasione di eriggere statue ai Ro7nani Pontifici.

5 D. Gnoli, Descriptio Urbis, in the Archiv. delta R. Societa R. di Storia
Patria, XVII. 389 ; D. Orano, It Sacco di Roina^ I. 202.

6 Sitting of loth July 1518. Orders were given to Giuliano Giovenale, prior of
the caporioni, and to Francesco Branca, chancellor, to pay the necessary sums.
Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 34, fol. 45. The text is somewhat different.

Cred. I. vol. 15, fol. 35 ; vol. 11, fol. 71 ; same sitting.
" By the Bull '"'' Duin singidareni" of the i8th April, 1513.
^ Archiv. Stor. Capit., Atti Notarili orig. , vol. 899.
•> It is true that they were totally out of funds. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I

vol. 36, fol. 68. Cf. fol. 81.
10 Ibid.y vol. 14, fol. 126 ; vol. 33, fol. i8q.
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quently, the work was resumed and the last touches were made
;

and the statue was set up in one of the rooms of the palace of the

Conservators.^ In 1876, this statue was removed to the church
of S. Maria Aracoeli, by the care of the Syndic of Rome. It

had a guardian, who was paid, as a salary, a hundred crowns a
year ! However, the guardian's duties were not confined to

watching over the statue ; he was also required to honour it.

When the first guardian died, his duties were divided out, and
his prebend also. Monks received the emoluments, the con-

dition being that they should say masses in honour of the

defunct Pope.^
Paul III. had his statue in the Senatorial palace, near the

tribunal of the maestri di strada.^ It was erected in 1543.
The Syndic of Rome had it removed, in 1876, as he had done
with that of Leo X., to the church of S. Maria Aracoeli. Paul IV.,

too, had his statue in the Capitol.* In 1558, four Councillors

were appointed to superintend its completion.'^

On the death of this Pope, in 1559, the people cast down his

statue, which was utilised, subsequently, for the honouring of

another Pope. The socle was given to the Aracoeli monks, at

their own request.^

In 1576, a credit was granted to Paolo Oliviero to terminate
the statue of the then reigning Pope, Gregory XI 11.^ For
that of Sixtus V., the sculptor Taddeo Landini was paid thirteen

hundred crowns, a sum which he deemed insufficient (26th of

June, 1587).^ On the other hand, Costanza Sforza obtained
leave to set up, in a room of the palace, the statue of her husband,
Giacomo Buoncompagni, "to honour his memory."^ The
abuse of the custom was beginning. On the death of

Sixtus v., during the interregnum in the Holy See, it was decreed
that, " on pain of infamy," no one should, thenceforth, propose

1 On the socle an inscription was engraven. Forcella, I. n. 40.

2 Meeting of the 4th of Aug., 1524, Archiv. Stor. Capit. , Cred. I. vol. 36,

fol. 742.
3 It was two magistrates of this order who had been the promoters of the erection

of this statue. D. Orano, // Sacco di Rofna, I. 489. It had been taken from a
pillar found in the Capitol. E. Miintz, The Ancient Monuments of Rome (in

French), t886, p. 41. Text of the inscription engraven on the pedestal. Forcella,

I, n. 46.
^ Meeting of the Communil Council (Oct., 1555). Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 36, fol. 742.
^ Ibid.^ vol. 37, fol. 10.

<> Sitting of the XIV. Kal. Sept., 1563. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 37,
fol. 157, 159.

7 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 24. Eight commissaries were
appointed on the 29th Mar., 1576. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 33.

8 Ibid.^ Cred. VI. vol. 6t, fol. 11. Inscription placed on the socle. Forcella, I.

n. 84. Cf. Bertolotti, Artisti bolognesi a Roma, I3ologna, 1885, p. 83.

•^ Ibid., Cred. I. vol. 15, fol. 47, 137 ; vol. 16, fol, 26 ; vol. 21, fol. 145. He wg,s

the son of Pope Gregory XIH. ; see p. 171,
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the erection of a statue to a living Pope (28th of August, 1590).^

In contrast to this, the Council decided, on the 27th of September
following, that a statue should be erected to Pope Urban VII.,

who had died on the 1 5th of September, after twelve days' reign.-

In 1593, a statue was raised to Alexander Farnese;'^ in 1595,

another was voted to Mark Antony Colonna, who had contributed

to the victory of Lepanto (1571),* and yet another to the Count
di Santafiora.^ In 1596, a statue was raised to Virginio

Orsini.^ Clement VII. also had his statue ; his beneficence to

the Capitol well deserved this favour ; but, in order that the

expense might not be too great, the Council contented itself

with putting a new head to the statue of Paul IV., which the

people had not long before decapitated. It was only in 1649
that Bernini received the order to model an entire statue."

1 ^'' De caetcT-o SLjjtulaci^a PontificujJi viventiuni non eriga^itur." Archiv. Stor.

Caplt., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 254. In 1657, the three Conservators declared they had
seen in the hall of the Fasti the following inscription, the text of which they gave,
and that they knew the instructions it contained had been abolished by a Brief of
Pope Urban VIII., dated the nth of Jan., 1634. See further on, p. 188.

Text of the inscription :

Sr QVIS PRIVATVSSIVE MAGISTRATVMGE KENS, SIVE ALIA QVAVIS
AVCTHORITATE POLLENS DE COLL')CANDA VIVO PONTIFICI
STATVAMENSIONEM FACERE AVXIT LEGITIMO S.P.Q.R. DECRETO
IN PERPETVVM INFAMIS ET PVBLICORVM MVNERVM EXPERS
ESTO. MDXC MENS. AVGVST. IN TABVLA MARMOREA AD ^TER-
NITATEM INCIDERE CVRARVNT MDXCI MENS. MARTO.
RVTILIVS ALTERIVS, ALPHONSVS AVILA, OCTAVIVS BVBALVS

CONSERVAT.
iPROSPER JACOBATIVS DE FACESCHIS PRIOR.

QVOD IN MALAS ADVLATORVM ARTES OLIM S.P.Q.R. DECRE-
VERATID NE CVICQVAM RVRSVS ELVDENDI ADITVS SVPERSIT
PLACVIT NOVO S.C. CONFIRMARE AVGEREQVE VT NEMO IN
SENA IV VERBA FACIAT DE COLLOCANDA STATVA PVBLICOVE
MONVMENTO SIVE VIVO PONTIFICI, SIVE ALUS QVI CVM VIVO
PONTIFICE CONIVNCTl SANGVINE VEL ^ AMILIARITATE AVT
VIVANT AVT EVIVIS EXCESSERINT, QVI SECVS FAXIT INFAMIS
ET PVBLICIS MVNERIBVS IMPAR SCIET DIE PRIMA APRILIS
MDCV.
HlbLRONIMVS DE BALZEO DESIRLETIS, ANTONIVS GABRIELIVS,

TIPERIVS LANCELLOTTVS CONSERVAT.
ANTONIVS MVTIVS PRIOR.

Archiv. Stor. Capit., Not. Conserv., vol. 4, 102. In the margin, on the following

page, we read : "I, Constantin Gigli, having learnt that these decrees were about to

be abolished, copied them word for word."
2 Ibid., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 258.
3 The 15th of November. Ibid., Cred IV. vol. 104, fol. 5. Inscription engraven

on the base. Forcella, I. n. 97.
•1 Inscription on the base. Forcella, I. n. loi. See p. 170. He had died in 1584.
5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. IV. vol. 104, fol. 29, 41, and Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 172.

Several of these statues, among others that of Mark Antony Colonna, may still be
seen in the gallery of the Capitoline Museum (Palace of the Conservators),

'^ The 2nd of Aug. Ibid., Cred I. vol. 30, fol. 210.
" Michaelis, La CoUez. Capit., p. 52.
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The Popes at the Capitol.

About the middle of the sixteenth century, it became a
custom that the Popes should stop at the Capitol, on their way
to St. Peter's in the Lateran, in order to take possession of the
tiara. Saint Pius V., it seems, was the first who received there

the homage of the urban magistrates. ^ The Conservators and
other officers came to meet him ; and, after saluting him, accom-
panied him on horseback to the Lateran (1566). The cere-

mony retained this simplicity until the coronation of Sixtus V.,

in honour of whom an arch of three poles was erected and
decorared with escutcheons containing his coat of arms (1585).
Better still was done for Gregory XIV. ; a triumphal arch was
raised at the summit of the great staircase, and the atrium
was decked with fine hangings, not, as the narrator says, with
vulgar coverings ; and the Conservators, the heads of the

various wards, with the two chancellors, went to meet the Pope,
to the sound of oboes followed by the voice of numerous
musicians (1590).

Festivities held in the Capitol in the Sixteenth
Century.

In the sixteenth century, there were theatrical performances
in the Capitol. On the 20th of April, 1501, the anniversary of

the foundation of the City, the Conservators gave a banquet in

their palace, at which Burchard was present, and found the

wines, moreover, to be of very poor quality. The banquet was
succeeded by a comedy ; but the audience was so numerous
and so noisy that nothing could be heard.^ In the pontificate

of Leo X., there was a comedy again, when the people granted
the freedom of the City to Giuliano and Lorenzo de Medici, to

please the Pope (15 13). A Latin play was acted, which was
very long and uninteresting.*

1 Cancellierl, Storia dei solennipossessi, Rome, 1802, p. iii and following for the

other coronations.
2 Expenses incurred on this occasion. Archiv. Stor. Capit. , Cred. I. vol. 29,

fol. 260.
•^

'''' Inde (after the mass said at the church of S. Maria Aracoeli) iviuitis ad
palatiuDi conser7jatorujn 7ibi invitati feceru7it prandinni in quadam logia quad-
rangulari in qua partefuerunt due 7nense longe^juxta duos inuros, quorum duo
apita conjungebantur ; una extendebat se ilhvc alia ita quodfaceret trianguluin.

. . . Prandiumfuit satis feriale et sine bono vino. Post prandiuin fuit recitata
quedain comedia in curia palatii predicti, in tanta populipressura^ quodpropter
malum ordinem nemo poterat videre bene. Nonfuerant servata loca invitatis vel
nobilibus^ sed omnia in confusio : propterea recessi." Ed. Thuasne, III. 132.

4 Cerasoli, Le Feste in Ca7npidoglio nel 1513 ; // Buonarrotti, 1891 ; Roscoe, The
Life of Leo the Tenth, I. 329. Cf. Diario di P. de Grassi, published by Armellini,
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In 1 571, Mark Antony Colonna was received in trumph at

the Capitol, after the victory at Lepanto. There had been

great terror in Rome; in 1565, the Communal Council had

decided to call all the people to the Capitol, in order that they

might testify their attachment to the Holy See, and their

determination to hold out against the Turk.^ Great fetes were

resolved on, to the expense of which the Pope, Pius V.,

announced that he would contribute.

^

On the election of Gregory XIII. (1572), the Roman
magistrates, to ingratiate themselves with him, granted the

freedom of the City to his son Giacomo Buoncompagni, to

whom they also offered a banquet at the Capitol. The payment
of the expenses was not settled without certain protests, with

which the Communal Council had to deal.^

In 1585, Japanese ambassadors came to Rome to open up a

negotiation with the Pope. Having left Nagasaki on the 20th

of February, 1582, they made their solemn entry into Rome on

the 22nd of March, 1585, and were received at the Capitol ; but

the details of their reception are not known.'*

People's Printing-House.

Already a hundred years had passed since the German
printers Hahn, Schweinheim and Pannartz had brought to

Rome the art of typography, which flourished but poorly, when
Pope Paul IV. bethought himself to create in his capital a
printing establishment for the purpose of publishing, from texts

accepted by the Church, the theological works that the German
Lutherans were then editing in quite another spirit. To this

end, he addressed himself to Paul Manutius, son of the
celebrated Aldus Manutius, whose classical editions rendered
him especially fitted to carry out the task which the Pope
desired to entrust to him. An annual remuneration of five

hundred gold crowns was assured him, in addition to other
advantages.^

Rome, 1894, p. 75. The She-Wolf and the Hand holding a globe were used in

decorating the theatre. Michaelis, Coll. CaJ>it., p. 14.
1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol, 22, fol. iig. 2 Ihid.^ vol. 25, fol. 170.
•^ Sitting of the 30th of September, 1573. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred I. vol. 38,

fol. 485-
4 Sitting of the nth of May, 1583. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 28,

fol. 278.
5 Moroni, Diz. diErud., LXIX. 288 ; Renouard, Annals of the Aldine P7-inthig-

j>ress fya French), Paris, 1834, p. 188; Brunet, Supplement, p. ion; New General
Biography (in French), article Manutius, by Ambroise Firmin-Didot ; Grand French
Encyclopedia, art. Paul Manutius. The indications of these various authorities do
not always agree. In the article of Ambroise Firmin-Didot, it is said, at the
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His press was set up in a house near the Trevi fountain and
received at the beginning the title of the Apostolic printing-

press ; but, as the house belonged to the Commune,^ the volumes
that were issued from his press bore the mention : "/;/ Aedibics
Populi RomaJiiP ^ This has led several authors to believe that

the people's printing-house had been removed, at some time or

other, to the Capitol, into the palace of the Conservators. A
sort of tradition even has grown up to this effect ;

^ but, in

addition to there being no trace of such an installation, no text

beginning, that Paul Manutius died at Venice, and, at the end, that he died in Rome.
It was, in fact, in Rome that he died. Cf. Memoir of P'abrizio Galletti (see further
on) at the Communal Council. Deliberation of the Communal Council concerning
the grant of the 500 crowns, Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 24, fol. 226. Paul
Manutius, it seems, had a private printing-press ; several works that appeared at this

time bear the mention : Roniac apud PanLuni Manutiu7)i\ Aldi F. Renouard,
A finals ofthe A Idi (in P>ench), gives the titles of them. The first was Dc Concilio liber

Reginaldl Poll Cardlnalis, M.D.LXII. '1 he protector and patron of Manutius,
to wit, Paul IV., having died in Aug., 1559, the event must have delayed the
commencement of the printing, and perhaps the arrival of Manutius, since his

biographers give it as being on the 7th of June, 1561. There were other printing-
presses in Rome ; that of ]31ado, which was old established (it was already at work
about 1536 : Brunet, IV. 787) was the most important of them The publications
from his press have been catalogued by FumagalH, Catalogo delle edizioni roniane
di A. Blado, Rome, 1891 ; they number 666. From 1560 till 1567, the
frontispiece bears : Roniae apud Antoniuni Bladtnn, Iinpi-esso7'em Cameraleni.
Then, after this date, Bladum being dead, it is : Ro^nae, apud heredes Antonii
Bladii, Ii7ipressores Camerales. Before the establishment of the people's printing-

house, Blado received a monthly stipend of four ducats, (Mand. Camer,, 1552-1554,
fol. 106, 14 Aug., 1553.) " Solvatis Antonio Blado Irnpressori Apos. Due. XVI
auri de Cain, pro sua quatuor iJiensium ordinai-ia provisione.'' From 1593, Blado's
name completely disappears ; and the publications, whether books or edicts, that

were issued by his press, bear only the mention : Apud Impressores Carney-ales.

He left a son or relative who, on the 2nd of Sept. previously, had been imprisoned
for the crime of sodomy (Cod. Urb. Vat. 1060) ; in 1578, he had been called on, as

will be seen, to manage the people's printing-house. Besides the two great printing

establishments of Manutius and Blado, there were many others of less importance.

On works published in Rome in this period appear the names of Accolto (1567),

Eliano (1573), De Rubeis (1574), Domenico Baso, who published the Kalendariuni
gregorianujn perpettiuni (1582), Giliotto (1583), both of whom were interested in the

people's printing-house ; Bonfodino (1585), Francesco Zanetti (1585), who also had
to do with the people's printing house ; Bartolomeo Grassi (1587), De Dianis (1588).

Giorgio Ferrari (1590), Franceschi (1598), Facchetti (1600). Cardinal .de

Medici, who, in 1587, became Grand-Duke of Tuscany under the name of

Ferdinand I., created a printing-press especially intended to reproduce works in

oriental type. Gio. Batta. Raimondi of Cremona was commissioned to superintend

the printing. In 1592, this press published an Arabic alphabet, Alphabetum
Arabicum, 1592, in Typographia Medicea, M.D.XCII.

1 The purchase had been made in 1562. CounciF meeting of the lothof Jan.,

1562. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 37, fol. 99. The house was, in fact,

brought for 6,150 crowns. Ibid., fol. 143. The people's coat of arms was placed on
the house in July. Ibid., fol. 153.

2 The first works, as, for instance, that of Franciscus Vargas, Catholicae

Maiestatis rerurn Status, bear the mention Apud Pauluin Manutiuvi Aldi, in

Aedibus Po. Ro. It was not until after 1567 that it disappeared in consequence of

the breach between Manutius and the Communal Council.
3 Moroni, loc. cit. ; Renouard, Annals of the Aldine Printing-press (in French),

Paris, 1834, p. 184. Filippo de Boni, Biografa degli Artisti, Venice, 1840, p. 608.

On the contrary, Michel Mettaire, Annals of TyPogr. (in French), III., II. 512, in

relating the life of Manutius, makes no allusion to the establishment of the people's

printing-house in the Capitol.
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making mention of it, all the documents having to do with the
said press tend, on the contran^ to contradict such an

FIG. 38.—THE CAPITOL SEEN FROM THE FORUM.

hypothesis. It seems, therefore, certain that the press remained
in the spot where it was first set up.^

1 This is also the opinion of the learned director of the Capitoline Archives,
Doctor Cpletti, who is preparing a special work on this point and who has kindly
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It was an unprofitable business from the commencement.
The Pope had presented the establishment with a quantity of

fine type/ and had exempted the paper, ink, and fresh type from
duties

;
yet in spite of these advantages, the working of it was

so onerous that, in 1653, the Pope begged the Communal
Council, through the medium of Cardinal Vitellozo-Vitelli, to

take over the press, and to devote to its maintenance at least

two hundred crowns, deducted from the Gabella dello Studio
(foreign wine-tax). He reminded them that it was "a thing
necessary to religion and useful and honourable to the City."

But the Council replied that they did not see what advantage
the Commune could have in keeping up an undertaking for

others alone to profit by. The public Council, to which the

secret Council submitted the question, returned the same
answer.2 In reality, however, the Romans wished the Holy See
to give effect to its offer. As, in the month of February
following, the Motu propria ratifying the donation had not yet

been handed to the Conservators, the Council grew anxious. It

was explained to them that the deeds were still in the possession
of the Cardinals, who were desirous of inserting exceedingly
hard conditions in them, such as the obligation to spend from
ten to twelve thousand crowns on the reinstallation of the

printing machinery, and a pledge to devote three hundred
crowns a month to its being kept in repair, and to publish no
work without their (the Cardinals') consent or the consent of
" their ministers." In fine, replied the Councillors, after listening

to these proposals, the Roman people would have no other right

than that of paying.^ Thereupon the Pope entrusted the

management of the press to Paul Manutius, who, until then,

it would seem, had been the technical manager. When
Cardinals Amulio and Vitelli announced to the Council deputies

this decision of the Pope, they protested, maintaining
that the sovereign pontiff had made a gift of the press to the

people. It was replied to them that the people had not

accepted the gift ; and Paul Manutius, being introduced,

exhibited the Brief that conferred on him the directorship.

The deputies learnt even that the Pope would require the

Council to continue the monthy grant of sixty crowns they

were paying to the press. Then they insisted on an audience
with the Pope himself, who repeated to them that, if he had

and most unselfishly facilitated our own researches. If in this study such particular

no: ice is paid to the people's printing-house, it is because of its intimate connection
with the Capitoline palace, and also because of the false notion that has just been
dealt with.

1 Dictionary of Geos'raphy (\n French), Deschamps, sequel to Brunet, col. iioi.

2 Sitting of the 29th of Nov., 1563. Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 22, fol. 26.

•' Sitting of the 17th of Feb., 1564. Ibid., fol. 45.
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made over the establishment to another party, it was owing to

their own procrastination. At the same time, however, he pro-

mised that, before long, he would confer on the people a more
important gift.^ None the less, the protest formulated by the

representatives of the Council bore fruit apparently, since an
agreement was come to between Paul Manutius and the people,

by the terms of which Manutius consented to the donation
being transferred to the Roman people, on condition that the

profits accruing should be equally shared between him and
them.^ On his side, Manutius held to none of his engage-
ments ;^ and, in consequence, the Council suppressed the grant
they had agreed to pay him.* To this Manutius replied by
closing the printing-house doors against the Council deputies,

and by refusing to produce his accounts.^ A lawsuit was
begun ; and the first act of the Communal Council was to claim
restitution of the house in which the press was set up, on the

ground that it had great need of being put in order and even
of being repaired (1566).^ Then they decided, when they
had gained this point, that the said house should be sold, and
that the sum accruing from the sale should be invested in the

State pawn establishment, with a view to its being used later in

meeting the expenses of the press. A "depositary" and an
accountant ("computist," i.e.^ a sort of book-keeper) were
designated to watch the transaction (7th of May, 1566).' The
house was sold to Lelio da Ceri, who paid off the last instal-

ment of the purchase money in 1568.^ The Council had, how-
ever, by no means given up superintending their printing-press,

which seems to have remained in the same premises. They
appointed commissaries, every year, '"'' adgubernium stampae^''

;

but, as this superintendence was troublesome, the commissaries
were continually resigning office.'^ In 1570, the press going

1 Consiliu7)i ordinariwu convocaturn per Mandatarios del i6 Maggio 1564.
Archiv. htor Cai^it., Cred. I. vol. 22, fol. 68.

2 Sittings of the nth Aug. and 3rd Sept., 1565. Ibid., fol. 127, 135. Super negotio
stampae et inotu propria obtinendo in conJir7iiatione Societatis inite i7ite7' Po.
Roinanujn et Pauluin Manutizun.

'^ Manutius seems to have divided his attention between the press at Rome and
that of his famil}^ at Venice. His volume Epistolae et Praefationes was published
at Venice in 1581. The following editions of 1560, 1561, 1569 were also printed at
Venice. Only one book by him printed at Rome is known, Antigziitatnyn
Romanortcjii Panlii Manucii liber de Civitate Kofnana, Roniae ab Aldo typis
Francisci Zanetti.

^ Sitting of the 13th Dec, 1565. Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 6, p. 65.
•^ Elezione di Deputati a prendere il possesso di una casa posseduta da Paolo

Manuzio nel Rione Colonna. Council meeting of the 22nd Dec, 1565. Ibid.^

fol. 70 and fullowing.
^ Sittings of the 6th and 26th of April, 1566. Ibid., Cred. I. vol. 22, fol. 180, 184.
'' Council meeting of the 7th of May, 1566. Ibid., fol. 190.
8 Council meeting of the 9th of July, 1568. Ibid., vol. 38, fol. 89.
^ Ibid., vol. 24, fol. 81.

N 2
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" from bad to worse," it was decided to modify its organisation.^

Boccapaduli and two other Roman citizens had the mission
conferred on them of negotiating an agreement with a book-
seller, named Fabrizio Galletti, who was already, it seems,
occupying himself with the printing-press, and who received

the title of '' governor." ^ One condition of the contract was
that the books issued from his establishment should continue

to bear the mention : I1^ Aedibus Po. Romani. He was to

keep eight presses at work, and to spend, in putting the con-

cern into repair, a sum of eight thousand crowns.^ In this

year, and on the 30th of March, Marcello Alberini, who had
been spoken of as lessee of the prison in the Capitol, was
chosen director of the printing-house, together with Tommaso
Cavalieri and Ascanio Caffarelli.*

The Council showed themselves all the more disposed to

make over the management of their printing-house, since the

typesetters were claiming payment of their wages, which
Manutius had been irregular in settling. The debt, indeed, was
discharged by the Council, in spite of the commissaries'

opposition.^

However, the printing-press continued to drag on its existence.

It appears to have been employed in printing the works of

writers, magistrates or ecclesiastics that the Council wished to

oblige. On the 19th of December, 1570, they decided to print,

at the Roman people's expense, an essay of the people's advo-
cate, Gabriele Bari, entitled " Be laiidibics Ro?na7wn4vi et

linguae latinaeT ^

Galletti's appointment as governor of the press did not put a

stop to the trouble it caused the Communal Council ; far from it.

A lawsuit began between Galletti and another bookseller,

named Domenico Basa, who pretended to certain rights over
the press ; and the Council were obliged to interfere. Cesare
Gentile pleaded together with Basa. On the other hand, Paul
Manutius claimed that he had made over half of his rights to

the Commune's grant to the new nominee, and that compensa-
tion was due to him.^ The affair was further complicated by a

claim from Galletti, who accused the Council of having em-
ployed the funds intended for the printing-house to pay for the

bringing of water to the Capitol.

1 Archiv. Stor, Capit., vol. 24, fol. 148. Sitting of the 31st Jan., 1570.
2 Decree of nomination, 3rd Feb., 1570; Bicci, Storia della Faniiglia Boccapaduli

^

Rome, 1762, p. 123.
'^ Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 24, fol. 149; vol. 38, fol. 196. Sitting of the

T6th of March, 1570.
^ Bicci, Notizia della Famiglia Boccapaduli^ p. 134.
•5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 24, fol. 156, 154.
<> Ibid., vol. 38, fol. 245. Another document : ibid., vol. 38, fol. 289.
" Ibid., vol. 24, fol. 224. Galletti's claim dated the 2nd of Sept., 1570.
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Meanwhile, Paul Manutius had abandoned all connection
with the printing-house. He even quitted Rome and went to

Venice ; but only for a time. Having returned to Rome, where
Pope Gregory XIII. welcomed him, and where he published
several works, while pursuing his Commentary on Cicero, he
died there on the 6th of April, 1579.^

After much discussion, Galletti signed a lease, engaging to

pay the City an annual quit-rent of fourteen hundred crowns ;

^

and, after a minute inventory, the printing-plant was valued at

10,226:63 crowns. "^ This notwithstanding, Basa did not allow

the new governor to peaceably enjoy his privilege. He sug-

gested to the booksellers of Rome that they should form a syn-

dicate for the purpose of establishing a printing-press of their

own.* This was only a threat. The booksellers' corporation

had not the funds necessary for such an enterprise. Basa
appears to have become reconciled to Galletti, and was appointed
technical manager of the printing-house.

In the year 1572, the whole question was reopened, because
Pope Gregory XIII., who was elected on May the 19th, had not
continued to the people's printing-house the monopoly of printing

breviaries. The Council declared that the press should cease
operations, if the old traditions were not reverted to. For the

rest of the year, the Pope and the Council remained at logger-

heads.-^

The Council always appointed four commisaries whose office

lasted for two 3^ears and who were renewed by twos. The juris-

consult Luca Peto, who drew up the City statutes in 1580, was
elected commissary in 1572.^ Others were appointed in 1578.^

At this date, Blado's widow^ took possession ofthe printing-house.

The Council granted her a credit of two hundred crowns.^

Pope Sixtus v., in 1587, greatly increased the development of

the Vatican printing-press, the management of which he en-

trusted to Domenico Basa, placing twenty thousand crowns at

his disposal. Now, the Vatican press, which, shortly after,

1 Articles quoted above and Epistolaruju Pauli Manutii Libri XII ; Lettere di
Paolo Manuzio, Paris, Renouard, 1834.

2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 24, fol. 170. Sitting of the 8th of March,
1570. Cf. what is said in the document of the 27th of April, 1571, mentioned
below.

3 Ibid., vol. 24, fol. 185, Sitting of the nth of April, 1570.
^ Council meeting of the 27th of April, 1671, vol. 38, fol. 280, and vol. 25, fol. 60,

same text.
5 Ibid., vol. 25, fol. 224, 226, 239. Sittings of the nth and 25th of Aug., of the ist

of Dec, 1572.
^ The 22nd of April. Ibid., vol. 25, fol, 204. -^ Ibid., vol. 29, fol. 37.
^'^ Council meeting of the 23rd of June, 1578. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. 1. vol. 27,

fol. 196. Books called for by public opinion were in process ofpublication. Council
meeting of i6th May, 1576. De certis libris iinpri77iendis. Archiv. Stor. Capit.,

Cred, I, vol. 27, fol. 37. De Imprirnendis Testibus canonicis;, Ibid.^ fol. 51.
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became the printing agency of the Propaganda, was used for the

same functions as those assigned by previous Popes to the people's

printing-house, viz., the publishing, in accordance with sound
doctrine, of " the works of the Church Fathers, the holy books,
the Saints' lives, the various acts and miracles, in order to uphold
the weak, to heal the sick, and to snatch from darkness those
that were walking therein." ^

This substitution dealt the last blow to the people's printing-

house, which thenceforward went quickly to ruin. The com-
missaries appointed by the Council were in despair, and resigned
one after the other.^

In 1580, the City statutes had been printed by it, and, in 1586,

the Council voted the printing of a life of St. Pius V., which
nevertheless appeared in the same year, with the name of

Vincenzo Accolti as printer.^

The last volume issued from the people's press seems to have
been that of Statuta nobilis Artis Agriculturae^ printed in 1595.*

1 Bull "-£'<«;;z J^?;2^^r" of the 27th of April, 1857. Erectiotypog7'aphiae Vaticanae.
Cf. Moroni, Diz. di Erud., LXIX. 231, who mentions another Bull, '''' Romani
Pontificis Providentia," dated the ist of Feb., 1589, which is not found in the Mag-
num Bidlarium. In 1590, Clement VIII., in order to help Aldus Manutius, junior,

entrusted him with the management of this press. Aldus Manutius had worked in

Rome from 1562 till 1565 under his father's direction. He died in Rome on the 28th
of Oct., 1597.

2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 37; vol. 15, fol. 204, &c.
3 Sitting of the 15th of Jan., 1586. Archiv. Stor Capit., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 18.

The title of the volume is : G. Catena, Vita di Pio V, Roma, nella Stamperia di

Vincenzo Accolti, 1586, 4to.
'^ The edition of 1566 reads simply, " Rojiiae "

; that of 1573, " In Aedibus Populi
RomanV

',
that of 1718, ^'' Nella Sta77iperia della R.C.A." {Reverenda Camera

Apostolica).



THE CAPITOL IN THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY.

The Palaces.

After the completion of the great scheme undertaken in the

latter part of the sixteenth century, the further realisation of
Michael Angelo's designs was checked for a time. The
Communal treasury was empty ; and the Council saw their

authority diminishing from day to day.

During the early years of the seventeenth century, we find

mention only of some slight attempts at keeping what was
already done in repair. A master mason received eighty crowns
for working on the palace of the Conservators ; a carpenter,

fifteen crowns ; a stone-cutter, seven and a half crowns
;

another, fifty for repairs. The mason Rossi received twenty-five

crowns for a balustrade to be built in front of the portico of the

church of S. Maria Aracoeli.^

Still, there was urgent need for work of considerable importance
to be undertaken. In 1604, it was perceived that the great hall

of the Senatorial palace, the one in which the Senator held his

audiences, was in imminent danger of collapsing. Aula palatii

Dhi Se7iatoris maximum excidium minatur^ declared the first

Conservator to the assembled Council, which had been called

together in .great haste. ^ The cause of the threatened falling

in was the salt, which had been lying so long in the basement
floor of the palace that it had imperceptibly eaten away the

walls, the traces of its action being even now visible. There

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit. , Cred. VI. vol. 6r, fol. 206 and following, year 1611. The
expenses of the other years are insignificant. '* The Capitol is beautiful to see,"
wrote the Prince of Cond^ in 1622 ; "on the right is the city hall ; the courtyard is full

of ancient statues, and has a marble table of ineabures; on the steps, in the rooms and
chambers are many antique statues. Opposite is the Senator's abode, where there is

only one fairly fine room." {Travels fin French), Pans, 1634, p. 133.)
2 Secret Council meeting of the i6th of Dec, 1604. ' Siipei^ excldlo Aiile

Palatii." Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. 1. vol. 31, fol. 121.
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was no time to be lost. As funds were lacking, the Council
decided to sell the Senatorial protonotary's office, for a period

of three years. ^ However, the repairs they were able to make
were insufficient ; and, in 1612, the task of under-propping had
to be done over again. An inscription placed on the fagade of

the Senatorial palace attributes the honour of this operation

to Paul v., whether it was that he paid the expenses or that he
merely gave the requisite orders.'-^ Even the latter repairs were
inadequate ; for, in 1623, Gregory XV. was obliged to give

instructions for fresh ones, as another inscription testifies.^

In 161 3, panes of glass were put in the windows of the

palace of the Conservators, which previously had possessed
only linen blinds, as was usual in Rome in the century before.

The cost was twelve crowns.* The two groups of Castor and
PolluK were restored.-^ In 16 14, the statue of the Roman
people was restored.^ In 161 5, the question of finishing the

mside decoration of the palace of the Conservators came up
for consideration. Pope Paul V. granted the Communal Council

a thousand crowns, so that they might have the room next the

loggia^ where the Conservators ate, hung with yellow and red

damask. The ceiling was, at the same time, ornamented and
decorated with the armorial bearings of the Pope and people.''

Silver plates and dishes were brought for the Conservators'

use, which cost three hundred crowns.^ On the other hand,
something was done towards the laying out of the gardens
behind the palace of the Conservators, on the Tarpeian Mount.

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 31, fol. 124.
'^ Forcella, I. n. 113. ^ Forcella, I. n. 116.
^ Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 32, fol. 32.
•5

'"'' Dal CaiJipidoglio 10 Maggio 1613. Sc. 10 a M. Filippo scultore a hon conto
del rcstauro che fa del Gigaiitea capo alia scala di Cainpidoglio. . . . Sc. 10 a M

.

Filippo scultore a bon conto del restauro chefa alia statua di uno dei Giganti in

capo alia scala delta piazza di Canipidoglio. Dal Cainpidoglio 15 \obi'e 1613. Sc.

a bon conto a M. Filippo scultore del restauro che fa alii cavalli di niaruio e

giganti a capo alia scala di Cajupidog-Ho., che cascavanoJ" Ibid., Cred. VI. vol. 61,

fol. 230-240. " Dal Campidoglio 14 Maggio 1614. Sc. 12 a bon conto a M. Filippo
scultore del restauro fatto e da farsi al gigante di niarino e cavallo a capo alia
scala delta piazza di Canipidoglio.'" Ibid., io\. 243.

6 Under date of the 22nd of Sept., 1614 :
"' Sc. 22 a maestro Vincenzo Corallo

scultore per risarcimento fatta alle statue del Po. Ro. in Campidoolio.' Under
date of the 15th of Dec, i6r4 :

^^ Sc. '^'.<^<^ a Do??2enico Sensi Maestro di casa dei
Conserz>atori pei^fai- restaurare le statue del Po. Ro. ed acqtiisto delta testa di
jnarnio di tin pictto." Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 247, 250.

7 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 274 and following, fol. 288. Under
date of the 30th of June, 1617 :

^' Sc. 22:40 a Cinzio Sabbatio recainatore per ai'ere

fatto sette arnie del Papa col triregno et chiave, c sette del Po. Ro. recaynatein oro
. . ., inesse net parato di daniasco nclla stanza di Caiupidoglio doTC si inangia
d'inverno.'"

8 ';' Sc. 300 adAnnibalePiuzzelli in conto a Maesti'O A inbrogio Pagano ar^cntiere
al Pellegrino per quando gli consegnerd ipiatti dargento che gli abbiai7io ordinati
nuovi, e quelli vecchi restaurati. Dal Caiupidoglio 6 Agosto 1616." Ibid., Cred. VI.
vol. 61, fol. 275: ^^ Sc. \QO ad A inbrogio Pagano ai^gentiere al Pellegrino in conto
deipiatti di argentofattiper il Caiupidoglio.'" 28th Sept., 1616, foW 278,
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The architect, at that date employed by the Roman people, was
Giovanni Antonio de Pomis, of Como.^
Under the pontificate of Urban VIII. (1623-1644) the inside

decoration of the Senatorial palace was proceeded with.^

His successor. Innocent X., signalised his advent to power
by ordering the works of the third palace to be resumed ; but,

as he refused to help with the expenses incurred, the Communal
Council were reduced to suppress most of the small posts

FIG. 39.—ENGRAVING TAKEN FROM THE WORK OF MARLIANUS.

created during the preceding half-century ; to wit, those of the

guardians of the statues and antique objects, of the bell-ringers

and trumpeters, not to mention those of several important
magistracies, that oi\\v^ pacieri^ of the syndics, of the reformers
of studies, in short, as the chronicler says, nearly all the

quarterly and even the annual posts. Alone, the Conservators
and the caporio7ii continued in receipt of their salaries.^ The

1 He superintended the expenses incurred for the installation of the conclave of
1605. Bertolotti, Artisti Lonibardi^ II. 6. It will be remembered that there was
an ex'change of land, in connection with this, between the Roman people and the
Caffarelli family. 2 Forcella, I. n, ii8.

•^ " Ncl 1641, il papn {fnnocento X) ordino, eke in Cauipidoglio incontro al
palaz9.o dei Conso'vatori sifacesse tinportico, del quale ernno gia da ten pezzofatti
li fo7idainenti ; 7na per fare tale edificio non gli assegno pure U7i quatrino.
I'^crono levate le pro7iisioni a i7iolti, che avevano divers offizii, come custodi delle

statue, delle fabriche antiche ed altri, che li avevano coinprati con i suoi denari

;

furono anmiUati li ojfizii di Pacieri^ Sindaci a Ri/ormatori dellp Studio^ et siinili
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classes even were suspended which were held for the benefit of
the poor children in the fourteen quarters of the City, although
the teachers only received thirty crowns a year.^ But, while
giving nothing towards the building of the new palace.

Innocent X. took great interest in its progress. On the 9th of
March, 1650, he came to ascertain what had been done. A
statue was raised to him subsequently, beside that of Urban
VIII., to commemorate this event.

^

He came again on the ist of August, 1654 ;^ and an inscrip-

tion placed ill the room of the She-Wolf recorded the interest

and the indirect share he had taken in the construction of the

new palace.^ v On the latter occasion, the rubbish had been
cleared away from the palace of the Conservators, and the hall

had been put tidy "where the cannon requisites were kept" as

well as the cannons themselves.^

Meanwhile, the penury of the Communal treasury was such
that it had great difficulty in paying for the work to go on, the

more so as the total expenditure exceeded eighty thousand
crowns, of which the master mason, Ludovico Rossi, received,

as his share, twenty-four thousand.^ Carlo Rinaldi was the

architect entrusted by the Council with the oversight of the

undertaking.
The exterior portion was completed in 1655. Towards the

last, the work had been pushed on vigorously, and the new
palace was ready, when Pope Alexander VII., who was elected on
the 7th of April, came, according to custom, to receive at the

Capitol the City magistrates' homage. The Communal Council
had had the Square cleared for the ceremony, the labour re-

altri offiziali che si crcavano ogni anno, et ogni tre inesi et aveva^io le loro provi-
sioni et masshne li Ma^'escialli, et restorno solo i Conservatorl e Cap07HoniJ'^
Diario di Giacinto Gigii, Cod. Vat. 8717, p. 289. This suppression did not last

long ; some years after, the einplo^'ees of the Capitol were more numerous than
ever. 1 Gigli. See note 4.

2 " y^z 9 Marzo 1650, dopo pranzo, Innocenzo X ando a s. Francesca in s. Maria
Nuova, e poi sali alCainpidoglio a vedere ilportico nuovo, che era quasiJinito dalla
banda di Araceli. La sua statiia/ic alzata sopra un piedistallo di mattoni in-

contro a guella di Urbano VIII.*' Ibid. See p. 189.
3 "// I Agosto 1654 ^^^^ "^"^ 21 ando in Ca7npidoglio per vedere ilPalazzo nuovo,

che si efabricato verso A raceli, et entroprima nelpalazzo vecchio dei Conservatori
e poi andd a vedere lafabrica nuova la quale si erafatta dordine suo, ma non gia
dei suoi denari, perche non ha dato neppure un quatrino, ma con li emolu7nentiche
si davano a violti offiziali Romani . . . etftt scemata la provisione dei Lettnri
delta Sapienza, et levato affatto, il salario di scudi 30 Vanno che il Po. Ro. dava
a ciascun Maestro di scuola, che erano quattordici, li quali maestri erano obligati

dinscgnare le prime lettere colla gram7?iatica alti pove7'i senza paga77iento. Cosi
furono levati gli e77iolu77ienii a molti ge7ttiluo77iinipe7' offizi coi7ip7'-ati, li quali per
un pezzo si dolse7'o e la77ienta7'ono.'' Ibid.

4 Forcella, I. n. 152.
•"J Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. r, fol. 177, 27 Sept.
^ At least, such was the amount of the sums deposited for the purpose at the

State pawn establishment during the years 1645-1655 ; exactly sc. 79,492:36,
Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 301 and following.
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quired for the task being considerable/ since seventy-two cart-

loads of rubbish were taken from it and thrown into the river.^

At the same time, the cornices of the Senatorial palace were
repaired, and the staircase and fountains, as well as the gaps in

the balustrade. This was the usual accompaniment of public

solemnities.

However, after this effort, the Council were not willing to do
anything more, and contented themselves with strengthening the

iron fastenings of the bells in the Campanile, an operation that

cost 347:48 crowns (1566).^

In the palace courtyard, at the further end of which had been
placed the statue of Marforio, are three inscriptions, two of
them recording gifts made to the Capitoline museums by
Alexander VII. and Clement XII. ;* the third one is in honour
of Gregory XVI.
The interior decoration of the new palace was commenced

only in the pontificate of Clement X. (i 670-1 676). Walnut
soffits were placed in the chief rooms. That of the great hall

was decorated with the coat of arms of the then reigning Pope
;

in another were seen the arms of his predecessor, Alexander
VII. ; the expense amounted to 6,922:90 crowns.^ It was
during the reign of this Pope, in 1673, that the colossal head of
Domitian was taken away from the place it had occupied for

more than a century, under the portico of the palace of the
Conservators, and transported into the inner courtyard, where
it is at present.^ In 1683, the staircase formerly leading to the
prisons and now giving access to the municipal offices on the

side towards the Via Capitolma^ underwent some alteration
;

it only cost, indeed, 3:75 crowns, although rather a complicated
job.^ In 1689, it was found necessary to revarnish several of
the frescoes painted by the Chevalier of Arpino, among others

1 Although it had been forbidden to throw rubbish there. Disposizioni edilizie
circa Ice piazza di Campidoglio. Editto. Di Orazio Albani . . . Senatore di Roma.
Ordiniaino che nessuna persona ardisca huttar sassi, fango el altre iiitniondizie
tanto attorno alia fontana di Marforio guanto in qicella sulla piazza di Ca^n-
pidoglio sotto la scalinata, sotto pena di sc. 25 d appiicarsi alia Camera di Cam-
pidoglio, e tre tatti di corda da darglisi subito in publico per ciascuna volta ed
altre pene a nostro arbitrio.—Nessuno ardisca murare le paratefatte nellabalaus-
trata del nostro Palazzo, sotto le dette pene. Bibl. Casanat. Collez. Bandi, VI.
171-

2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. i, fol. 210. Lavori fatti sulla piazza di
Campidoglio in occasione del Possesso di N. S. Alessandro VII da Gio. Batta.
Torrone Capo Mastro dell' Inclito Po. Romano. Total expense, 59:20 crowns.

3 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. i, fol. 219.
^ They are the inscriptions mentioned by Forcella, n. 157, 231, 377.
5 SojUDiario dclle misure e stime di lavori e legname, intagli, lavori di noce per

porte,/enestre e soffitte del Salone e stanze deltafah^ica nuova di Campidogliofatti
a tutta roba efattura del Signo7-e Giovamzi Bartolomei, e misurati da vie infra-
scito architetto d'ordine del Cardinale Celsi. (iVrchiv. Stor. Capit., Cre<l. VI.
vol. 4, fol. i6.) 'o See p. 199, note 3, and p. 214,

7 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 6, fol. 148.
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those that represented the fight of the Horatii, the sacrifice of

Numa, the foundation ofRome. From eight to twelve crowns were
paid for each picture. In 1693, a cyma and a balustrade had
to be replaced in the palace of the Conservators, the materials

for which were taken from the Coliseum.^ The work was
supervised by Filippo Tittoni, the people's architect. In 1699,

the Communal Council were informed that one of the towers of

the Senatorial palace, that bearing the name of Nicholas V.,

which was nearest the Arch of Septimus Severus, had a serious

crack in it. The tower was, at that time, said to be the most
ancient. Commissaries went and examined the crack ; and
they found that it must have existed for a long time. Neverthe-
less, as the Senator's dwelling was in the same part of the

palace, the necessary repairs were decided on.^

Honorific Statues erected in the Seventjilenth
Century.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, a decree had
confirmed the prohibition then recently issued against raising-

statues to living princes.^ The Councillors, however, were
much annoyed at not being able to pay this favourite homage
to sovereign pontiffs. When their meeting-chamber was
decorated, they profited by the occasion to have the brass plate

on which was engraven the text ofthe decree removed elsewhere
;

it was placed above the door, far from public gaze; but the pro-

hibition none the less existed. In 1626, they begged permission
to suppress the plate altogether; but no heed was paid to their

request.* Then they bethought themselves that, in order to

triumph over a difficulty, there is no better way than to keep
pegging away at it, and undermine it. They, therefore, asked
the Pope to put up in the Capitol an inscription recording the

services rendered by his nephew, Taddeo Barberini, the

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 7, fol. 193. Conto di lavori di scarpello

fatti da Aiitonio Ferretti ca^o Mastro Sarpellino e GasJ>ero Mellini Scarpellino
del Po. Ro. nei Palazzi di detto Popolo. Ibid., vol. 8, fol, 156.

'-^ Ibid., Cred. I. vol. 41, fol. 37, 38. It is seen by the inscription Forcella, I.

n. 191, that Pope Innocent XII. took to himself the credit of a .s^reat share in the
restoration of the Capitol.

•' A little before it was promulgated, in 1602, a statue had been raised to

Cardinal Aldobrandini. Inscription engraven on its base. Forcella, I. n. 109. In
the preceding year an inscription had been put up in the great hall of the palace of
the Conservators. Forcella, I. n. io8.

4 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 33, fol. 23. Pope Urban VIII. had refused
a statue which it was purposed to place in the church of S. Maria Aracoeli, Diario
di Giac. Gigli, Cod. Vat., 8717, fol. 146,
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prefect of the City (1631).^ This was granted them. Being
emboldened thereby, the Councillors represented to the

sovereign pontiff " that a positive law could not detract from the

law of nature commanding gratitude," and that it was cruel to

oblige them to show themselves ungrateful, out of respect

to a decree. The Pope allowed himself to be persuaded. In

the sitting of the 23rd of June, 1634, they were able to vote, with
his assent, the removal of the plate restraining the Councillors

from the free exercise of their sentiments of gratitude.^ Urban
VIII., in consequence, had his statue, which was in brass. -^ As a

matter of fact, two years before, the inhabitants of Velletri had
sent to Rome a statue of the Pope, which they had modelled
in order to thank him for raising to the cardinalate their

fellow-citizen. Cardinal Mario Ginetti.^ It seems, however, that

there was some apprehension about the erection of the one
awarded to him by the Council, since it was brought to the

Capitol by night, and lighted by torches.'^ Innocent X., in turn,

had his statue.^

In 1697, the Communal Council voted the erection of a statue

to Pope Alexander VII., "in testimony of his merit and his

beneficence towards the people." A Councillor proposed it

should be in gold, as then only would it be worthy of its object
;

whereon another Councillor declared that, in diamond, and
ornamented with jewels, it would still be unworthy. The Pope,
with wit enough, replied that it sufficed him his image should
be engraven in the hearts ofhis subjects. Nevertheless, they made
him a statue, but of bronze.^ Innocent XII. had his also, w^iich

was erected shortly after his accession, in 1692.^ The installation

of a statue took place with much pomp. It was clad in garments

1 Brief of Urban VIII. '

' Super licentia concessa Conservatoribus et Prioriponendi
inonhiientuin lapideuin in Capitolio congratulationis Praefecturae Urbis per
Sanctitateni sua>n collatae Ex7no. D. Dno. Thadeo Barberino. Cum siciit dilecti

Jilii . . . Rome XIX ^bris^ 1631." Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 33, fol. 94.
'^ " De amovendo lapideo decreti inonujuento prohibens ne verbafiant defaciendis

inscriptionibus ^ sive statuis erigendis7nventi Principi, aut ejus sanguine coninnctis,

illoque moderando alioque reponendo. Ex S. C. viva voce approbatum ficit.''

Arch. Stor. Capit.., Cred. I. vol. 33, fol. 127.
'^ " De statua Urbani VIII in Capitolio erigefida. Consiglio del 18 Giugno,

1640. Lecto decreto secreti Consilii de statua Urbani VIII in Capitolio erigenda.
. . Decretu77i prefaturn viva voce conjirjnatum co7nprobatumque fuit." Ibid.,

Cred. I. vol. 33, fol. 221. The Brief is in ibid., Cred. I. vol. 33, fol. 126, 127.

Inscription engraven on the socle. Forcella, I. n. 126.

4 Diario di G. Gigli, Cod. Vat., 8717, p. 132.
5 Diario di G. Gigli, Cod. Vat., 8717, p. 204.
6 Council meeting of the i8th of March, 1645. " De statua aenea Innocentio X.

Pont. opt. Max. in Capitolio erigenda.'" Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 34,
fol. 64. Inscription placed on the socle. Forcella, I. n. 142.

" Secret Council meeting of the 5th of April, 1657. Arch. Stor. Capit. , Cred. I.

vol. 34, fol. 184 and 187. Cf. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Notari della Camera dei
Conservatori, vol. 4, fol. 99 and following. Inscription placed on the pedestal.

Forcella, I. n. 157. 8 With the inscription. Forcella, I. n. 191.
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suitable to its rank, and magnificent in texture. All the

nobility, the municipal magistrates, and the militia were invited;

and it was received with salvoes of artillery, and to the sound of

trumpets.^

The Popes at the Capitol.^

For the consecration of Leo XI. the triumphal arch, still

placed at the same spot, was adorned with eight statues and
the Pope's armorial bearings, the latter painted in gold by the

artist Giuseppe d'Arpino, the Chevalier of Arpino (1605). For
the consecration of Paul V., which took place a month after

(17th of April— loth of May), the Romans made two arches.

The first, set up near the church of the Gesu, was formed of

pillars in imitation of yellow marble, terminated by capitals

which were painted bronze colour. The second, set up near the

Capitol, was composed of four pillars surmounted by gilded

capitals. The people's coat of arms and statues were its

decoration. In 1621, on the occasion of the coronation of

Gregory XV., an arch in wood and canvas was built, which was
supported by twelve fluted pillars of white and gold. On it were
twenty stucco statues and allegorical paintings. After the

accession of Urban VIII. (1623), panegyrical inscriptions

always figured in the decorations ; and soon they were inserted

lavishly. The two sphinxes, situated at the bottom of the grand
staircase, spouted wine from their nostrils, which phenomenon
became also one of the invariable elements in the decorations.

When Innocent X. came to the Capitol, the Senator Orazio
Albani, clad in his long toga, advanced towards him and kissed

his foot ; then he offered him all the keys of the Capitol. At
the same time, the new coinage, with the Pope's effigy on it, was
distributed to the people, who crowded the Square and the

approaches to the palace (1644).
The expenses of this ceremony grew so heavy for the people

that Alexander VII. would not allow the Capitol to be decorated,

when he paid his visit to receive the municipalitv's homage
(1655).

The proceedings, however, recovered their magnificence,

when Clement IX. was crowned. Not only was money dis-

tributed, while wine flowed abundantly, but bread was also

given to the needy by the Conservators. The arch raised in

honour of Clement X. was exceedingly costly ; fourteen

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 33, fol. 219 ; Cod. Vat. Lat., 7927, c. 103,
TIG ; Cod. Casanatense, 983, p. iii.

'^ For general information, see Cancellieri, Storia de Solenni Possess/, Rome,
1822.
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thousand leaves of gold were used to gild it, the price of which
w^as 56 crowns; and the total expenses amounted to 221

crowns.i The new palace was decorated both inside and
outside.'-^

The pause of the procession at the Capitol acquired more
and more importance in the consecration ceremony. At the

coronation of Clement XI., the imperial ambassador (representing

fig. 40.—the capitol and church of s. maria aracoeli.
(from an engraving of the cabinet of TRINTS.

)

the Emperor of Germany) took his place at the bottom of the

palace steps ; and the Queen of Poland, the eccentric Maria
Kasimire, was under a rich baldachin, at the middle window of

the new palace ; she wore a mask and uncovered herself only
when the sovereign pontiff passed by ( 1 700). For the coronation
of Innocent XIII., the fac^ade of the two palaces of the

Conservators, and that of the Senator also, were adorned with

1 Archiv. Stor Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 4, fol. 28.
2 Ibid., fol. 16. As the Commune possessed no baldachin, one was hired from the

Colonna family ; its carriage cost 20 bols. {ibid., fol. 223).
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statues representing the principal provinces belonging to the

Papal States, the Emilian, the Sabine, those of Picenum and
Umbria, of Bologna, Ferrara and Urbinum, together with the
Comtat Venaissin.

The ceremony was continued in the following century with
the same forms. The Senator, or, in default of him, one of the

assessor judges conveyed to the Pope the Roman people's

submission ; and the Pope, after giving the people his benediction,

pursued his journey to the Lateran. Sometimes the militia fired

a salvo with their mortars, and the drums of the Senate rolled

(1721). The palaces were illuminated for the consecration of
Benedict XI 1 1. ( 1 724). The formula employed by Clement XIV.,
in 1769, when accepting the Senator's homage, was the following,

which had become almost hieratic :

'' Fidelitatefn et obedie7ttiain

a te^ 7iostre Urbis Soiatore^ Po. Ro. 7iomine^ Nobis exhibitavi^

acceptamus^ tibiqiie 7tostrain ap. be7iedictio72e7ii ii7ipartiinicr.^^

The Taking-possession of the Capitol by the
Senators.

The same thing happened with regard to the taking-possession

of the Capitol by the Senators newly appointed as with the

reception of the Popes at their coronation. The ceremony,
which in earlier times was very simple, subsequently became
lavishly magnificent.

When Antonio of Grassis, surnamed Baccellieri, entered on
his magistracy, he mounted to the Capitol, without any pomp
whatsoever, as was customary, si7i.e ullo {nidlo) ho7tore ut 77iore

est (1414).^ In the ensuing century, things had considerably

changed. Before taking office, Giulio Cesare Segni of Bologna
went with a numerous procession to kiss the Pope's foot.

Noblemen, fully armed, and bearing their shields, followed him,

on fine steeds ; and, in front of him, were carried the standards

of the Capitol. After doing homage to the sovereign pontiff, he
came to the Capitol and was duly installed in the magistracy

that had been confided to his charge (28th of May, 1580).^

On the 1 2th of June, 1585, Giovanni Pelicano of Macerata
made his first entry into the Capitol, escorted by six hundred
horsemen, which was a sight that had never been seen before,

says the narrator.^

However, the ceremony did not assume its definite character

until the seventeenth century. The taking-possession by Gio.

1 Diario di Antonio Pet7'-i\ Muratori, R. Italic. Script.., XXIV. 1040, to4i._

2 Cod. Vat. Urb., 1048, ad an. The text does not say what were the details in

the taking-possession on this occasion. ^ Cod. Vat. Urb., 1053, ad an.
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Batta. Fenzonio was similar to the entry of an ambassador.

Fenzonio presented himself at the Flaminian Gate, which is the

Del popolo Gate of to-day, and went along the Corso through

the whole of the City, on his way to the Capitol. Accompanying
him was a pompous cavalcade (1616).^ Baldo Massei of

Camerino entered by the Pia Gate, went along the Monte
Cavallo and the Corso, and approached the Capitol by the steps.

His procession is minutely described by Gigli.^ At the head
came the Artisti.^ In their joy to bear arms, which happened
to them very seldom, in spite of their military organisaton, they

fired off arquebusades all along the way, and made their drums
rattle again. Their standard was borne amidst a group provided

w ith pikes ; behind came the trumpeters and ten coaches, then

the Pope's light horse, then ten saddle-horses led by the bridle,

and, after these, a multitude of citizens surrounding the two
red banners ofthe people. The Senator, clad in his gala costume,

came last, escorted by mounted noblemen (1623).

Ten years later, in 1633, on the installation of Orazio Albani

of Urbinum, the procession became a veritable triumph. It

started from the Monte Cavallo^ where the Senator had pre-

viously proceeded to do homage to the Pope and receive investi-

ture in his office, and went along the whole of the Corso, before

entering the Capitol. The people's militia, the artisti^ marched
in front ; they had plumes on, and their garments were striped

with red and yellow ; they carried swords and arquebuses.

Behind them, came a body of pikemen with a red standard, a

body of arquebusiers with six drums, the light horse with their

trumpets, thirty-six coaches, with the Senator's coat of arms,

driven by red-liveried servitors, ten horses led by the bridle and
wearing silk caparisons embroidered with the Senator's coat of

arms. Next marched the trumpeters and drummers of the

people, having in their midst two standards, bearing the City

coat of arms, which were carried by mounted guards ; two
pages on horseback held, the one the Senator's staff, the other

his biretta. The Senator himself came after, clad in his gold
brocade mantle and escorted by the Swiss guard. The City

mortars saluted his arrival ; and the Conservators awaited him
in the great hall, hung with tapestry, where he took the usual

oath at their hands. The bells, meanwhile, rang out a full

peal.4

1 Cancellieri, Le due Cantpane, p. ii6.
'^ Diario di Giacinto Gigli, Cod. Vat., 8717, p. 60 ; cf. p. 287.
3 These Artisti were a militia called by this name because it was formed of

artisans. It served as a guard to the caporioni, or heads of the various City wards
;

but the men composing it were forbidden to bear arms except on parade, when the
Holy See was vacant, and on the installation of the caporioni^ who were changed
every three months.

•^ Cancellieri, Le due Campane., p. 117 and following, for all that precedes.

O
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The expense incurred by the Senator, on this occasion, was
estimated at three thousand crowns. His costume alone, exclu-

sive of the gold collar he must have worn round his neck, cost

two hundred crowns. For this reason, it happened more than
once, when the newly elected Senator was not a wealthy man,
that the taking-possession was celebrated without pomp of any
kind ; for instance, in 1646 and 1655.^

The installation of the Senators, up to the year 1789, was
marked by practically the same sort of ceremonial.^

On the 2 1 St of June, 17 18, Prince Tommaso Corsini took
possession of the Capitol in the following manner. About four

o'clock, he proceeded to the Quirinal privately, and there

received, in the room called the hall of the congregations, the

compliments of the various ambassadors, and of the chief

Roman citizens, including the noblemen sent by the Cardinals
to represent them. After, he accompanied the masters of the

ceremony into the pontifical apartments. Being informed of

his presence, Pius VII. issued from his own chamber, wearing
a rochet and a bishop's camail, sat down on his throne,

with the major-domo and the Maestro di Camera at his side,

and received the oath of fidelity and obedience sworn by the

Senator kneeling. Then, handing him the ivory sceptre, as a
symbol of the Senatorial judiciary authority and power, he
blessed him and withdrew. The Senator, thereupon, took his

place in the cavalcade which should conduct him to the Capitol.

At the head marched a picket of carbineers, on horseback,
whose duty was to clear the way ; then came the ambassadors'
and foreign ministers' coaches, a brigade of firemen, with their

captain on horseback, a battalion of grenadiers preceded by
their drummers, the people's trumpeters and drummers, who
formed a corporation, the captain of the militia of the Capitol,

on horseback, with his adjutant and a group of non-commissioned
officers ; the militia of the fourteen City wards followed, bearing
their standards and marching before the ten horses of the

Senator and his twenty coaches ; two squadrons of dragoons
and two companies of carbineers escorted them ; then there

were the Cardinals' grooms, on horseback, and with the red hat
on their shoulders, the runners of the Capitoline Curia and the

1 Indeed, at this period, the Communal treasury was very poor. It will be
ren)embered that, in this same year, 1655, Pope Alexander VII. permitted that there

should be no decorations at his coronation. See p. 190.
'-^ They are described in small pamphlets published after the ceremony. Canani,

Giulio Cesare, Descrizione della cavalcata fatta dal senat07'e di Roma Giulio
Cesare Nigrellz, Rome, 1662; Esatta descrizione della cavalcata fatta il \ Nov.,
1691, dal senatore di Roma iiiarchese Ottavio Riario, Rome, 1691 ; Distinta
Relazione della nobilissiiiia cavalcata fatta in occasione del possesso del senatore
di Ro7na Frangipane, Rome, 1712, &c. For general information, see Cancellieri

;

Moroni, Diz. di Erudiz., X. 312 ; Diario del CHRACAS, no. 3085, an. 1737.
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Cardinals' gentlemen, the honorary chamberlains and the privy

chamberlains both of sword and gown, on horseback ; the

Capitoline band of music and a mounted page with the

Senator's portmanteau;^ two other pages, one carrying the

people's standard, the other, the Senator's ; the captain of the

Swiss guards, two other pages of the Senator, one with his

biretta, the other with his staff; then, last of all, the Senator
himself, in a red mantle with the gold collar round his neck

;

his horse was caparisoned with red velvet, some woofs of it

being gold ; and he was surrounded by the fedeli and the

Swiss guard ; while the first and second assessor judges, the

auditor, and the various members of his tribunal made up his

escort. On reaching the Square of the Capitol, the Senator
first entered the church of S. Maria Aracoeli, where he prayed
and offered four silver reliquaries, after which he proceeded to

the great hall of the palace. The three Conservators and the

prior of the caporiojii had come to meet him as far as the end
of the double staircase leading to the entrance. Tne scriba

senato read aloud the Brief committing the magistracy to his

charge, as well as the oath he was to swear to the people.

Then the Senator descended from th tnrone on which he had
sat himself, and, with bended knee, took the oath and touched
the Gospels. This being performed, the first of the Conservators
made him a speech, to which he replied ; and the ceremony was
concluded with a banquet. The Capitol was illuminated,

fireworks were let off, and, for two days, the sphinxes, as was
the custom, spouted wine from their nostrils.^

From the foregoing description it may be judged that the
taking-possession by the Senators had singularly changed its

character ; and the Roman people, meagrely represented,

figured in the ceremony only as a matter of form.

Festivities held in the Capitol in the Seventeenth
Century.

The custom of givmg theatrical performances in the Capitol,

which, as has been seen, arose in the sixteenth century, became
more frequent in the next one. These performances took place
in the palace of the Conservators, on the occasion of the Carni-
val, and were generally interspersed with interludes, which
were the sme qua non of most theatrical plays of that time.^

1 At Rome, from the Middle Ages, in all ceremonies of this kind, the
portmanteau played apart. It was usually red, and, as belonging to the person in
whose honour the fete was held, the carrying of it was a privilege.

2 Moroni, Diz. di Ei-ud.^ X. 314.
!^ Cod. Vat. Urb., logS, 16 Feb., 1628; cf. MS. Angelica, 325, Diario, ad diem.

O 2
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The great personages who came to Rome did not fail to visit

the Capitol, and were received there in state. Such visits were
accompanied with festivities ; and inscriptions were put up by
the Municipality in commemoration of events of the kind. The
Queen of Sweden had this honour, after the visit she paid to

the Capitol, in 1656,^ as did also the Queen of Poland, Maria
Kasimire, in 1700.^ The two commemorative tablets were
placed, with busts, in the great hall of the Conservators. Other
personages, less illustrious, were, as will be seen, so honoured
in the following century.

Whenever a new ambassador made his entry into Rome, he
never omitted going to the Capitol ; and the Conservators
returned his visit, clad in their purple robe. This was
the case with the Duke of Parma's ambassador in 1669.

The Capitoline magistrates received him at the top of the

grand staircase ; he visited the museum ; and, a thing which
was unprecedented, , the bell of the Capitol was rung in his

honour. As the Conservators possessed no coaches, they were
obliged, in returning his visit, to borrow those of the " Con-
stable," Prince Colonna.^

In 1686, a fete was given on the occasion of the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes. The Capitol was illuminated pe^" le

allegrezze della Fra7tda in occasio7te che sua Maesta scaccio

rUgonotti dal suo Regno ; the expenses amounted to nearly

five crowns.*

1 Forcella, I. n. 156. The fixing of this tablet cost 121 crowns. The Conservators
and the Council were careful to record in this inscription that they had received the
Queen with their hats on. Six imonths' negotiations were needed to persuade her
not to dispute with the Capitoline magistrates a privilege which they had long
insisted on. 2 Forcella, I. n. 200.

3 The reference is to the Constable of Naples, husband to Marie Mancini.
(Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XI. vol. 22, fol.'iyi.) 1 he Communal Council had refused
to provide the Conservators with coaches, but had granted them horses in the
sitting of the 7th of May, 1583. {Ibid., Cred. I. vol. 28, fol. 163.) There was the
same ceremonial in 1671 and 1695. {Ibid., Cred. VI. vol. 9, fol. 129.) Not until 1749
were the Conservators able to procure themselves coaches ; and even then they were
obliged to deduct from the fetes fund the necessary money to pay off the bill, which
amounted to six thousand crowns. The Pope ordered that for sixteen years the
banquets should be suppressed which were given each time a new series of magistrates
entered into office; these banquets cost 380 crowns. (Archivio Stor. Capit.,

Cred. VII. vol. 40, fol. 400.) The coach brought was gilded and covered with slate-

blue velvet ; but, as the Municipality had no coach-houses, it had to be housed at

the Farnese palace with four others that were brought later from the Venetian
ambassador. {Ibid., fol. 404, 407.) Clement XIII. (1758) re-established the banquet-
grant, but only in^part ; and the Conservators were obliged to wait for the pontificate

of Pius VII., in 1804, to make as good cheer as they once did. {Ibid., Cred. XVIII.
vol. 32, fol. 205.)

4 Bill of the expenses. (Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 6, fol. 232.) After
. comes the specification of the expenses incurred on the occasion of the peace

of Buda. An inscription had been placed on the fa9ade of the Senatorial palace at

the time of the abjuration of Henry IV. Forcella, I. n. 104. Another inscription

recorded the advice and the subsidies by which Pope Innocent V. had helped to defeat

the Turks before Vienna. Forcella, I. n. 180.
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Formation of the Capitoline Museums.

ORIGIN.

The definite establishment of the CapitoHne museums took
place in the seventeenth century ; but their origin dates much
farther back.^

In the Middle Ages, the Capitol possessed no other monu-
ment of antiquity than the marble lion which was used in

executions and two funeral urns.^ These latter had formerly
contained the ashes of the first Agrippina, wife to Germanicus,
and of her eldest son, Nero Caesar, both of whom had died in

exile, and whose bodies had been iDrought back to Rome and
placed, by order of Caligula, in the family mausoleum of
Augustus. Owing to a strange concurrence of circumstances,
these urns were brought together to the Capitol, at a date
unknown, but anterior to the fourteenth century, in order to be
used as measures of capacity.^ It was perhaps about the time

1 A. Michaelis has devoted a thorough study to the Capitoline museums, Storia
della collezione capitolina di antichitct fino all' inaugurazione del viuseo (1784), in

the Mittheilungen des K. Detitschen archeol. Instituts, Roeinische Abtheilung,
B. VI. Rome, 1891. See also : UHsse Aldroandi or Aldrovandi, Delle Statue antiche,

p. 168 ; Boissard, Rouianae Urbis Topog. et Antiquitates, Frankfort, 1507-1602
;

Museo Capitolino, per cura di Giovanni Bottari and Nicola Foggini, Rome,
1741-1782 ; 348 engravings ; Campiglia, Museum Capitolinuui, Rome, 1750-1755,
3 vols, in fol. ; the Count de Clarac, Museu7n of Sculpture (in French), Paris, 1841 ;

Gaddi, Museo Capitolino, 1750, 4to ; 1775, 8vo ; B. Gamucci, Le Antichita della Citta
di Ro77za, 1580, fol. 20, v. ; Francesco Eugenio Guasco, Musei Capitolini Antiquae
Inscriptiones, Rome, 1775 ; Helbig, Fichrer durch die Sajn7nlunge7i Klas.
Altertil77ier Iti R0771. Leipzig, ist edit., 1891, translated into French by J. Toutain,
Leipzig, 1893 ; 2nd edit., 1899 > Lanciani, Scavi, II. jj and following; G. Locatelli,

Museo capitoli7ia o sia Desc7"izio7te delle statue . . . Rome, 1771 ; Lucio Mauro,
I^e ATttichitd de la Citta di Ro772a, 1556, p. 11 ; Montagnani-Mirabili, Pietro
Paolo, II Museo CapitoliTio, Rome, 1828 ; Mosi, Scultore delMuseo CapitaHtio^ 1806

;

Miintz, The Museu77i ofthe Capitol a7id the other Ro77ia7t collectiofis (in French),
Paris, 1882 ; Righetti, DescrizioTte del Ca77ipidoglio^ Rome, 1833 ; Agostino
Tofanelli, l7tdicazio7te delle sculture epitture di Ca77ipidoglio, Rome, 1825 ; French
edition published by his son in 1821 and 1835 ; Flaminio Vacca, Me77iorie di Varie
Antichita . . . Tteir a7i7io 1594, Rome, 1704, being a sequel to the Ro77ia a7ttica of
Nardini, Rome, 1704 ; Andrea di Vaccaria, Or7ta77ze7iti di Fabriche, 1600 ; S. Wood,
The CapitoliTie Museu77i of Sculpture, London, 1872 ; DescrizioTze delle statue
bassirilievi . . . che si custodisco7io7te Pallazzi diCa77ipidoglio, Rome, 1775; British

Museum, under the catalogue heading 7807, a, 8, with notes, MS. ; Nuova
Descriz. del Mtiseo Capitoli7to co77ipilataper cu7'a della C0771. A7-ch., 1882. The
last catalogue of the Museum of the Capitol dates back to 1888. None exists for

the Museum of the Conservators. At present, indeed, these two museums are being
overhauled ; that of the Conservators has been turned upside down. See
R. Lanciani, // Nuovo Ordi7ta77ie7ito del Museo nel Palazzo dei Co7tse?^atori,
Rome, 1904.

2 Poggio said that, in his time, there existed only six ancient statues in Rome.
On the contrary, Petrarch had seen "innumerable ones." M, de Clarac, t. III.,

endeavours to throw light on this contradiction, which may be explained more by the
turn of mind of the two writers than by reality.

^ In a description of Rome, Descriptio urbis Roi7iae ejusque excelle7itia^

composed between 1344 and 1347, and wrongly attributed to Cola di Rien?o (Cod.
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when a market was established on the Square. The archaic
character of the inscription engraven on the bottom part,

RVGITELLA DE GRANO, confirms this hypothesis.^ On
one side of one of the urns, there was carved, about the fourteenth
century, the effigy of a soldier of the Roman militia, th^pavestore.
It is the only representation that has come down to us of the-ir

accoutrement. Other standard measures were also in the
Capitol ; those for oil and wine among them.^ There was,
besides, a measure -on which were placed the fish that arrived

at the market ; those that were longer than the measure had
the head cut off, and the head belonged by right to the
Conservators.^

In the seventeenth century, a long inscription, surrounded
with the armorial bearings of the magistrates in office,

was engraven on the pedestal that supported the urns at that

time.4

Owing to a confusion that was bound to occur, the people
thought one of these urns had contained the remains of the

Emperor Nero, instead of those of Nero Caesar. Later, when
the urns were no longer used as measures, they were placed, as

curiosities, in the inner courtyard of the palace of the Conserva-
tors, and were both of them still there, in the middle of the

sixteenth century. To-day Agrippina's urn alone is visible, at

the entrance to the staircase of the archives ; the other has
disappeared.^ The wine and oil measures are on the landing

of the first flight of stairs in the palace of the Conservators,

and the linear measures are in the staircase of the bell-tower.

Chig. I., VI. 204), we read : Alio lapide marfuoreo sito in pede Capitolii^ portati de
sepulcro Augustorujii . . . et ordinato pro mensuris. See history of this MS. in

the Bull, dell' Istituto di Corrispondenza archeologica, an. 1871, p. 14 and
following.

1 Michaelis, La Collezione Capitolina, p. 10. As regards the estimation of this

measure of capacity, we read in the Summa de Arithmetica of Luca Pacioli, quoted
by Miintz in The Arts at the Court of the Popes (in French), Innocent VIII.,

p. 289 :
" Grano vi si vende a rugghio che fa in Genoa 7nine una e sette ottavi e in

Fiorenza staia otto e tre quarti.'"
2 Forcella, I. n. 7, 8, 10 ; inscriptions in archaic characters : COG. VINI,

COG. OLEI.
3 Statutes of 1519, Bk. I., art. 33, recording an analogous order contained in the

preceding statutes ; Bk. III., art. 146, in the statutes of 1363 ; Bk. III., art. 166, in

those of 1469; Bk. III., art. 67, in those of 1580. Above the standard measure
placed in the first room of the palace of the Conservators could be read the inscrip-

tion quoted by Forcella, I. n. 75. Later, the profit of this custom was transferred

by Pope Urban VIII. to his nephew, Taddeo Barberini. Gigli, Cod. Vat., 8717,

p. 211. Cf. Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 70. The Republic of 1798
suppressed this singular tax, which was re-established in 1817. Moroni, Diz. di
Erudiz., LXIV. 57, and LXXXIV. 200 ; Fea, p. 227.

4 Forcella, I. n. 130. Aldrovandi, pp. 270, 271, has transcribed the two inscrip-

tions on the urns.
5 Aldrovandi, who wrote about 1550, and Boisseau, who made a stay in Rome a

little later, saw them. (J. J. Boissard, Komanae Urbis Topog. et Antig., 1597-
i6o2.) Cf. Lanciani, Ancient Rome. p. 22.
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The Capitol appears, therefore, to have been very poor in

antiquities, when Pope Sixtus IV. presented the palace of the

Conservators with a series of statues, of diverse origin, that

became the nucleus and the ornament of the Capitoline collection,

a gift which entitles him to be considered the founder of it.^

Among them was the bronze She-Wolf, which the Communal
Council are said to have had placed above the entrance to the

palace. The famous statue of the Thorn-drawer was another,^

as also the colossal head of Nero,^ and a hand holding a globe,

which was supposed to be a fragment of a statue of Samson.*
Then there were a statue, held to represent a Zingara
and which is perhaps a Camillus, and another statue, in gilded

bronze, representing Hercules, which had just been discovered,

during the demolition of the Ara Massima, near the Maximian
Circus.^ This statue was placed in the palace courtyard, on
the right,^ and was then on a very high square socle, and was
surrounded with fragments of colossal statues. The gift also

1 It was a gift and not a restitution, as Gregorovius wrote, IV. 196. Platina, who
cannot be suspected of exaggeration in praising the Popes, says in the life of Paul II.

(Bibl. Casanatense, Inc. 661, c. 235): '"'' Quippe qui statuas veterum undique ex
iota urbe conquisitas in sitas illas aedes qttas sub Capitolio construebat, con-
gereret'' Cf. Canesio, Vita di Paolo 11^ and Patdi II Veneti Pont. Max. Gesta
vindiata et illustrata a Card. Aug. Mar. Quirini, Rome, 1740. Too literal a
meaning must not be assigned to the word restituendas employed in the inscription

mentioned lower down ; the people there are considered as being, in ancient times,
the possessors of all the riches existing in Rome; these statues belonged to them,
therefore, by right, just as all those which might be found in Roman territory. Cf.
Pastor, History ofthe Popes (in French), Paris, 1892, IV. 427. There was still in

the Capitoline hill, at this date, in a sort of crypt, the Mythriac bass-relief which is

to-day at the Louvre *, Flaminio Vacca saw it about 1594 ;
" Mi ricordo aver vista

una buca^ co77ie 7cna voragine. . .
." Smetius says (1545): '^ Ro7uae, sub Ara Coeii,

tefnplum subterraneum est ubi Mithrae simulacrum est. ..." According to

Pignoria (1606) the bass-relief existed, for a time, on the Square, but this is doubtful

;

subsequently it was removed to the Borghese villa.

2 The discovery of this statue dated back apparently a great many years, for when
competition was invited for the doors of the Florence baptistery, 1402-1403, Brunel-
lescho used it in modelling the figure of one of Abraham's servitors, a fact which is

remarked by Cicognara (Michaelis, p. 15). For a time it was considered to represent
Mars. See Prospettivo, p. 196, note 3, and Farcella, I. n. iii (1.611); Helbig,
I. 617.

'^ According to Valesio, an inscription was placed on the base that supported this

head, when it was put inside the palace, beside the other colossal head of marble
supposed to be that of Augustus. See Forcella, I. n. 106 and n. tig.

4 Stevenson, p. 131. Like the She-Wolf, it came from the Lateran. . According to

Vacca, this colossal head and this colossal hand came from the Coliseum, to which
they had given its name. Vacca, Memorie divarie Antichitd, Rome, 1594, n. 71.

5 With regard to the displacements of this statue, see further on, pp. 205,
206. In t8i6 it was in the saloon. Tofanelli, p. 86. De Rossi, Mon. Ann. and
Bull, de Inst.y 1854. Michaelis, p. 16, gives and comments on the inscription re-

cording the gift made by the Pope, of which only an altered copy exists. Cf. Miintz,
The Arts and the Court ofthe Popes (in French), III. 170. Helbig, I. 612, 614. As
to the Camillus, see Helbig, I. 607 ; Tofanelli, p. 173. Inscription of 1641. For-
cella, I. 140.

6 ^'' Limina prima patent custode sub Hercule tuta, Aeuus ad dextram qui
martnore prominet alto.'' Fulvio, quoted by Michaehs, p. i6. Fulvio, ed. 1543,
fol. 51, V.
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comprised a statue of Charles of Anjou, which, after being for a
while relegated to a dark corner, was subsequently put in a
prominent position.^ The inauguration of this collection, which
likewise included other objects of less importance, together
with a considerable number of fragments,''^ was celebrated with a
certain solemnit}^, on the 14th of December, 1471. An inscription

recorded the Pope's generosity.^

Other antique monuments soon came to keep these first statues

company, such as a votive altar dedicated to Hercules, which
had been found, like the statue, in the Ara Massima, and which
was placed beside the urns of Nero and Agrippina ; the basis of
the vicomagistri^ which were arranged near the colossal head of
Domitian (14th of December, 1471).* In the pontificate of Inno-
cent ¥111.(1484-1492), a colossal head was brought to the

Capitol, as well as the foot and hand of a marble statue of large

size, supposed to be that of Apollo, which had been discovered
near the so-called temple of Peace.^

The Milanese painter Prospettivo, who was the author of a
verse narrative of a journey which he made to Rome, about 1 500,

enumerates the statues in the Capitoline museum at that time
;

he mentions the statue of Hercules, the fragments of the colossus,

the Camillus, the Thorn-drawer . . .

^

Bembo, who was in Rome about the same date, hardly noticed

anything except the Thorn-drawer, which he saw beside another
brazen statue. "... In anus quasdam conclave spectantur

geminae statuae aeneae aittiquissimae coliimnulis insidentes.

1 Miintz, The Arts at the Court of the Popes, III. 171. It bore an inscription
;

cf. Forcella, I. 20, which mentions its disappearance. However, it is to-day in the
courtyard of the palace of the Conservators, and, in the time of Nibby {Roma
vtoderna, p. II. 615), it was in the great hall.

2 Among others, a bust supposed to be that of M. Junius Brutus. Perhaps,
Helbig, I. 522. Cf. Tofanelli, p. 51 ; Forcella, I. n. 54 ; and Lanciani, Scavi, I. 76.

3 In the palace of the Conservators; the Anonymous Writer saw it :
" /« aula

conservatortiDi in ca77iera ubi statuae observatittiry Forcella, I. n. 16. Concerning
the Anonymous Writer, see Forcella, I. n. 11.

4 Lanciani, Storia dei Scavi di Ro7?ia, p. jS. These bases bore a dedication to

Hadrian (C.I. L., VI. 975); room of the Canopus, n. 42. Cf. Tofanelli, p. 138, and
Fea, p. 225. Cf. another base, portico, n. 30. They had been known since the time
of Ciriaco of Ancona, who died in 1459. The altar to Hercules, on which is en-

graven an inscription (Forcella, I. n. 91), is in the portico of the new museum, n, 6.

Together with these objects, were brought votive tablets to Hercules (C.I.L., VI.

312-318), which went through many vicissitudes. Numbers 314, 317, and 318 are

lost. Michaelis, note 47 ; Lanciani, Scavi, I. 76.
5 Michaelis, loc. cit., pp. 17, 18; Forcella, I. n. 127, 132; Tofanelli, p. 136. In

reality, Apollo's statue, erected by Lucullus, was in bronze. Montagnani, p. 129,

reproduces the head. Tofanelli, p. 138, says it belongs to a statue of Domitian
;

Helbig, I. 536, to a statue of Augustus. Other fragments, a knee, a heel, an arm,
a foot, were added later to these, and are in the same spot.

6 Casanatense Library, early print, 1669, reprinted by Govi in the Atti deir
Accademia dei Lincei, Ser. II. vol. III. (1875-1876), parte III. p. 39, and published
separately under the title Intorno a tin opusculo . , . Rome, 1876, p. 51.
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Sed icna nobilior et absolutiorpuer scilicet 7iudatus sedens dextra

inanu sinistrae plantae spinam extraherts . . .
" ^

Albertini,^ who wrote in 1509, and who enumerates the artistic

riches which the Capitol contained in his time, adds to the

colossal head and the colossal hand also a foot in bronze.^

FIG. 41. -INNER COURTYARD OF THE PALACE OF THE
CONSERVATORS.

He mentions besides :

''^ alia quamplurima Ro. vioitinientdctiin

duabus pulcherrimis tabulis liice7itibics uiirae pidchritudiiiis et

arlificUr ^ These tabulae are fragments of two sarcophagi, one
of which represents the symbolic figures of the four seasons.

1 Quoted by Miintz, The Antiquities ofthe City ofRojue (in French).
'^ Opusculum de B^irabilibus novae et veteris JJrbis Roinae^ Rome, 15 lo.
3 Fulvio, Antiqtiit., and Aldrovandi likewise mention it.

^ Fol, 61, quoted by Michaelis, p. 20,
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with the door of the temple of Janus in the centre ; the other,

the flight of Achilles and Penthesilea.^ The former of these
two sarcophagi is still in the Capitol, in the room of the She-
Wolf ; the other has been removed to the Pamfili villa. About
the same time, three fragments of a bass-relief were put in the

Capitol, representing a sacrifice offered at the entrance to the
temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. The personages composing it

seem to be of the century of Trajan.'-^ As for the quainplurima
vi07iiinenta^ the reference must be to the bass-reliefs and
inscriptions which, from that date, the Capitol began to possess
in great number.^ Their abundance struck the Venetian
ambassadors who came to Rome in 1523. Briefly relating their

visit to the Capitol, in a report to the Senate, they wrote that

they saw there :
" Un infi7tita qua?ttitd difigure marmoree e di

bronzo le piu belle et famose del mondoT * The Comnmnal
Council augmented their collections in every way possible ; and,
if need were, by force. Thus, in 1525, they took from the S.

Martina Church the three bass-reliefs representing the life of

Marcus Aurelius, without being willing to give anything in

compensation to the fabric of the church.^

More and more, the Capitol became a museum of inscriptions,

antiquities and curiosities,^ whilst the Belvedere, at the Vatican,

was reserved for masterpieces, marble statues, and all that

charmed the sight by the perfection of its art. The Popes sent

to the Capitol the objects that did not seem to them likely

to embellish their abode. Thus, Leo X. abandoned to the

1 Aldrovandi, p. 271, describes them in such a way as to leave no doubt with re-

gard to their identification ;

'"'' Entraiido nella casa de' Conservatori si truova sotto

alportico che e da viandritta una tavola di marino^ attacata at imiro con bellis-

siineJigtire iscolpite nel cui inezo e como ima porta^ dtire di niorius che para^ che
sapra^ Vi e anco un altra tavola mannorea che ha ifi se scolpite genti e cavalli^

che par che combattono.'' Tofanelli, p. 145 ; Fea, p. 228. It was removed into the
room of the She-Wolf about the end of the sixteenth century. Michaelis, p. 47 ;

Tofanelli, p. 145.
2 Cf. Audollent, Miscellany ofArchaeol. and Hist, (in French), 1889, p. 120;

Michaelis, p. 20; Huelsen, Topog. der Stadt Rom, in Mittheilungen Arch. Inst.,

Rome, 1889, p. 249. Two of these fragments were removed later to the Borghese
collection and now belong to the Louvre, where they have been put together ; as for

the third, which represented the frontispiece of the temple, it has disappeared.
'^ Fichard, Franckfurtische Archiv., 1536, quoted by Michaelis, p. 20, n. 57,

speaks of '''' Alia plura 7narinorea signa circu7nguaque in inferioriparte palatii
huius posita sed quae in tanta copia non curantur.'' Marliani makes plain what
these sig7ia were by saying '"'' pa^^ietibiis inchisa." (Fol. 21, v. ed. 1588,)

"i Alberi, Relazioni degli Amb. Ve^teti al Senato, Ser. II. t. III. loB.

5 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. ^5, fol. 139. Sitting of the 29th of March,
1524. Cf. Mabillon, Mjis. Ital., II. 14-^^ said Corpus Insc. Lat., VI. 1014; Lanciani,
Destruction 0/ Roine^ p. 231 ; Helbig, I. 544, 546. Aldrovandi describes them,
p, 271, as well as Fulvio, Antiq. Urbis Ro7nae, written in 1513, published in 1527.
Rigletti reproduces them, pp. 164 to 168, They are now in the staircase of the palace
of the Conservators.

fi Andrea Fulvius, Antiquitates Urbis, fol. 20, v. Cf. the poem quoted by E.
Miintz, The Museum of the Capitol (in French), p. 7.
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Capitoline museum the two river figures, which were placed on
either side of the palace of the Conservators.^

FIG. 42.—THE MARZIO OR THORN-DRAWER.

By the side of these two statues, in the middle of the century,

were the fragments of the colossus, at least, the hand holding a

1 See what is said of these two groups, p. 125.
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globe ;
1 it had, no doubt, been put there to show that the

Conservators, who were striving to get themselves assimilated

to the consuls, held the sovereign power. With these exceptions,

there was a gradual removal to the palace of all the pieces

of antique sculpture which had previously ornamented its

approaches. The She-Wolf was placed in a room on the side

towards the City, which became the chief chamber, the grand
saloon of the palace.^ Its walls v/ere hung with brocade on
special occasions. The gilded Hercules was taken from its

pedestal in the courtyard and transferred to the votive altar

dedicated to Hercules the Vanquisher.^ Beside it was a
statue of the god Pan, much mutilated.* The group of the

horse and the lion was deemed in this period to have been
brought to the Capitol during the pontificate of Paul III., by
the care of Latino Juvenal, " maestro di strada^^ who had
discovered it near the wS. Paolo Gate, in a marsh.^
A sphinx had been removed into the courtyard beside the

group of the lion ;
^ another was in another courtyard beside

the cynocephalus in hard stone, which, as the sphinx, came
from the church of S. Stefano del Cacco.^ Of the three statues

representing Constantine the Great and his son, one had been
placed on the staircase leading to Mount Caprino ; the second,

on the one opposite it and leading to the Aracoeli church ; the

third, in the museum.^
Aldrovandi (1550) gives a description of the Capitoline

1 The globe has disappeared ; it might have heen this one which was placed at

the top of the milestone. Michaelis, n. 184.
2 " //z porticu inte7^ioriprope aulain." Aldrovandi, p. 275; cf. Andrea Fulvio,

ed. 1543, fol. 51. Marliani had already seen it there in 1544. Stevenson, Annali
deir Istituto archeologico, an. 1877, p. 375 and foil., speaks at length of the She-Wolf
and the colossal hand brought, with that of the Lateran, to the Capitol.

3 Corpus Insc. Lat., VI. 328; Michaelis, p. 30; Forcella, I. n. 41.
4 With the inscriptions. Forcella, I. n. 131. Inscription of the year 1636. The

reference is to the satyr mentioned by Aldrovandi. See Michaelis, p. 27 ; Tofanelli,

p. 12 ; Helbig, I. 403 ; Court, n. 5, 23.
5 Vacca, Meinorie di Tarie Antichitd^ no. 70.
^ Aldrovandi, p. 273; Boissard, III. 100; Marliani, ed. 1588, fol. 21, v.

7 Boissard, III. Antiquzt., p. III. no. 100, gives the reproduction of the sphinxes.
They were removed, together with the ape, from the Capitol to the Vatican when
Gregory XVI. founded there the Egyptian museum (1838). An inscription placed in

the room, called the Urn Room, records this fact. Forcella, I. 254. Cf. Pistolesi,

Erasmo, // Vaticano descritto ed ilhistrato^ Rome, 1838,^0!. VIII. p. 138, and pi. 145
and following. At present, room II. The lines which figure in the portico (Capitoline
museum), nn. 32, 33, were brought there in 1833. Lanciani, Bull. Coin.^ 1883.

8 Michaelis, p. 51. Biondo, Roma Inst.., II. 19, quotes three, as also Aldrovandi,
p. 268: ^^ Dinanzi la porta di Araceli si veggono due statue di Costantino Imp.
vestite ; . . . sono armate a Vantica con un hastone in mano : un altra statua di
Costantino medesimainente si vede su la Ripe Tai^peia."" Marliani, ed. 1544, p. 27 ;

L. Fauno, fol. 32, mention only two. Cf. Fichard, p. 41. They had been found in

the thermae of Constantine, of which the Cardinal achieved the destruction, under
the pontificate of Paul V, Novaes, vol. XHI. 297. See p. 142, and further on,

p. 209.
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collection, after these modifications and additions. He men-
tions, as being in the palace courtyard, a naked Apollo with a

headless dog,^ and a robed woman ; in another courtyard, the

sphinx and the ape, the head bearing the name of Commodus,
and a few other remains. Inside the palace were the Thorn-
drawer, the Zingara (Camillus), a head of Hadrian, the She-Wolf,
a marble Satyr with he-goat's feet, naked and tied to a tree, a

child Bacchus, a statue of Hadrian as a child, a half-naked
woman in bronze, a headless man holding a hammer in his

hand, a robed woman sitting.^ This shows that the museum
was beginning to' acquire importance and possessed precious

objects, both in bronzes and in marble statues.^

Paul III. gave a Minerva (1541), which was subsequently
placed on a socle, by the instructions of Pope Gregory XIII.*
The Consular Fasti, discovered in August, 1546, and almost
immediately offered to the Roman people by Cardinal
Alexander Farnese, had been let into the courtyard wall, oppo-
site the entrance.^ The bass-relief of Mettius Curtius was put
in the Capitol in 1553.^ Pius IV. gave a statue of a man sitting,

which w^as then called Aristides of Smyrna,^
The museum was increased with forced as well as with volun-

tary gifts. In 1526, for instance, Alessandro Rufini, Bishop
of Melfi, having guaranteed to the Commune the reimbursement
of two thousand crowns advanced by the latter towards the re-

building of the Ponte S. Maria (Ponte Rotto), in case the work
should fail, and not being able to repay more more than 640
crowns, was compelled to give, in lieu of the remaining balance,

1 Endymion, portico, n. i (?) ; Michaelis, note 89; Fea, p. 189. Tofanelli, p. 13,
gives another origin.

'-^ Hadrian's head, gallery, n. 36 ; Satyr, room of the sarcophagus of Alexander
Severus, n. 20; Bacchus, gallery, n. 5B(?); child Hadrian, ibid., n. 28; woman
sitting, perhaps the statue named Agrippina (Helbig, I. 466), room of the Emperors,
n. 84. The other statues, notably the man with the hammer, have disappeared.

3 Ulisse Aldrovandi or Aldroandi, composed, in 1550, his book, Delle Statue
Antiche di Roma, which was printed at Venice in 1556. Lucio Mauro, ed. 1556,
p. II, mentions only the She-Wolf, the river-gods, the fragments of the colossus, the
gilded^ Hercules, a naked shepherd, a satyr, and, he says, a quantity of statues in bad
condition. Gamucci, 2nd edition, 1580, fol. 200, mentions the same objects, or nearly
so; in the first room, he mentions, as being fixed to the wall, the colossal head found
near the so-called temple of Peace. Marliani mentions only a satyr : Statna aenea
satyri pulcherriina et quaedain alia deortim sij7iulacra, fol. 21. Fol. 22, v. : the
Thorn-drawer, a slave, a naked child sitting.

4 Forcella, I. n. 71 ; cf. n. 43. Inscription of 1541, 2nd half year ; Michaelis, p. 32 ;

Tofanelli, p. 13. At present, portico, n. 4. This is the one which was placed for a
time, as has been said, in the niche under the staircase.

•^
'"'' Attacata al uiuro in capo del cortiglio.'" Aldrovandi, p. 271. Cf. L. Fauno,

De Antiq., 1549. Forcella, 1. i, gives the text of these Fasti. In 1586, an inscription
was placed in the room where they were. Forcella, I, n. 88.

6 Helbig, I. 548. Courtyard of the palace of the Conservators.
7 Forcella, I. n. 52. Cf. Righetti, 146. It was given as compensation for a real

Aristides assigned to the Vatican (Michaelis, p. 34) ;
gallery, n. 58. With regard to

the statue of the Vatican, Montagnani, III. 58. There is a bust of Aristides pointed
out by Righetti, n. 211, in the room of the Philosophers, n. 9.
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two large statues of Julius Caesar and Augustus. At present,

these form part of the museum of the Conservators.^ In 1564,
the Cardinal of Carpi '^ bequeathed to the museum the bust of

L. Junius Brutus.'^

Elected on the 7th of January, 1566, Pius V., on the nth
of February, presented the Capitol with about thirty statues

and a large number of busts and bass-reliefs that his predecessor,

Pius IV., had collected at the Vatican, to adorn the Belvedere.

This great haste was the effect not so much of the interest

the new pontiff felt for the Capitoline museum as of the aversion

inspired in his holy austerity by these symbols of paganism.
On the 27th of February, the statues were removed to the

Capitol.* Thirty facchi7ii were required for the task, one for

each statue. On the other hand, the people undertook to have
a mass celebrated on the Pope's behalf for ever, in the chapel
of St. Thomas Aquinas.^
The Pope had intended the gift to be still more considerable;

and all the statues contained in the Belvedere would have
been transported to the Capitol,^ if unknown circumstances had
not prevented the deed. Certain of the statues that remained
at the Vatican were hidden behind planks, which shows that

the Pope, unable to get rid of them at the moment, insisted on
at least putting them out of sight. More of them were removed
to the Capitol under the succeeding pontiffs that were inspired

with the ideas of Pius V.^

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 37, fol. 134. Cf. Helbig, nn. 534, 535. The
second statue really represents a naval commander. Inscriptions placed on the socles.

Forcella, I. nn. 56, 57.
2 Ridolfo Pio di Carpi.
3 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 37, fol. 179. Cf. Michaelis, p. 34 ; Visconti,

Iconogr.^ Rome, I. pi. 2 ; Helbig. I, 610; Forcella, I. 54. It was among the objects

sent by Bonaparte to Paris. Tofanelli, p. 146.
4 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 227.
5 Cod. Vat. Urb., 1040 (avvisi), fol. 182.

6 Bicci, Notizia dellafaiiiiglia Boccapaduli, p. 114, gives the Inventario delle

figure donate da N. S. Pio V al Popolo Romano, which comprises other statues.

However, the following inscription which he quotes shows that the statues removed
were really thirty in number :

MAGISTR. POPVLIQ. RO.
PII. V. PONT. MAX.

XXX STATVARVM MARM. DONO
ORNATI

PVBLICVM AETERNVMQ.
GRATI. ANIMI
TESTIMONIVM.

B'lccl, loc. cz't., p. 117, note; Forcella, I. n. 62. Cf. Michaelis, p. 37, who discusses

the nomenclature given by Bicci.
7 Michaelis, p. 42, thinks it was in the pontificate of Gregory XIII., or of Sixtus V.,

that the other statues figuring in the Vatican, and notably in the Belvedere, went to

the Capitoline museum, at least in part. At any rate, the transfer was made slowly,
Pighio {Pighius Hercules Prodicius^ Antwerp, 1587, p. 390) found the theatre, in 1574,
ornamented with a quantity of marble statues. The Reims sculptor, Pierre Jacques,
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Among the statues that went from the Vatican to the Capito-

line museum were a Genius, a Muse representing Comedy, a

headless goddess of Fortune, a group of Agrippina and Nero,

four children, a river-god, the busts of Claudius, Antony,

Faustina, Tiberius, Alexander, a Polyphemus with a companion
of Ulysses, an old woman in a recoiling attitude, a girl with a

bird, a Bacchus and an Apollo, the statue of Chastity.^

In 1568, there was an exchange of statues between the

Cardinal of Ferrara, Luigi d'Este, and the Roman people. The
Cardinal was then building on the Quirinal the villa that Pope
Sixtus V. subsequently bought, and that became the ordinary

residence of the sovereign pontiffs. He had remarked, in the

Capitoline collection, three small statues, ^'capable of being

used as water-jets," a nymph on a dolphin, a sleeping Venus,

half-naked, a Neptune with a sleeping dolphin at his feet ; and
he wished to ornament with them the garden surrounding his

villa. He, therefore, asked the Communal Council to let him
have these three statues, proposing in exchange a colossal

statue of the Emperor Tiberius, '' whose head was antique and
of finished workmanship," and which, he said, was perfectly

suitable for the site it was to occupy. The Council designated

designed at the Vatican, between 1572 and 1576, the bass-relief of Zethos and Amphion
which figured on the inventory of the objects given (^Miscellany ofArchaeology and
History, 1890, p. 200 (in French). Cavallieri mentions about the same date twelve
statues as being in Vaticano viridario, some of which subsequently formed part of
the Capitoline collections (I. II. 17, 18; Capitol, tav. '8, n. 113, n. 6, quoted by
Michaelis, note 124). ContdiYmo {L'Antichita di Ro7?ta, Venice, 1575), who almost
textually reproduces Aldrovandi, it is true, does not mention these statues at the
Capitol. They were only brought there later, therefore. Sixtus V. was perhaps the
Pope who achieved the work of Pius V., to the profit of the Capitol. " Hardly could
he tolerate at the Vatican the Laocoon and the Apollo Belvedere," says Ranke (French
translation, Paris, 1844, II. 126). " He would not tolerate at the Capitol the antique
statues which had been placed there by the citizens of Rome. He declared he would
demolish the Capitol, if they were not taken away. These statues were a Jupiter
the thunderer, between Minerva and Apollo. Two of these statues had, in fact, to

be removed. Minerva alone was left. But Sixtus required that she should represent
Rome, and even Christian Rome. He deprived her of the lance she held, and put a
huge cross in her hand." Cf. DescriJ)tion ofRojne, by Bunsen, I. 702. Sixtus V.
was not fond-of the arts, but there was no harshness in his attitude. Yet Righetti
confirms that, at the time of the transformations he made in the Vatican, several
statues were taken away from the place they occupied and given to the people.
Michaelis, p. 42. See what has been said above about the taking away, by order of
Sixtus v., of the statues ornamenting the bell-tower, p. 151, note i.

1 Inscription commemorating this gift : Forcella, I. n. 61. Genius : Helbig. I. 501.
Michaelis says it was lost. Muse (Thalia?) : Tofanelli, p. 139; Michaelis, p. 37;
palace of the Conservators, staircase. Goddess of Fortune, saloon, n. 23(7). The group
does not represent Agrippina and Nero ; in the time of Fea (see Niiova Descriz.,
p. 202) it was in the room of the Doves ; to-day, gallery, n. 56. Cf. Tofanelli, p. 48.
The transfer was made then. River-god, perhaps on the sarcophagus representing
the birth of Bacchus, gallery, n. 46. Busts of Claudius, room of the Emperors, n. i2(?)

;

of Antony, gallery, n. 26 ; of Faustina, room of the Emperors, n. 36 or 39 ; of Tiberius,
galler^'', n. 24 ; Alexander, room of the Gladiator, n. 3. Polyphemus, portico, n. 35 ;

old woman, saloon, n. 22. Girl, room of the Gladiator, n. 9. Bacchus and Apollo :

Montagnani, I. pi. XX., XLVIII. The Bacchus was given in the time of Sixtus V.

:

Righetti, I. pi. LXIX. Chastity, saloon, n. 15. Cf. Helbig, I. 409, 508, 526, 531.
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commissaries, who were less convinced than the Cardinal, as it

w^oiild seem, of the advantage of the exchange ; for, prior to

advising their colleagues, they exacted two statues instead of

one (29th of March—27th of September, 1568).!

None the less, in the following year, the Cardinal, his taste

growing, proposed, in exchange for three life-size statues of

women, seated and robed, which he wished to place in his

garden, to hand over some larger than life-size statues that the

superintendent of the restoration work—it must have been
Boccapaduli—stated to be necessary for the decoration of the

palaces. Cardinal Giovanni Ricci of Montepulciano availed

himself of the opportunity to ask for a similar exchange, as

he was, at the time, building the villa which, after its purchase
by Cardinal Alessandro de Medici, was called the Medici
villa, and he was seeking some small statues. On the 28th of

July, 1569, the two requests were examined and appioved by the

public Council.^

In the same year, 1 569, the Roman people, or rather their Coun-
cil, acquired a statue of Hercules belonging to a certain Francesco
Ronciono. Boccapaduli conducted the negotiations for the

purchase.^ Lorenzo Astalli made over to them a marble tablet

on which were engraven several inscriptions.^ In spite of the

extreme poverty of the public treasury, the Council never failed

to send commissaries to attentively examine all the objects that

were offered for their approval.^ In 1571, they acquired a
marble which was believed to represent Mount Aventine.^ At
the same time, they received from the Chapter of the Lateran a
brass plate and a cock, likewise in brass ; and, in return, they

voted the Chapter a present, w^hich, to tell the truth, the latter

had in a manner solicited.^ The statue of Hadrian sacrificing

was bought about this period.^

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 38, fol. 77, 91. The Tiberius is, at present,

in the courtyard, n. 17.

2 The request was submitted to the secret Council of the 19th of July, and was
accepted, "seeing that the statues given by the people were small and the statues

offered large and more in harmony with the decoration for which they were to be
utilised." Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 38, fol. 107, 131. The text does not

say what were the statues exchanged.
3 Ibid., vol. 38, fol. 107. Perhaps, Helbig. I. 588.
4 Ibid.,^ vol. 38, fol. 175.
5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 38, fol. 537.
6 Council meeting of the i8th of Nov., 1570. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol.

38, fol. 342, 344. Archbishop Cardinal Massini paid a thousand ducats for this

statue found on the Aventine. The reference is to a representation of the child

Hercules (Helbig. I. 514 ; Forcella, I, n. 92) ; saloon, n. 3. Another child Her-
cules, gallery, n. 51.

7 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 27, fol. 16. Tofanelli, p. 39. The naval
frieze, coming from a temple of Neptune which previously decorated the church of
St. Laurence-outside-the-walls, was placed in the museum about this period ; room
of the Philosophers, n. 99-101.

8 Michaelis, p. 47. Portico, n. 36 ; found near the church of S. Stefano Rotondo.
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Either by generosity, or for the motives already mentioned,
the Holy See continued to enrich the musemn. Gregory XIII.
presented it with the precious inscription containing the Lex
Regia^ which had formerly served Cola di Rienzo as text and
argument, to demonstrate to the Roman people their past

greatness and present decay, and which was still in the

Lateran, in the place it occupied when the tribune was alive

(1576).^

Classification of the Collections.

About the end of the sixteenth century, a first attempt was
made to arrange the mass of antiquities which, for the past

hundred years, had been accumulating in the Capitol. It appears
that the bronzes were put together in one room.^ The statue of

Hercules was given a pedestal more appropriate than that on
which it had been previously placed (1578).^ The same thing

was done with the She-Wolf, in 1586.* The Fasti which
Cardinal Farnese had recently offered to the Capitol were
likewise assigned a more suitable position (1588).^

Sixtus V. endowed the museum with two of the ancient

columns that had belonged to the old palace of the Lateran ; he
also presented it with the "metal ball that was above the

eagle of the Vatican."^ Now and again, the museum received

legacies. Adriano Fusconi, Bishop of Aquino, who died in

1579, had bequeathed his entire collection of antiquities, which
was exceedingly fine, to the Roman people ; but only in case

his heirs should not agree about its remaining intact in his

house.^ The inventory that was made of it, in 1593, proved its

value.^ In it were statues of great beauty, a Diana robed and
with her dog, an Alexander nude and of life size, an Adonis, a =

1 Forcella, I. n. 72. Room of the Faun. Cf. Lanciani, Scavi, II. 85.
2 In the inscription (Forcella, 1. n. 70) we read: " COACTIS IN VNVM

AENEIS MONVMENTIS." This inscription dates back to the pontificate of
Gregory XIII.

3 Nicholas Audebert of Orleans, who travelled in Italy from 1574 to 1578, writes
in a letter at the end of his itinerary :

" The Hercules is there still on the ground,
until a room is finished, when it will be placed at the further end." About Audebert,
see P. de Nolhac, 7he Library of Fulvio Orsini{\n French), Paris, 1887, p. 66,
and Revue archeologiqtie \ E. Miintz has published the part of the journey relating
to Rome in the Antiquities of the City ofRome (in French), 1886, pp. 72-128. The
MS. is in the British Museum (Lansdowne, MS. 720). The old pedestal is used to

support the bust, called Virgil's, which was then in the same room, now the room of
the Philosophers, n. i. Venuti, II. 294.

4 Inscription on the socle. Forcella, I. n. 87. 6 Forcella, I. n. 378.
5 Archiv. di Stato, Mand. Camer., an. 1587-1589, fol. III. The columns were

used later to adorn the central window of the gallery. Venuti, p. 305.
7 Archiv.Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 29, fol. 45, 47. The text of the will is found

in the Archiv. Capit., Atti Not. Originali, vol. 77, fol. 471.
8 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 30, fol. 105.
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Marcus Aurelius, busts of Roman Emperors, in great number,
shafts of columns. In vain the people tried to obtain this

collection. When the last direct heir of the Bishop died, viz., the

Marchioness Francesca Pighini, the matter was still unsettled,

although the Council had carried it before every jurisdiction,

and had even applied to the tribunal of the Rota (1764). Then
it was decided that the people would definitely renounce all

their claims in order to spare the Communal treasury further

expense.^

In 1 581, the Council treated for the acquisition of several

antique statues and objects undescribed in the minutes.^ In

1583, two larger than life-size statues were bought, "with their

heads entire and in good preservation." ^ They were intended
for the decoration of the palace ; for, while the Capitoline

collections were being increased, endeavours were made to

complete the reaHsation of Michael Angelo's designs. The
Council never ceased occupying themselves with fresh purchases.*
In 1590, room was found, in the courtyard of the palace, for a
fine sarcophagus which had been discovered shortly before in

the Monte del Grano,'*^ and on the lid of which it was believed
the effigies of the Emperor Alexander Severus and his mother,
Julia Mamea, could be recognised.^ In 1592, the celebrated

bust of Scipio was acquired; and, in 1594, the statue of

Marforio, which had played in past centuries such an important
part by its replies to Pasquin, was removed to the Capitol and
placed in the palace courtyard. It was intended to ornament
the fountain on the Navona square ; and was brought there,

when claimed by the Communal Council, "to be used as a

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit, Cred. VI. vol. 104, fol. 8 ; Cred. VII. vol. 69, fol. 586 ; in

the sitting of the yth of Aug., 1765, the advocate of the Roman people was
commissioned to make this renunciation.

'-^ Lanciani, Scavz, II. 89.
3 Sitting of the 8th of March, 1583. Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 17,

and Cred. I. vol. 28, fol. 159. The reference is to the statues of Trajan and
Antonine the Pious. Forcella, I. n. 77. Trajan, saloon, n. 9 ; Antonine, ibid:,

n. 25. Tofanelli, pp. 85, 88.

4 Sitting of the 17th of June, 1583. Archiv. Stor. Capit, Cred, I. vol. 28,

fol. 171.
5 The Monte del Grano is a mound situate in the Roman campagna, between the

Via- Latina and the Via Labicana. Its slopes were cultivated, whence its

name. Excavations were made there about this period. Nibby, Dintorni di Roma,
Rome, 1837, II. 344.

6 Forcella, I. n. 91. This sarcophagus contained a glass vase ornamented with
designs and prismatically tinted, which became the preperty of the Barberini family,
then passed into the hands of the Duke of Portland, and now belongs to the British

Museum. Memoir of R. Venuti, S-piegazione de hassirilievi dell' Urna delta
d' Alessandro-Severo nel Museo Capitolino, Rome, 1756, addressed to the Duchess
of Choiseul, then Ambassadress at Rome. Cf. F. Ficoroni, Le Vestigie e Raj^ita
di Roma antica, Rome, 1744, p. 169. Tofanelli, p. 28, and Piranesi, Antiq. di
Roma, II. tav. XXX. The scenes represent the life of Hercules (Helbig, I. 424) ;

room called that of the Sarcophagus.
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river-god above the fountain of the Square.^' ^ The niche in

which it was placed was constructed from the design of

Giacomo della Porta, and cost 150 crowns. It was Bescape,

as has been said, who repaired the statue.^ The colossal

bronze head was taken from the position it had occupied under
the porticp, and placed among the antiquities in the palace

FIG. 43.—MARFORIO (BEFORE ITS RESTORATION).

courtyard.^ About this time, a bust, supposed to be that of the
praetor L. Cornelius, was bequeathed to the Capitol by Fulvio

1 As already said, it was another statue which was placed on the fountain. It was
used later, in 1734, to ornament the fountain in the inner courtyard of the second
palace of the Conservators. See what Evelyn says, quoted further on, p. 213,
note 7 ; and Helbig, I. no. 401 ; Michaelis, p. 50. This statue may be believed to

have represented the Rhine, under the features of Jupiter ; it was probably
executed in the time of Diocletian. Burckhardt, Le Cicerone ; Ancient Art, p. 72.
Reproduction of this statue before its restoration, Boissard, I. pi. 4, 3 ; after its

restoration, De Cavalleriis, pi. 94 ; De Rossi, Raccolta di Statice, pi. 26, &c. As to
its history, Cancellieri, Notizia delle due fainose statue di un Jiume e di Pat7'Oclo
dette volgaraine7ite di Mar/brio e di Pasguino, Rome, 1789, and Carcere Ttilliano,
of the same. Scipio (Helbig, I. 484), room of the Philosophers, n. 49.

2 Arch. Cap., Atti Orig. Not. Arconio, vol. 12, fol. 30, nth of Feb., 1594. Cf.
Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. IV. vol. 104, fol. 11.

^ Michaelis, p. 50. See pp. 187 and 199.

P 2
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Orsini, as well as a brass plate. Both had just been discovered
near Tivoli. However, neither of them figures to-day in the

collection. They were taken away in the following century;

the plate passed into the hands of the Barberini, who possessed
it till 1799. Since that date, it has disappeared. As for the

bust, it was bought, about 17 10, by the English architect Kent,
on behalf of Thomas Coke, who placed it in his residence at

Holkam Hall, from where it has similarly disappeared.^ The
bass-relief supposed to represent Marcus Aurelius, and which
was added to three others, was put in the Capitol about
1590.2

Meanwhile, the rooms in the palace of the Conservators had
been accumulating statues which, more often than not, were in

an exceedingly bad state of preservation. So it was decided,

about this time, to undertake a general restoration of them. A
commencement was made with the two groups of Castor and
Pollux. A Milanese sculptor, Antonio Peracca by name, and,

with him, Giovanni Antonio Valsoldi, were entrusted with the

work ; and a third sculptor was added to them, Alessandro
Rondino of Como. They were paid 450 crowns for each
group, on condition of completing their task in the course

of the year 1594.^ Then attention was turned to the lion

which once stood at the top of the staircase giving access to

the Capitol, and which was used in executions ; it was then in

the courtyard of the palace. Ruggiero Bescape of Milan was com-
missioned to restore it. To the same sculptor was next given
the marble statue of Constantine to repair, and a bust to add
to the colossal bronze head then called Trajan's (Nero junior's),

and the top of the cranium and the hair. The weight of metal
which the artist was to employ in completing it was stipulated

as not to be inferior to seventeen hundred pounds. Bescape
had also to repair the four bass-reliefs representing the history

of Marcus Aurelius. For some of these tasks, he had the

co-operation of Vincenzo Topi of Montepulciano. He died in

1600, without finishing the restoration of the colossal Trajan.

Domenico di Bartolommeo of Lupis succeeded him ; and, subse-

quently, a certain maestro Filippo^ who was doubtless Filippo

1 Michaelis, p. 50 ; Gallaeus, Illustriujn zjnagines, tab. 48 ; Michaelis, Ancient
Marbles in Great Britain. The bust was replaced by another to which the same
name was given. Tofanelli, p. 151. It too has disappeared.

2 Vacca, n. 28 ; Michaelis, p. 46 ; Helbig, I. 547. It came from the Sciarra
Square.

'^ '"'" Ascanius Buhalus^ Johannes Franchinus et Marcus Antonius Coronatus
Conservatores nomine Ro. PoJ>uli . . . concesserunt Magistro Johanni Antonio
Peraccha sculptori Mediolanensi in Urhe ad per/iciendum et ad debitum /inein

tenninanduvi Gigantein inarmoreum magnuyn." Helbig, I. 538 ; Archiv. Capit.,

Atti orig. del Not. Arconio, vol. 12, fol. 179. Cf. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. IV.

vol. 114, fol. t6.
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Ca-sella, registered, about that time, among the number of the

masters in the stone-cutter's and sculptor's art.^

For a long while, Filippo continued to be the official restorer

of the antiquities belonging to the Roman people ; and he, in

fact, restored a great many. Payments varying from ten to

forty crowns were made from year to year ; but the nature of

the work is rarely specified. On the 13th of December, 161 3,

he received twelve crowns for repairing " two horses and the

marble giants, at the top of the great staircase leading to the

Capitol," which were in danger of falling ;
^ then, almost imme-

diately afterwards, twice fifty crowns for the same work.^ In

spite of these repeated expenses, the Council were as assiduous

as ever in purchasing " such monuments of antiquity as were
likely to commemorate the greatness of the City." *

However, with the increasing riches of the Capitoline museum,
the confusion augmented in still greater proportion. They were
then, and for long they continued to be, a medley of the most
heterogeneous objects heaped up without any method what-
soever.^ The disorder was so great, at the beginning of the

seventeenth century, that the Conservators and the prior of the

caporiojii were commissioned to effect a classification. To
reward their trouble, they were promised the inscription of their

names on the socles of all the objects they might arrange, this

notwithstanding a rule to the contrary.^

The Council also undertook the decoration of the rooms. In

1624, they voted a sum of eight hundred ducats, to hang the
walls with silk and damask, in the room called the room of

Hercules. The purchase of the bust of Cicero was anterior to

the year 1635.''

1 A. Bertolotti, Artisti Lombardi a Roma^ Milan, 1881, II. 309.
2 Archiv, Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 61, fol. 230.
3 Ibid., fol. 231, 234.
4 Sitting of the Communal Council of the 4th of Nov., 1596. It was no doubt about

this time that the Capitol received the fine circular altar supporting the statue of
Aesculapius; saloon, n. 5. Both came from Anzio. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I.

vol. 30, fol. 126.

5 De Brosses, Familiar Letters (in French), 1739-1740, II. 207, says: "The
inside of these three palaces, especially the one of the left wing, is filled with a huge
quantity of antique statues and of inscriptions which are heaped up from time to time,
as occasion offers. All of these are scattered about, without order, in the courts of
the wings, under the porticoes, on the staircases, in the apartments. . . . There seems
to be an intention of working at them soon." See p. 183, note i.

6 Sitting of the Communal Council, of the 28th of June, 1614. Archiv. Stor.
Capit., Cred. I. vol. 32, fol. 6-].

7 '' De ornaiida camera Herculis.'" Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 32, fol. 202
;

Michaelis, p. 52. The English traveller John Evelyn gives a description of the
Capitoline collection in the year 1644 (Evelyn, Diary ^ in the Menioij's and Corre-
spo7idence ofJohn Evelyn (London, 1827, vol. I. p. i6i). He mentions the statue of
Marforio which, he says, casts water into a basin ; the colossal head of Commodus
fixed to the wall, the rostral pillar of Duillius; in a small courtyard, the statue of
Constantine ; on a fountain, ahead of Minerva (the colossal head already spoken of)

;
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In the year 165 1, the whole museum was overhauled. Statues
which were on the ground floor were taken up to the first floor

;

others were put in the chapel, or relegated to the Archivio.
Every removal cost from one to two crowns. Gio. Batta.

Torrone, capo mastro of the Roman people, received, in

all, 126 crowns, which proves the importance of the changes
carried out.^ It was the same Torrone, who in 1653 removed
the two statues of the Constantines from the place they had
occupied for a century, on the steps leading to the church
of S. Maria Aracoeli, to where they now stand on the right and
left of the Dioscuri. For this operation he received twenty-
eight crowns.^ In 1662, Pope Alexander VII. made a gift to the

Capitol of two of the bass-reliefs taken from the Portogallo arch,

which was at the corner of the Corso and the Via in Lucina,

since he had just pulled the arch down ;
^ and, in 1663, he gave a

bronze foot from the pyramid of Cestius.^ In 1673, fo^^r crowns
and a half were spent on transferring the head of Domitian to

the courtyard and repairing the marble socle on which it stood.^

In 1692, it was decided to do up the statue surmounting the

fountain ; it appears to have badly needed restoration ; the parts

renovated were the head, the neck, the left arm, the shoulders,

the torso, and part of the hips. However, the person entrusted

with the task received only one crown for the labour and a
crown for the marble.^ An excavation made about this date on
the Pietra Square resulted in the discovery of four pedestals

ornamented with figures of Provinces, two of which were
assigned to the Chigi palace, and two to the Capitol. One of

the latter was placed in the courtyard of the palace of the

Conservators, where it was used as a support to the head said

to be Domitian's (1672) ; the other was placed in the new palace,

beside the two Christian pedestals.^

the mausoleum of Alexander and Mamea : the group of the lion and horse ; and the

frescoes of Laureti and of the horse of Arpino. Bust of Cicero (Forcella, I. n. 28
;

Helbig, I. 493), room of the Philosophers, n. 75.
1 Aichiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. i, fol. 48. The Thorn-drawer was provided

with a new socle in 1609, as also the fragments of the colossus called Apollo, in 1635 '>

and the urn of Agrippina, about the same time ; the fragments of the colossus seem
to have been displaced in the following year, as well as the god Pan ; three statues

of figures sitting, and the muses Thalia and Urania in 1639 ; the Camillus in 1641
;

a statue of Marius in 1653. Forcella, I. nn. iii, 127, 130, 131, 132, 135, 138, 140, 151.
2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VJ. vol. i, fol. 138.
3 Lanciani, Destruction of Rome, p. 256 ; Michaelis, p. 53 ; Righetti, vol. i, pi.

169 and 170; Helbig, I. 549. These bass-reliefs represent the apotheosis of an
empress or an emperor (Hadrian) proclaiming a decree. As to the denomination
of the arch, see Adinolfi, Roma nelV Eta di mezzo, II. 72, and Nibby, Rouia antica,

I. 471. An inscription recorded this gift. Forcella, I. n. 181.

4 Michaelis, p. 53 ; Tofanelli, p. 41. Cf. Helbig, I. 614, who perhaps confuses

this foot with the one mentioned p. 201.

5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 4, fol. 248.

6 Ibid., Cred. VI. vol 8, fol. 221.

7 Michaelis, p. 54 ; Helbig, I. 537 ; Forcella, I. n. 167 ; Tofanelli, pp. 14, 138.
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In fine, the seventeenth century was less profitable to the

museum than the preceding one, since the Popes then reigning

had nephews who were great lovers of the fine arts, the

Barberini, the Pamfili, the Borghese, the Ludovisi, to whom
in preference their gifts were presented.

The New Museum, called the Museum of the
Capitol.

In the middle portion of the seventeenth century, the crowding
had become so great in the museum rooms of the palace of the

Conservators, that it was necessary to take thought for removing
elsewhere part of the objects they contained. The new palace,

situated opposite, had just been completed. It was utilised for

this purpose. Still, the transfer was made unmethodically, and
very slowly.^ In 1704, the work was yet in progress, but so

little ardour was shown, that the expenses amounted only to

seventeen crowns for the whole year.^ Out of economy, the

busts were placed on wooden socles.^ Indeed, the state of the

City finances was such that purchases were completely stopped
at this time ; and all that was done was to repair the statues,

many of which w^ere in a very bad condition. In 1707, the
Hercules was restored.* In 1708, a finger was renovated on one
of the river-gods standing at the foot of the great staircase of

the Senatorial palace ; it cost 2 crowns 50 ; the nose was also

renovated, which cost a crown ; and the soles of the feet, at

a cost of 2 crowns 70.^ In 171 1, a finger that lacked was
added to the statue of Rome ; and in its hand was firmly fixed

the commander's staff, which had become loose.^ In 1713, the

consular Fasti were put into one of the rooms of the palace.^ In

1 In 1671, a first inventory was drawn up of the statues contained in the new
museum. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. IV. vol. 99, fol. 45 and following-.

2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 9, foj. 349. The statue of Chastity and the

Juno Sospita were placed in the staircase in 1680 (Forcella, I. n. 176); at present,

saloon, n. 15 ; the Abundance and the Immortality on the ground floor, portico, n. 30,

31, in i6Si (Forcella, n. 179) ;
Jupiter and Hadrian in the portico, nn. 36, 41, in 1687

(Forcella, n. 182); Bacchus and Apollo in the gallery, n. 38, in 1717 (Forcella, nn. 218,

219). The Polyphemus, portico, n. 35 ; the Aesculapius in black marble, saloon, n. 5 ;

Marcello, or the Augustus sittmg, room of the Philosophers, n. 98 ; the old woman,
saloon, n. 22 ; the statue of Marius, are designated as being in the new palace, by
Rossini (1693), Pinarolo (1703), Keyssler (1730), Michaelis, n. 205.

3 Archiv. Stor. Capit., ut supra. 4 Forcella, I. n. 207.
5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. IV. vol. 12, fol. 418.
6 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 15, fol. 148.
7 Sitting of the Council of the 28th of Sept., 1713. Conto di M. Andrea Maggi

muratore Per mettere in opera la laplde dei Fasti Consolari nella seconda stanza
verso Monte Tajpej'o con ordine dei Consei^jatori. Per aveT-e preso detta lapide che
era nel cortile del Palazzo e portata di sopra con otto uoinini. The total expense,
approved by the new architect of the people, Alessandro Specchi, amounted to 4
crowns 77. (Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 14, fol. 148.) The Faun came from.

Mount Aventine (Tofanelli, p. 52); gallery, n. 12.
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1705, Pope Clement XL presented the museum with tv/o busts

of Scipio and a bust of '' Ulpian Trajan, the consul '^
; and in

17 14, he made over to it five antique statues discovered in the

gardens of Leone Verospi Vitelleschi, near the Salara Gate.^

He, likewise, gave the two Barbarians, in grey marble, a bust
of Marcus Aurelius, and a bass-relief representing Endymion
reposing.^ The " Fish-jaw," intended to " show the marvels
of the ocean," was bequeathed to the museum in 1733.^

Benedict XII L showed himself more generous still than his

predecessors. Learning that the Chartreux monks of the mon-
astery of S. Maria degli Angeli possessed two metal geese, and
a statue of Isis, a palm and a half high (37 centimetres), which
latter was said to be curious, on account of the hieroglyphics

with which it was covered, and which was mounted on an
antique alabaster socle, he bought it, in order to make a
present of it to the Conservators (i727).4 In the same year,

two Greek columns, a gift of Cardinal Albani's, were taken
from a courtyard, where they had remained neglected, and were
put in the room of the capitaniJ' The so-called sarcophagus of

Alexander Severus was transferred to the new palace ; and
there also were taken two Egyptian statues, one of which, in

black granite, represents the mother of Ramses III. (Sesostris).^

The museum was, at this period, likewise enriched with a bust
of Socrates, with a Diana, a Bacchante, and a statue of Juno,
which last was then believed to be the statue of an Amazon

;

1 Sittings of the Communal Council of the 29th of November and loth of December,
1714, in which the gift was accepted and a '' superintendent appointed for the transfer,

repairing, and installation of the said statues," which were placed in the new palace.
Archiv. Stor, Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 57, fol. 241 ; Michaelis, Coll. CaJ>it., p. 57.
According to the text itself of the gift deed, the statues referred to were those in
'

' hard Egyptian stone " found in the gardens of Verospi, near the Salara Gate. They
comptised four Isises, and an Egyptian priest in oriental red granite. Montagnani,
pi. CV., CVI., CVII., CVIII., ex. ; Tofanelli, pp. i6and_i37 ; Venuti, I. 296 ; court-
yard of the palace of the Conservators and portico, in their time. These were trans-

ported to the Vatican in 1838, as has been said. As to the busts, see Forcella, I.

n. 205.
2 The two Barbarians, courtyard of the palace of the Conservators ; Endymion,

room ofthe Emperors, n. 92. Cf. Helbig, I. 462, 539. The bust of Marcus Aurelius
was found, with four others, in the-'-gardens of the villa supposed to be that of Anto-
nine the Pious (1701) ;

gallery, n, 63. Michaelis, p. 56.

3 Forcella, I. n. 125 ; Tofanelli, p. 148. Room of the She-Wolf.
4 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 57, fol. 176, at the date of the 30th of Aug..

1727. Forcella, I. n. 223; Ficoroni, I. 48. Michaelis, p. 58, gives a different origin.

At present, room of the Geese. The geese, which are really ducks, gave their name
to the room where they were placed (audience-chamber). Lanciani, Scavz, p. 77 ;

Michaelis, p. 58 ; Tofanelli, p. 148.
5 The captains of the people or of appeals were appeal judges whose prerogatives

were determined by the statutes of 1580, Bk. I., art. 5, but who had existed before
that date. Inscription recording this removal : Forcella, I. n. 224. Cf. note 6,

p. 204.
^

6 This statue was taken, with other Egyptian statues, to the Vatican, Egyptian
jmuseum, room II., in 1858.
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it came from the abode of the Sesi, where it occupied a promin-

ent place.^

In spite of these additions, the new museum continued to be
but poorly provided. Its real creator was Pope Clement XII.,

who presented it with part of the fine collection of antiquities

made by Cardinal Alessandro Albani, the pieces of which had
been mostly found in the ruins of Anzio (15th of December,
1733)-^ Sixty thousand crowns were paid for it.^ The bulk

was composed of the series of Emperors' bust which is one of

the curiosities of the museum. Remarkable among them were
the busts of Poppaea, Vitellius, Vespasian (bust "heroically"

draped in Eastern alabaster), Tiberius, Caracalla, Caligula (in a
single block of basalt), a woman unknown, the god Pan, Julia,

wife to Septimus Severus, with oriental head-dress, Domitius
Aenobarbus, the philosopher Diogenes, Hadrian, Septimus
Severus, Faustina the younger, Lucius Verus, Antonine the

Pious, Marcus Aurelius, the last noted as being a perfect piece

of sculpture, another bust of Hadrian, with a transparent

alabaster mask, the neck being restored, a bust of Sabina, two
more of Hadrian, another of Marcus Aurelius, and also of

Septimus Severus, one of Commodus as a child, two more of

Marcus Aurelius, busts of Augustus, Quintus Erennius, Julia

Mesa, Faustina the elder, Hercules as a child; besides the

foregoing, two statuettes of Diana, and busts of philosophers,

Seneca, Plato, Epicurus, Ammon; of the poets, Euripides,

Pindar, Sappho, and a number of others also. The Capitoline

museum further received, either directly or indirectly, the

following objects from Cardinal Albani's collection: a bust of
Homer, two Apollos, a Hunter (Polytimus, 1747), a Minerva, a
Diana, a Puteal, on which was represented the procession of the

Gods, the bust of Theon of Smyrna, one of Pitorides, a bass-

relief. Pan and the nymphs, Aesculapius, a statue of Jupiter,

Hadrian under the figure of Mars, Lucilla, a male Faun.*

1 Michaelis, Coll. CaJ>zt., p. 57. Socrates (Helbig, I. 464 ; Fea, p, 159), room of
the Philosophers, n. 46 ; Diana, portico, n. 52 ; Bacchante, portico, n. 10

; Juno
(Righetti, pi. V ; Tofanelli, p. 100), room of the Gladiator, n, 2. Helbig, I. 532, takes
it to be a Proserpine. The Rome triumphant, in the courtyard of the palace of the
Conservators, also comes from the Cesi gardens (1720) (Venuti, II. 291 ; Michaelis,

P-.56). ...
'^ Therefore this museum is sometimes called the Clementine Museum. With

regard to the excavations at Anzio, see Soffredini, Storia (TAnzio, p. 87,
«> The minutes of the purchase deed are in the Archiv. di Stato, Atti Galosius

D, Segretario di Camera, Prot. 918, fol. 880 ; they contain an enumeration of all the
objects composing the collection, numbering 408. Relazione delle statue., bustt,

teste, bassorilievi, erine, urne con bassorilievi, idoli egizii, vast istoriati, leone e
colonne spettanti alV Eino. Card. Alessandro Albani, raccolta in vero, copiosissiiua
e singolarissiniafatta con prodiga e scenziata inente dal delto cardinale.

•* Bust of Homer, room of the Philosophers, n. 44; Apollo, saloon, n. 30-31;
Hunter, ibid., n. 7 ; Minerva, ibid., n. 8 ; Diana, ibid., n. 26 ; Puteal, gallery, n. 31 ;

Theon, room of the Philosophers, n. 25; Pitorides, ibid., n. 65; Pan, ibid., n. no;
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Clement XII., moreover, added to the Capitoline collection

the Hercules killing the Hydra, a mask of Silenus, the Antinoiis,

a statue of a beardless Roman, called Marius, a colossal woman's
statue, a Marcus Aurelius, a muse, Thalia, a statuette of Mars,
a child hugging a bird, a Dacian prisoner (lower portion), a
Diana, a Niobide, a statue of Augustus,^ and the one of the

dying Gladiator which was in the gardens of the Ludovisi villa

and which he bought in order to offer it to the Capitol; the arm
had been repaired in the sixteenth century.^

The transfer of all these objects was paid for by the Com-
mune.^ A beginning was made, in the early days of the year 1734.*

The new museum, definitely constituted by these additions, was
inaugurated in the course of the same year.

Clement bought, besides, in order to offer it to the museum, a

collection comprising more than five hundred ancient inscrip-

tions that had belonged to Ficoroni, for which he paid four

hundred crowns.^

Aesculapius, saloon, n. 5; Jupiter, ibid.^ n. i; Hadrian, ibid.^ n. 13; Lucilla,

saloon, n. 11 ; Faun, gallery, n. jo. Cf. Helbig, I. 439, 480, 504, 506, 524. The
Museum of the Louvre possesses a sarcophagus of the Muses from the collection of
Cardinal Albani, which was formerly in the Capitol. The Faun playing the flute,

with a bull at his feet, was discovered on the Aventine, in 1749, with another male
Faun. (Ficoroni, in Fea, Miscellanea, I. p. CLXIV. no. 94.)

1 Hercules, portico, n. 38 ; mask of Silenus, room of the Faun, n. 8 ; Antinoiis,

room of the Gladiator, n. 12 ; statue, entitled Marius (Forcella, I. n. 151), saloon, n. 14 ;

colossal woman's statue, ibid., n. 24 ; Marcus Aurelius, ibid., n. 32 ; Muse
(Thalia), ibid., n. 35 ; Mars, room of the Faun, n. 12 ; child with the bird, room of
the Gladiator, n. 9 ; Dacian prisoner, portico, n. 21 ; Diana, ibid., 52 ; Niobide,
gallery, n. 48. Cf. Righetti, p. 76 ; Helbig, I. 444 ; Augustus, saloon, n. 10. For the
others, Helbig, 1. 406, 519, 524. The Gladiator, as well as the Thorn-drawer, the
Antinoiis, Zeno, Cupid and Psyche, the bust of Brutus, already spoken of, were sent

to Paris by Bonaparte. The room of the Gladiator was called, in Tofanelli's time,

the room of recovered Monuments. A certain number of objects, sarcophagus
representing Tritons, sarcophagus of the Muses, a Hygeia, have remained at the
Louvre.

'^ Righetti, Pietro, Descrizione del Cavipidoglio, L i ; Montagnani, IL 72 ;

Pinaroli, Gio. P., Trattato della cose piic nieinorabili di Roma, Rome, 1724, t. IL
p. 326, says that the statue was brought from Prince Livio Odescalchi, Duke of
Brocciano, at the same time as a statue of Hercules. Helbig, L 533.

3 The details of the expenses are in the Bibl. Corsini. Cod. 41, 7, i, fol. 36.
'"'' Ristretto delle spese fatte sotto Clemente XII per la collocazione delle statue
cojjiprate dalcardinale Alessandro Albani in Cainpidoglio. ..." The total expense
amounted to 10,335:03 crowns g. It is true that advantage was taken of the
opportunity to make some further acquisitions. '"''A padre Mansueto procuratore
dei /rati Cannelitani della nuova chicsa al Monte di Pietd per due statue e due
busti di 7)tarmo antichi da collocare nella galleria e nuovo prospetto della fontana.
DEL NVOVO PALAZZO, sc. 80 ; a Filippo Barigioniperprezzo di utia statua da
collocarsi net medesiino prospetto, sc. 40 ; al Sig. Napoleoni scultore per restauri
alle statue e prezzo di due busti antichi, loro trasporto, sc. 208:67!."

4 Diario di Francesco Valesio ; Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XIV. vol 19; Diari
di Ro7na dal 1733^/1736, fol. 67. Sunday, 3rd Jan., 1734: '"''In questi giorni si e

dato principio al trasp07-to delle statue coniprate dalpapa al Card. Albani.''
5 Inscription recording the Pope's generosity ; it is in the new palace

courtyard : Forcella, I. n. 234. Other inscriptions were placed in various rooms of

the Capitol : Forcella, I. n. 233, 231, 232. This Ficoroni was the author of a work
entitled Le Vestigie e Raritd di Roma antica, Rome, 1744, in which a good deal

is baid of the Capitol, p. 42.
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If the enriching of the two CapitoHne museums was partly-

due to the generosity of the sovereign pontiffs, they began, in

return, to consider the museums as thenceforward being their

property : in their letters, in the Acts emanating from the

pontifical Chancery, the expression "our museums" was con-

stantly employed. As a matter of fact, they freely disposed of the

objects contained in them. On the ist of April, 1737, Clement
XII. ordered the statue of one of the sons of the Emperor
Constantine to be transferred to the Lateran portico, in replace-

ment of his own statue, which had been sent to Ancona.^ In'

1736, the Sforza-Cesarini gave a bass-relief representing an
Arch-Gaul (high-priest). The square base on which the labours

of Hercules are represented was brought from Albano in 1743 ?

the Harpocrates, in 1744.^

Benedict XIV. had some mosaics put in the Capitol (1749),^

and some Egyptian statues which came from Hadrian's villa

( 1 748) :
* he presented it also with the celebrated plan of Rome

(Forma Urbis), then in twenty-six tablets.^

The principal antiquities given to the museum of the Capitol

by Pope Benedict XIV. (i 740-1 758), besides those which have
just been indicated, were : a child hugging a goose to his

breast (1741) ; a bust of Agrippa and a priest4s of Isis (1743) \^

the sarcophagus of the Amazons, a figure of a ^rl, the Isis (1744) \

an altar dedicated to the god Jupiter Sol Serapis (1745) j the

Satyr in red marble (1746) ; a group representing a boy and a
girl embracing, the Cupid and Psyche (1749) ; a Diana and a
Jupiter (1750) ; the Venus (1752) ; a group representing a

1 Cancellieri, Mercato e Lago, p. 245. Clement XII. had ordered the mole to be
rebuilt. Cancellieri says wrongly that it was the Emperor's statue. Cf. Novaes,
XIII. 297.

'-^ Arch-Gaul, room of the Sarcophagus, n. 3 ; altar of Hercules, room of the
Canopus, n. 44 ; Harpocrates, saloon, n. 28. Cf. Helbig, I. 420, 425, 505 ;

Tofanelli, p. 88 ; Fea, p. 194; Righetti, I. 17, 62, II. 274, 275.
3 J. A. Furietti, De Musivis^ Rome, 1752, p. 52. Among others, Hercules at the

court of Omphale : Helbig, I. 414.
4 Forcella, I. n. 254. They are the objects collected in the room named del

Canopo : Fea, p. igo ; Tofanelli, p. 19.

5 The plan was found, two hundred years before, behind the church of S. Cosmo
e Damiano. Inscription recording the gift of this plan : Forcella, I. n. 243 bis

;

cf. 244, 250.
6 Montagnani, p. 45. The following inscription was placed under Marco Agrippa's

bust

:

MVNIFICENTIA
BENEDICTI XIV. P. O. M.

ET DONO
LACTANTII SERGARDI

AB INTIMO EJVSD. PONT. CVBIC.
A. D. MDCCXLIIJ

(Forcella, I. n. 247. Cf. Bottari and Foggini, II Museo CapitoUno^ IV. 35.) Room
of Philosophers, n. 16. Priestess of Isis, room of the Gladiator, n. 15. Child, room
of the Faun.
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Roman man and woman as Mars and Venus, a wounded
Amazon, a statue of a stripling, tbe Myth of Jupiter, a Psyche,
a woman carrying a vase, an Amazon (1753) ; a Satyr reposing,

the so-called statue of Zeno ; a disk representing the life of

Achilles ; a sundial ; a three-faced Hecate ; the tombstone of

Titus Statilius Aper ; a mask of Pan.^ The Venus had been
found near the church of S. Vitale, and bought by the Pope
from the Stasi family.^

Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni gave or sold several objects of

value to the Capitoline museums, among others, the Diana
liccifera^ the half-nude woman known under the name of

Marciana, or Plotina, or Giulia, a^ Hygeia (goddess of health) ;4

the- intoxicated old woman embracing an amphora had the

same origin.^ In 1750, Cardinal Spinelli sent to the Pope the

bust of Lucilla, wife to Lucius Verus, and the latter sent it,

in his turn, to Abbe Caccialupi, governor of the Capitoline

museums, in order that he might put it in the new museum.^
In 1765, Pope Clement XIII. gave to the Capitol the mosaic

of the Doves and the Centaurs, found, in 1737, by Cardinal
Alessandro Furietti, in Hadrian's villa near Tivoli. It had been
sold to the Apostolic Chamber by Count Furietti, nephew
and heir to the Cardinal, for thirteen thousand ducats.^ He

1 Sarcophagus of the Amazons, room of the Faun, n. t8. Isis, ibid.^ n. 14.

Figure of a girl supposed to be Flora (Hadrian's villa), room of the Gladiator, n. 14.

Group embracing, found in the Aventine, cabinet of Venus. Diana, nine palms
high (i metre 75), found a hundred years before, near the Via Barberina, and placed,
by his order, in the room of the Emperors {Diario del Chracas, loth of Jan., 1750,
and 6th of May, 1752) ; it has disappeared from there. Perhaps in the portico
(Tofanelli, p. 16). Jupiter, gallery, n. 26. The Venus, cabinet of Venus. Group
of Mars and Venus, saloon, n. 34. Wounded Amazon, ibid., n. 33. Stripling, ibid.,

n. 21. The Myth of Jupiter, base, ibid., n. 3. Psyche, gallery, n. 20. Woman
with the vase, room of the Gladiator, n. 6. Amazon, ibid., n. 4. The stela of
Jupiter serves as a base to the Faun. Satyr or Faun reposing, room of the
Gladiator, n. 10. Zeno, ibid., n. 8, found in 1701. The disk, room of the
Sarcophagus, n. 4. Sundial, room of the Emperors, n. 94. Hecate, palace of the
Conservators. Tombstone of Titus, portico, 2nd room, n. 11. Mask of Pan, room
of the Faun, n. 29. Cf. Helbig, I. 423, 434, 457, 458, 502, 503, 509, 515, 516, 520,

521, 523, 525, 527, 528, 530, 619.
"^ Montagnani, I. 103.

y Inscription on the base of this statue :

MVNIFICENTIA
PETRI OTTHOBONI

S. R. E. CARD. V. CANCEL.
(Forcella, I. n. 228. Ct. Righetti, pi. CLXXII. ; Montagnani, II. 34.) Gallery,

n. 54. Diana, ibid., n. 46. Tofanelli, p. 54; Michaelis, p. 59.
4 Tofanelli, p. 84. Saloon, n. 29. Another Hygeia has come into the possession

of the Louvre.
5 Michaelis, p. 59. It was given by Pope Clement XIL, who had received it

from the Cardinal. (Helbig, I. 431.) Gallery, n. 8.

<> Helbig, I. 447. Gallery, n._53. Tofanelli, p. 65. The torso of a woman draped,
octagonal room, was put there \n 1750. Helbig, I. 593.

7 Helbig, t. I. no. 450. Diario manuscript of the Casanatense Library'-, Cod. 3815,
under date of the 4th of May, 1765. Centaurs, saloon, nn. 2, 4. Righetti, pi. XIX.,
XXXIV. ; Helbig, I. 450, 512, 513 ; Tofanelli, pp. 47, 82, 84.
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likewise gave the altar dedicated to the Mater Magna, a statue

of Apollo, and the marble known under the name of the Tabula
Iliaca} Pius VII. showed himself generous towards the

museum, as the inscription placed at the entrance to the gallery

declares.^

To Benedict XIV. (1749) was due the creation of the gallery of

pictures which is at the Capitol. As Venturi says,-^ it is famous
rather by the place containing it than by the pictures them-
selves.

1 Mater Magna altar, gallery, n. 25. Apollo, saloon, n. 20. Tabula Iliaca,

rooms of the Doves, n. 83 ; found in 1663. Cf. Helbig, I. 436, 454, 510.
'^ Forcella, I. n. 279. Cf. Tofanelli, p. 33.
'^ Venturi, A., La Galleria del Canipidoglio, Rome, 1890. Cf. Tofanelli, in fine.



THE CAPITOL IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY

The Keeping of the Palaces in Repair.^

On the 14th of January, 1703, a violent earthquake shook the

City of Rome. Several edifices were damaged, the audience-
chamber of the Senatorial palace was cracked, and the front

nearly collapsed, owing to the breaking of certain chains
that supported it.^ Forthwith, the Council had to sanction

heavy expenses for the damage to be properly repaired ; the

new chains alone cost more than seven hundred crowns

(713:74) ; and the other work amounted to 494 164^
crowns.^

In consequence of what had occurred, the chapel of the

palace of the Conservators was restored.* It had been
decorated by Nucci with a Virgin painted on slate, by
Pinturicchio with another Virgin, and by Caravagio with

pictures representing the four evangelists.^

The effects of the shock continued to make themselves felt

in 1707, when the audience-chamber again threatened to fall in.^

It was found necessary to strengthen some of the pilasters

1 Descriptions of the Capitol in the eighteenth century are found in Deseine,
Modern jR 07;ze (in French), Ijyons, 1690, II. 355; Pollnitz, Memoirs, II. 251; De
Brosses, Fa7iiiliar Letter (in French), II. 204 ; Labat, Travels in Italy (in French),

1769, IV. 248.
2 It will be remembered that, in certain portions, the newfagade was merely fixed

on to the old one. A letter of Clement XL, written with his own hand, to the Con-
servators, on the 2ist of March following, says :

'^ Avendoci il Procuratore fiscale

di Campidoglio esposto coj7te nel terreiJioto passato lafacciata delPalazzo Senatorio
ha patito e ininaccia di cadere per essersi strappate alcune catene grosse che la
reggevano ordinavijno, sentito il parere degli architetti ed il parere di Pietro
Giacojiio Patriarca capomastro niuratore delta Cant. Ap. il riattatnento di delta
facciata. . .

." (Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 57, fol. 107.)
•^ Ibid., vol. IT, fol. 147, 169.
4 The inscriptions were placed in it : Forcella, I. n. 201, n. 212. Cf. n. 147, 148,

149, relative to the years 1647, 1648, 1649.
5 A. Nibby, Itinerary of Rome (in French), Rome, 1834, I. 83, and Tofanelli,

^ It will be remembered that, in the preceding century, there had been anxiety
felt with regard to it, on account of the weakening of the foundation work.
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supporting it. What was proposed was to start from the base

and to substitute for the stones of which they were composed
travertine blocks taken, as usual, from the Coliseum ;

^ but,

after examination, these blocks were discovered to be too big. The
work, which was estimated by the people's architect at a hundred
crowns, was done with ordinary stones by the master mason
Andrea Maggi ; in payment, he obtained the right to a

four years' free possession of that portion of the Tabiilariwn

which he had previously rented at fifteen crowns a year for the

purpose of depositing his timiber there ; an equivalent therefore

to sixty crowns was his remuneration.^

From 1709, it was decided that no moneys for repairing

should be paid, unless the bill had been checked by the Conserv-
ators and duly authorised by the fiscal office. Now, as the fiscal

office was the intermediary between the Holy See and the

Communal Council, this new prescription, seemingly so modest,
was really a deprivation of the rights which the Communal
Council had exercised up to then, at least over the palace of

the Conservators.^

During the year 1709, the narrow street skirting the Capitol

on the north side and leading from the Square to the Arch of

Septimus Severus, was rendered more accessible, and its decliv-

ity was lessened. As a consequence, the Gate of Sixtus VI . was
made impracticable, since it was now much above the level of

the altered road. The work cost 388:80 crowns.*

In 1716, there was some alteration in the interior arrangement
of the Senatorial palace. A staircase was put in, and the

ceiling of some of the rooms was raised. The total expense
amounted to 2,877:56 crowns.^ The great hall of the palace

where the Academies were held was painted by Giuseppe
Ghezzi.^ In 17 19, Pope Clement XI. ordered the Conservators
to melt up the old bell that was in the Aracoeli campanile
and to make a new one with the metal.^ In the same year,

1 It should, however, be added that the blocks in question had been detached by
the earthquake of 1703.

2 Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 42, fol. 119-180,
3 The proof of this dispossession is furnished by the fact that the Council were

thenceforward compelled to obtain the Pope's consent for even the smallest expenses.
Thus, with regard to the repairing of a conduit and a ceiling, the fiscal office was
requested to refer to the Pope. Sitting of the nth of June, 1705. Archiv. Stor.

Capit., Cred. I. vol. 42, fol. 50. In fact, about this time, the Council even lost their

name and were thenceforward styled a " Congregation."
i Ibid., Cred. VI. vol. 13, fol. 82. An inscription recorded this work : Forcella,

I. n. 211.

5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 15, fol. 351.
6 Leone Pascoli, Vite de Pittori^Scultoried Arcliitetti vioderni, Rome, 1736, II.

201. Ghezzi was born in 1634 and died in 1721. As regards the Academies, see

further on.
7 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 16, fol. 242 ; Cancellieri, Le due Cam/)ane,

p. 56.
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Francesco Princellotti, the sculptor in marble, received instruc-

tions to carve six capitals, similar to those designed by Michael
Angelo, in order to ornament the inner courtyard of the new
palace at the further end of which, at present, stands the statue

of Clement XI.I. (1730- 1740) ; the cost of the labour was 1,808:46
crowns.^ In 1728 was restored the picture representing the
Virgin and the Child which is to-day exhibited, in a much
damaged state, in the chief room of the Senatorial palace, and
which then adorned, as no doubt it had since the date of its

being painted, the top of the main staircase. It is attributed to

the school of Perugino ; in the eighteenth century, it was
believed to have been painted by the master himself.^

All those who worked regularly or officially for the palace had
a share in this task : the carpenter, Domenico Giannini ; the

gilding painter, ^Simone Gidone ; the ironworker, Domenico
Visco ; the tin manufacturer, Biagio Alsina ; the glazier, Girolamo
Maes. The price paid was 157:73 crowns.^ In 1738, some of

the frescoes in the palace of the Conservators, and, more
especially, the one representing the Rape of the Sabines, were
found to be in a very bad state of preservation. The painter

Pietro Ghezzi was commissioned to restore them.*
On several occasions, Benedict XIV. undertook improvements

in the Capitol. He had a room built, near the portico raised

on the side towards Mount Caprino by Julius III., in order

that Roman artists might conveniently carry on in it their

studies of the nude. He had the two groups of Castor and
Pollux restored by the sculptor Clemente Bianchi Napolioni,

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. i6, fol. 258. An inscription, put up in 1729,

records that in the pontificate of Benedict XIII. (1724-1730), the Conservators had
visited the cities that were vassals to Rome :

BENEDICTO XIII. P. O. M. ORD. PR.ED. ANNVENTE
S. P. Q. R.

SVBIECTA FEVDA JAM DIV NON VISITATA
MAGNIFICO SPLENDORS

INGENTI SVBDITORVM GAVDIO AC BENEFICIO
INTEGERRIMA CVRA ET VIGILANTIA

MARCHIO ANTONIVS NVNES ^

JVLIVS RICCIVS } CONS.
NICOLAVS PLANCA DE INCORONATISJ

SINGVLATIM VISITARVNT
ANNO DOMINI MDCCXXIX

Forcella, I. n. 227.
^ Pietro Vannucci, surnamed Perugino, worked at Rome from 1480 to 1490. This

Madonna replaced an older one ; see p. 92.
-^

''' Nota dei conti degli Artisti che hanno lavorato intorno alV adornamento
Mltima7nente fatto per Vlinagine della Madonna SS. posta nel muro a capo le

scale nobili del Palazzo della Residenza delV Eccmo. Magistrate Ro. in Campi-
doglio." Arch. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 19, fol. 231. The petition addressed

to the sovereign pontiff that he would authorise the work shows the importance
attached by the Romans to this picture. Ibid., 282.

4 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 100, fol. 101-115.
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and paid him for it 250 crowns (1744).^ In the years following,

he gave him, to restore, all the statues which ornamented the

cornice of the three palaces, as well as the one which was at

the top of the bell-tower, the statue of Rome above the fountain,

and the two river-gods ; the expense amounted to 634 crowns.^

Besides all this, he had the palace of the Conservators raised a
story higher, on the side towards Mount Caprino, in order that

the pictures and statues might be put in it for which there was
no room in the museums.^

Clement XIV. restored the ceilings of the two principal rooms
in the palace of the Conservators ; and to Pius VI. was due
the repairing of a number of statues decorating the palaces.*

The triangle, formed by the Aracoeli staircase and that of the

Capitol, was still crowded with old buildings and debris of all

kinds. Pius VI. undertook the task of having them cleared

away ; the work, however, was only achieved in 1818.^

The Clock of the Roman People.

The clock which is to-day in the bell-tower of the Capitol,

between the first and second stories, and which was called the

Roman people's clock, because it regulated the City life of

Rome, was formerly placed on the front of the church of S. Maria
Aracoeli, a church belonging to the Roman people.

Mention is made of this clock for the first time in 1412, when it

was completed by a bell, which was cast by a Milanese master
named Petrus, and put in position by a Florentine workman
named Ludovicus ; for, at that period, there were hardly any
good artisans in Rome, except those that came from beyond its

walls. Fixed in its place on the 24th of December, it began to

strike on the 27th.^ The clock was then on the left of the

entrance to the church, a little above the round window in the

1 Payment authorised on the 22nd of Sept., 1744. Ibid., Cred. VIL vol. 39,
fol. 435.

'^ Montagnani, II Museo Capitolhio, L 44.
'^ Tofanelli, Agostino, Descrizione delle sculture e pitture di Catupidoglio, Rome,

1834, p. 33. Sitting of the 26th of September, 1747 : Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred.
Vn. vol. 40, fol. 234.

4 Montagnani, L 45.
•5 Notizie del Giorno, 8th of April, 1818 (Casanatense Library).
6 ''^ Anno \\\'2 die veneris 2 inensis deceinbris de node fuit colata cainj)ana pro

horologiofacta de mandato D. N. Papae et posito iji ecclesia B. Mariae de Aracoeli
per M. Ltidovicuni de Florentia. Dicta campanafiiitfacta per M. Petru7n de
Milano. An. 1412 die sabhati 24 dec.fnit tirata cauipana Horologiiper M. Anto-
niutii Todesca ctirn sociis et posita infrontispiciujii Eccl. S.M. de Aracoelipro horis
pulsandis. Die inartis 27 dicti inensis Decenibris incoeptipulsare horas supradicta
campana HorologiiJ" Muratori, 7?. Italic. Script., 'KJi.lY. 1033.
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front, as .may be seen in the accompanying engraving.^ Some
repairs were made to it in 1497.^

It had its winder-up, its
''^ rnoderator^^ whose office was

hereditary.^ In 1617, the sum of 6:40 crowns was paid to a
certain Fabio della Pedacchia, for repairs made to the clock.*

The commune had nothing else to pay until 1656 ; but, thence-

forward, there was a whole series of bills,^ explaining, perhaps,

why the Pedacchia family were deprived of their charge
in favour of the Ciogni family, by a pontifical Brief dated in

i673.«

In 1658, a "bridge" had to be constructed for the painter who
was commissioned to repair the "clock sphere."^ However,
there was no cessation of repairing expenses, even with the new
"moderator's" appointment; in 1676, the clock had again cost

twenty-five crowns : in 1678, it cost fourteen. On this last oc-

casion application had been made to a German clockmaker,^
who was entrusted with the keeping in repair, for which he re-

ceived twenty-nine crowns in four years and eleven months.^
In 1687-1689, he received another eighteen crowns for the same
work.^^ But the mechanism was quite worn out ; and the Com-
munal Council, in their meeting of the i8th of August, 1705
decided to consult the clockmaker of the Apostolic palace and all

the City clockmakers, as to what had best be done. The opin-

ions given were apparently very perplexing, since no decision

was come to before 1723 ; and, at that time, it was resolved to

limit the expense to twelve crowns. ^^ The result was that the

clock no longer went at all. A Roman clockmaker, Innocenzo
Ghislerio, was then bidden to present an estimate (1725).^^ The
clock, by this date, had been displaced,^^ and now occupied
the front of the building. Traces are still apparent of the

position in which it was refixed. A deliberation of the Com-

I Cf. L.a.ncia.m, Bu^I. Archeol. Co7Ji., an. 1901, p. 267, which reproduces (pi. XIII.,
XIV,) a similar design preserved at Stuttgart, in the museum. Cabinet of Prints.
^ '\Mastro Domenico di Bartolojneo, Carpentaria, inastro dz ^alazzo," repsiirad

the clock. Miintz, 7'/ie Arts at the Court of the Popes (in French), Innocent VIII.
Paris, 1898, p. 171.

"^ Enumtiration of the officers of the Roman people given by Muziano ; see Cerasoli,

// Coinui. dl P. P. Aluziano, p. 20.

4 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 91, fol. 287. Payment of the 26th of June,
1617.

5 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. I. fol. 266, 267 ; vol. II. fol. 66.

6 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XI. vol. 22, p. 160. 7 Ibid., fol. 63.
8 Spesefatte per Vorologio della chiesa di Aracoeli dal Sig. Pedacchia, sc. 26, 45

(26th of Jan., 1676). Conto dei avorifatti alV orologio di Aracoeli djlV Inclito Po.
Ro. da Giovanni Wendelino Elsler, orologiero, sc. 14. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred.
VI. vol. 5, fol. 77, 165.

9 Ibid., fol. 252. 10 Ibi'^., vol. 7, fol. 81.
II Ibid., Cred. I. vol. 42, fol. 55. 12 Ibid., Cred. VI. vol. 72, fol. 69, 73.
1'^' Such is not the opinion of R. Lanciani, Bull. Archeol. Com., an. 1901, p. 267,

who thinks the displacernent was ordered by a Brief of Benedict XIII. dated in the
year 1728.
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munal Council in the same year, 1725, declared that, owing to

the closing of a door, by order of the Superior of the Minor
Friars, the keeper was obliged to pass over the roof, in order to

get to the clock.^ However, the clock continued not indicating

the hour ; and, as the matter was one of general concern. Pope
Benedict XIII. issued a Brief in 1728, ordering its replacement.
Negotiations went on for a long while. The fiscal office had
interviews with the Governor of Rome ; and the latter treated

with the clock-

maker Giovanni de
Sanctis, who had
been recommended
to him. Finally, it

was resolved to de-

fer the matter till

the following year.

Then definite ac-

tion was taken
;

and, before the

twelvemonth end,

the new clock was
installed. It had
cost the Communal
treasury three hun-
dred crowns. This
time, the liberality

ofthe Roman Coun-
cillors was not so
stinted. They
painted in fresco

on the church front,

round the clock,

the Senate's ar-

morial bearings and
those of the Car-
dinal - Camerlingo,

FIG. 44.—ENGRAVING TAKEN FROM THE
Cose Maravigliose delP alma Citta di
Ro7na, Rome, 1595.

together with garlands and escutcheons.^ Still, the new clock
was not a very great improvement on the old one ; for, although
It had been frequently repaired,-^ it had to be changed at the
end of the century. In 1771, the Pope was referred to on the
pomt; and, after long delay in pronouncing his " oracle," oracolo,

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 72, p. 73.

\
Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 72, fol. 220, 223, 239 ; vol. 19, fol. 197.

J IL conservatore ha verlficato il sito dclV horolooio d'Aracocli che ha biso^no
direstauri onde si ^roveda'' (7th of Aug., 1741). Other repairs, in 1742; 1747,
19 crowns

; 1753, 9 crowns
; 1771, 28 crowns. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol.

100, fol. 307 ;
Cred. VII. vol, 18, fol. 353 ; vol, 45, foL 17 \ vol, 61, fol. 28. •

Q 3
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the Conservator, at last, received the authorisation to have it

restored.!

In 1804, the Communal Council bethought themselves that,

in all the other cities of Italy, the bell-tower of the City hall

was adorned with a clock, whilst none existed on that of the
Capitol. Anxious to remedy this inferiority, they made inquiries
as to the cost of removing the clock from the church, and,
at the same time, took the necessary steps to obtain from the
sovereign pontiff the permission to carry out the plan. Pius
VII. having granted their request, the Council applied to the
clockmaker Raffaele Fiorelli, who undertook to put a new
clock in the bell-tower, and to guarantee its going for six years,

on payment of 250 crowns. The bargain was concluded, and
he was allowed to keep the old clock for himself^

Festivities held in the Capitol in the
Eighteenth Century.

the academies.

In the eighteenth century, popular joy no longer manifested
itself by theatrical performances, but Joy fireworks and the
letting off of guns and cannons. When Innocent XIII. was
elected, in 172 1, the people were so full of joy, for he was of
Roman origin, that they fired from the Capitol two hundred
mortar discharges. The same thing was renewed at every
fresh rejoicing, so that the statues and ornaments of the
palaces suffered some damage. The Fathers of S. Maria
Aracoeli interfered ; and, with common accord, it was decided
that the mortars should be taken from where they stood, and
the fireworks let off at a more suitable distance (1737).^

On the 15th of February, 1798, the Roman people planted a
tree of liberty on the Square of the Capitol, in presence of
Generals Murat, Berthrer, and Cervoni ; four hundred dragoons
assisted at the ceremony. As soon as the tree was set up,

marriages were celebrated ; the first was that of Baron Carlo
Dasti with the daughter of Captain Truglia.*

1 Arcbiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XV. vol. I. fol. 158, 221.

2 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XVIII. vol. 32, fol. 199, 200, 206,213. Deliberations
of the 24th of Feb., of the 22nd and 24th of March, and of the 8th of Feb., 1805.

Cancellieri, Le due Cainpdne, p. 55.
3 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VI. vol. 17, fol. 248. The site occupied by the laun-

dresses was that where now stand the cage of the She-Wolf and the statue of Rienzo,
in the triangle between the staircase of the Capitol and that of S. Maria Aracoeli. Cf.

ibid.^ vol. 100, fol. 63, and Cred. VII. vol. 18, fol. 109.
4 D. Silvagni, La Corte e la Societa^ 2nd ed., Florence, 1882, vol. I. p. 458.
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The ceremonies, however, which then attracted the crowd to
. the Capitol most were special meetings of the Academies.
These were held there, as well as the regular ones, either for
the purpose of crowning a laureate or of panegyrising one of
the members. Commencing from 1702, the drawing Academy

FIG. 45.—PLANTING OF THE TREE OF LIBERTY ON THE SQUARE
OF THE CAPITOL IN 1 798.

met in the new palace of the Conservators : and, at certain
periods, distributed crowns to its pupils.^ The architect Carlo

1 These fetes were of old foundation. // Centcshiio del' anno 1695 celebrato in
Roma dair accademia del Disegno descrltto da Giuseppe Ghezzi, pittore, Rome,
1696. There exists, in eight volumes, a series of descriptions of the fetes given in the
Capitol by the drawing Academy between 1695 and 1812. It was begun by Giuseppe
Ghezzj. Casanatense Library, Misc. 4", 388. Cf Cancellieri, Le due Cam^ane,
p. 125.
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Balestra subsequently bequeathed his fortune to the Academy
(ist of June, 1769), in aid of this ceremony.^ The Academy
of the Ijifecondi Hkewise met at the Capitol. On the days of
public sittings, the palaces were illuminated with lanterns

forming festoons, and the fagade was decorated with the
Academy's armorial bearings, which were symbolical, " a
field covered with snow," and this consoling motto, Genninabit?
Benedict XIV. granted a room at the Capitol to the Academy
of Antiquarians.^ The Arcadians had one there also ;* they
held eloquence meetings, and celebrated olympiads. In 1771,
they celebrated, at their fourth olympiad, the reconciliation of
Pope Clement XIV. with the Emperor Joseph I. ; numerous
Cardinals and the most illustrious Romans were present at the
ceremony. The room was adorned with the statues of the
" five Generals of the Church," whom the quarrel between the

two Sovereigns had nearly carried into action.^ An inscription

recorded this event.^

During the same year, Giacomo Casanova, the famous adven-
turer who was to appear under so many different masks, figured

at a fete given by the Academy of S. Luca, in the course of

which crowns and recompenses were awarded to such young
artists as had distinguished themselves by their painting,

sculpture, or architecture ; the Arcadian singers enhanced with
their songs the brilliancy of the ceremony. A sonnet was
recited by Casanova, who had been admitted as a member,^ and
had assumed a surname, that of Aupolemo Pantareno, as did
all who entered into Arcadia.^

The Academy of the Lincei held sittings in the Capitol

towards the end of the century.^

1 The AcAdemy of S. Luca has its present headquarters in the neighbourhood of
the Capitol, via Bonnella.

2 Diario del Chracas, igth of Dec, 1733.
3 Novelle Letterai^ie Jlorentine, p. 220.
4 See chapter deahng with the coronation of Gorilla, p. 232.
5 Diario del Chracas, 8th of Dec, 1770; i6th of Mar., 1771.
6 Forcella, I. n. 265.
7 This sonnet, addressed to the Hercules of the Capitol, is a poor one, as may be

imagined. It is found in the collection entitled / Pre^^i delle belle Arti celebrate in
CamJ>idoglio il 21 AJ>ril, 1771, p. 71. The anecdote is related by Ademollo in //

Fanfulla della Doinenica, an. VII. 1885, no- 8. Chracas speaks of it in his time.
8 This is what he says on the subject in his Memoirs : "... I went out in order

to go to the meeting of the Arcadians at the Capitol, where the Marchioness d'Aout
was to recite her reception speech. This Marchioness was a young Frenchwoman
who had been in Rome for six months with her husband, a gentle and amiable
person like herself. ..." Edit, Garnier, t. VIII. p. 228.

i^ Sitting of the i6th of June, 1826. Arch. Stor. Capit., Gred. XVIII. vol. loi,

fol. 45.
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Poetical Coronations in the Capitol.

perfetti.

The second poetical coronation celebrated in the Capitol, that

of Bernardino Perfetti, took place in 1725. Its pomp was as

great as that observed in Petrarch's time ; but it seems a piece

of charlatanism.

The Academy of the Arcadians presided at it; and, in the

spirit animating it, there was a lamentable exhibition of the

false and factitious.

Perfetti, who was born at Sienna, on the 7th of September, 1681,

began badly. ^ At eleven months old, he used to recite the Ave
Maria ; and, at one year old, he composed his first line of

poetry; at seven he composed sonnets; at twenty, he was pro-

claimed Doctor, and his works multiplied. He was admitted
to pronounce a panegyric on the sovereign pontiff in theVatican
basilica.^ His reputation was such that he was invited by the

Grand Duchess Violante (Yolande) of Tuscany^ to the Court of

Florence, where life and the arts were beginning to revive,

after the end of the melancholy reign of the Grand Duke
Cosmo ni. Violante undertook to obtain for him the poetic

crown of laurel, and, for this purpose, proceeded to Rome, under
the name of the Countess of Pitigliano.* Pope Benedict XIO.
acceded to her desire, and the coronation ceremony was fixed

for the 1 2th of May, 1725. Meanwhile, Perfetti, in order to prove
his merits, was improvising anywhere and everywhere, in

drawing-rooms, in the Princess's palace, in the large hall of the

Roman seminary of the Jesuits, where he had to reply im-
promptu to twelve questions put to him by the Academicians.
In Arcadia, he received the name of Alauro Euroteo ; and
was, at last, admitted to the honour of wearing the poet's

crown.^

About the fifth hour of Sunday, the 13th of May, he started

from the Roman arch-gymnasium in the coach of the Senators;

1 The biography of Bernardino Perfetti is in Moreri, Michel Giuseppi, Le Vile
degli Arcadi illustri, part V., 1751, p. 225, composed by Mazzolari ; Fabroni,
Vitae Italoj'um, t. III. ed. Romana ; Uoiuini illusti^i toscatii^ t. IV. ; Domenico,
Ciamfogni, Saggio di Poesie scrittc dal cav. B. Perfetti^ Florence, 1748.

2 Discorso accade^nico consistoriale fatto dal Cav. B. Perfetti Patrizio Sanesc
nel darsi ilpossesso delta Signoria it 1706. Del inedesimo, Omelia a Cle/Jtente XI,
Venice, 1715. Casanatense Library, Misc. 4°, no. 564, 12.

•^ Yolande Beatrice of Bavaria, called in Italy Violante, had, in 1688, married the
hereditary Grand Prince of Tuscany, Ferdinand by name, who died before her, in

1713. She died in 1731, without having been able to enjoy her right to the Regency
of Tuscany, owing to the opposition of the Great Powers.

4 Galluzzi, Hist, delgranducato di Toscana, VII. 202.
5 Diario del Chracas, 5th-i2th of May, 1725, no. 1209-1212.
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four other coaches followed, in which were the magistrates of

the Roman people. A crowd of valets accompanied them
;

trumpets were blown, and the people cheered.^ The hall of the

Capitol had been hung with red-coloured, fringe-edged stuff by
the architect Alessandro Specchi ; and, in the damask-draped

; • VKO^ClXBBERBl>K>F^
.OLY-MHADB^DCXXXlX'A-M^T'ABv4

j\J

FIG. 46.—PERFETTI.

galleries, were the members of the Arcadian Academy, with
Cardinals, the Roman nobility, and many ladies. Under a
canopy, stood the Senator, with the Conservators by his side.

1 The account of this ceremony is in Moreri, and in Gio. Maria Crescimbeni, Atti
Per la solenni incoronazione fatta in CaiJipidoglio del Sig. B. Pei-/etti^ Rome,
1725. Cancellieri, Le due Cainpane^ gives the Latin description made of it by the
Jesuit, Cordara (Works, t. IV.). Both had been present at the ceremony, and
Crescimbeni took part in it, as an arch-priest of the Academy.
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It was a superb canopy, which had cost 71:50 crowns; the

crimson damask that covered it was trimmed with gold lace

and German gold fringe ; and on it could be seen the Roman
people's coat of arms, and the portrait of the Pope, who, not

iDcing able to come himself, had himself represented by his

counterfeit ; the ceiHng of it was in velvet.^ The Princess of

Tuscany sat on a separate throne. When the poet had been
led in, Crescimbeni, the Arcadian arch-priest, addressed him in

a learned harangue, after which the Senator made him kneel

down at his feet, and, placing the laurel crown on his head, said

these words to him :
" Exiiitiiim hoc Poeticae laudis decus quod

tuo capiti iinpono sub felicissimis auspiciis Ssmi. Dfii Nri.

Papae Benedicti XIII. Eques egregie^ sit publici non minus
erga te studii argumentum.^ quain obseqtcentissimi aniini erga
ainplissiinam et p)la?ie regiain benevolentiam., qua decorarisP

Perfetti replied :

'' Poetica laurus iimneritae imposita fro7iti excelsa7n Ssmi.
Patris ac Pontificis Papae Benedicti XIII munificentiam

effusamque S. P. Q, R. erga 7ne voluntatern testatur ; quaruin
utraqice^ aut ho7tore dignos i7ivenit outfacit.^^
The Arcadian poets then sang the praise of the laureate ; and

he, standing in a sort of rostrum which had been prepared for

him, improvised for a whole hour, to the accompaniment of

guitars, verses on the past splendours of the Capitol.

The Senator and the Conservators, not content with having
so honoured the talent of Perfetti, shortly afterwards conferred

on him the freedom of the City, and authorised him to add the

laurel crown to his coat of arms.^

GORILLA.

The poetess Corilla was crowned in the Capitol with the

poetical laurel on the 31st of August, 1776 ; and this ceremony,
the remembrance of which was still in the minds of all at the
beginning of the century following, apparently inspired Madame
de Stael with the idea of the picturesque scene which
she makes use of, for the purpose of introducing Corinne to

her readers.

Even before being led in triumph to the Capitol, as Petrarch
and Perfetti, Corilla was famous. Not that she had written much

;

hardly anything of hers is known, except a few verses ; but she
knew how to make the most of this little ; and especially

1 Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. VL vol. i8, fol. 146, 151. In fol. 248, 250 is the
amount of the other expenses.

'^ He died at Sienna on the ist of August, 1747.
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possessed the talent, of improvising, which was, at that time, so

much appreciated in Italy.^

Born at Pisa, in 1728, she had carried her celebrity with her
to various parts of Italy, Rome, Naples, Florence. Maria
Theresa sent for her to Innsbruck, in order to celebrate there, by
her poetical improvisations, the marriage of the Archduke Peter
Leopold with Maria Louisa of Bourbon (1765). The great
Catherine would have fain had her at her own Court ; and
presented her with a pension, which the succeeding monarch,
Paul I., continued to pay her, and Pope Clement XIV. authorised
her, in consideration of her learning, to own and study the

works forbidden by the Church.
She was, as one of her biographers says, esteemed by

Metastasius, cherished by Frugoni, honoured by Cesarotti and
Pagani. The great violinist Nardini, who was accustomed to

accompany her in her declamations, would sometimes lay down
his violin in admiration.^

Her ambition was not satisfied with all this homage, and so

much solicitation on the part of illustrious personages ; and she
consequently came to Rome, being aware that there she would
be able to obtain, without great difficulty, a resounding and
universal glory. Her expectation was not deceived. The
Arcadian Academy, which had been founded in 1690, "in order
to make war on bad taste," as the statutes of the society

declared, and which now cultivated bad taste with ardour,

hastened to receive her among its members, on February i6th,

1775. It was at this same time that she gave up her own
name, Maria Madeleine Morelli Fernandez,^ in order to

assume a more harmonious one, as was fitting, when
1 The life of Gorilla has been related, wiih an exaggeration of detail, by Ademollo,

Gorilla Olym.pica, Florence, 1887. Amaduzzi speaks of her, at somewhat great
length, in a letter printed in iS\^ Nuova Raccolta di Opuscoli, vol. XXXI., no. VIII.
Chracas describes her coronation {Diario, ad an.), which is also related in the minor
work entitled Atti della solenne coi'onazione fatta in Campidoglio della insigne
poetessa . . . Rome, 1776. Cf. Silvagni, David, La. Corte e la Societd Roniana^
chap. XVIL, which gives the biography of Gorilla. Gorilladied at Florence in 1800,

on the 8th of Nov. On her tomb was inscribed only her Arcadian name. Gorilla

Olympica. Her portrait is found in the CoUezione di vite e ritratti di uomini c

donne illustri^ Rome, 1821, t. 11. 151. In his Memoirs, Gasanova writes in 1761 :

" At Pisa I made the acquaintance of an Englishman who took me to the house of

Gorilla, a celebrated poetess, whom I very much wanted to know. She received me
very cordially, and had the kindness to improvise on various subjects which she
allowed me to propose to her. She charmed me less by her grace and beauty thin
by the pretty things she said, in language that was perfect." Ed. Brussels, 1887,

IV. 423, cap. XVI I.

'^ Frugoni, Garlo Innocenzo, born at Genoa in 1692, died in 1768 ; lyric poet.

Gesarotii, Melchiorre, born at Padua in 1730, died in 1809 ; translated Ossian and the
Iliad into verse. Pagani, Luca Antonio, born at Pistoja in 1737, died at Pisa in

1814 ; author of bucolic poems.
3 She married, at Naples, D. Fernando Fernandez, a Spanish nobleman, who

became colonel and governor of the praesidium of Ortebello, and died there in 1798.

Gorilla had left him long before. She had a son by him, who died young.
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one entered into Arcadia. She chose that of Gorilla

Olympica.
Shortly afterwards the Communal Council conferred on her

the freedom of the City. This not was yet enough. Corilla

aspired to be crowned in the Capitol. Accordingly, she lavished

proofs of her talent. The Arcadian Academy served her as an

arena. On the 7th of March,
1776, the new shepherdess
improvised, with her habit-

ual facility, a few pastoral

poems in presence of the

wondering members. On
the 13th of April, which
was a Good Friday, the

Academy held an extraor-

dinary sitting devoted to

Christ's Passion ; for it is

not only those of modern
days who, when they are

not completely absorbed
by their religious duties,

indulge, during fasting

seasons and under pious

pretexts, their customary
pleasures. Gorilla attended,

and sang on the proposed
subject with " such fervour,

movement, and grace" that

she ravished the audience,
who were also charmed by
the sweetness and flexibility

of her voice. Some days
later, the Academy having
decided to receive among
the shepherdesses Caroline
Louisa, Margravine of

Baden and Durlach, Corilla

made an improvisation on this occasion, to the accompaniment of

a harp and two violins. Grimm, the Prince of Saxe-Gotha's min-
ister to Paris, proposed the theme that she had to develop ; and his

choice raised a point delicate to decide :
" Is a century in which

women are more peculiarly virtuous one in which men are more
peculiarly happy ?" In her reply, Corilla managed to please the
women and not to humiliate the men, which, at any rate, was
a proof of her dexterity. Such striking successes called for

an immediate recognition. Gorilla's bust was placed in the

FIG. 47.—CORILLA.
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Academy's meeting -room ; the English sculptor Christopher
Heweston had modelled it.

Gorilla's deserts and ambition did not stop here. On the loth

of August, the final tests began which were to show whether
she were really worthy of the supreme honour she desired.

On that day, she underwent a first examination in the Locanda
nobile inhabited by Prince Louis of Gonzaga, who was the

promoter of her coronation.^ The choice of such a place for

the test was, at least, imprudent, since every one was aware
that there was an after-thought in the steps taken by the Prince
on behalf of Gorilla.^

Although the examination was not very difficult, it dealt with
subjects that a woman-postulant for the poetic laurel could
hardly be expected to know. Saliceti, the Pope's private

doctor, questioned her on the colouring matter of the iris
;

Gavalli, on the scale and harmony ; the advocate Gedri,

on the loss to eloquence caused by the death of Gicero
;

Petroni asked her to prove that there was no virtue without
piety ; Devoti, coming back to the usual subjects, gave her
as a theme " Pastoral life "

; as for Nardini, he asked nothing,

since the poetess had just been seized with a chill, and "feared
for her health." On the morrow, a more serious and solemn test

took place. In presence of an assembly of ladies, cavaliers,

and writers, insidious questions were put to the postulant :

Why does fable give Gupid darts wherewith to aim, when he
is represented with a band upon his eyes ? What was the first

revealed religion, and who revealed it ? She was next required

to set forth the arguments that a European should use in order
to demonstrate to a savage the adv^antages of a legislation. The
ladies interposed in their turn ; and Gorilla was compelled to

give her opinion as to whether men or women generally showed
themselves more faithful.

In the last test, in which the twelve members of the Academy
took part, Abbe Testa questioned Gorilla on the beautiful in

art ; Abbe Marzi, on heroic poetry ; the Prince of Gonzaga,
on the physical and moral proofs of the existence of God. On
the next day, which was the 20th of August, Abbe Gioacchin

1 Belonging to the branch of the Marquises of Castiglione, Luigi di Gonzaga, son
of Leopold, was born at Venice in 1745. The Republic undertook his bringing up
and education, since his father, in dying, had left him in great poverty. He lived

for some time at Vienna, then returned to Venice, whence he was banished by the

Senate on account of some demagogic writings of his. In the same year that Gorilla

was crowned, he published a treatise entitled ''' Illetteratobuon CittadinoJ" ^ Some
of his letters were read in the Gonstituent Assembly of Paris at the time of its first

discussions. He died at Venice on the loth of Sept., 1819. (Litta, Famiglie celebri,

Gonzaga, table XVII.)
2 It was repeated that a woman, Violante of Bavaria, had caused a man, Perfetti,

to be crowned, and that now a man, Luigi di Gonzaga, was causing a woman,
Gorilla, to be crowned. (Bettinelli, Risorp'iijiefito d'Italia., p. 169.)
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Pizzi, a great friend of the poetess and the guardian general of

Arcadia, proclaimed the result of the examination, which, of

course, was favourable to her ; and he communicated it to the

magistrates of the Capitol, in order to obtain leave for the coro-

nation of Gorilla in the ancient manner. The latter had already

taken the matter into consideration. In their sitting of the 25th

of June, 1776, the Council had decided to ask the sovereign

pontiff if there was not good cause for the Arcadians, on their

next meeting together in the Capitol, to be allowed to give, by
popular and verbal acclamation, the poetic laurel to the

poetess Corilla.^ To this the Pope replied :
" Ssiniis. mandavit noit

convocari Arcadiani super proposito argumento^ in reliquis re-

servavit sibi provideriP The answer was not of good augury.

Nevertheless Abbe Pizzi presented the sovereign pontiff with

his " official paper" bearing the mention of the examiners' vote

(8th of August, 1776), exactly as had been done for the poet

Perfetti ; and, this time, all obstacles being removed, the Council,

commissioned the Marquis Ferdinando Raggi to see to the pre-

parations for the festivity, and the architect Carlo Puri de
Marchis to suitably decorate the great Consular hall (27th of

August).

On Saturday, the 31st of August, towards dusk, Corilla was
conducted to the Capitol by the Countesses Cardelli, Dandini,

and Ginassi ; the Swiss guard of the Pope and the Senator's

militia were drawn up in a double line on the Square of the

Capitol. Corilla had asked permission to come as far as there,

simply and without any of the triumphal pageantry to which
she might have laid claim. The Consular hall had been pro-

vided \\\\\\ galleries " for the various orders of the nobility "
; a

canopy took up all the further end of the room, and was covered
with crimson velvet, the Pope's portrait being attached to it

;

four seats had been placed under it for the Senator and the

three Conservators. Tapestry lined the walls and six lustres

lighted the hall.

Gorilla advanced with a reserved and graceful mien, say the

narratives, amidst applause and to the sound of trumpets. She
was close on fifty, and had never been beautiful ; but the enthu-
siasm of the beholders willingly granted her all the perfections

needed for the role she was playing. She knelt at the foot of
the Conservators' throne. The first of the Conservators, Gio.

Paolo del Cinque, who w^as clad with the golden robe congruent
to his dignity, rose and, pronouncing the prescribed words,^ girt

1 Text of the petition. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XV. vol. i, fol. 4:^3.

2 '"'• Exiiniuni hoc laiidis Poeticae decus, quod tuo capiti inipono subfelicisshnis
auspiciis SS. D. N. P. Pii Sexti. Mulier egregia et nobilis jiosU-a civis, sit publici
nan minus erga te studii argujnenttwi, quam obsequcjitissimi aniini signijicatio
erga ainplissimain illam, et platie regiatn benevolentiain^ qua decoraris." Corilla
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her forehead with the laurel, while music sent forth its strains

and the mortars of the Capitol fired a salvo of a hundred dis-

charges. The Senate's scribe drew up a report of the ceremony.
The festivity was concluded by the reading of some appro-

priate verses composed by Arcadian members, and by a double
improvisation which Gorilla made on the splendours of the

Eternal City and the high value to be attributed to the laurel

she had just been crowned with. She also treated of the su-

periority of modern philosophy over the ancient, and of the

influence of the Christian religion upon the development of art.

Then she withdrew to an inner room of the palace, where her
admirers came and surrounded her. Among them was an
English lord, the Duke of Gloucester,^ who was then travelling

about Europe in quest of emotions. Thus, even to its details,

the coronation of Gorilla strangely resembled that of Gorinne.

In their sitting of the 3rd of October, the Council ratified the

expenses, which had amounted to 488:50 crowns.^

It would seem that this was the culminating point. The dis-

proportion was too striking between the insignificance of the

poetess and the brilliant homage that had been paid to her.

The redoubtable Pasquin, who alone, at the time, was allowed to

tell the truth, gave currency to a hundred libels, and ridiculed

both Gorilla and the Arcadians to such good effect that the

laurel crown awarded her became to her, as Abbe Pizzi said,

a veritable crown of thorns.^ Moreover, the Arcadia itself was
not long before it succurnbed beneath the raillery of which it

was the object.

Inscriptions Commemorating the Visits of Celebrated
Personages to the Capitol.

The custom was continued in the eighteenth century of re-

cording by inscriptions tTie visits of celebrated personages;

replied :
'"'' Poetica laura iin7neritae impositafronti, excelsaui SS. Pairis ac Prin-

cipis Papae Pii Sexti inunijicen.tiain, effusajnque Senatus Populique Romani erga
7ne voluntatein testatzir, quarujit utraqiie aut onore dignos invefiit, autfacit."

1 William Henry, born in 1743, died in 1805.
^ Aichiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. XV. vol. i, fol. 444.
^ The following distich was repeated, in which allusion is made to the expulsion of

courtesans by Pope St. Pius V. :

Plaudite, lascivae. Quintus vos expulit Urbe :

Siib sexto refert serta Gorilla Pio.

In the work of Ernesto Masi, La Vita, i Tempi e gli Amici di Francesco Albej'gati,
are some letters giving the counterpart of the pompous descriptions made by friends
of the poetess. In ihem we read :

'

' Gorillafit condotta in Gampidoglio nella carrozza
delprincipe Gonzaga in conipagnia di t7'e patrizie alqiianto scadenti ; notte tempo
e sgaiottolando per straduccie solitarie. Sali alPalazzo Senatorio n07i per la via
77iaesira, 171aper i ro77ipicolli di Ga>7ipo Vaccino ; la coronazio7ie anddper le brevi

:

edil.Principe Gonzaga, te7nendo per la sua prgtetta, la fece riacco7npagnare da
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Frederick Augustus, who came in 1738;^ Maria Antoinette

Walpurgis of Ravaria, wife to Frederick Christian, Elector of

Saxony, in 1771;^ Maximilian and Maria Christina of Saxony,

children of Francis I., Emperor of Germany, in 1776 ;
^ their sister

Maria Amelia, wife to Ferdinand I., Uuke of Parma, in 1783 \^

Ferdinand IV. and Maria Caroline, sovereigns of the kingdom of

the two SiciHes, in 1791;^ and, last of all, Francis I., Emperor of

Austria, in 1819,^ were honoured in this way.

The "Loto.''

On the 7th of September, 1725, the pontifical government
issued an edict forbidding in perpetuuiii^ the game of the loto.

The penalties with which offenders were threatened were
exceedingly severe, the galleys, and a fine of a thousand crowns
for whoever organised the game, a three hundred crowns' fine,

plus corporal punishment, and even the galleys, for whoever
played : and for women, imprisonment.^ Two years later,

Benedict XIII. deemed it necessary to renevv^ his prohibition

by a Brief dated the 12th of August, 1727, which begins :

" Creditae Nobis divi?iitus.^^ ^ His successor, Clement XII., had
a notice posted up in all the sacristies, confirming the

excommunications and other penalties pronounced against those

playing at the game of the loto (7th of July, 1731).^

However, on the 7th of January following (1732), an edict of

the pontifical treasurer. Carlo Maria Sacripante, organised the

game of the loto in Rome.^^ It was prescribed that the loto-

drawings should take place nine times a year, commencing on
the 14th of the following February, on the Square of the Capitol. ^^

alcuni suoi hravacci armaiz, i qualipresero a legnate certe abatucoli, eke colfavore
delle tenebre davan la baja alia poetessa laureata.'' The Pope made her quit the
City and forbade the sale of her portraits.

1 Forcella, I. n. 242. 2 Forcella, I. n. 266. 3 Forcella, I. n. 268.
4 Forcella, I. n. 270. 5 Forcella, I. n. 271. 6 Forcella, I. n. 284.
7 Diario del Valesio. Cf. Cancellieri, Mercato e Lago, p. 244. The edict recalled

previous decisions of the same kind made since 1660. In 1663, Alexander VII., at the
request of King Philip IV., had prohibited lotteries in Spain by his Bull '^ Pastoralis

officiV of the 2nd of January.
8 At this date there appeared a dissertation of Girolamo Ercoli, entitled : Delgioco

del Lotto che sia degno di essere per tutto prohibito e che ^mstainente sia stato
vietato sottopena di scoinunica con una bolla dlpapa Benedetto XIII^ Rome, 1728,

9 Valesio :
'^ Sabato, 7 Luglio, 1731. Oggi si e 7nandato biglietto per tutte le

sagrestie di Roma in stanipa, nel qtiale si fa sapere che S. B. confervia la sco-'

inunica e le altrePene couiminate ai giucatori e prenditori del Loto.'"
1^ The motives for this change of attitude are not explained in the above-mentioned

edict. The use which the sovereign pontiff meant to make of the sums produced by
the game of the loto, and which, as will be seen, he did make of it, no doubt justified

in his eyes the abandonment of his previous attitude.
n Bando generate soprail nuovo Lotto di Roma. "... Ordiniamo che il nuovo

giuco dei Lotti dafarsi nove volte Vanno , , , dovra ejf'^Juarsiper la pri^na voltct
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The choice of this spot was probably intended to increase the num-
bers of those taking part in the lottery, as also of the spectators.

It was, in fact, an event of considerable importance. A gallery

had been erected near the statue of one of the Dioscuri, at the
top of the great staircase of the Capitol ;

^ it was covered with
velvet and damask. Prelates of the Apostolic Chamber, as well

as a commissary and some magistrates, had taken their places
in it. The box for holding the numbers was a copper urn
silv^ered over ; the numbers, which were ninety ivory balls, were
put inside, in the sight of everybody ; and a child, chosen from
among the orphans assisted by the City, and clad all in white,

drew five out ; a man, known for his sonorous voice, called out
the winning numbers. The operation lasted two hours ; and the
profit made by the pontifical government during the first year
exceeded five hundred thousand crowns.

^

Still, the authorities prohibited publicity in the matter. They
prevented dealers from posting up lists of the winning numbers,
and from displaymg painted or printed advertisements.^ On the

other hand, the names of ninety poor girls were inscribed on
long cards ; on each card there was a number ; and those girls

whose names happened to be on the ^\^ winning numbers re-

ceived a dowry of thirty crowns, when they were married or

took the veil.4

The drawing of the lottery was transferred, ten years later,

in 1743, to the large loggia of the Curia Innocenziana (to-day

the palace of the Parliament).^

il 14 Febbr. prossi7Jio nellapiazza di CarnpidooUoJ" Casanatense I>ibrary, Collezione
Bandi, iT^-2, no. 6. Another book was then published, this time in verse ; it was less

bitter than the preceding and had as its title : In nunierorujn divinatores vulgo
cabalistas, carmen ; its author was the Jesuit Cesare Cordara (1733). It is in the
Raccolta opusculi del Calogerd, vol. XII. p. 215.

1 So near indeed that the statue was damaged in the following years, and had to be
guarded by a detachment of troop-. Archiv. Stor. Capir., Cred. VI. vol. 100, p. 216.

Sitting of the Com'munal Council of the lothof Dec, 1739.
'"'' Ad efFetto che non res-

tino ulteriorrjiente dannegiate le statue dei Giganti dalle persone in occasione dell'

estrazione del Lotto, il Conte Ottieriparli con Mons. Ricci Coimnissario delle arnii
perche nei giorni deW estrazionefaccia custodire dai soldati le dette statue.'''

2 This profit was at once divided by the Pope among the charitable institutions and
the churches of the city. The church del Bambin Gesu was built with money from
this fund ; those of S. Pancrazio, S. Pietro in Montorio, S. LDrenzo in Borgo received

sums varying between three hundred and two thousand crowns, which were
employed in their restoration. Five hundred crowns were devoted to the purchase
of books for the Vatican Library, and thirty thousand crowns to the work of

deviating the Ronco near Ravenna. (Casanatense, Miscell., fol. 140.)
3 nth of March, 1732. Casanatense Library, Collez. Bandi, ut supra, no. 29.

_

•4 Minutes drawn up by the notary Galosius, who presided, in 1733, at the drawing
of the lottery. Archiv. di Stato, Prot. 918, fol. 91, 219, 403. Extractio quinque
puellaruin. An association was commissioned to superintend the organisation of

the lottery. It regulated its working. Casanat. Libr., Collez. Bandi, vol, 43,
no. 14. '5 Diario d^l Chracas^ ad an., 2 February.
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The Church of Santa Maria Aracoeli.

The custom that the first Christians had of raising, on the site

of pagan temples, churches dedicated to forms of the Divinity

which as nearly as possible recalled those previously honoured,
induced them to consecrate to the Virgin the church which, on
the Capitoline Mount, replaced the temple dedicated to Juno,
who had been considei'ed as the Dea Virgo Celestis^ or simply
the Dea Celestis. To this deity was also given the name oijuno
Moneta} She was the Counsellor or adviser ; and this role of

hers explains the legend that grew up concerning the church of

the Capitol ; for the superstitions and fancies of the Middle Ages
were almost always intimately connected with the reminiscences
and realities of preceding epochs.^

The general opinion is that the Santa Maria Church was built

on the ruins of the temple, about 590 A.D., in the time of St.

Gregory the Great ;
^ but the first mention made of it is in the

year 882. At this date, it was called Santa Maria in Capitolio,

and depended on a Benedictine monastery whose abbot was styled

Abbas Capitolii.^ To the monks of this establishment it was

1 See pages 20 and 22.

2 Homo, Lexicon of Roman Topography (in French), 1900, p. 581 ; Luigi
Borsari, Topographia di Roma antica^ Milan, 1897 ; Gatti, Giuseppe. Acad.
Kojnana di Arck., Ser. II. vol. VI. p. 331-349. In Cicero, D^ Divinatione, Bk, I.

XLV. we read : '''' Atque scripttim a inultis est, quian tei-rae i7iotus /actus esset

:

' Ut sue plenaprocuratio fieret^' vocem ab aede Junonis ex arce exstitisse ; quocirca
Junonem illam appellatam Monetam."

3 Armellini, Le Chiese di Roma^ p 540 ; Grisar, Roma alia Jine del Mondo
Anlico.l. 336; Nibby, Roma moderna^ I. 341; P. Casimiro, Memorie istoriche
della Chiesa e convento di Santa Maria in Araceli, Rome, 1845. There was a
first edition in 1736. According to Wadding, Annates Minorum^ III. 250, the
church was probably built under Constantine the Great ; but this assertion does not
seern justified, since at the time of the Vandal invasion in 455, the temples of the
Capitol were still standing and were plundered by Genseric. Cf. J. Vetter,
L Aracoeliy Rome, 1886.

'I Mabillon, Mus. Italic.^ II. i6i ; Nibby, loc. cit.^ p. 342 ; Armellini, p. 540.

K
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that the Antipope, Anacletus, made the donation of the Capito-
Hne Mount which has already been mentioned.
On the 26th of June, Pope Innocent IV. transferred the abbey

and its appurtenances to the Minor Friars of St. Francis by his

Bull " Lampas mszgms coelestiiim^ " in which he designated the
abbey under the name of Mojiasteriwn Sanctae Mariae de
Capitolio} The Franciscans restored and beautified the church :

they commissioned Pietro Cavallini to make in the chancel an
Ambo in mosaic, which was pulled down in 1561, by the order of
Pius IV., to allow of the friars having their place in the chancel.

Cavallini is said to have also represented in mosaic the meeting
ofAugustine and the Sibyl, which was supposed to have occurred
at this spot.

It was, in fact, about the same time that the legend obtained
credence which gave the church its name of AracoeH ; but one
needs to go further back for its origin, which lay in the opinion
that two masters could not reign, simultaneously, upon earth,

and that, since Jesus had appeared, the Roman Caesar must
yield to him. Orosius expresses this opinion when, after

speaking of Christ's birth, he says : Eodeinque teiitpore hic^ ad
qiiem reruin omnium summa concesserat^ dominian se " homi-
num adpellari 71071 passus est\ imo no7i. ausits^ qiioverus do77ii7ms

totiiis ge7ieris hiima7i,i i7iter koj7tmes Tiatus estj^ ^ The conviction,

in spreading, assumed two forms. In the west, it contented
itself with symbolising the dispossession of Caesar, whereas, in

the east, there was an additional substitution of new prophets
for the old, of a new divinity for the old ones.^ It is of the

1 Wadding, II. 78 ; Calogera, OJ>usculi, XX. 103. This Bull is not in the Magnuin
Bullariu7n. The transfer was confirmed by Pope Innocent IV. in 1251, and by Pope
Alexander VI. in 1259. Muratori, R. Italic. Script..^ Ill 592. The Catalogo delle

Abhazie rornane^ drawn up by Pietro Mallio and Giovanni Diacono, about the end
of the twelfth century, mentions :

"
.S". Maria in Capitolio^ uhi est ara Filii Dei.''

2 A. Orosii, Historiarum adversus Paganos Libri VII, Mayence, 1615, I. VI.
c. 22, p. 451. Cf. Graf, Roma nella inemoria . . . del medio aevo, Turin, 1882, I.

310, who has made a deep study of the history of this legend.
3 Jacques de Voragine narrates, in the Golden Legend, c. VI. Dc Nativitate.

(Lyons edition, 1554, fol. 8 ; cf. Th. Graesse, 1890), both of these legends. ''''Cum

ergo {Octavianus) in die nativitatis doutini consilium super hac re convocasset et

Sibylla sola in camera imperatoris oraculis insisteret in die in 7nedio circulus
aureus apparttit circa solem, et in medio circulivirgo pidcherrimastans stiper aram
pueruin gestans in gremio. Tunc Sibylla hoc Caesari ostendit. Cum atitem
ivtperatnr adpraedictain visionem plurimujn admiraretur, audivit vocem dicentem
sibi : Haec est ara Dei coeli. Dixitque ei Sibylla : Hicpuer uiajor te est, et ideo

ipsujn adora. Eadem autein camera in honore sanctae Mariae dedicata est, unde
usque hoc dicitt-cr sancta Maria ara coeli ; intelligcns eni7n imperator quod hie

puer major se erat, ei thura obtulit : et Deus de caetero vocari recusavit. De hoc
autem Orosius ita dicit : Octaviani tempore hora circiter tertia coe lo repente
liquido acpuero et sereno cij'culus ad speciein caetestis arcus orbem solis ambivit
quasi venturus esset, qui ipsum solem solum mundumque totum et fecisset et

regeret. Haec Orosius. Idem ait Eutropius. Refert quoque Timothaeus historio-

grafus se in antiquiis Romanortim historiis invenisse quod Octavianus XXXV
regni sui anno Capitolium ascendit, et quis post se rempublicam gubernarct a- dijs
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latter version that the most ancient traces are found. Augustus,
wishing to know who would succeed him, went to the Pythian
priestess, who, at first, gave him no answer ; then decided, at

last, to tell him he must quit his abode, because a Jewish child

FIG. 48.—CHURCH OF S. MARIA ARACOELI. THE CLOCK OF THE
ROMAN PEOPLE, (p. TOTTI, Ritratto di Roma Moderna, 1657,

p. 408.)

was born who had reduced the gods to submission, and to

order the temples to be forsaken. Hearing this, the Emperor

sollicitc requisivit. Et audivit voceni sihi dicentem : Pucr aetJicrciis ex Deoziivente
sine tempoi^e gcnitics non lu^dtuiu post ex i)itcinerata virgine Deus hojno nascitnrjis
sine macula; Jioc aicdito ihi araiii aedificavit^ cui hunc tituluni inscripsit : Haec
est ara filii Dei viventis. Secundo, &c." Cf. Arnold von HarfF, Die Pilgerfahrt
. . . 1497, Cologne, i860; Italian translation, Arch.. Veneto^ XL L p. 140.

R 2
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had an altar raised on the Capitol, with the inscription : altar

to the first-born of God, Ara Primogeniti Dei}
The western form of the legend is found in the Mirabilia :

" The Senators seeing the Emperor's beauty, which was such as

to make it impossible to look him in the face, and his unparal-
leled prosperity by which he had subjected the world to his

laws, told him that so many advantages could not have been
granted him if he had not been a god. He went therefore to

consult the Tiburtian Sibyl on the matter, who asked to reflect for

three days, during which she had recourse to her divinations,

whereafter she told the Emperor that a king had come from
Heaven to judge the earth throughout the centuries, and
that this king had assumed a human form. Then the heaven
opened, and a radiance appeared, amidst which the Emperor saw
a virgin of marvellous beauty standing on an altar, with a child

in her arms. While he was wondering at the sight, a voice from
on high reached his ears: ' This Virgin,' said the voice, ^ shall

conceive the Redeemer of the world.' And again: 'She is the

most cherished daughter of God.' The Emperor immediately
prostrated himself and adored the Christ. He related his vision

to the Senators. It appeared to him in his chamber on the spot

where now stands the church of Santa Maria in Capitolio,

which is why the edifice is now called the church of S. Maria in

Ara Coeli." 2

This version, subsequently, underwent curious transforma-
tions. The Sibyl was named Ara CoeH. Augustus summoned
all the wise men. He did so from modesty or because he
feared, that a more powerful monarch than he being destined to

succeed him, the honours rendered to himself might later turn to

his confusion.^ It was also related that an emperor had
erected, on this spot, a temple fated to last, as the oracles said,

as long as no virgin should bear a child; the temple fell in, on
the birth of Jesus.* This was one of the forms of the thought
which facts justified, and which was so often and so diversely

1 Joannes Antiochenus, surnamed Malala, a writer of the sixth century ; Historia
Chronica^ then Cedreno, Suidas, Nicephorus ; Malala quotes Timothy. Cf. G. B.
de Rossi, Bullettino di Archeologia Christ.^ 1894, p. 85.

2 Mirabilia, ed. Parthey, pp. 33, 34. The narration of the Gra^hia reproduced
this with but few variations ; no mention, however, is made in it of the church. It

terminates with these words, in which the influence of the eastern tradition is felt :

'''' Aliavero die, d^im ^opulus dominum illunt vocare decrevisset, station fnanu et

. vultu repressit. Nee etiam a filiis do7itinM}n se appellaripermisit, dicens : Cu7n
si7n mortalis do7iiinum me dicere nolo." Ed. C. L. tJrlichs, 1871, p. 120, line 33.

3 A. Graf, t. I. p. 315.
4 Gregorovius, II. 497, 524, 525. Borsarl, To^ogr. di Roma antica, p. 202, and

Gatti, Atti deir Accad. Pontif. dei Nuovi Lincei, an. 1896, p. 331, are of opinion
that the name Aracoeli comes from Ara Virginis Coelestis, which was contracted
into Ara Coelestis, since the Juno Coelestis was called indifferently, as has been
said, Virgo Coelestis, Dea Virgo Coelestis, or simply Coelestis. It has even been
maintained that Coelestis might h^ve been re^d : CQe'li est.
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expressed in the Middle Ages, to wit, that the advent of Christi-

anity necessarily involved the overthrow of the ancient

world.

It is only natural, since the legend grew up first, without the

place of the vision being fixed, that a locality should have been
assigned to it in the temple of the Virgo Coelesiis^ first of the fe-

male divinities of Rome and having as her prerogative the task

of warning and ad-

vising the Romans.
Now it may also

be that the name
Aracoeli does not

come from Ubi est

ara filii Dei^ but
from Arce^ since

the temple was
built on that part

of the Capitoline

Mount which was
called the Arx ; or

it may come from
Aiirocoelo^ a name
given to certain

churches, notably
to a church in

Pavia.^ However
this may be, the

name S. Maria in

Aracoeli, or simply
Aracoeli, became
the definitive title

of the church of

the Capitol. An
archaic inscription,

engraven on an altar in the chapel of St Helena, recorded the

legendary origin of this appellation :

LVMINIS HANC ALMAM MATRIS QVI SCANDIS AD AVLAM
CVNCTARVM PRIMA QVAE FVIT ORBE SITA

NOXAS QVOD CAESAR TVNC STRVXI r OCTAVIANVS
HANC ARA COELI SACRA PROLES CVM PATET EI.2

The church possessed an image of the Virgin, attributed to

St. Luke, which, during the Great Plague of 1348, procured it

abundant offerings, utilised in building the staircase that leads

to it. There are one hundred and eighty steps in it. Lorenzo

FIG. 49.— S. MARIA ARACOELI. (GERMAN
ENGRAVING OF THE BEGINNING OF THE
CENTURY.)

1 Armellinij Le Chi se di Roma, p. 141. 2 Armellini, p. 541.
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di Simone Andreozzi built it with stones taken from the temple
of Quirinus on the Quirinal.^ About 1460, Cardinal Oliviero

Caraffa rebuilt the arches of the two side aisles of the church
;

and, in 1561, Pius IV., renewmg a prescription which Paul IV.

had issued, but which had never been carried out, had part of

the funeral monuments taken away with which the church was
crowded.^ Leo X. gave a cardinal's title to the Aracoeli church.

In 1564, the door was opened which gives issue on to the Square
of the Capitol, through Vignola's portico. It was Alessandro
Mattei who placed, in the small window above the door, the
mosaic representing the Virgin, between two angels, which may
still be seen there. Previously, egress was obtained by a door
that opened where now stands the chapel of S. Matteo. It

gave issue into the cemetery and near the obelisk.^ Gregory
XIII. ordered that all those possessing chapels in the church
should restore them ; but the necessary repairs were only made
under his successors. In commemoration of the victory of

Lepanto (1571), a gilded ceiling was put up, not, as has been
generally written, in the same year, but in the course of the

years following.*

These embellishments were carried out at the people's

expense, since they were the owners of the church. It has been
seen that the City magistrates often held sittings, especially

puring the fifteenth century, in the cloisters of the monastery
and under the church porch. In the year 1445, Pope Eugenius
IV. recognised the people's rights over the church and its

appurtenances.^

1 Nardini, Roma antica, p. 184 ; Panciroli, Tesori nascosti di Roma, 1625,

2 Among these monuments, still very numerous, the inscriptions of which have
been collected by Forcella, is that of Biondi or Blondi, the describer of Rome, whose
work has been already quoted. Forcella, I. n. 519; P. Casimiro, p. 28 ; Terribilini,

Le Chiese di Rojna, MS. in the Casanatense Library, 2183, p. 120.
'^ Boissardus, J. J., Romanae Urbis Topog., p. 26.

^ Sitting of the 20th of Nov., 1571. The battle had been fought on the 7th of

September. Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred. I. vol. 38, fol. 347. On the igth of June,
1572, Pope Gregory XIII., by a jjiotu proprio^ authorised the Communal Council to

deduct from t\\^ gabella dello studio the funds required for the work. " Cum^ sicut

accepimus, dilecti filii . . . in memoriam gloriosissimae victoriae . . . laquear
fabricari, ornari et decorari facere decrevernnt. . .

." Archiv. Stor. Capit., Cred.
I. vol. 38, fol. 381.

5 By a Hull addressed to the Senators, Conservators, and caporioni, whom he com-
missioned to be for ever the protectors of the monastery and ths monks. The Bull
does not figure in the Magnum Bullai^ium ; Vitale, Sioi'ia diplom. de Senato7'i di
Roma, II. 413, gives it.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
The letter M designates the objects forming part of the Capitoline Museums,

designates artists or artisans having worked at the Capitol.
Art

Abundance, statue, M, 215, note 2

Academies, 223, 229
Academy of the Antiquarians, 230
Academy of the Arcadians, 230, 231, 232,

233, 234, 238 ^

Academy of Drawing, 229
Academy of the " Infecondi," 230
Academy of the Lincei, 230
Academy of S. Luca, 230
Accolti (Vincenzo), 182
Achilles, See Dish
Acqua Felice, 153
Acqua Marcia, 49, 146
Acqua Marcia Castle, 146
Adonis, statue, 209
Aedes Thensarum, 48, 50
Aequimelium, 51, 52
Aesculapius, statue, 41
Aesculapius, statue, M, 215, note 2

Agon Capitolimis, 16

Agriculturists (Corporation of), 169, 171
Agrippa, bust, M, 219
Agrippina (Funeral Urn of the first

Agrippina), M, 197, 198, 200, 214,

note I

Agrippina and Nero, group, M, 207
Albani (Card. Alessandro), 216, 217
Albani (Orazio), Senator, 135, 190, 193
Alberini (Marcello). 162, 163, 180
Alberini (Orazio), 162, 164
Albertini (L ), 201

Aldrovandi, description of the Capit.

Museums, 204
Alexander, bust, M, 207
Alexander, nude, statue, 209
Alexander IV,, 67
Alexander VL, 242, note i

Alexander VIL, 186, 187, 189, 190, 214,

239, note 7
Alexander VIL, statue, 189
Alexander Severus, 15
Alexander Severus, sarcophagus, 210,

213, note 7
Alsina. Biagio, Art., 224

Amazon, statue, M, 220
Amazon (wounded), statue, M, 220
Amazon, supposed, statue, M, 216
Amazons (sarcophagus of the), M, 219
Amadeus of Savoy, 87
Ammianus Marcellinus, 53
Ammon, bust, 217
Ampere, 135
Amulio, Cardinal, 178
Anacletus, Antipope, 66, 75, 105, 242
Ancus Marcius, 7, 44
Andrea Morena de Lodi, 98
Andrea di Normanni, Senator, 69-70
Andreozzi (Lorenzo di Simone), 346
Annius Verus (Palace of), 136
Antinolis, statue, M, 218
Antipater, son of Antiochus, 11

Antony, bust, M, 207
Antonine the Pious, bust, 217
Antonio of Grassis, Senator, 192
Antonio of Pontianis, Art., 92
Apes, M, 205
Apollo, status by Calamis, 39
Apollo, statues, M, 205, 207, 215, note 2,

217, 221
Apollo (so-called colossal statue of), M,

200, 214, note I

Apothecaries (Corporation of the), 170
Appius Claudius Sabinus, 10
Aracoeli. See S. Maria Aracoeli
Area (Lodovico), Senator, 154
Arch of Portogallo, 214
Arch (Triumphal) of Marcus Aurelius

40, 202
Arch (Triumphal), Nero, 16, 24
Arch (Triumphal), Scipio Africanus, 19
Arch (Triumphal), Septimus Severus,

74, 75, 91, loi, 126, 188, 223
Archbrotherhood S. Sanctorum. See
Sancta Sanctorum

Arch-Gaul, bass-relief, M, 219
Architects having worked at the Capitol.

See
Balestra, Carlo
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Del Duca, Giov.
Delia Porta
Lunghi, Martino
Maffei, Andrea
Matteo di Castello
Michael Angelo
Rinaldi, Carlo
Rinaldi, Girolamo
Roverella
Specchi, Alessandro
Tittoni, Filippo

Arco diSettimio (Via dell'), 7, 19, 22, 26,

102
Area Capitolina, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16 19, 20,

28, 29, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51,

52, 107
Aristides of Smyrna, M, 205
Aristides of Smyrna, bust, M, 205, note 7
Arms and escutcheons (chief ones) figur-

ing on the walls of the Capitol:

Bovio, Giacomo
Cibo, Cardinal
Estouteville (Cardinal of)

Gualdi
Porcari
Roverella
Tolosano, Niccolo

Arnaud of Brescia, 67
Arpino (Giuseppe Cesari, called the

Chevalier of), 158, 159, 187, 190, 213,
note 7

Artists and Artisans having worked at

the Capitol. See
Alsina. Biagio
Antonio of Pontianis
Ascenz

)

Baldassare
Bartolommeo di Tommaso
Basso of Florence
Beltrano
Benedetto of Pisa
Bescape, Ruggiero
Caffarelli, Gio. Petro
Cencio, Jacobi Vannucii
Corbolini, Nardo
Cristoforo, Geremia
Del Buffalo, Orazio
Diana, Domenico
Ferretti, Antonio
Filippo, Maestro
Firmo da Caravaggio
Francesco
Ghezzi
Giannini, Domenico
Gidone, Simone
Giovanni Antonio of Pomis
Giovanni da Mantova
Guidocci, Leonardo
Jacobo of Bologna
Landini, Taddeo
Laureti, Tommaso
Ludovicus
I>upis, Domenico de
Macaronius, Marius

Maes, Girolamo
Mancini, Domenico
Mellini
Napolioni, Clemente
Nello di Bartolommeo
Nucci
Oliviero, Paolo
Paolo Romano
Peracca, Antonio
Petrus
Pietra Santa, Lorenzo
Pietro di Giovanni da Varese
Pincellotti, Francesco
Rondino, Alessandro
Rossi
Salviati de Anania
Spagna, Giuseppe
Topi, Vincenzo
Torrone, Gio. Batta.
Valsoldi, Giovanni Antonio
Visco, Domenico

Artisti, 193
Arvales (College of the), 35, 46
Arx, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, II, 12, 13, 14, 17, 185

19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 41, 54,
245

Ascenzo da Mantova, Art., loi
Assectamentum (room of the). See
Audience-chamber

Astalli (Lorenzo), 208
Asylum, 4, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, t8, 19,

20, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 36
Athena (Pronaos of), 30
Athenaeum, speech room, 16, 48
Audebert_ (Nicholas), description of the

Capitoline museums, 209, note 3
Audience-chamber of the Senator, also

called Hall of the Assectamentum,
77, 78, 84, 128, 155, 183, 222

Auguraculum, 7, 20, 22
Augurs, 7, 14
Augustus, 14, 15, 34, 39, 44, 46, 50
Augustus, seated, statue, M, 215, note 2
Augustus, bust, 217
Augustus, statues, M, 206, 218
Augustus (Mausoleum of the family oQ,

197
_

Aurelia Extricata, 119, 120
Aurelian, 15
Ausonius, 53
Altar, circular, M, 213, note 4
Altar, square base on which are repre-

sented the labours of Hercules, M,
219

Altar dedicated to Hercules, 200, 204
Altar dedicated to Jupiter Sol Serapis,
M, 219

Altar dedicated to the Mater Magna,
M, 221

Altars of the Vicomagistri, M, 200
Aventine, supposed statue of the Aven-

tine Mount, M, 208
Averlino (Antonio) called Filarete, 136,

137
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Bacchante, statue, M, 216

Bacchus, statue, M, 207, 215, note 2

Bacchus, child, statue, M, 205
Balconies of the Senatorial palace, 77,

154
Baldassare, marble-cutter. Art., 92
Balestra (Carlo), architect, 187
Balustrade of the Square, 143, 145, 188

Banderisi. See Bannerets
Bannerets, 93, 94, 108, 117
Barbarians (statues of two), 216

Barberini (Taddeo), 188, 198, note 3

Bartolommeo di Tommaso, Art., 92
Basa (Domcnicoj, 175, note 5, 180, t8i

Bases (dedicatory) of the towns of Lycia,

48
Bases. See Altars.

Basso of Florence, Art., loi, note 5, 103,

notes I and 2

Bass-reliefs. See
Arch of Portogallo
Arch-Gaul
Endymion
Jupiter Capitolinus
Marcus Aurelius
Mettius Curtius
Mithra
Pan and the Nymphs
Sarcophagus of Achilles
Sarcophagus of the Amazons
Sarcophagus of the Four Seasons

Beata Rita, 23
Bell of the Capitol, 68, 87, 113, 187
Bellona (Asiatic), altar of the, 47
Beltrano, Art., 92, note i, loi, note i

Belvedere of the Vatican, 202, 206
Bembo, Cardinal, 155, 200
Benedetto of Pisa, Art., 141, note 2

Benedict XIII., 192, 216, 227, 231, 239
Benedict XIV., 219, 221, 224, 230
Benedict of Sainte-More, 58
Beneficentia (Sanctuary of the), 16, 46
Benozzo Gozzoli, fresco of San Gemi-

gnano_, 99
Bernardino of Sienna (Fra), 118

Bernini, 173
Berry (representation of the Capitol in

the Hour-book of the Duke of). See
Chantilly

Bescape (Ruggiero), Art., 82, 211, 212
Bibulus (Sepulchre of), 23
Biondo (Flavio), 89
Biondo (Flavio), his place of burial at

S. Maria Aracoeli, 246, note 2

Blado, printer, 175, note 5
Blado, his widow, 181

Blasio (Camillo), jailer, 163
Bocca della Verita (Via della), 17, 52
Boccabella (Luzio), 144
Boccapaduli, 148, 180, 208
Bona Fortuna, statue, 49
Bonfilii (Benedetto) of Perugia, painter,

156, 159
Boniface, Antipope, 136

Boniface VI 1 1., 137, note 2

Boniface IX., 69, 71, 78, 88

Bonus Eventus, statue, 49
Bakers (Corporation of the), 170, 171
Booksellers (Corporation of the), 181

Bootmakers (Corporation of the), 169

170, 171
Butchers (Corporation of the), 169
Bovio (Giacomo), 131
Boy and Girl, group, M, 219
Bridge (St. Angel's), 76. :iee Ponte
Brutus (L. Junius), busts, M, 206, 218,

note 1

Brutus (L Junius), statue, 49
Bufala (Vicolo della), 52
Buffalo. See Del Buffalo
Bull-fights, 117, 118

Bull of Louis of Bavaria. See Louis of
Bavaria

Buoncompagni (Giacomo), 175
Buoncompagni (Giacomo), statue, 172
Burchard, 174
Busts (collection of Cardinal Albani)

M, 217

Caccialupi, Abbe, 220
'

Caelius (Mount), 4, 21

Caesar, 17, 34
Caesar, colossal statue of, 206
Caffarelli (iVscanio), director of the

printing-house, 180
Caffarelli (Gio. Pietro), superintendent of

the works, 154
Caffarelli (family), 112

Caffarelli (palace), 4, 8, 41, 108

Calata Comitia, 9, 12, 47
Caligula, 16, 197
Caligula, bust, M, 217
Camellaria, 105, 166

Camillus, called Zingara, statue, M, 199,

200, 205, 214, note I

Campanile (bell tower), 99, 124, 126, 150,

151, 187, 225
Campanile (bell tower), statues, 151,

note I. See Clock of the Roman
people

Campanile of Aracoeli, 223
Campidoglio (Piazza del), 4, 19, 23, 26,

27, 28, 29, 82, 140-148
Campidoglio (Via del), 19, 26, 106, 144,

164
Campus Martius, 3, 4, 8, 13, 17, 18, 23,

24, 28, 35, 50, 52
Cancellaria, 105, 166
Capitani (room of the), 216
Capitolina (Via), 74, 76, 142, 144, 148,

187
Capitolium Vetus, 48
Caporioni, 117, 130, 185
Caracalla, 15
Caracalla, bust, M, 217
Caraffa (Cardinal Oliviero), 246-

Caravagio (paintings of the chapel by),

22?
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Career, 19
Carmentalis (Gate), 9, 17
Caroline Louisa, Margravine of Baden
and Durlach, 235

Carpenters (Corporation of the), 169
Carpi (Cardinal of), 206
Carrachio (Annibal), 159
Carroccio, 70
Cartaro (plan of), 125
Carushomo (Senator), 106, note i

Casa Romuli, 47
Casanova (Giacomo), 230
Casella (Filippo), 212, 213
Cassiodorus, 64
Castor and Pollux. See Dioscuri
Catherine II. of Russia, 234
Catulus (Q. Lutatius), 33, 34, 38
Cavalieri (Toramaso), 180
Cavalli, 236
Cavallini (Pietro), 242
Cechino de Campello, 114, note 4
Cedri (advocate), 236
Cencio, Jacobi Vannucii (carpenter),

Art, 92
Centum Gradus (staircase of the), 15,

18, 20, 29, 52, 66, note 3
Cesarini (Baron), 86, 87
Cestius (Pyramid of), 214
Chancellor (tower called the Tower of

the). See Torre del Mercato del

Cancelliere
Chantill}^, Cond6 Museum, representa-

tion of the Capitol, 98
Chapel of the Palace of the Conservators,

78, 222
Chariots of the sun and moon, 40
Charles of Anjou, Senator, 69, 79
Charles of Anjou, statue, M, 200
Charles V., 123, 127
Chastity, statue, M, 207, 215, note 2

Child hugging a bird, M, 218
Child hugging a goose to his bosom, M,

219
Christina, Queen of Sweden, bust and
commemorative inscription, 196

Churches. See San
Cibo (Cardinal), his coat of arms, 91,

102
Cicero, 39
Cicero bust, M, 213
Ciogni (family of the Clock "moder-

ators ") 226
Circus Flaminius, 35
Circus Maximus, 20, 199
Cistern of the Palaceof the Conser'/ators,

94, 119
Claudius, 16, 47
Claudius, bust, M, 207
Claudius the Gothic, statue, 16, 50
Clement III., 136
Clement VIL, 87
Clement VII., statue, 173
Clement VIII., 82, 123, 153, 154, 159
Clernent IX., 190

Clement X., 1S7, 190
Clement XL, 191, 216, 223
Clement XL (portico of), 82

Clement XIL, 187, 217, 218, 219, 239
Clement XIL, slatue, 224
Clement XI 1 1., 220
Clement XIV., 192, 225, 230, 234
Clivus Argentarius, 17, 23
Clivus Capitolinus, 8, 9, 12, 15, 17, 18,

19, 20, 25, 26, 29, 74
Cloaca Maxima, 7
Clock of the Roman People. See Bell

of the Capitol
Cock (Hieronymus). See Kock
Coke (Thomas), 212
Cola di Rienzo, 70, 77, 78, 85, 87, 100,

135, 148, 209
Coliseum, 61, note i

Coliseum (materials taken from), 164,

188, 199, note 4, 223
Colonna (Constable, Prince), 196
Colonna (Mark Antony), 173, 175
Colonna (Stefano), 87
Colossi of the Capitol :

Fragments, M, 200, 201, 202, 203
Hand holding a globe, 203. See
Augustus
Commodus
Domitian
Nero
Samson
Tiberius

Column (rostral), M, 213, note 7
Columns of the Square, 125, 147
Columns (Greek), 209, 216
Comedy, statue, 207
Comitium, 10, 19
Commodus, 15, 48, 96
Commodus, child, bust, 217
Commodus (colossal head, said to be

that of), 205, 213, note 7
See aho Nero

Concilia of the plebs, 12

Concord (temple of), 14, 20, 22, 25, 26,

27
Conde Museum. See Chantilly
Constables of the Guards, 116

Conservators (Tribunal of the), 127
Conservators (Palace of the). Sec

Palace
Consolazione (Hospital of the), 148
Consolazione (Via della), 52

^

Constans, son of Constantine, statue,

M, 146, 204, 214, 219
Constantine, 53
Constantine, statue, 82, 146, 204, 212,

213, note 7, 214
Constantine (so-called equestrian

statue), 134, 135
Corbolini (Nardo), Art., 139, note i

Corbulo, 24
Cord wainers (Corporation of). 6"^^ Boot-
makers

Corilla Olympica, 233-238
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Coriolanus, 10

Cornelius (Lucius), praetor, bust, M,
211

Coronation of the Popes, 117, 174
Coronations (poetical), 82-85, 231-238
Corporations having their tribunal in the

Capitol. See
Agriculturists
Apothecaries
Bakers
Butchers
Carpenters
Cordwainers
Dealers
Innkeepers
Ironmongers
Millers
Masons
Notaries
Silk (Arts of)

Spice-Merchants
Tailors
Woolmongers

Corsi (family of the), 65, 66, -jd

Corsini (Tommaso), 194
Courtyard of the Palace of the Conserv-

ators, 82, 96, 127, 205, 210
Crescimbeni, 233
Cristoforo Geremia of Mantua, Art-,

138
Cupid, statue, 47
Cupid and Psyche, group, M, 219
Curia Calabra, 9, 12, 47
Curia Innocenziana, 240
Cynocephalus, M, 204

Daniel of Volterra (?), 159
Dasti (Baron Carlo), 228
De Brosses (President), 132, 213, note 5
Dea Virgo Celestis (shrine of the), 23,

241
Dealers. See Mercanti
Decoration of the Palaces. See Palace
Decemvirs, 14
Del Buffalo (Orazio), Art-, 154
Del Cinque (Gio. Paolo), 237
Del Duca (Giovanni), architect, 154
Delia Porta (Giacomo), architect, 141,

142, 148, 150, 153, 211
Devoti, 236
Diana (Domenico), sculptor, Art., 171
Diana lucifera, statue, M, 220
Diana, statues, M, 204, 216, 218, 219
Diana, statuettes, 217
Dii Consentes (portico of the), 18, 25,

26, 27
Diocletian, 53
Diogenes, bust, M. 217
Dioscuri (group of the), 49, 128, 145, 184,

212, 214, 224, 240
Disk representing the life of Achilles, M,
220

Domitian, 16, 27, 29, 35, 45, 50

Domitian (temple of Jupiter Capi-
tolinus built by), 38, 40, 43

Domitian (colossal head ®f), 125, 187,

200, 214. See also Nero
Domitius Aenobarbus, bust, M, 217
Dosio (plan of), 125
Drapers (Corporation of), 171
Drovers (Corporation of the), 169
Du Perac (Etienne), representation of

the Capitol, 128
Duillius (rostral column of), 213, note 7
Dung-heap, sacred, 19

Ediles, their office, 12, 48
Edict of Nantes (festivities on the

occasion of), 196
Egidio of Toccho, 93
Egypt. See Statues (Egyptian)
Endymion, reposing, bass-relief, M, 216
Endymion, statue, M, 205, note i

Epicurus, bust, M, 217
Esquilian, 6
Este (Cardinal Luigi of), 207
Estouteville (Cardinal Guillaume of), 72,

102
Estrapade or strappado, 168
Eugenius IV., 89, 91, 160, 246
Euripides, bust, 217
Evelyn (John), description of the

Capitoline Museums, 213, note 7
Executions, 107, 108, 112-114, 166-168

Faba Tosta (Via), 74, 75
Fabius Maximus, statuey 49
Falda (Gio. Batta.), representation of

the Capitol, 165
Farnese (Cardinal Alexander), 205, 209
Farnese (Cardinal Alexander), statue,

Fasti (Consular), 205, 209, 215
Faun, statue, M, 217
Faustina, busts, M, 207, 217
Fazio degli Uberti, 98
Fedeli, 104, 114, note 2, 161, 195
Felicity (shrine of), 47
Fenzonio (Gio. Batta.), Senator, 193
Ferdinand I., Grand' Duke of Tuscany,

175, note 5
Ferdinand IV., King of the Two Sicilies,

239
Ferrara (Cardinal of). See Este
Ferretti (Antonio), Art., 152, note 4,

188, note I

Ferretti (Francesco) of Ancona, 89
Festivities held in the Capitol :

In the 14th century, 87
In the 15th ,, 117, 118
In the i6th ,, 174, 175
In the 17th ,, 195, 196
In the i8th ,, 228, 229, 230

Ficoroni (collection of inscriptions of),

218
Fides (temple of), 9, 14, 16, 43, 45, 48
Filigato, Pope, 197
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Filarete. o*?^ Averlino (Antonio)
Filippo (Maestro), Art., 184, note 5,

212, 213, no doubt Filippo Casella
Filippucci (Tommaso), 144
Fines devoted to the rebuilding of the

palaces, 150
Fioravante, Captain of the Capitol, 162

Fiorelli (Raffaele), clock-maker, 228
Firmo da Caravaggio, Art., loi

Fish-jaw, M, 216
Flamens, 14
Flaminia Gate, 193
Flumentana Gate, 9
Fondo statuario, 119
Foot in bronze supposed to be that of

Cestius, 214
Fora (Imperial), 14, 17, 18

Fornix Calpurnius, 19
Fortuna Primigenia (shrine of), 9, 14
Fortuna Bona. See Bona Fortuna
Fortune, headless, statue, M, 207
Forum, 3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 17, 18, 22, 23, 26,

27, 65, lOT, 124, 128, 135, 136, 154
Forum Boarium, 3, 9, 13, 17, 20, 52
Forum Holitorium, 9, 17
Fountain of the Capitol, 152, 153, 187,

225
Fra Montreale. See Montreale
Francesco,Venetian marble-cutter, Art.,

92
Francesco (Senator). See Gualdi (family)

Francis I., Emperor of Germany, 239
Frangipani, 65
Frederick I., Barbarossa, 68
Frederick II., Emperor, 70
Frederick Augustus II., 239
Frieze (naval), 208, note 7
Fulvius Flaccus, 19
Furietti (Cardinal Alessandro), 219,

note 3, 220
Furius Camillus (L.), 20
Furius Purpureo (L.), 21

Fusconi (Adriano), 209
Fustigation, 160, 161

Gabella DEi.LO Studio or Wine
Gabelle, 144, 149, 154, 178

Galassi (Antonio), T04, note 6
Galasso of Bologna, 92, 115, note i

Galeotto (Senator). See Gualdi (family)

Galletti (Fabrizio), 180
Games. See Agon and Ludi
Gardens of the Palace of the Con-

servators, 108, 184
Garrison of the Capitol, 114, 115, 116

Gates. See Portae
Gauls (siege of the Capitol by the), 11,

^3
Geese of the Capitol, 11, 76
Geese in bronze, M, 216
Geese in bronze (room of the), 216, note 4
Gelasius II., 65
Gemoniae. See Scalae Gemoniae
Genius, statue, M, 207

Genius Populi Romani (shrine of), 47
Gens Julia (altar of the), 47, 49, 50
Genseric, 53
Germanicus, 16, 47, 48. See also
Trophies

Gesii (church of the), 190
Ghetto, 109
Ghezzi (Giuseppe), 223
Ghezzi (Pietro), Art., 224
Ghislerio (Innocenzo), clock-maker, 226
Giacomo da Pietra Santa. See Pietra
Santa

Giannini (Domenico), carpenter. Art.,
224

Gibbet. See Monte Caprine
Gidone (Simone), Art., 224
Giovanni Antonio of Pomis, architect,

Art., 185
Giovanni da Ferrara, Constable, 116
Giovanni da Mantova, Art., loi

Giovanni Del Duca. See Del Duca
Giovanni of Leono (Senator), 114, note 5
Girl holding bird, M, 207
Girl, statue, M, 219. See Boy and Girl

Giudea (Piazza), 109, 168
Giulia. See Marciana
Giuliano da Aquila, 116
Giulio Romano (Via), 23
Gladiator (Dying), M, 218
Goldsmiths (Corporation of the), 144
Gfadus Monetae, 18, 19
Gregory VII., 65
Gregory XI II., 69, 109, 145, 149, 151,

155, 181, 205, 209, 246
Gregory XIII. , statue, 172
Gregory XIV., 174
Gregory XV., 184, 190
Gregory XVI., 166, 187, 204, note 7
Gualdi (family), 129, 130
Guardian of the statue of Leo X., 172
Guardian or Keeper of Constantine's

horse, 140
Guards (room of the), 92, 114, 115,

note I

Guido of Montefeltro (Vice-Senator), 90
Guidocci (Leonardo), Art., 139, note i

Guidone di Pilo (Senator), 76
Gulielmo Standardo (Vice-Senator), 79

Hadrian, 15, 16, 48
Hadrian, bass-relief, M, 214, note 3
Hadrian, busts, 217
Hadrian, child, statue, M, 205
Hadrian, sacrificing, M, 208
Hadrian, under the features of Mars,

217
Hadrian, another statue, 215, note 2

Hadrian, (head of), M, 20^

Hagiopolite (the), 60
Harpocrates, statue, M, 219
Heads (colossal) of the Capitol. See

Colossi
Hecate (shrine of), 23
Hecate, with three faces, M, 230

\
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Heemskerck (Marten Van), representa-
tions of the Capitol, 89, note 2, 94,
100, no, 124, note i, 147

Hemp-dressers on Mount Caprino, 109
Henri IV., King of France, his abjura-

tion, 196, note 4
Henry IV., Emperor, 65
Henry of Casiille (Senator), 90
Hercules, child, bust, M, 217
Hercules, gilded statue, M, 199, 200, 204,

209, 215
Hercules, killing the Hydra, M, 218
Hercules, (room called room of), 213
Hercules, statue, M, 208, and note 6
Hercules, statues, 49
Hercules, votive altar, M, 200, 204, 219
Herdonius, 10, 13
Heretics, 160
Heweston (Christopher), 236
Homer, bust, M, 217
Horatius Pulvillus, M, 11, 32, 33
Horse and Lion, group, M, 80, 81, 82,

197, 204, 212, 213, note 7
Hospice (S. Giovanni). See Sancta
Sanctorum

Houses (private) on the ancient Capitol,

13. 14. 15, 17) 195 23, 27, 28, 51, 52
Hunter (Polytimus), statue, M, 217
Hygeia, statue, 49
Hygeia, statue, M, 220

I IMMORTALITY, statue, M, 215, note 2

Infessura, 72, 113
Innkeepers (Corporation of the), 169,

170, 171
Innocent III., 109
Innocent IV., 67, 242
Innocent VII., 88, 107

Innocent VIII., 73, 102, 109, 116, i2->,

200
Innocent X., 155, 185, 186, 190
Innocent X., statue, 189
Innocent XII., 130, 148
Innocent XII., statue, 189
Innocent XIII., 191, 228

Ironmongers (Corporation of the), 169
Isis, statue, M, 216, 219
Isis (priestess of), statue, M, 219
Isis Capitolina (altar of), 47

Jacobo of BoloGxN'A, mason, Art., 141,

note 2

Jacques of Voragine, 59, note 3
Japanese Ambasssadors, 175
Jean d'Outremeuse, 57, note 4, 59, 62

Jews (community of the), 144
Johannes of Mantova. See Giovanni da

IVIantova

Joseph I., Emperor, 230
Jubilee of 1300, 76
Julius II., 130
Julius 111., 143, 224
Liber, statue, 49

Julia (wife to Septimus Severus), bust,
M, 217

Julia Mamea, sarcophagus, M, 210
Julia Mesa, bust, 217
Juno Moneta (temple of), 14, 20, 64,

241
Juno Sosplta, M, 215, note 2

Juno (ceila of), 9, 36
Juno, statue, M, 216
Juno, statue, 38, 40, 41. See aLo Dea

Virgo Celestis

Jupiter (cella of), 39
Jupiter (myth of), 220
Jupiter (sacrifice offered to), 12

Jupiter (statues of), 38, 39, 49
Jupiter (statues), M, 128, 215, note 2,

217, 219
Jupiter Africus (statue), 49, 50
Jupiter Capitolinus (bass-relief repre-

senting a sacrifice to), 202
Jupiter Capitolinus (temple of). 5, 9, tt,

12, 14, 15, 16, 20, 25, 28, 29-43, 44, 45.

51, 54 J 64
Jupiter Conservator (temple of), 16, 29,

44, 45, 64
Jupiter Custos (temple of). Sec Jupiter

Conservator
Jupiter Feretrius (temple of), 6, 7, 9, 14,

15, 44, 46, 64
Jupiter Pistor (altar of), 47
Jupiter Sabazius (shrine of), 23

Jupiter Sol Serapis (altar of), 219
Jupiter Soter (shrine of), 16, 47
Jupiter Summanus (temple of), 36
Jupiter Tonans (temple of), 16, 44, 49
Jupiter Victor (shrine of), 47
Juventas (shrine of). 7, 30, 37

Kasimike (Queen IvLvkia), 191, 196
Kent, English architect, 212

Kock (Hieron^mius), representation of

the Capitol, 94, 96, 100, 124, note i, 126

Lafreri, representation of the Capitol,

96, 126
Landini (Taddeo), sculptor, Art., 156,

Latino (Cardinal), 72
Latino Juvenal, 204
Lateran, 131, 136, 139, 159, 174, 192,

208, 219
Laurenzio di Pietra Santa. See Pletra

Santa
Laureti (Toiiimaso), Art., 156, 157, ^59,

213, note 7
Legends relative to the Capitol, 5, 58
Legends relative to the statue of Marcus

Aurellus, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136
Lelio da Ceri, 179
Lello Capocci, 77, note 5
Leo X., 167, 174, 202, 246
Leo X., statue, 171

Leo XL, 190
Le.x Regia, inscription, 209
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J library, 127
Library (French National), representa-

tion of the Capitol, 98
Library (Vatican), representation of the

C^apitol, 67, 68, q8
Lici, Fabio (plan of), 125
J .ion (marble) of the Capitol group. Sec

Horse and I^ion

Lions of the Capitol, alive and painted
or sculptured, 79-82

Lippi (Annibale), architect, ^50
Lippi (Filippo), 139
Livia, 47
Locus Saeptus, 24, 27
Loggia, 69, 113, 124, 126, 149, 240
Lorenzo. See Pietra Santa (Lorenzo of)

Loto, 239, 240
Louis of Bavaria, 76, note 4, 80, 87, 97
Louis or Luigi di Gonzaga (Prince),

236
LucI (inter duos Lucos), 23
Lucilla, bust, M, 220 \

Lucilla, statue, M, 217
Lucina (Via), 214
Lucius IL, 68
Lucius Verus, bust, 217
Lucullus, 39
Ludi Capitolini, 13
Ludi Roiuani, 12

Ludovicus, Florentine workman, Apt.,
225 _

Ludovisi (villa), 218
Lunghi (Martino), architect, 142, 150
Lupis (Domenico di Bartolommeo of)

Art., 212

AL\CARONius (Marius), superintendent
of works, 141 note 2

Madonna of the Capitol, 92, 155
IVIaes (Girolamo), glazier, APt., 224
Maestri di Strada, 142, 144, 172
Maffei (family), 108
Magalotti, Governor of Rome, 86
Maggi (Andrea), architect, 223
Magistri stratarum. See Maestri di

Strada
Mamea, sarcophagus, M, 210, 213, note

7, 216
Mancini (Domenico), APt., 152, note 4
Manlius (L.), 21

Manlius Capitolinus, 12, 13, 20
Mantua (Museum of), plan of Rome,

100
Manutius (Aldus), 175
Manutius (Paul), 175, 178, 179, 180, 181
Marcello. See Augustus, statue
Marcellus (theatre of), 17
Marcia (Aqua). See Acqua Marcia
Marciana or Plotina or Giulia, statue,

M, 220
Marcucci (plan of), 126
Marcus Aurelius, 15, 16

Marcus Aurelius (Arch of), 40, 202

Marcus Aurelius (bass-relief representing
life of), M, 140, note 6, 202, 212

Marcus Aurelius, bust, M, 216, 217
Marcus Aurelius, statue, M, 210, 218
Marcus Aurelius, equestrian statue, 80,

129, 131-140
Marescalchi, 117
Marforio, statue, M, 82, note 2, 187, 210,

213, note 7
Marforio (Via di), 23
JNIaria Amelia, Duchess of Parma, 239
Maria Antoinette Walpurgis of Bavaria,

239
Maria Caroline, Queen of the Two

Sicilies, 239
Maria Christina of Saxony, 239
INIaria Kasimire. See Kasimire
Maria Theresa of Austria, 234
Marius, 48
Marius, statue, M, 214, note i, 215,
note 2

Marius, another statue, M, 218
Marius, trophies. See Trophies
Mark Antony. See Colonna (Mark An-

tony)
Market, 70-75
Marmorata, port, 104
]\Lars, shrine, 7
Mars, statue, M, 40, 49
Mars, statuette, M, 218
Mars Ultor (temple of), 16, 46
Mars and Venus, group, M, 220
Martin V., 89, 91, 100
]\Iartin V., (tower called Tower of), 129
Martin Polonois, 58, note i, 62
Marzi (Abbe), 236
Masks. See Pan Silenus
Masons (Corporation of the), 170
Massei (Baldo) of Camerino, 193
Massimi (Cardinal), 208, note 6
Mater Magna (altar of), 221
Mattei (Alessandro), 246
Mattel (Ciriaco), 147
Mattei di Castello, architect, 153
Maximilian of Saxony, 239
Measures of oil, wine, corn. See Stand-

ard
Medici (Cardinal Alessandro of), 208.

.S^^ also Ferdinand L of Tuscany
Medici (Giuliano and Lorenzo of), 174
Medici (Villa), 208
Mellini (Gaspero), Apt., 188, note i

Mens (temple of), 14, 45
Mercanti (Corporation of the), 169
Metellus, statue, 46
Mettius Curtius (bass-relief of), M, 205
Michael Angelo, 80, 123, 127, 128, 129,

139, 148, 149, 150, 154, 165, 183, 210,

224
Milestones, 146
Millers (Corporation of the), 118
Milo (house of), 19
Minerva, 34
Minerva, cella of, 9, 36
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Mint'iva (church of), 139
Minerva, head, M, '^'i^, note 7
Minerva (place called "' Ad ]\Iijiei\aiu "),

50
Minerva, statue, 38, 39, 40
Miner\a, statue, M, 217. Sec also V^owift

(statue oO
Mint of the Capitol, 21

Mint (workshops of the), 14, 20, 21

Minucia (portico), 17,52
]\Iirror (Castle), 62
Mithra (shrine of), 23
Mithra, (the Mj-thriac bass-relief), 199,

note I

Mithridates, 14, 39
Monte Caprino, 70, 75, 82, to6, 109, no,

112, 124, 143, 167, 204, 224
Monte Caprino (gibbet of the), 98, 109,

166
Monte Cavallo, 193
Monte del Grano, 210
Montefeltro (Guiclo of), 90

. Monte Tarpeio (Via di), 19, 29, 41
Montreale (Fra), 107. 112

Morelli Fernandez (Maria Madeleine).
See Gorilla Olympica

Mosaic of the Aracoeli Church, 242
Mosaic of the Doves, 220
Mosaics of the Capitoline Museums, M,

219
Mosaics of the temple of Jupiter Capi-

tolinus, 36
Muffel (Nicholas), of Nuremberg, 134
Muse, statue, M, 207
Museums (Capitoline), 93, 197-221
Museums (Capitoline), galleries of pic-

tures, 221

Museum, Egyptian (Vatican), 204,

note 7
Mutio Muto, 141, note 2

Muzio (palace), 142
Myth of Jupiter, M, 220

Napoi.ioni (Ci.emente Btancht), Art.,
224

Nardini, 234, 236
Nardo di Bartolommeo, T04, note 6

Navona (Piazza), 72, 210
Nello di Bartolommeo, Art., 92
Nemesis (altar of), 47
Neptune with a sleeping dolphin, M,

207
Nero, 15, 16, 24
Nero (Arch of), i6, 24
Nero, junior (colossal head of), M, 94,

96, 199 205, 212, 213, note 7. Seen/so
Domitian a7id Commodus

Nero (trophies of), 24
Nero Caesar, M, 197, 198
New palace. See Palace of the Con-
servators

Niccolo Tolosano, 130
Nicholas v., 91, 92, 94, 99, loi, 124

Nicholas di Thiano, Senator, SB

Nile, allegorical figure, 1-5, note i

Niobide, statue, M, 218
Notaries (Corporation of), 170
Nucci, Art., decorator of the chapel,

222
Numa, 9, 45
Nymph on a dolphin, M, 207

OisELisK, 125, 146, 246
Oliviero (Paolo), sculptor. Art., 172
Ops (temple of), 14, 32, 45, 46
Orsini (Fulvio), 211, 212
Orsini (Napoleone), 87
Orsini (Virginio), 173
Ottoboni (Cardinal Pietro), 220

Painieks (Corporation of the), 144
Palace of the Conservators, 41, 82

In the 15th century, 93-96, 1^9
In the i6th ,, 123, 124, 125,

126, 127, 128, 149, 154
In the 17th century, 184
In the i^th ,, 222
Interior decoration, 155-159, 184,

185, 186, 187
(new palace), 128, 154, 170, 184, igo,

191, 192, 215, 229
Palace (Senatorial) :

In the 14th century, 76-79
In the 15th ,, ' 88-93
In the i6th ,, 123, 144, 146,

149, 153
In the i8th ,, 222, 223, 224

Palatine, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 22, 52
Palm-tree of the Capitol, 125
Paloni (Silvestro), 160
Pan, bust, M, 217
Pan, mask, M, 220
Pan, statue, M, 204, 214, note i

Pan and the Nymphs, bass-relief, M, 217
Pandana Gate, 5, 7, 29, 50
Pantheon, 6t, 127
Paolo di Mariano de Sezze. Sec Paolo
Romano

Paolo Romano, Art , 92
Parliaments of the People, 68, 78
Parrhasius, 39
Paschalis II., 65
Patarine Bell, 68, 87
Paul II., 92, loi, 137, 138
Paul III., 130, 142, 143, 204, 205
Paul III., statue, 172
Paul IV., 175, 246
Paul IV., statue, 172, 173
Paul v., 153, note 2, 155, 184, 190
Peace (so-called temple of;, 96
Pedacchia (family of "moderators" of

the Clock), 226
Pedestals, M, 214
Pelicano (Cjiovanni), Senator, 192

Perac. See Du Perac (Etienne)

Peracca (Antonio), sculptor, Art., 212
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Perfetli (Clievalier), 85
PeiTeUi (Bernardino), 231-233, 237
Performances (theatrical), 174, 195
Perugino, 159
Perugino (school of), 224
Petilius Capitolinus,.38
Peto Luca, jurisconsult, 181

Petrarch, 82, 83, 84, 85
Petra Sancta. See Pietra Santa
Petroni, 236
Petrus, ^lilanese, master founder,
Art., 225

Pia.zz2L del Campidoglio. See Campi-
doglio

Pictures (Museum of). See Ivluseums
(Capitoline)

Pietra (Piazza di), 214
Pietra Santa (Giacomo da), Art., loi
Pietra Santa (Lorenzo da). Art., loi

Pietro, Prefect of Rome, 136
Pietro di Giovanni da Varese, Art., 92,

10

1

Pietro di Stefano, Senator, 69
Pighini (Marchioness, Francesca), 210
Pinardo (plan of), 125
Pincellotti (Francesco), Art., 224
Pindar, bust, M, 217
Pinturicchio, 222
Pitorides, bust, M, 217
Pius 11., 92, 115
Pius IV., 129, 143, 145, 149, 205, 206,

242. 246
Pius v., 149, 175, 206
Pius VJ., 225
Pius VII., 194, 221, 228
Pizzi (Abb(^ Gioacchin), 236, 237, 238
Plan of Rome (Forma Urbis), 219
Plans. See Representations of the

Capitol
Plato, bust, M, 217
Pleydenvvulff, representation of the

Capitol, 100
Plotina. See Marciana
Poggio, 100, 134, 197, note 2

Poggio (Galeaz^o), Senator, 149
Pollux. See Dioscuri
Polyphemus, M, 207, 215, note 2

Polj'timus. See Hunter
Pompey, 39
Ponte Santa-Maria or Ponte Rotto, 142,
note T, 205

Pontiffs, 14
Popes at the Capitol. See Visits of the
Popes

Popes to whom statues were raised in

the Capitol. See
Alexander VII.
Clement VII.
Gregory XIII.
Innocent X.
Innocent XII.

-Paul III.

Paul IV.
Sixtus V

UibanVII.
Urban VI U. -

Poppaea, bust, M, 217
Porcari (coat of arms of), 102
Porcari (Stefano), 109
Porta. See Delia Porta
Portae or Gates, 149. See

Carmen talis

Flaminia
Flumentana
Pandana
Ratumena
Salara
Sixtus ly.
Stercoraria
Tabularium

Portico, situated to the south of the
Minucian Portico, 52

Portico. See also
Dii Consentes
Minucia
Vignola

Porticus ad Nationes, 60
Portogallo. See Arch of Portogallo
Porzionari, 141
Postumius Albinus, 19
Priestess of Isi'j, bust, M, 219
Printing-house of the People, 175-182
Prison (Mamertine\ 74
Prisoner (Dacian), M, 218
Prisons, 106-107, 160-166. See nlsj
Windows

Proserpine, M, 217, note i

Prospettivo, 81, 200
Psyche, statue, M, 220
Publicola, 32
Puri de Marchis (Carlo), 237
Puteal, M, 217

Quadriga, of the temple of Jupiter
Capitolinus, 31, 36, 38

Quintus Erennius, bust, M, 217
Quirinal, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 17, 48, 129, 207
Quirinus (temple of), 78, 246

Raimondi (Gio. P>ATrA.), printer, 175,
note 5

Ramses III., statue of his mother, M,
216

Ratumena Gate, 8, 32
Redi (representation of the Capitol ot

Alessandro Strozzi, called Plan of),

100
Representations of the Capitol

:

In the i2th century, 68
In the 13th ,, 97
In the 14th ,, 76, 96, 97
In the 15th ,, 96, 99, 100
In the i6th ,, 120, note i

See
Benozzo Gozzoli
Cartolo
C^hantilly
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Dosio
Dii Perac
Falda
Heemskeick
Kock
Lafreri

Lici

Mantua
Marcucci
National Library (French)
Pinardo
Pleydenvvulff
Redi
Sadler
vSienna

Taddeo di Barlolo
Wolgemut
Wyngaerde

Representations (allegorical) painted on
the walls of the Capitol, 85-87

Ricci (Cardinal Giovanni), 208
Rienzo. See Cola di Rienzo
Rinaldi (Carlo), architect, 186
Rinaldi (Girolamo), 154
Ripanda (Giacomo), painter, 155
River-gods (allegoric representations),

125, 203, 215, 225
River-gods, another representation, M,

207
Robert, King of Naples, 83, 87
Robert I., Duke, of Normandy, 135
Robert da Lecce, 118
Rock (Tarpeian). See Tarpeian
Rome (statue of), under the figure of
Minerva, 152, 205, 206, note 7

Romulus, 5, 6, 7, 24, 44 47
Ronciono (Francesco), 208
Rondino (Alessandro), Art-, 212
Roof of the Palace of the Conservators,

149, 171
Roof of the Senatorial palace, 144, 149
Rooms of the Capitol. See

Capitani
Geese
Guardians
Hercules

Rope-makers, 109
Rossi, mason, 183
Rossi (Lodovico), Art., 186
Ro?tral Column, See Column
Roverella (Lorenzo), 102
Ruccellai (Bernardo), 89
Rufini (Alessandro), Bishop, 205

vSabina, bust, M, 217
Sabines, 6, 9, 30
Sabinus, 15, 19, 29
Sacra (Via), 8, 9, 12, 18

Sacripante (Carlo Maria), 239
Sadler (representation of the Capitol of),

101

Saffi (Antonio), t6.o

Salara Gate, 216
Salara Vecchia (Via), 104

Saliceti, Doctor, 236
Salt-repository of the Tabularium,

100-105
Salvatio civium, 58
Salviati (Alfonso) of Anania, Art-, 103,

note 2

Samson (fragment of a colossal), statue,

M, 199
San Beata Rita, 23
S. Biagio in Mercatello, 71
S. Giovanni Dccollato, brotherhood,

167
S. (jiovanni, hospital. See Sancta
Sanctorum

S. Giovanni in Mercatello, now called
wS. Venanzio of Camerinesi, 71, 74

S. Lorenzo, outside the walls, 208, note 7
S. Maria degli Angeli (Chartreuse of),

216
S. Maria Aracoeli, 4, 28, 70, 73, 78, 82,

87, 89, 90, 91, 92, loi, J04, 107, 125,
126, 128, 129, 143, 144, 154, ±72, 183,

204, 214, 223, 225, 228, 241-246. See
S. Maria in Capitolio

S. Maria of Curte, 74
S. Maria dei Monti, 147
S. Maria delia Consolazione, 75, 112

S. Maria in Capitolio, 64, 65, 66. See
also S. Maria Aracoeli

S. Maria sopra Minerva, 143
S. Martina, 202
S. Nicola de Funariis, now called S.
Orsola a Tor de' Specchi, 75

SS. Sergio e Baccho, 75
S. Stefano del Cacco, 204
S. Stefano Rotondo, 208, note 8

Sancta Sanctorum, hospital, 112, 164,

169
Sanctis (Giovanni of), clockmaker. 227
Santafiora (Count di), statue, 173
Sappho, bust, M, 217
Sarcophagus of Achilles and of Pen-

thesilea, M, 202
Sarcophagus of Alexander Severus, M,

210, 213, note 7, 216
Sarcophagus of the x\mazons, M, 219
Sarcophagus of Aurelia Kxtricata, 119
Sarcophagus of the Four Seasons, M,

201

.

Saturn, 4
Saturn, altar, 5

Saturn (temple of), 18, 75
Saturnia, colony, 4, 5,6
Satyr, in marble tied to a tree, M, 205
Satyr, in red marble, M. 219
Satyr, reposing, M, 220
Satyr, statue, M, 205, note 3
Savelli (Giacomo), 87
Savelli (Orazio), 146
Scalae Gemoniae, 18, 19, 25, 26. See

also Gradus
Schedel, 100
Sciarra (palace), 149
Scipio Africanus, 19
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Scipio Africaiius, busts, M, 210, 216

Segni (Giulio Cesare), Senator, 192
Sejanus, 19

Senate, 11,13, 15, 45, et passim
Senator. Sec Taking-possession and
Throne

Seneca, bust, M, 217
Septimus Severus, bust, M, 217. See

also Arch (Triumphal)
Sepulchre of Bibulus. See Bibulus
Serapis (altar of), 47
Sergius III., 136, note 2

Servius TuUius (enclosure of), 8, 9, 11,

14, 17, 22, 28

Sesi, 217
Sesostris. See Ramses III.

Severus, Alexander. See Alexander
Severus

Sforza-Cesarini, 219
Sforza (Costanza), 172
Sibyl, 242, 244
Sienna (representation at Sienna of the

Capitol by Taddeo di Bartolo), 94, 98,
108

Sigismund, Emperor, 114
Silenus (mask of), M, 218
Silk (Corporation ofthe Arts of), 170
Siloes of Mount Caprino, no, in, 112

SixtusIV., 93, 94, loi, 102, 117, 125, 137,

138, 139, 199
Sixtus IV. (Gate of), 102

Sixtus v., 152, 155, 157, 165, 174, 181,

207, 209
Sixtus, V. (statue of), 157, 172
Socrates, bust, M, 216
Spagna (Giuseppe), founder, Art., 140
Specchi (Alessandro), architect, 2x5,

note 7
Sphinx, M, 204
Sphinxes or Lions of basalt, 143, 190
Spice-merchants (Corporation of the),

169, 170
Spinelli (Cardinal), 220
Spolia Opima, 6
Spurius Carvilius, statue, 49
Spurius Maelius (house of), 51
Squarcialupi (Pietro), Senator, 126
Square of the Capitol. See Campidoglio
(Paizza del)

Sraircase (grand), 224
Staircase, grand staircase leading to the

Aracoeli Square, 142, 145, 148, 174, 204,

215, note 2, 225
Staircase inside the Senatorial palace,

223
Staircase leading to the prisons, 182
Staircase of the church of S. Maria

Aracoeli, 23, 148, 245
Staircase outside the Palace, 77, 80, 97,

124, 126, 151, 152, 225
Standards of measure, 198
Stasi (family), 220
Statue (equestrian). See Marcus

Aurelius

vStatue of the Roman people (Minerva).
See Rome (statue of)

Statues (Egyptian), M, 216, 219
Statues (Honorific)

:

In the 16th century, 171-173
In the 17th ,, 188-190

.Statutes of 1363, 90
Stercoraria Gate, 19
Stilicho, 53, 64
Stripling, statue, M, 220
Strozzi (Alessandro). See Redi
Subura. 6

Sundial, M, 220
wSurdis (family of the), no
Sweden (Queen of). See Christina
Sylla, 14, 2,3

Tablet (Iliac), 221

Tabularium, 14, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

53j 65, 74, 76, 93, 100-105, 154, 166,

223
Tacitus, Emperor, 50
Taddeo di Bartolo. See Sienna
Tailors (Corporation of the), 170
Taking-possession of the Capitol by the

Senators, 192-195
Tarpeian, Mons Tarpeius, 4, 5, 30. See
Monte Caprino

Tarpeian Rock, 6, 7, 12, 29, 45, 50, 107
Tarquin the Elder, 7, 8, 9, 18, 29, 31
Tarquin the Proud, 9, 31
Tarquins, 5, 7, 8, 33, 35
Tartaglia di Fuligno, 116
Tasso, 85
Temples and shrines erected on the

Capitol. See
Bellona (Asiatic)

Beneficentia
Concord
Dea Virgo Celestis

Felicitas

Fides
Fortuna Primigenia
Genius Populi Romani
Ciens Julia
Juno Moneta
Jupiter Capitolinus
Jupiter Conservator
Jupiter Custos
Jupiter Feretrius

Jupiter Pistor

Jupiter Sabaziiis

Jupiter Summanus
Jupiter Tonans
Jupiter Victor
Juventas
Mars
Mars Ultor
Mens
Mithra
Nemesis
Ops
Saturn
Serapis
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Teniiiiius

Valetudo
Venus Krycina
Venus Victrix
Vest a

Terminus, shrine, 7, 30, 37
Testa (Abbe), 236
Testaccio (Mount), 117
Tetricus, 15
Thalia, muse, statues, M, 207, note 1,

214, note I, 218
Theon of Smyrna, M, 217
Theseus, statue, 39
Thorwaldsen, 140
Thorn-drawer, M, 199, 200, 203, 205, 214,

note I, 218, note i

Throne of the Senator, 155
Tiber, 9, 18, 29, 52
Tiber, allegorical figure, 125, note i,.i28,

203, 215
Tiber, statue, 41
Tiberius (colossal statue, said to be of),

M, 207
Tiberius, bust, M, 207
Tiberius, another bust, M, 217
Tiberius Gracchus, 12

Tiburzio, 116
Tittoni (Filippo), architect, 188
Titus, 15, 16, 35
Titus Quinctius Capitolinus, 10
Titus Statilius Aper (tombstone of), M,
- 220
Titus Tatius, 5, 6, 7, 30, 44
Tivoli, 68, 118
Topi (Vincenzo), Art., 212
Tor de' Specchi (Monastery), 74
Tor de' Specchi (Via), 28, 142
Torre del Mercato del Cancelliere, 71,

72, 1\
Torre di Nona, 114, note i, t68
Torrone (Gio. Batta.), Art-, 214
Tower of the Chancellor. See Torre del

Mercato del C?incelliere

Towers of Boniface IX., 78, 91, 124,

154
Towers of Martin V., 89, 129-131
Towers of Nicholas V., 91, 99, 100, loi,

103, 154, 188

Towers of the Capitol, 98, 123, 128, 154
Tozo (Francesco di), 161
Trajan, 3, 15, 18, 41, 50
Trajan, colossal head, 212. See Nero
Trajan, statue, 41
Trajan Ulpius, consul, bust, M, 216
Trajan's Column, 18, 146
Tree of Liberty, 228, 229
Tre Pile (Via delle), 8, 28, 148
Trevi (Fountain of), 176
Tribunals (Consular), 168-171
Triumphs at the Capitol, 12, 13, 15
Trophies of Germanicus, 48, 50
Trophies of Marius, 48, 146
Trophies of Nero, 24
Twins. See \\'olf

Ulpian Trajan. See Trajan Ulpius
Urania, muse, M, 214, note i

Urban VII., statue, 173
Urban VIII., 104, 164, 185, 190, 198,

note 3
Urban VIII., statue, iS6, 189
Urns (funeral) of Agrippina and Nero

Caesar, M, 197, 198, 200, 214, note i

Valadier, 140
Valerius Publicola (L.), 11

Valetudo (shrine of), 47
Valsoldi (Giovanni Antonio), Art., 145,

212
Veii (artists of), 31, ^'j

Vejovis (temples of), 14, 20, 21, 24, 27
Velabrum, 3, 4, 7, 17
Vellis (Gio. Batta. and Giacomo of),

hemp-dressers, no
Venetian Ambassadors, 202
Venus asleep, 207
Venus Capitolina (shrine of), 47
Venus of the Capitol, M, 219
Venus Erycina (temple of), 14, 46
Venus Victrix (shrine of), 47
Verospi (statues found in the gardens),

216
Vervain (sacred), 22
Vespasian, 15, 16, 18, 25, 27, 34, 35, 38,

40, 96
Vespasian, bust, M, 217
Vespasian (tribunal of), 50
Vesta, statue, 41
Vesta (temple of), 19
Vestals, 34
Via. Sec 1

Arco di Settimio
Bocca della Verita
Capitolina
Consolazione
Faba Tosta
(iiulio Romano
Lucina
Marfurio
Monte Tarpeio
Sacra
Salara Vecchia
Tor de' Specchi
Tre Pile

Vico (Prefect of).. 86
Vicqlo della Bufala. See Bufala
Vic "magistri (altars of), M, 200
Victor Emmanuel (m nument of), 22
Vicus Jugarius, 18, 51
Vicus Tuscus, 18

Vignola (portico of), 143, 246
Villain (legend of the great), 133
Villa of Hadrian (statues coming frcni

the), 219, 220
Violante (Yolandc), Grand Duchess of
Tuscany, 231

Virgil, bust, ?o9. note 3
Virgil, legend, 58, 62
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Virgin (representations of the), 92, 155,

222, 224, 245, 246
Visco (Domenico), ironworker, Art.,

224
Visits of the Popes to the Capitol, 174,

186, 187, 190, 191, 192
Vitelleschi (Cardinal), 114
Vitellius, 15, 19, 29, 34, 44
Vitellius, bust, M, 217
Vitellozo Vitelli (Cardinal), 178

Wage, Roman de Ron, 135
Ways leading to the Capitol, 17, 109,.

142, 143, 14S, 187
Wenceslaus, King of Naples, 88

William, the clerk, 59, 61, note i

Window (central) of the Palace of the

Conservators, 154
Window from which the Senator wit-

nessed executions, 88, 108, 124
Windows of the Palace, 92, 124, 126, 128,

154, 184

Windows of the prisons, 164, 165
Wolf alive, in a cage, 148
Wolf and the Twins, 38, 49
Wolf and the Twins, present statue, M,

96, 125, 199, 204, 205, 209
Wolgemut (Michael), representation of

the Capitol, 100
Woolmongers (Corporation of the), 170,

t7i

Woman carrying a vase, M, 220
Woman, colossal statue, M, 218
Woman in bronze, M, 205
Woman, old drunken, M, 220
Woman, old, in a recoiling attitude,

M, 207
Woman robed, sitting, M, 205
Wyngaerde, representation ofthe Capitol

124, note I

Zeno (so-called statue), M, 220
Zenobia, 15
Zingara. See Camillus
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